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This report documents results obtained by the
Goddard Crustal Dynamics Project VLBI Data
Analysis Team from the analysis of the Mark III
VLBI geodetic data available to the Crustal Dynamics
Project (CDP) between 1979 and the end of 1990.
These results are available from the Crustal Dynamics
Data Information System (CDDIS) in printed form,
on computer tape, on 5 1/4" IBM-PC floppy diskettes,
or electronically.
A VLBI delay model contained in the International
Earth Rotation Service (IERS) standards (McCarthy,
1989) was used for the analysis. The model has a
comprehensive treatment of special and general
relativity and is correct at the level of a few
picoseconds. These baseline lengths are then in a
geocentric coordinate frame in the general relativistic
sense.
Data from fLxed stations, mobile sites, and
transportable antennas obtained in observing sessions
sponsored by the CDP, the National Geodetic Survey
(NGS), the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO), three
German organisations--the Institute of Applied
Geodesy (IfAG), Geodetic Institute of the University
of Bonn, and the Geodetic Research Institute, and
three Japanese institutions--the Geographical Survey
Institute (GSI), the National Astronomical
Observatory (NAO), and Communications Research
Laboratory (CRL), are included in this report. The
fixed and mobile data are combined in the analysis
and presented together. The VLBI group delay
observable is primarily used in the analysis. Phase
delay observations are only used in two sessions
discussed below. Much of the material is presented
graphically to give the user greater insight into data
quality and geodynamic implications. However, all of
the underlying results are available in the
machine-readable version of this report. The results
presented here are complete in that they include all
available relevant VLBI data and supersede results
given in previous reports. The values were estimated
from three new least-squares adjustments designated
GLB751, GLB753, and GLB754, which are discussed
in section IV.
Site velocities have been estimated directly for 64
sites. Sufficient data are lacking to estimate velocities
for another 23 sites. One site, HRAS 085, was treated
as a special case, discussed later. These site velocities
are tabulated together with reference positions at
January 1, 1988 in geocentric Cartesian coordinates.
The correlation matrix for these positions and
velocities is included so that the site positions and
uncertainties can be extrapolated to other epochs.
Additionally, annual site positions and uncertainties
for 1979 through 1992 derived from these velocities
are tabulated for ease of interpolation. Velocities for
these same sites are also tabulated in topocentric
coordinates; horizontal rates, azimuths and error
ellipsoid parameters are included. The velocities are
also given relative to the NUVEL tectonic plate
motion model (DeMets et al., 1990).
There are significant differences between the data and
analysis presented in this year's annual report
compared with that of previous years. Data bases not
previously used include several CDP research and
development and advanced technology development
sessions, as well as data received from the USNO and
from the Japanese and German organizations
indicated above. Changes in the analysis include the
use of the 1990 International Terrestrial Reference
Frame (ITRF90) (Boucher, 1990), the NUVEL
tectonic plate motion model, an episodic motion
model applied to selected sites, and the wet Chao
mapping function for atmosphere estimation (Chao,
1965). Also, the velocities for selected pairs of nearby
sites were linked, and rates were calculated for Earth
orientation parameters.
Each tabular section of this report is introduced by a
page which describes the section contents in detail.
The information on these introductory pages is




The Mark III instrumentation is described in detail by
Rogers et al. (1983) and Clark et al. (1985). Its most
important characteristic is the ability to sample and
record up to 28 discrete frequency channels
simultaneously, each up to 4-MHz in bandwidth. The
current standard CDP practice is to use 14 frequency
channels of 2-MHz bandwidth, 8 applied to X-band
(spanning 360 MHz around 8.4 GHz) and 6 to S-band
(spanning85 MHz near 2.3 GHz). Some CDP
research and development sessions used twice the
standard spanned bandwidth and twice the standard
single channel bandwidth. Observations on individual
sources run from 90 to 800 seconds. Real-time
logging of barometric pressure, temperature, relative
humidity, and cable length calibrations is an integral
part of the Mark HI system. Hydrogen masers serve
as both time and frequency standards for all observing
sessions. Phase calibration tones are injected into the
receiver front end providing reference signals to
remove instrumental dispersion.
B. Observing Programs
The CDP makes VLBI measurements in several
geographic areas on different scales, as described
below. In addition, the NGS coordinates the IRIS
program, which observes for 24 hours at regular
intervals to monitor Earth rotation. Similarly, the
USNO Navnet program also monitors Earth rotation
with another network. Data from the CDP, the
USNO, the NGS, the GSI, and the Geodetic Institute
of the University of Bonn, are the basis for the
current analysis. There exist high-precision Mark III
VLBI data which are not included here. These
include CDP and NGS source surveys, IRIS daily
1-hour UT1 sessions, and some of the observations
sponsored by the Deep Space Network, the U.S. Naval
Observatory and the Naval Research Laboratory in
the areas of astrometry and Earth rotation.
Mobile meaeurements use the Mark llI recording,
logging and timing systems described above for
VLBI observations. The antennas are mounted on
platform¢ _.*_dthe e!ectronies are contained i_ trailers,
both of which can be transported by truck, air, or
barge Mobile observations always employ several
fixed-base stztions as well as one or _more mobile
units. (The unit designated MV-!, the original mobile
system_ was stationed at the Vsndenberg Air Force
Base in 1983 8nd used there as _ base station until the
summer of 1990. It was later moved to YELLOWKN
where it went into service in the summer of 1991.)
In addition to VLBI observations, the vector from a
ground geodetic monument to the VLBI reference
point of the mobile antenna (eccentricity) is recorded
for each session. A single reference geodetic
monument is used at each mobile site although the
antenna may actually have been placed over different
monuments for different site occupations. The
eccentricity data are compiled by the NGS for the
CDP and are available in the machine-readable
version of this report in a t'de named ECCDAT.
The GSI employs a transportable 5-m antenna at
some Japanese sites. This system is assembled on
permanent foundations for the duration of a campaign
and then may be disassembled and transported to
another site.
The results presented here utilize the complete mobile
data set for the period 1982 through 1990. Earlier
single-frequency experiments are unusable because of
the inability to calibrate the ionosphere.
The purposes of the various observing programs
include:
Advance Technology Development, CDP sessions to
test and improve observing strategies using fixed
stations in North America.
Alaska, CDP sessions to monitor motions at several
Alaskan mobile sites including three sites in seismic
gaps near the boundary between the Pacific and North
American plates. The last observations in this
program were in the summer of 1990. There are
currently no plans to continue the program.
Atlantic, U.S. to Europe sessions sponsored by the
CDP designed to measure motion between North
America and Europe.
Ca!!fo_[a, mobile sessions sponsored by the CDP
c_ried c'.:t to measure regional deformation and
episodic motion in California espeda!ly at sites
assecizted rAtE the SJr.-/_drcaz fa"k.
CRL Japan, session sponsored by the CRL to
determ;.ne the lcc_ tie between Y&.SH!MA and
KASH!M.A_a4..
East Atlantic, U.S. to Europe aes,_iom zpono*orcd _'-'-'3
the CDP to measure motion between North America
and Europe with emphasis on European stations.
Europe mobile, mobile observing sessions carried out
by the NGS for various European agencies at BREST,
CARNUSTY, GRASSE, HOHENFRG, METSOHVI,
and TROMSONO.
German, sessions sponsored by the Geodetic Institute
of the University of Bonn, using stations in Germany,
South Africa, China, and Japan.
Global, sessions sponsored by the CDP designed to
measure a network spanning the Earth.
Japan, sessions sponsored by the GSI utilizing toted
stations and a transportable 5-m antenna to measure
regional deformation in and around Japan.
IRIS-A and POLARIS, NGS-sponsored sessions
designed primarily to monitor Earth rotation. These
sessions began in November 1980 with HAYSTACK
and HRAS 085 and were scheduled every 7 days.
ONSALA60 participated when possible on a monthly
basis. HAYSTACK was replaced by WESTFORD in
June 1981. In August 1983 operations were increased
to five-day intervals. Two new stations,
RICHMOND and WETrZELL, were brought on-line
in late 1983 and became fully operational in 1984.
HRAS 085 was replaced with MOJAVE12 during the
summer of 1989. Through the end of 1990 IRIS-A
undertook one 24-hour session every 5 days with
MOJAVE12, RICHMOND, WESTFORD, and
WETTZELL along with the monthly participation of
ONSALA60 and occasional participation by
MEDICINA. Whenever possible, ONSALA60
continues to observe monthly. MEDICINA also
participates occasionally.
IRIS-A EUR (European), sessions scheduled by
adding a mobile ",_nit at a European site during a
rc-u!ea-:'" scheduled IR:S-A scssion.
b "J
!RIS-P (Pacific), obscr',_ing sessions carried out by the
,_.ar,,. Rotation DMs;oa usingJapaacsc NAO _" "-
Y__eoHI._&% .":C2EV :4. a;;d .... " ".... o,auvn, in ,,,,.'t"",.J•S.
vuv¢_=...o_,¢(_' .... I. , ¢.:.-),, ,.,oo_,,_L''--':--,._._5CSC,_,Sn,_Ci_i'icd 6"[
_._t_ 1" A nby ,1.= NGS using I._,.,TRA0 and the IRIS-A
:tatiens in Europe _-'_ t_c U S
Loca! Survey ,i,:..,.o,.... ,_,,o.,.t':_ sess;oas ,.,,u,,r,g short
baselines for the purpose of c_tablishing local tics
between fixeS-antenna reference -'-'-p_,,.,,_ and ground
monuments used in other (such as satellite laser
ranging or GlobM Positioning System) nc_orks.
MERIT, a series of sessions in 1980 sponsored by the
International Association for Geodesy and the
International Union for Geodesy and Geophysics to
demonstrate the efficacy of modern techniques in
monitoring Earth rotation.
NCMN (National Crustal Motion Network); NGS-
sponsored sessions to establish a grid of fiducial points
across the U.S.
Navaet, USNO sessions designed to obtain precise
measurement of Earth orientation and nutation
parameters.
North American Plate Stability, transcontinental
sessions sponsored by the CDP designed to measure
the internal stability of the North American Plate.
Pacific, CDP sessions designed to measure networks
in the Pacific Basin.
Polar, CDP sessions involving stations in Europe, the
conterminous U.S., Alaska, and Japan. These sessions
link the global VLBI reference frame by using stations
which typically do not observe together in the same
network.
Research and Development, CDP sessions designed to
test innovations in hardware and scheduling
techniques.
Trans-U.S., sessions sponsored by the CDP using
fixed stations on the east and west coast of the U.S.
USNO test, early USNO sessions done in preparation
for Navnets.
USNO Nav ex, USNO Navnet sessions with the
addition of a European station to the network to
improve the determination of UT1.
Wes:e,., Canad,,, _cs_ion_ utilizing mobile units hi
western Canada tu ,._tablish a gKid of fiducial points
_I'iG ihd,_Si.i[C ttt_., ttttUiittal staumty uf the North
American Plate.
Western U.S., mobile serious spomored by the CDF
to racasure dcfoimat'Lua across the Basin and Range
Province and in the boundary zone between the North
Amet;can and Pachqc plates.
C. Pha_e Delay Observations
Phase delay observations were made in a total of ten
sessions• However, in the analysis presented in this
report phase delay data were only used in two
sessions, $84JAN07X and $84JAN14XP. The intrinsic
precision of the phase delay is considerably better
than that of the group delay, but the small size of the
phase delay ambiguity limits its geodetic applications
to short baselines or special schedules•
IlL DATA ANALYSIS METHODS
A. Processing and Data Handling
Most of the CDP data discussed here were correlated
by the Haystack Mark III correlator. Some IRIS data
were correlated at the Max Planck Institute for Radio
Astronomy in Bonn (FRG). Beginning in 1986, most
IRIS and some CDP data were processed at the
Washington correlator located at the U.S. Naval
Observatory. All three correlators have identical
designs, but their capabilities depend on the number
of tape drives and high-density heads. Some data
involving KASHIMA were correlated at Kashima
using the Japanese K-3 correlator. For the purposes
of this report the output of the four Mark
Ill-compatible correlators can be considered
indistinguishable. The output of these correlators is
sent to either the analysis center at the Goddard
Space Flight Center or similar centers at the NGS in
Rockville, MD, and the USNO in Washington, DC
where the data are organized by session and frequency
band into Mark III databases. Calibration data, solar
system ephemerides, Earth orientation information,
a priori parameter values, partial derivatives, and
theoretical delays and rates are added to each
database prior to actual data analysis. In the analysis
process information about editing, ambiguity
resolution, solution parametrization, and
data-variance-modification is added to the databases.
The final database Ides are available to investigators
from the CDDIS. The Mark III Data Base System
utilities required to read the files have been
implemented on HP1000, VAX 11/780, and HP-9000
series 300, 700, and 800 computer systems.
B. Models
The models adhere generally to the IERS standards
(McCarthy, 1989), except for the permanent tide
correction, which is not applied. The a priori
precession and nutation models used in the data
analysis are the J2000.0 and IAU 1980 models,
respectively. Daily nutation offsets are estimated to
overcome the deficiencies in these models. The
a priori Earth orientation parameters from BIH
Circular D and its successor, IERS Bulletin B, are
interpolated to each observation epoch and then
modified by the standard IERS model for short-period
tidal variations in UT1. Daily polar motion and UT1
values and their rates are estimated. The tidal
potential used to compute the effect of solid Earth
tides is calculated using the JPL DE 200 ephemeris;
the values of the Love numbers are 0.60967 for Love
h, 0.085 for Love 1, and zero for the phase lag. A pole
tide model is also used. General relativistic solar
deflection and retardation is modeled using 1.0
(Einstein's value) for -y. An axis offset model is
applied for each antenna where the pointing axes do
not intersect. The internationally defined value of the
speed of light (299,792,458. m/sec) is used. The
geophysical and astronomical models are embodied in
the program CALC 7.0 developed by the Goddard
VLBI group. Mark III observations are calibrated for
the delay caused by charged particles in the line of
sight (ionosphere and extraterrestrial plasma) by
generating new observables which are linear
combinations of the X-band and S-band observations.
To the extent that the delay effects of charged
particles have a purely inverse frequency-squared
dependence, these new observables are free of
charged-particle effects.
The tropospheric delay is divided into two
components, the 'hydrostatic' delay (often loosely
called 'dry' delay) computed from total pressure and
a 'wet' delay due to additional delay caused by water
vapor. The hydrostatic delay for each observation is
calibrated using the Saastamoinen model for the
hydrostatic zenith delay mapped to the elevation of
the observation with the CfA 2.2 model (Davis, 19830,
which requires measurements of local pressure,
temperature and humidity. In some cases, valid
meteorological measurements were not available and
site-dependent static values were substituted. The wet
delay is not calibrated, rather the entire effect is
estimated using the method described below in
Section D. Water vapor radiometer data for the wet
delay were either unavailable or deemed not
operational for the data presented here.
Cable calibration, i.e., corrections for variations in the
electrical length of the cable carrying timing signals
from the maser frequency standard to the receiver,
was applied where available and useful.
C. The GLOBL Analysis System
The GLOBL analysis system permits the adjustment
of parameters using an arbitrarily large set of data
within the memory limits of the Goddard VLBI
minicomputer facility. GLOBL is a batch extension of
the interactive SOLVE system developed by the
Goddard VLBI group and is used for all routine large
solutions. After a database for one observing session
has been fully updated using SOLVE, a "superf'de"
retaining the necessary information is created. The
complete set of superfdes is the potential input to
GLOBL. GLOBL processes the selected superfdes
sequentially, in each step applying arc parameter
elimination and carrying the global parameters
forward. See the appendix of Ma et al. (1990) for a
rigorous discussion of this process. "Arc" parameters
are those relevant only to a single database, e.g., clock
and atmosphere parametrizafion for a single session,
UT1 and polar motion, and daily nutation
adjustments. "Global" parameters are those whose
estimated values may be affected by more than one
observing session, e.g., source positions and site
velocities. Coefficients of the nutation series, the
precession constant, and Love numbers of the solid
Earth tide are other possible global parameters.
Depending on the purpose of the GLOBL solution,
station coordinates can be treated as either global or
arc parameters.
Since at each step GLOBL handles only the global
parameters and arc parameters required for a single
database, large solutions including many days of data
are possible using computers of modest size. Current
program and machine size constraints limit the
maximum number of global parameters in one
solution to 1024 and the maximum number of arc and
global parameters to 1024 per arc. Sequential
processing does entail two passes through the data.
After the first pass the values of the global parameters
are known. The second pass is necessary to recover
the arc parameter values and the solution statistics.
The two passes give a solution which is identical to a
conventional one-step, least-squares estimation of the
entire ensemble of estimated parameters without the
need for inversion of enormous matrices.
D. Parametrization of the Site Troposphere and Clock
SOLVE has the capability to model short-term
variations in the troposphere and clock at each site.
For a #oven site the effects of uncalibrated (primarily
'wet') tropospheric delay are modeled with a
continuous, piecewise-linear function. This function
models the evolution of the site's residual tropospheric
zenith path delay. The durations of the linear sections
are specified for a #oven solution and are uniform.
Durations from 20 minutes to the length of the
observing session are possible, but a duration of 60
minutes has been found to provide the degrees of
freedom needed to accommodate most real,
uncalibrated troposphere variations. The troposphere
parameters estimated using the wet Chao mapping
function are the initial zenith path delay offset and the
slopes of the linear sections. The initial offset is
unconstrained, and the rates are constrained by
assigning them an a priori value of 0 ps/hr and an
uncertainty of 50 ps/hr. The nominal slope constraint
is based on a study of actual weather observations
(Herring, personal communication; Treuhaft and
Lany_ 1987). For some sessions with unusual weather
the rate constraint is relaxed. However, over a wide
range of constraints--10 ps/hour to nearly
unconstrained slope--the geodetic parameters are
virtually insensitive to the size of the troposphere
constraint, and the formal errors of the geodetic
parameters are sensitive only at the level of a few
percent. The critical element of the troposphere
estimation method is that it permits short-term
variation in the residual troposphere while enforcing
continuity in the estimation.
Similarly, the clock estimation algorithm is designed
to model short-term, random clock variations while
enforcing realistic physical constraints on continuity
and rates of change. When all clocks are
'well-behaved' the algorithm is as follows: the clock at
one site is designated the reference clock and the
differences between that clock and the other site
clocks are modeled. These differences are modeled
as the sum of two functions--a second-order
polynomial and a continuous, piece,vise-linear function
with an initial value of zero. The three coefficients of
the polynomial correspond to clock epoch offset, clock
frequency offset, and clock frequency drift. They are
unconstrained in the solution because these
parameters can be arbitrarily large for real hydrogen
masers. In the piecewise-linear function, rates in each
of the linear segments are estimated. Typically, the
rate may be adjusted once per hour and the rate of
change is constrained to be consistent with the Allan
variance of a hydrogen maser at 1 hour. For this
report the normal constraint is 5 parts in 1014. In a
small number of sessions clocks performed poorly,
e.g., experiencing epoch jumps or substandard
frequency stability. These sessions require more
complicated modeling beyond the scope of the present
discussion.
While the introduction of troposphere rates makes a
significant (over 50% in some cases) improvement in
the fit of individual sessions compared to the previous
parametrization, clock rates produce only a small
improvement over the polynomials and diurnal
sinusoids used in the past.
E.EarthOrientationParameters
DifferentEarthorientationparameter(EOP)series
can be applied during analysis by using the EOP
partial derivatives to map the observables from the
a priori values to new values. In addition,
uncertainties and correlations associated with the EOP
series can be applied as an a priori covariance matrix.
If an a priori EOP covariance is applied and both
EOP and site positions are simultaneously adjusted as
arc parameters, then the uncertainties associated with
the input EOP series will be correctly propagated into
the site and baseline components.
F. VLBI Observables
Two VLBI observables were used in some past
analyses, group delay and phase delay rate. Tests with
GLOBL solutions on large data sets show that the
delay rates may add noise to the baseline
measurements as indicated by the consistency of linear
baseline evolution. Consequently, delay rate data
were not used for the results given in this report.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS
A. Overview
Three GLOBL solutions designated GLB751,
GLB753, and GLB754 were run to generate the
results tabulated in this report. These solutions were
run for the purposes of establishing a VLBI reference
frame with an origin coincident with the IERS
Terrestrial Reference Frame ITRF90, generating
tables of Earth orientation parameters and source
positions, estimating site velocities, and estimating
baseline components and site positions for each
observing session. The role of each solution in this
process is detailed below.
B. GLOBL Solutions
1. GLB751
The purpose of the GLB751 solution was to establish
terrestrial and celestial reference frames and to
estimate EOP values, uncertainties, and correlations
from the ensemble of CDP, IRIS/POLARIS, and
Navnet fixed-station sessions together with
long-baseline mobile sessions. Observations at less
than five degrees elevation in the 1989 CDP research
and development sessions were excluded from this
solution because of the inability to adequately model
the troposphere at these extreme low elevations.
Weak a priori uncertainties of 45 milliarcseconds
(mas) for X and Y pole offsets and 3 ms for UT1
were applied so that all three values could be
estimated from single-baseline sessions. Weak a priori
uncertainties of 30 mas/day and 2 ms/day were
applied to the respective EOP rates, which were also
adjusted.
The orientation of the celestial reference frame was
defined by the instantaneous values of precession and
nutation for the reference day, November 6, 1986,
computed from the standard models and by holding
the right ascension of the quasar 3C273B fixed at its
a priori value. All other source coordinates were
adjusted as global parameters. The origin and
orientation of the terrestrial reference frame were
defined by the following conditions. The coordinate
system was that in which the a priori motion of the
various plates is defined by the NUVEL
no-nct-rotation model of global tectonic plate motion.
The origin of the VLBI reference frame was defined
by the a priori position of WESTFORD at the station
reference epoch January 1, 1988. The orientation of
the frame was def'med by the Earth orientation
interpolated from BIH Circular D to the epochs of
the observations of the EOP reference day November
6, 1986. Since the positions of all stations except
WESTFORD and the velocities of stations with
sufficient data were adjusted, further constraints were
required for a well-defined frame. The direction of
the vector from WESTFORD in Massachusetts to
RICHMOND in Florida was constrained to change
according to the NUVEL model although the position
of RICHMOND and the magnitude of the vector
were adjusted. The vertical rate at KAUAI was
constrained to zero to provide a good vertical
definition. Several pairs of sites, FORT ORD and
FORTORDS, KASHIMA and KASHIMA34, DSS65
and ROBLED32, SESHAN25 and SHANGHAI,
KAUAI and _ MOJAVE12 and MOJ
7288, and OVRO 130 and OVR 7833 are
geographically close enough to be considered identical
for geodetic purposes. Consequently, the velocities at
these pairs of sites were linked, i.e., constrained to be
equal after adjustment, to strengthen the solution and
to propagate the positions.
Stations whose velocities were not estimated, including
WESTFORD, moved according to the a priori
NUVEL model. An episodic motion model, which
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allows for discontinuous motion at individual sites, was
used for five sites: YAKATAGA, SOURDOGH,
PRESIDIO, FORTORDS and HRAS 085. Due to its
anomalous behavior, HRAS 085 was modeled in a
discontinuous stepwise fashion. Its average position
was estimated for a series of intervals. These intervals
begin with the first HRAS 085 session April 1, 1980
and continue with a series of six-month-long intervals
from January 1, 1981 through July 1, 1988. The final
two intervals begin January 1, 1989 and July 7, 1990.
These constraints served to define the reference frame
in a robust manner. The VLBI site coordinates and
corresponding EOP/nutation values provide a
self-cousistent transformation between VLBI celestial
and terrestrial reference frames. The observing
sessions used in GLB751 were limited to fixed-station
sessions and selected long-baseline mobile sessions.
Source positions and station positions and velocities
were adjusted. The GLB751 solution included 556379
group delays in 1127 observing sessions, most
approximately 1 day long. There were 641 global
parameters (station positions, selected station
velocities, and source positions) and 225870 arc
parameters. The weighted rms fit was 43.0 ps and the
reduced X3 was 0.97. The source positions in Table
3.1 and the Earth orientation parameters plotted in
Figures 9.2 through 9.4 were generated by this
solution.
2. GLB753
The positions, velocities and covariances, and EOP
generated from GLB751 were used as a priori
information for GLB753. The sessions added in this
solution included the remaining mobile data. The
origin of the GLB751 reference frame is within 1-mm
of the origin of ITRFg0 at the station reference
epoch, January 1, 1988. The GLB753 solution
included 131843 group delays in 285 observing
sessions, most approximately one day long. There
were 853 global parameters (station positions, selected
station velocities, and source positions) and 58844 arc
parameters. The weighted rms fit was 43.2 ps and the
reduced X 2 was 1.01. While these statistics reflect
only the mobile data, the GLB753 solution contains
information from all the data, both t'oted and mobile.
The site positions and velocities in Tables 4.1-4.3, and
5.1-5.14 of this report were generated in GLB753.
3. GLB754
The purpose of the GLB754 solution was to produce
tables of baseline evolution from the ensemble of
VLBI data in a manner which made no a priori
assumptions about tectonic plate motion. The station
coordinates were therefore treated as arc parameters,
i.e., they were allowed to vary from session to session,
subject only to the constraint of being estimated with
a global set of source coordinate values and an
a priori EOP series. The same a priori EOP
information used in GLB753 was used in GLB754 to
estimate orthogonal baseline components and
geocentric site positions for each observing session.
The GLB754 solution included 688222 group delays in
1412 observing sessions. There were 265 global
parameters (source positions) and 297259 arc
parameters. The weighted rms fit was 42.3 ps and the
reduced X2 was 0.95. The baseline component results
presented in Tables 6.1-6.4, 7.170-7.506, and Figures
7.2 through 7.169 were generated in GLB754.
C. Results
1. Station Coordinates and Velocities
Table 4.1 contains the position of each fixed station
and mobile site in geocentric Cartesian coordinates in
the VLBI reference frame at the station reference
epoch, January 1, 1988. The adjusted site velocities
are also included with the position/velocity correlation
matrix in lower triangular form. Because of its
anomalous behavior, HRAS 085 has been tabulated
separately in Table 4.2. Table 4.3 includes velocities
and their respective error ellipses in topocentric
coordinates for the same sites. For each site in Table
4.3 the corresponding deviation from NUVEL
velocities is included for comparison. These same
results are available in machine-readable form along
with the full station position and velocity correlation
matrix corresponding to Table 4.1. Sites whose
velocities were assumed from NUVEL can be
identified in these tables by zero uncertainties in
velocity. Site positions and uncertainties at January 1
of each year from 1979 through 1992, also generated
from solution GLB753, are found in Tables 5.1
through 5.14 of this report. Site positions and their
associated uncertainties were propagated using the
reference epoch positions, the velocities (either
adjusted or NUVEL), and the relevant covariances.
The position uncertainties do not change with time for
sites whose velocities were not adjusted, i.e., no
provision has been made to propagate the errors of
the underlying NUVEL model.
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Figure 1. Formal errors (ram) in position at January 1, 1988.
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Figure 2. Formal errors in velocity (mm/yr).
using the eccentricity data obtained during
eachobserving session. The results for MV-1 at
Vandenberg are also referred to a ground monument.
The f'ucedantenna results are referred to a position in
the antenna structure. For an antenna with
intersecting axes, the VLBI reference point is located
at the intersection of axes. For an offset axis antenna,
the VLBI reference point is located'at the point of
intersection of the fixed axis with the plane
perpendicular to the fixed axis containing the moving
axis. The CDP monument number of each mobile
ground monument and fLxed-station antenna reference
point is given.
The histograms of 1o formal errors in topocentric
positions and velocities are given in Figures 1 and 2,
respectively, separated for fLxed stations and mobile
sites. It can be seen that the east components are the
best determined. The east component has smaller
errors than the north component due to the geometry
of the observing networks. The up components are
the most poorly determined because of the strong
correlation between the up and atmosphere
parameters. The mobile site components are
generally not as well determined as the fixed station
components, particularly in the up direction because
of the inability of the mobile systems to observe at
low elevations. It should be noted that the position
formal errors in the histograms are at the station
reference epoch, January I, 1988. For a station with
adjusted velocity, the errors are influenced by the
strength of the velocity determination and the time
interval between the reference epoch and the mean
observation epoch for the station. For a station with
velocity fixed at the a priori NUVEL value, the error
is applicable at the mean epoch of observations. Such
stations generally have a single occupation that may
span several days.
Included in this report are maps of the observed
motions of VLBI fixed stations and mobile sites. The
horizontal velocity vectors as determined by VLBI in
solution GLB753 are shown with their respective 3o
error ellipses. The NUVEL plate motion model was
used to determine a priori velocity vectors for each
site. These vectors, shown without error ellipses, are
included on the map at each site and station for
comparison. The plate that was assumed for each site
and station is indicated in Table 1.2.
Figure 3 is a map of the fixed stations used for
IRIS-A, IRIS-S, and Atlantic sessions. The close
agreement between the a priori and adjusted vectors
for stations in eastern North America is a
consequence of the choice of stations (WESTFORD
and RICHMOND) used to establish the VLBI
terrestrial reference frame.
Figures 4 through 7 are similar maps of f_,ed station
and selected mobile site velocities in and around the
Pacific Basin, in and near Alaska, in the Southwestern
U.S., and Southern California respectively.
The machine-readable report also contains the
geocentric, Cartesian coordinates of each fixed station
and mobile site for each session from solution
GLB754 arranged alphabetically and tabulated
chronologically. It should be noted that the position
for a given epoch is in the coordinate system defined
by the (arbitrary) reference station for that observing
session and that different sessions having unrelated
observing networks will have different reference
stations. The positions of the reference stations do
not change with time. Estimated station coordinates
and correlations between station coordinates for each
observing session are also available tabulated
chronologically.
2. Baseline Evolution
The evolution of each baseline is presented in three
components: length, transverse, and vertical. The
baseline length is the chord distance between the
reference points at the two ends. The reference point
for a fixed station is within the antenna structure.
The reference point at a mobile site (and at
VNDNBERG) is a ground survey monument near the
mobile antenna.
The transverse direction for a given baseline is defined
by the cross product of the a priori baseline vector
from station I to station 2 with the a priori geocentric
vector to station 2. The transverse component is the
adjustment from the a priori baseline vector in the
direction perpendicular to the baseline vector and
directed toward the horizon at either site, and is
defined such that a clockwise rotation seen from
above is positive in sign.
The vertical direction is perpendicular to the length
and transverse directions and is radially inward at the
center of the baseline. For short baselines the
baseline vertical direction is close to the topocentric
vertical direction at either site. The vertical
component is the adjustment from the a priori
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Figure 8. Baseline component axes. The figure is in the plane containing both the stations and the center of
the Earth. Unit vectors ], _, and v, for the length, transverse, and vertical components, respectively are shown
at station 2.
upward displacement of station 1 with respect to
station 2. Note also that a change in baseline length
will also cause a change in the baseline vertical
component, especially for longer baselines. The
vertical component is the most poorly determined
from VLBI data. The orthogonal directions are
shown schematically in Figure 8 where the unit vector
in the transverse direction is directed outward from
the page.
The transverse component is strongly dependent on a
precise, consistent orientation of the terrestrial
reference frame as defined in an EOP series. For the
GLB754 solution the EOP series derived from
solution GLB751 was applied. The baseline evolution
plots for WESTFORD to GILCREEK, HRAS 085,
and RICHMOND clearly show transverse rates that
are as large as 30 times the formal error. These rates
simply reflect the fact that the sites shared the motion
of the North American Plate in the a priori model of
the solution that produced the EOP series. Had the
EOP series been generated in solution with no apriori
plate motion these baselines would have shown little
or no transverse motion. The best EOP values in this
series begin after January, 1984 when four-station
IRIS measurements every 5 days became routine.
Between mid-1981 and the end of 1983, single-baseline
POLARIS data were available that gave good
determinations of UT1 and the x-component of polar
motion. Prior to mid-1981, BIH Circular D values
derived largely from optical data were used.
Consequently, the consistency of transverse values may
be weak before 1984 (depending on the orientation of
the baseline) and is very poor before 1981. The
uncertainties and correlations of the EOP values from
GLB751 and the larger nominal uncertainties for the
BIH values were propagated by SOLVE into the
errors of the baseline components. The largest effect
is on the transverse error. The vertical error, being
dominated by other effects, is weakly affected and the
length error is independent of orientation.
Summaries of the relevant statistics of the baseline
components and their rates of change as determined
from the results of solution GLB754 appear in Tables
6.1 through 6.4 in this report. These tables include
the weighted mean baseline length values, the
weighted rms scatter about the mean length values,
and, where a useful value could be computed, the
mean rate of change of baseline length over the span
of the entire available data. The rate of change is not
presented if there were fewer than five observing
sessions or if the sessions did not span at least 2 years.
The baseline length at January 1,1988 is also tabulated
for those baselines for which rates were determined.
The least-squares mean and rate estimates were based
on the formal standard errors of the individual
baseline length values. The listed error for each mean
and rate value was computed by scaling the formal
error from the least-squares estimate by the square
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error from the least-squares estimate by the square
root of the reduced X2 of the fit. The weighted rms
fit of the data about the best-fit line is also given
where relevant. Similar information is given for the
transverse and vertical components, except that the
mean and reference epoch values, being from an
arbitrary origin, are omitted.
Discontinuous motions have been observed at
YAKATAGA and SOURDOGH (Ma et al., 1990)
and at some sites in northern California notably
FORTORDS and PRESIDIO (Clark et al., 1990). In
the solution GLB753 motions at these sites have been
permitted to exhibit an instantaneous displacement on
dates corresponding to the large earthquakes believed
responsible for the discontinuous behavior. HRAS
085 in Texas has also exhibited peculiar behavior.
Consequently, no velocities were determined for
HRAS 085. Instead positions have been
independently determined for several arbitrarily
chosen intervals within the span of the data. These
positions may be found in Table 4.2 tabulated by the
beginning epoch of each interval.
For the purposes of geodetic interpretation, the
HAYSTACK and WESTFORD antennas, which are
only 1.24-kin apart, can be considered to be identical.
However, the results from the WESTFORD antenna
are no longer mapped to HAYSTACK in the tables
for HAYSTACK as in some previous annual reports.
Section 7 (Figures 7-2 through 7-153 and Tables
7.1-7.270) present the time evolution of these same
baselines. The baseline results are presented in print
in several forms: summaries of baseline rates and
consistency, plots of the three baseline components as
functions of time, and tables of values for baselines
with insufficient measurements for useful plotting.
The machine-readable report contains all the baseline
data arranged first alphabetically, then chronologically.
3. Earth Orientation Parameters
Earth orientation results from solution GLB751 are
presented graphically in print and are tabulated
together with their correlations in the
machine-readable version. Because VLBI cannot
measure absolute Earth orientation, a reference day,
November 6, 1986, was selected to fix the geographic
pole and UT1 angle. The reference day x, y, and UT1
values were quadratically interpolated from BIH
Circular D.
The results from single-baseline sessions (POLARIS
and scattered others) are insensitive to Earth rotations
around the baseline direction and therefore measure
only two components of Earth rotation. These two
components are linear combinations of UT1 and polar
motion. In order to handle these sessions in a
mathematically rigorous fashion, UT1 and both
components of polar motion are estimated using weak
constraints. The resulting EOP values, uncertainties,
and correlations correctly represent the Earth rotation
information content of the sessions. It is critical that
users of the Earth rotation data from the
singie-baseline sessions account for not only the values
and their uncertainties but also for the correlations.
The tabular values are the unmodified results from
the GLB751 solution. In particular, no smoothing has
been applied, and no corrections have been made to
remove known tidal variations from the UT1 values.
For comparison with IERS Bulletin B values or other
smoothed series, the tidal terms should be removed
from the UT1 values. Rates in X, Y, and UT1 are
calculated for each session and tabulated in the
machine-readable version.
The nutation offsets from the IAU 1980 nutation
series, estimated in solution GLB751 for each session,
are tabulated in the machine-readable version and are
plotted in the printed report. These offsets are with
respect to the celestial pole of the reference day
November 6, 1986, which is detrmed by the
conventional precession and nutation models.
D. Formal Errors
The formal errors for all estimated parameters are
computed from the covariance matrix of the relevant
solution. The weight applied to each observation
includes three terms: SNR measurement error,
ionosphere calibration error from the SNR of X- and
S-band observations, and normalizing white noise
root-sum-square added for each session. The last
term is computed for each session such that the
reduced X 2 of the fit from a standard single-session
solution is reduced to unity. In the standard solution,
site positions are estimated using a good a priori
source catalog without adjustment and the continuous
piecewise-linear clock and atmosphere par ametrization
discussed above. It is evident from the X 2 s of the fits
of baseline components that the formal errors of the
EOP are underestimated.
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V. QUALITY OF RESULTS
A. Trends in Quality Improvement
Our previous VLBI annual report (Caprette et al.,
1990) contained a lengthy section in which for the first
time we assessed the quality of the raw Mark III data
and the results obtained. Here we will update that
discussion. Readers may wish to begin with a review
of the 1990 report since the detailed rationale is
presented there.
1. Post-fit Delay Residuals
Figure 9 is a plot of post-fit weighted rms residual
delay (wrmsrd) for the 1412 one-day observing
sessions of global baseline solution GLB754. The
trend through January 1990 is virtually identical to
that seen in the 1990 report. The wrmsrds improve
from an average 70 ps in 1981 to an average 45 ps in
1989. Moreover, by 1988 there is a clear systematic
trend in which the residuals are smaller in (northern
hemisphere) winter than in summer (caused, perhaps,
by more stable winter atmospheric conditions). In
1990 the trend toward improvement reversed and the
wrmsrds became slightly worse than in the previous
three years. Figures 10, 11, and 12 are similar plots
for the POLARIS/IRIS, CDP, and Navnet sessions.
Overlaying the three plots shows that in 1990 they are
quite similar with both the IRIS and CDP sessions
showing the summer/winter trend.
The increase in the post-fit wrmsrds in 1990 does not
in itself indicate the derived geodetic results are
poorer. The observing schedules have continued to
evolve and this has effected the precision of the
observations as well as the ability of the analysis
system to fit the data. Three such changes which
continued in 1990 are:
1) Observing scan lengths were shortened and tailored
to individual sites so that only a minimum target
signal-to-noise ratio was achieved. The goal of this
change of philosophy was to increase the number and
frequency of observations at the expense of a small
decrease in the precision of some observations.
2) There was continued emphasis on obtaining low
elevation (less than IIY) and very low elevation (less
than 6') observations. Such observations provide a
very sensitive probe of the troposphere at the expense
of incurring some observations that are difficult to fit
because of very large unmodelled atmospheric effects.
3) There has been a continuous evolution over a long
period of time toward observing sessions of increasing
complexity. The USNO Navnet sessions spanning
from the U.S. east coast to Alaska and Hawaii have
become routine. IRIS has moved its westernmost site
from Texas to California and often includes an
additional site in Italy. The CDP has begun to
schedule sessions spanning the Pacific and Indian
oceans and even a few sessions spanning the entire
globe.
Having rationalized the increase in the wrmsrds, we
should note that at least the effects of points 1 and 2
are now fully realized in the observing schedules.
Recently there has been some thought that perhaps
we have gone too far in reducing the lengths of the
scans and in obtaining very low elevation observations.
In any case, without more sensitive instrumentation,
the scans cannot be shortened further and there will
be no increased emphasis on low elevation
observations.
Given these phenomena that may explain the increase
of wrmsrds, there is no reason to think that the
geodetic results actually achieved in 1990 should be
poorer than in 1989. As will be discussed below,
there is evidence that the results are at least as good
as the best obtained so far.
2. Formal Errors and Repeatability of Baseline
Lengths
Figure 13 is a plot of length results for the Westford-
Wettzell baseline. It shows the observed short term
(months) repeatability of the length estimates and the
session-by-session length formal errors. This plot is
designed to address two questions. First, as
improvements have been made in the Mark III
hardware and observing schemes, have the formal
errors of the length estimates become smaller?
Second, assuming the formal errors have become
smaller, are the length repeatabilities improving
correspondingly? In Figure 13 the diamonds show the
baseline length formal errors for the individual
sessions. The asterisks show for each session an
unweighted average of the formal errors in a
120-day-long window centered on the session; they are
meant to show the long term evolution of the formal
errors. The line connects points (not plotted) that are
the actual repeatability of the length values. The
repeatabilities were computed as follows: At the
epoch of each session a weighted average length was
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Figure 11. Residual delay fits, CDP fixed stations from GLB754.
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Figure 12. Residual delay fits from GLB754, Navnet sessions only.
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within 60 days of that session. Then using the same
set of sessions a weighted rms length residual from
the average length was computed. This rms is
assumed to be an estimate of the short term length
repeatability at the time of the session.
Through January 1, 1990 Figure 13 is nearly identical
to the Figure 13 of our last report. (The small
differences are consistent with the changes made to
the analysis system in the intervening year.) Through
early 1988 the average formal errors and the
repeatabilities are quite consistent and show a general
improvement from 20 - 25 mm in 1984 to near 15 mm
in early 1988. From that point until January 1990 the
formal errors continue to improve to 5 - 7 ram, but
there is no comparable improvement in the
repeatability. The results for the additional year in
Figure 13 of this report are very similar to the results
for 1989. In both 1989 and 1990 the average formal
errors are much smaller than the repeatabilities,
typically 7 - 9 mm for the formal errors and 10 - 15
mm for the repeatability. These results appear to
indicate that in 1989 we reached a floor in the length
repeatability (for this baseline) and remained at that
floor during 1990. This limit is probably related to
unmodeUed atmospheric effects. Note that the floor
is quite small, 10 mm on this nearly 6,000-km-long
baseline or 1.7 parts per billion (ppb).
Figures 14 and 15 are similar plots for the Richmond-
Westford and Onsala-Wettzell baselines. They also
show trends in 1990 that are nearly identical to those
of 1989.
In summary, these plots indicate that the short term
baseline length repeatability achieved in 1990 was
nearly identical to that achieved in 1989. To achieve
further improvements will either much better
understanding of the effects of tropospheric refraction
and/or better instrumentation (such as the Mark IV).
B. Scaling of Baseline Repeatability with Baseline
Length
The single indicator cited most frequently to quantify
the repeatability achieved by a geodetic surveying
system is the baseline length repeatability scaling. For
instance, in the 1960's when conventional terrestrial
surveying was still the rule the best survey
repeatability was called firs_.__torder and had an
accuracy of 1 part in llY. That is a repeatability of 4
meters on 4000-kin coast-to-coast baseline. Our last
report contained a discussion of the long term length
repeatability achieved by Mark III VLBI based on the
entire set of data acquired between 1979 and the end
of 1989. We presented a set of scaling laws in a form
that was the sum of two terms. The first term was the
repeatability threshold on a zero length baseline and
the second 'sealing term' grew linearly with baseline
length. We also produced three different laws for
three ranges of lengths because we found that the
poor repeatability of the very longest baselines was
disproportionate compared to the shorter baselines
and would dominate the scaling term despite their
small numbers. The following table shows the scaling
laws from the last report and those produced for this
report. The current values are based on all the data
used in the 1990 report plus the additional CDP, IRIS,
and Navnet data acquired in 1990.
Baseline Repeatability Scaling
Length Threshold Scaling
range 1990 1991 1990 1991
(km) (mm) (mm) (ppb) (ppb)
0 - 6000 6.8 6.6 1.1 1.0
0- 10,000 5.0 5.3 2.0 2.0
Full range 4.9 5.1 2.6 2.2
Figure 16 is a plot of the long term length
repeatability values as a function of baseline length for
the 175 baselines used to produce the scaling laws.
These 175 were selected because they each had at
least five observing sessions and two years of data.
The most striking fact that emerges from a simple
comparison of this plot with the similar plot from
1990 is the much improved repeatability of the
baselines in the 10,000 to 12,000-kin range. The main
reason for this improvement is that data on these
baselines acquired in 1990 are much better than the
earlier data. (See figure 7.96 in section 7, which
shows the baseline evolution for the 10,200-km-long
Kashima-Richmond baseline where the 1990 data is
outstanding.)
Since it is difficult compare Figure 16 with the
comparable figure from the 1990 report we have
prepared Figure 17. It is a plot of the repeatability
differences for the 149 baselines common to both
plots. It shows that there are 84 baselines with better
repeatability in the current solution, 50 baselines with
better repeatability in the previous solution, and 15
with no difference (at the level of 0.1 mm). The
global repeatability of the current solution is 14.3 mm
while that for the previous solution is 15.3 mm. In
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Figure 17. Repeatabifitydifferences for 149 basefines
solution are better than those of the 1990 solution.
There is no simple explanation for this improvement,
but almost certainly the critical factor is that these
repeatabilities are a measure of the entire data set
going back to 1979. The key difference between the
1990 and 1991 solutions is the use of an additional
year of state-of-the-art VLBI data. The quality of the
1990 data is certainly better than the averagelquality
of all the previous data and this in turn improves the
repeatability of the entire data set.
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1.0 Stations and Sites
Table 1.1 describes the radio telescopes located at fixed stations. Each antenna has a unique name used
throughout this report consisting of at most eight upper case characters. The entries give the antenna diameter,
location and operating institution. Table 1.2 has the latitude and longitude for each VLBI mobile site and fixed
station, as well as the associated monument number. Each mobile site has a unique name of the same form as
the station names. The monument number is followed by a single character. A "G" indicates a ground
monument while an "A" indicates that the monument number refers to a point in the antenna (usually the
intersection of axes). This code is followed by a three-letter code showing on which tectonic plate the site was
assumed to be for the solutions. The selection of tectonic plate was somewhat arbitrary in some cases but does




NOA -- North American
PCF -- Pacific




ALGOPARK, 46-m-diameter antenna at the
Algonquin Radio Observatory near Lake Traverse,
Ontario, Canada.
CI-1LBOLTN, 26-m-diameter antenna located in
Chilbolton, England and operated by the Appleton
Laboratories. (No longer in use for VLBI.)
DSSI5, 34-m-diameter antenna operated by the Deep
Space Network in the Goldstone Tracking Complex
near Barstow, California.
DSS45, M-m-diameter antenna operated by the Deep
Space Network in Tidbinbilla, Australia.
KASHIMA, 26-m-diameter antenna at the Kashima
Space Research Center, Kashima, Japan.
KASHIM34, M-m-diameter antenna at the Kashima
Space Research Center, Kashima, Japan.
KALIAI, 9-m-diameter antenna operated by the CDP
at the Kokee Park Geophysical Observatory on the
island of Kauai in Hawaii. (Formerly part of NASA's
Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network.)
KWAJAL26, 26-m-diameter TRADEX antenna
operated for the U.S. Air Force by Lincoln
Laboratory in the Marshall Islands.
DSS65, M-m-diameter antenna operated by the Deep
Space Network in Madrid, Spain.
EFI_BERG, 100-m-diameter antenna of the Max
Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy located near
Effelsberg, Germany.
GILCREEK, 26-m-diameter antenna operated by the
CDP and located at the NOAA/NESDIS facility at
Gilmore Creek, Alaska, near Fairbanks.
GOLDVENU, 26-m-diameter antenna operated by
the Deep Space Network in the Goldstone Tracking
Complex near Barstow, California. Also called
DSS13.
HARTRAO, 26-m-diameter antenna at the
Hartebeesthoek Radio Astronomy Observatory near
Johannesburg, South Africa.
HATCREEK, 26-m-diameter antenna at the Hat
Creek Radio Observatory, HatCreek, California.
HAYSTACK, 37-m-diameter antenna at the Haystack
Observatory, Westford, Massachusetts.
HOBART26, 26-m-diameter antenna operated by the
University of Tasmania at Hobart, Tasmania,
Australia.
HRAS 085, 26-m-diameter antenna at the George R.
Agassiz Station operated by the Harvard College
Observatory and located near Fort Davis, Texas. (No
longer in use.)
MARCUS, 10-m-diameter antenna operated by the
GSI on the island of Minami-tori Shima in the
Western Pacific Ocean.
MARPOINT, 26-m-diameter antenna of the U.S.
Naval Research Laboratory located near Maryland
Point, Maryland. (No longer in use for routine
operations.)
MATERA, 20-m-diameter antenna operated by the
Italian Space Agency (ASI) in Matera, Italy.
MEDICINA, 32-m-diameter antenna operated by the
University of Bologna, near Bologna, Italy.
MOJAV1E12, 12-m-diameter antenna located at the
NASA Goldstone complex near Barstow, California
and operated by the NGS.
NOBEY 6M, 6-m-diameter antenna of the National
Astronomy Observatory at Nobeyama, Japan.
NOTO, 32-m-diameter antenna operated by the
University of Bologna at Noto, Sicily, Italy.
NRAO85 3, 26-m-diameter antenna at the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory, Green Bank, West
Virginia, operated for the U.S. Naval Observatory.
NRAO 140, 43-m-diameter antenna at the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory, Green Bank, West
Virginia.
ONSALA60, 20-m-diameter antenna at the Onsala
1.2
SpaceObservatory,Onsala,Sweden.
OVRO130, 40-m-diameter antenna at the Owens
Valley Radio Observatory, Big Pine, California.
PIETOWN, 25-m-diameter antenna of the VLBA near
Pietown, New Mexico.
RICHMOND, 18-m-diameter antenna of the U.S.
Naval Observatory near Miami, Florida.
ROBLED32, 32-m-diameter antenna located at the
NASA Madrid complex in Spain and operated by the
Deep Space Network.
SESHAN25, 25-m-diameter antenna of the Shanghai
Astronomical Observatory near Shanghai, China.
SEST, i5-m-diameter antenna operated by the
European Southern Observatory (ESO) near Cerro
Tolollo, Chile.
SHANGHAI, 6-m-diameter antenna at the Shanghai
Astronomical Observatory in Shanghai, China.
VNDNBERG, 9-m-diameter antenna operated by the
CDP and located at the Vandenberg Air Force Base
in California. (Ceased operations Summer 1990.)
WESTFORD, 18-m-diameter antenna at the Haystack
Observatory, Westford,Massachusetts.
WETrZELL, 20-m-diameter antenna located in
Bavaria, Germany and operated by the German
Institute for Applied Geodesy (IfAG).
1.3
Site Name Monument Plt
ALGOPARK 7282 A NOA
AUSTINTX 7271 G NOA
BERMUDA 7294 G NOA
BLKBUTTE 7269 G NOA
BLOOMIND 7291 G NOA
BREST 7604 G EUR
CARNUSTY 7603 G EUR
CARROLGA 7228 G NOA
CHLBOLTN 7215 A EUR
DEADMANL 7267 G NOA
DSSI5 7231 A NOA
DSS45 1642 A IND
DSS65 1665 A EUR
EFLSBERG 7203 A EUR
ELY 7286 G NOA
FLAGSTAF 7261 G NOA
FORT ORD 7266 G PCF
FORTORDS 7241 G PCF
FTD 7900 7900 G NOA
GILCREEK 7225 A NOA
GOLDVENU 1513 A NOA
GORF7102 7102 G NOA
GRASSE 7605 G EUR
HAEAKAL 7120 G PCF
HARTRAO 7232 A AFR
HATCREEK 7218 A NOA
HAYSTACK 7205 A NOA
HOBART26 7242 A AUS
HOHENFRG 7600 G EUR
HRAS 085 7216 A NOA
JPL MVI 7263 G PCF
KASHIMA 1856 A NOA
KASHIM34 1857 A NOA
KAUAI 1311 A PCF
KODIAK 7278 G NOA
KWAJAL26 4968 A PCF
LEONRDOK 7292 G NOA
MAMMOTHL 7259 G NOA
MARCUS 7310 A PAC
MARPOINT 7217 A NOA
MATERA 7243 A EUR
MCD 7850 7850 G NOA
MEDICINA 7230 A EUR
METSHOVI 7601 G EUR




Location deg min deg min
Lake Traverse, Ont., Canada 45 57 281 56
Austin, Texas 30 20 262 18
Bermuda Islands, U.K. 32 22 295 20
Black Butte, California 33 40 244 17
Bloomington, Indiana 39 ii 273 30
Brest, France 48 24 355 30
Carnoustie, Scotland 56 29 357 13
Carrolton, Georgia 33 34 274 53
Chilbolton, England 51 09 358 34
Deadman Lake, California 34 15 243 43
Barstow, California 35 25 243 07
Tidbinbilla, Australia -35 23 148 59
Madrid, Spain 40 26 355 45
Effelsberg, Germany 50 31 6 53
Ely, Nevada 39 18 245 09
Flagstaff, Arizona 35 13 248 22
Sand City, California 36 40 238 14
Sand City, California 36 35 238 14
Fort Davis, Texas 30 38 256 03
Fairbanks, Alaska 64 59 212 30
Barstow, California 35 15 243 12
Beltsville, Maryland 39 Ol 283 I0
Grasse, France 43 45 6 55
LURE Ohs., Maui, Hawaii 20 42 203 45
Johannesburg, South Africa -25 52 27 41
Hat Creek, California 40 49 238 32
Westford, Massachusetts 42 37 288 31
Hobart, Tasmania, Australia -42 47 147 26
Hohenbuenstorf, Germany 53 03 i0 29
Fort Davis, Texas 30 38 256 03
Pasadena, California 34 12 241 50
Kashima, Japan 35 57 140 40
Kashima, Japan 35 57 140 40
Kokee Park, Kauai, Hawaii 22 08 200 20
Kodiak, Alaska 57 44 207 30
Roi-Namur, Marshall Islands 9 24 167 29
Leonard, Oklahoma 35 55 264 12
Mammoth Lakes, California 37 38 241 03
Minami-tori Shima, Japan 24 17 153 59
Maryland Point, Maryland 38 22 282 46
Matera, Italy 40 39 16 42
Fort Davis, Texas 30 41 255 59
Medicina, Italy 44 31 ii 39
Metsahovi, Finland 60 15 24 23
Miles City, Montana 46 24 254 08
1.4
Site Name Monument Plt
MIYAZAKI 7312 G EUR
MOJ 7288 7288 G NOA
MOJAVEI2 7222 A NOA
MON PEAK 7274 G PCF
NOBEY 6M 7244 A NOA
NOME 7279 G NOA
NOTO 7547 A EUR
NRAO 140 7204 A NOA
NRAO85 3 7214 A NOA
OCOTILLO 7270 G NOA
ONSALA60 7213 A EUR
OVR 7853 7853 G NOA
OVRO 130 7207 A NOA
PBLOSSOM 7254 G PCF
PENTICTN 7283 G NOA
PIETOWN 7234 A NOA
PINFLATS 7256 G NOA
PLATTVIL 7258 G NOA
PRESIDIO 7252 G PCF
PT REYES 7251 G PCF
PVERDES 7268 G PCF
QUINCY 7221 G NOA
RICHMOND 7219 A NOA
ROBLED32 1561 A EUR
SANPAULA 7255 G PCF
SEATTLE1 7229 G NOA
SESHAN25 7227 A EUR
SEST 7239 A SOA
SHANGHAI 7226 A EUR
SNDPOINT 7280 G NOA
SOURDOGH 7281 G NOA
TITIJIMA 7844 G PCF
TROMSONO 7602 G EUR
TSUKUBA 7311 G NOA
VERNAL 7290 G NOA
VICTORIA 7289 G NOA
VNDNBERG 7223 G PCF
WESTFORD 7209 A NOA
WETTZELL 7224 A EUR
WHTHORSE 7284 G NOA
YAKATAGA 7277 G NOA
YELLOWKN 7285 G NOA
YUMA 7894 G NOA
Location
LAT LONG
deg min deg min
Miyazaki, Japan 32 05 131 29
Barstow, California 35 20 243 07
Barstow, California 35 20 243 07
Monument Peak, California 32 54 243 35
Nobeyama, Japan 35 56 138 28
Nome, Alaska 64 34 194 38
Noto, Sicily, Italy 36 53 14 59
Green Bank, West Virginia 38 26 280 I0
Green Bank, West Virginia 38 26 280 09
Ocotillo, California 32 47 244 12
Onsala, Sweden 57 24 ii 56
Big Pine, California 37 14 241 42
Big Pine, California 37 14 241 43
Pearblossom, California 34 31 242 05
Penticton, B.C., Canada 49 19 240 23
Pie Town, New Mexico 34 18 251 53
Pinyon Flats, California 33 37 243 32
Platteville, Colorado 40 ii 255 16
San Francisco, California 37 48 237 33
Point Reyes, California 38 06 237 04
Palos Verdes, California 33 45 241 36
Quincy, California 39 58 239 03
Miami, Florida 25 37 279 37
Madrid, Spain 40 26 355 45
Santa Paula, California 34 23 241 00
Seattle, Washington 47 41 237 45
Shanghai, China 31 06 121 12
Cerro Tolollo, Chile -29 15 289 16
Shanghai, China 31 ii 121 26
Sand Point, Alaska 55 21 199 31
Sourdough, Alaska 62 40 214 31
Titi Jima Island, Japan 27 06 142 12
Tromso, Norway 69 40 18 56
Tsukuba, Japan 36 06 140 05
Vernal, Utah 40 20 250 26
Victoria, Vancouver, Canada 48 23 236 31
Vandenberg AFB, California 34 33 239 23
Westford, Massachusetts 42 37 288 30
Wettzell, Bavaria, FRG 49 09 12 53
Whitehorse, Yukon Ter., Canada 60 43 224 55
Cape Yakataga, Alaska 60 05 217 31
Yellowknife, NW Ter., Canada 62 29 245 32
Yuma, Arizona 32 56 245 48
15

2.0 Summary of Experiments by Database and Site
Table 2.1 is a summary of the observing sessions. Each line corresponds to one session and contains the
database name of the session and an asterisk (*) to indicate which fixed stations and/or mobile sites participated.
The final character in each database name was meant to indicate the type of observing session but this
convention has not been consistently used; the session types are, however, identified in the column to the right
of the database name. These session types correspond to the observing programs described in detail in Section
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3.0 Source Coordinates from Solution GLB753
Table 3.1 gives the estimated positions of the observed extragalactic radio sources. One-sigma standard statistical
errors are given in units of seconds of time for right ascension and arcseconds for declination. The right




















































VLBI Source Positions from GLB753
Right Ascension Declination
Hr Min Seconds Unc Deg Min Seconds Unc
O0 19 45.7860470 .0000938
O0 50 41.3173720 .0000047
01 06 45.1078680 .0000952
Ol 08 38.7710440 .0000020
Ol 21 56.8616540 .0000020










































04 37 1.4827080 0000169
04 57 3.1792440 0000044
05 Ol 12.8098630 0000087
05 08 42.3638700 0000000
05 30 56.4166790 .0000027
05 55 30.8054470 .0000086















07 57 6.6430390 .0002669
08 18 15.9995270 .0000126
08 25 50.3383090 .0000040
08 54 48.8748710 .0000028
09 03 3.9900180 .0000212
09 21 29.3538200 .0000104









73 27 30 01550 .00012
-09 29 5 21113 .00014
-40 34 19 95622 00292
Ol 35 31593 00012
04 22 24 73346 00012
47 51 29 09874 00013
II 34 45.40881 00032
15 14 11.04237 00014
32 12 30.10005 00781
73 49 32.62075 00011
67 21 3.02833 .00017
13 22 54.71574 .00012
28 48 8.98939 .00012
16 36 59.27409 .00014

















-23 24 52.01824 .00013
-01 59 14.25445 .00027
84 32 4.54061 00000
13 31 55.15103 00012
39 48 49.16648 00011
17 09 21.70374 00017
71 20 36.36541 00016
O0 -54 56.53270 01064
-ii 41 12.59739 00012











































































































































































































































































































2255-282 22 58 5.9628740
2345-167 23 48 2.6085170

































4.0 Site Positions and Velocities from Solution GLB753
Table 4.1 gives geocentric Cartesian positions in mm, velocities in mm/yr, one-sigma errors, and their
correlations (in lower triangular form) for each site in the VLBI reference frame at the site reference epoch 1988
Jan 1. For selected sites velocity constraints were applied; this caused the corresponding velocity errors for these
sites to be zero.
Similar information for HRAS 085 is given in Table 4.2 for its estimated positions during each of 19 intervals
between 1979 and 1991. These positions are extrapolated to the site reference epoch, January 1, 1988 using the
NUVEL plate motion model. As no velocities were estimated for HRAS 085, all of its velocity adjustments, their
errors, and corresponding correlations are zero and were omitted from the table for brevity.
Table 4.3 gives total site velocities and one-sigma errors in local East, North, and Up coordinates as well as the
corresponding horizontal rates and azimuths for each site from GLB753. These velocities, rates, and azimuths
are also given as corrections relative to NUVEL. The length, azimuth, and elevation for each axis of the velocity
error ellipsoid are given. As in Table 4.1 the sigmas and error ellipsoid parameters for selected sites where
velocity constraints were applied are zero.
Table 4.4 is the correlation matrix of all Cartesian site positions and velocities for GLB753. This table consists
of two parts. The upper part shows a number which is associated with each component or velocity, the name
of the component or velocity, and its sigma. The lower part of the table is the actual correlation matrix in lower
triangular form. The rows of the matrix wrap around every 20th element. Table 4.4 is only available in machine-
readable form.
4.1
Table 4.1 Geocentrlc Cartesian Site Coordinates and Velocities
......................................................................................
ALGOPARK Coordinate Reference Epoch - 88/ 1/ 1
7282 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (111m) 918034964.1 .8 1.000
y (mm) -4346132262.9 2.9 -.241 1.000
Z (.I.) 4561971078.7 2.8 ,225 -,905 1.000
X vet (mmlyr) -17.3 .3 -.588 .077 -.037 1,000
Y vel (mmlyr) -2,0 i.I .073 -.738 .650 -.241 1.000
Z vel (rr_I/yr) 1.g i.i -.037 ,653 -,700 .215 -.gog l. OOO
X Y Z X vet Y vet Z veL
...................................................................................
AUSTINTX Coordinate Reference Epoch = 881 11 1
7271 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -737793677.3 3.6 1.000
y (Inm) -5459892294.3 15.9 .687 1.000
Z (mm) 3202990438.7 9.4 -.619 -,896 1.000
X vet (mm/yr) -12.9 .0 .000 ,000 .000 1.000
Y vet (mmlyr) -.7 ,0 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Z vet (mm/vr) -4.2 .0 .000 .000 .000 .ODD .000 1.000
X Y Z X veL Y vet Z vet
BERMUDA Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ i/ 1
Error Correlation Matrix:
7294 Value
X (Bin) 2307209614.9 4.7 1.000
y (mr,) -4874215845.9 10.6 -.868 1,000
Z (mm) 3394317808.2 6.9 .785 -.885 1.000
X vet (mmlyr) -13.6 .0 .000 .000 .OOO 1.000
Y vet (mm/yr) -1.3 .0 .000 .000 ,000 .000 l.O00
Z vet (mmlyr) 7.4 .0 .000 .000 .O00 .000 ,000 1.000
X Y Z X vet Y vet Z vet
BLKBUTTE Coordinate Reference Epoch = 881 II 1
Error Correlation Matrix:7269 Value
X (trml) -2306306826.4 4.9 1.000
y (mm) -4787g14469.5 10.1 .g53 1.000
Z (mm) 3515736403.8 7.3 -.g13 -.932 i,oo0
X vet (mm/yr) -16.4 3.4 .553 .538 -.505
Y vel (mm/yr) 16.2 7.1 .532 .565 -.517





X re[ Y vel Z ve[
I............................................................... -- ......................





X ve[ Y vel Z vet
7291 Value
X (mm) 302384579.4 ll.g 1.000
y (ii_) -4941699o58.3 35.6 -.o61 I.OO0
Z (mm) _007908423.7 29.1 -.055 -.896 I.OOO
X ve[ (_f11/yr) -15.9 ,0 .000 .000 .000
Y vel (mmlyr) -1.1 .0 .000 .000 .000
Z ve[ (nm/yr) -.2 o .000 ,000 .00o
X Y Z





X vet Y vel Z vet
760_ Value
X (mm) 4228877267,7 8.7 1,000
y (mm) -333104348.I 2.5 -.246 1.000
Z (mm) 4747180833.3 9.8 .878 -.236 1.000
X vet (mmlyr) -i0.8 .0 .000 ,000 .000
Y vel (mm/yr) 18.8 .0 ,000 .000 .000
Z vet (mm/yr) 10.9 ,0 .000 ,000 .000
X Y Z





X vet Y vel Z vel
7603 Value
X (mm) 3526416542.5 11.3 1.000
y (mm) -171421262.7 3.7 .003 i,o0o
Z (mm) 5294098706.4 15.5 .906 .036 1.000
X vel (mm/yr) -lZ.7 ,o .000 .000 .000
Y re[ (mmlyr) 17.1 .0 .000 .000 ,000




CARROLGA Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7228 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) 453520754.2 9.4 1.000
y (rnm) -5300506788.3 34.9 -.427 1.000
Z (mm) 3507207373.9 21.4 .502 -.914 1.000
X vel (mmlyr) -14.1 .0 .000 .000 ,000
Y ve[ (mm/yr) -1.0 .0 .000 .000 .000





X vet Y vet Z vet




X veL Y vet Z vet
7215 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) 4008310215.4 8.4 1.000
Y (rnm) -100650905.7 4.4 -.600 1.000
Z (mm) 4943794641.4 10.9 .752 -.537 1.000
x vet (mmlyr) -12.0 .0 .000 .000 .000
Y vet (mm/yr) 18.3 .0 .000 .000 .000
Z vet (mm/yr) 10.1 .0 .OOO .000 .000
X Y Z
DEADMANL Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
Error Correlation Matrlx:7267 Value
X (mm) -2336819538.4 7.5 1.000
Y (mm) -4732587021.6 13.9 .920 1.000
Z (mm) 3570329979.7 10.3 -.856 -.898 1.000
X vel (rnm/yr) -45.7 9.9 .444 .412 -.375
Y vel (mm/yr) -43.0 19.1 .397 .425 -.380





x vet Y vet Z vel
DSS15 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7231 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (rnm) -2353538634.2 3.5 1.000
y (mm) -4641649572.3 7.1 .878 1.000
Z (mm) 3676670001.9 6.3 -.730 -.852 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -12.2 3.9 -.735 -.674 .537
Y vel (mmlyr) 17,5 7.5 -.699 -.758 .638





X vet Y vet Z vel




X vet Y vel Z vet
1642 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -4460935119.4 15.9 1.000
Y (mm) 2682765772.9 10.6 -.397 1.000
Z (mm) -3674381607.0 8.9 .245 -.111 1.000
X vel (mm/yr) -13.0 7.4 -.858 .431 -.357
Y vel (mm/yr) -14.0 5.0 .446 -.793 .225
Z ve[ (inm/yr) 46.0 4.3 -.328 .231 -.736
X Y Z




X veL Y veL Z vet
1665 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) 4849336820.0 5.2 1.000
Y (mm) -360488968.5 2.0 -.280 1.o00
Z (rnm) 4114748629.4 5.9 .839 -.334 1.ooo
X ve[ (mm/yr) -3.4 3.6 -.857 .059 -.742
Y vel (mm/yr) 21.o 1.2 .o64 -.645 .201
Z vel (mm/yr) 14.8 3.9 -.775 .172 -.779
X Y Z
EFLSBERG Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7203 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) 4033947651.8 34.0 1.000
y (mm) 486990350.9 15.6 -.140 1.000
Z (mm) 4900430658.2 44.5 ,932 -.231 1.000
X vel (mmlyr) -11.6 4.9 .977 -.147 .910
Y vel (mm/yr) 15.8 2.4 -.139 .961 -.225









ELY Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ i/ 1
7286 Value Error Corre[ation Matrix:
X (mm) -2077236176.7 3.1 1.000
Y (mm) -4486712753.6 6.7 .919 1.000
Z (mr,) 4018753732.5 5.7 -.875 -.917 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -19.0 2.1 -.210 -.215 .206 1.000
Y ve[ (mnl/yr) 7.1 4.5 -.216 -.220 .209 .936 1.000
Z vet (mmlyr) -13.6 3.8 .209 .213 -.206 -.921 -.951 1.000
X Y Z X vet Y vet Z vet
FLAGSTAF Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7261 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -i9239925_5.5 4.1 1.000
Y (mm) -4850854582.0 9.7 ,921 1.000
Z (mm) 3658589283.9 7.4 -.884 -.928 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -20.6 2.1 .142 .098 -.138
Y ve[ (mm/yr) -5.5 5.0 .094 .103 -.134





X ve[ Y vet Z vel




X ve[ Y vet Z vet
7266 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -Z697026643.0 5,8 1.000
Y (mm) -4354393362.0 9,2 .954 1.000
Z (mm) 3788077596,2 8,0 -.907 -,928 1.000
X veL (mm/yr) -32.3 3.4 .556 .533 -.503
Y ve[ (mm/yr) 32.9 5.5 .528 .549 -.507
Z vet (mm/yr) 20.0 4.7 -.505 -.514 .534
X Y Z
FORTORDS Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ I/ i
7241 Va[ue Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mltt) -2699840132.3 7.3 1.000
Y (m m) -4359127133.7 11.7 .960 1.000
Z (ram) 3781050946.2 9.6 -.926 -.941 1.000
X ve[ (nlm/yr) .0 .0 -.504 -.488 .495 1.000
Y vet (mm/yr) .0 .0 -.483 -.501 .496 .961 1.000
Z ve[ (mmlyr) .0 .0 .472 .476 -.519 -.942 -.952 1.000
X Y Z X ve[ Y vet Z vel
........................................................................................
FTD 7900 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ I/ 1
79oo Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (ram) -1324227817.0 3.6 1.000
Y (m m) -5332063079.0 12.6 .758 1.000
Z (mm) 3232023016.7 7.5 -.735 -.863 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -13.o .0 .000 .000 .000 1.o00
Y vet (mm/yr) -.6 .0 .000 .000 .000 .000 1,000
Z ve[ (mm/yr) -6.4 .0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
X Y Z X ve[ Y ve[ Z ve[
........................................................................................
GILCREEK Coordinate Reference Epoch = BB/ i/ i
7225 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -2281547035.3 .9 1.000
Y (nlnl) -1453645085.5 1.4 .558 1.000
Z (mm) 5756993220.9 2.1 -.121 -.657 1.000
X vet (mmlyr) -22.9 .4 -.163 .i08 .i03 1,000
Y ve[ (mm/yr) 2.4 .6 .071 .104 -.027 .544 1.000
Z vet (mm/yr) -ll.B .9 .074 -.015 -.034 -.204 -.752 1.000
X Y Z X vet Y vet Z vet
.......................................................................................
GOLDVENU Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
1513 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -2351129004.3 1,9 1.000
Y (mm) -4655477122.7 3.6 .777 1.000
Z (mm) 3660956894.5 3.5 -.734 -.817 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -18.6 .6 ,420 .311 -.314 1.000
Y ve[ (mm/yr) 9.5 1.2 .296 .3_2 -.300 .727 1.000
Z vet (mm/yr) -7.6 1.1 -.334 -.337 .375 -.703 -.861 1.000
X Y Z X vet Y ve[ Z vet
4.4
Table 4.1 (continued)
GORF7102 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 881 I/ 1
7102 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) 1130686714.8 2.9 1.000
y (mm) -4831353049.4 10.0 -.744 1.000
Z (mm) 3994110844.4 8.4 .711 -.943 1.000
X vel (mmlyr) -15.8 .0 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Y vet (mm/yr) -1.3 .0 .000 .000 ,000 .000 1.000
Z vel (rnm/yr) 3.0 .0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
X Y Z X vet Y vet Z veL
GRASSE Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ i/ i
7605 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) 4581697834.6 6.5 1.000
y (mm) 556125586.7 2.2 .146 1.000
Z (IBm) 4389351291.2 7.1 .7g2 .207 1.000
X vet (mm/yr) -12.8 .0 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Y vet (mm/yr) ig,6 .0 ,000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Z vel (mm/yr) lO.g .0 ,000 .000 .000 ,000 .000 1,000
X Y Z X ve[ Y vet Z vel
HALEAKAL Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ I/ i
7120 Value Error Correlation Matrlx:
X (mm) -5465998401,0 14.1 1.000
y (mm) -2404408602,6 7.1 .905 1.000
Z (mm) 2242228464.0 7.0 -,805 -.755 1.000
X vet (mm/yr) -16,9 .3 -,063 -.056 .i03 1.000
Y vel (mm/yr) 67.2 .8 .054 .087 -.099 -.474 1.000
Z ve[ (mm/yr) 29.9 .7 -.010 .029 .005 .526 .500 1.000
X Y Z X vel Y vel Z vel
HARTRAO Coordinate Reference Epoch = 68/ i/ 1
7232 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) 5085442762.1 9.7 1.000
y (rnm) 2668263370.2 5.9 ,086 1.000
Z (mm) -2768697254,4 5.2 .320 .434 1.000
X vet (mm/yr) 8.0 4.3 -.581 -.I19 -,214
Y vet (mm/yr) 13.0 2.7 -.028 -.413 -.037





X vel Y vel Z vel




X ve[ Y re[ Z vel
7218 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -2523969805.4 .8 1.000
Y (mm) -4123506400.5 1,7 .581 1.000
Z (mm) 4147752584.0 2.1 -.591 -.670 1.000
X vel (mm/yr) -20.9 ,4 -.356 -.208 .200
Y vel (mm/yr) 10.8 .8 -.209 -.155 .180
Z vel (mm/yr) -9.6 .8 .212 .215 -.197
X Y Z
.................... P_.................................................................
HAYSTACK Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7205 Value Error Correlation Matrlx:
X (mm) 1492404946.6 .4 1.000
y (mm) -4457266531.0 .8 -,526 1.000
Z (mm) 4296881668,7 .8 .513 -.807 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -16.9 .1 -.300 .162 -,144
Y vel (llIB/yr) -.5 .3 .154 -.389 .301





X ve[ Y vel Z ve[
HOBART26 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ I/ i
7242 Value Error Correlation Matrlx:
X (IBm) -3950236479.7 31.8 1.000
y (mm) 2522347570.2 22.4 -.602 1.000
Z (mm) -4311562882,1 26.2 .600 -,455 1.000
X vet (mm/yr) 1.2 13,8 -.961 .501 -.608
Y vel' (mm/yr) -10.4 9.7 .609 -.g45 .476





X ve[ Y vel Z ve{
45
TabLe 4.1 (continued)
HOHENFRG Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 11 1
7600 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) 3778215053.8 5.3 1.000
y ((rm) 698644615.5 1.9 .220 1.000
Z (_) 5074053463.8 7,1 .797 .258 1.000
X vel (mmlyr) -15.0 .0 .000 .000 ,000 1.000
Y vel (mmlyr) 17,7 .0 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
eL mm r) 8 7 0 000 000 .OOO .000 .o00 1.000
Z v ( /Y ' " Z X vel Y vel Z velx Y I
JPL MV1 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
Error Correlation Matrix:
7263 Value
X (mm) -2493305864.9 _.8 l-OO°
y (mm) -4655197643.9 8.6 .954 1.000
Z (mm) 3565519322,5 6.6 -.910 -.928 l.OOO
X vet (mm/yr) -34.4 2,2 .633 ,604 -.572
Y ve[ (mm/yr) 23.7 4.1 ,598 ,615 -.570





X vel Y vet Z vel





X vel Y vel 2 vel
1857 Value
X (mm) -3997649207.9 3.5 1,000
y (mm) 3276690722,7 2.5 -,173 1.000
Z (mm) 3724278984.5 4.6 -.617 ,278 1,000
X vet (mm/yr) 3.9 1.3 -.036 .400 .087
Y vel (mm/yr) 7.4 .8 .428 -.072 -.213
Z vel (mm/yr) -18.5 1,9 .079 -.126 ,052
X Y Z
KASHIMA Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ I/ 1
Error Correlation Matrix:1856 Value
X (mm) -3997892228.1 2.7 1,000
y (_p,) 3276581228.6 1.8 .368 1.000
Z (ITml) 3724118379.5 3.9 -.504 -.024 1.000
X veL (mm/yr) 3.9 1.3 .178 .383 -.024
Y veL (mm/yr) 7.4 .8 .374 .171 -.121





X vel Y vel Z vel
KAUAI Coordinate Reference Epoch = 881 ii 1
1311 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -5543845934,0 2,1 1.000
y (mm) -2054564219.9 2.2 .633 1.000
Z (mm) 2387813832.8 3.3 -.743 -.443 1.000
X vel (mmlyri -12.5 .3 -.500 -,208 ,251 1.000
Y vel (n_nn/yr) 68.2 .8 .406 .290 -.217 -.474 1.000
Z vet (mm/yr) 29.7 .7 -.099 .076 .037 .526 .500 1.000
X Y Z X vel y vel Z vel
.......................................................................................
KODIAK Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 11 1
7278 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (,II_) -3026940045,3 5.1 1,000
y (film) -1575911839.3 3,2 .841 1.000
Z (mm) 5370362503.7 8.7 -,921 -.851 1,000
X vel (mmlyr) -24.3 3.5 -.401 -.325 .389 1.000
Y vel (mm/yr) 8,9 2.1 -.347 -.328 .350 .874 1.000
Z vel (mm/yr) .0 5.9 .392 .336 -.407 -,952 -,881 1,000
X Y Z X vel Y vel Z vel
.......................................................................................
KWAJAL26 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ I
4968 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -8143538472.1 I0.I 1,000
y (mm) 1363997178.8 3,7 -.368 1.000
Z (mm) I034707464,6 5.2 -.558 .139 l. OOO
X vel (mm/yr) 22.3 4.7 .662 -.317 -.288 1.ooO
Y vel (mmlyr) 73.3 1.7 -.291 .549 .073 -.410 1,000
Z vet (mm/yr) 21.2 2.4 -.271 .160 .338 -.536 .382 1.000




LEONRDOK Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ i
7292 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -522231452.0 3.7 1.000
y (mm) -5145676909.9 18.6 ,575 l.o00
Z (mm) 3720152312.9 12.3 -.531 -.893 1.000
X vel (mmlyr) -14.8 .0 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Y vet (mm/yr) -.9 .0 .000 .000 .000 .000 l.O00
Z ve[ (mm/yr) -3.3 .0 .000 .000 .000 ' ,000 .000 1.000
X Y Z X vet Y vel Z vet
,--......................................................................................
MAMMOTHL Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ I/ I
7259 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -2448246625.9 15.4 1.000
y (mm) -4426738331.4 27.8 .964 1.000
Z (11111) 3875435855.5 23,4 -.945 -.957 1.000
X vel (mm/yr) -15.7 5.9 .845 .805 -.787 1.000
Y vel (mm/yr) 29.8 10.4 .820 .846 -,801 .955 1.000
Z veL (mm/yr) -18.5 8.7 -.807 -.806 .843 -.940 -.945 1.000
X Y Z X vel Y vel Z vet
.......................................................................................
MARCUS Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ ii 1
7310 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (rRm) -5227446797.3 15.7 1.000
y (mm) 255137g155.9 g.o -.628 1.000
Z (mln) 2507604792,1 12.9 -.756 .545 1.000
X vel (mmlyr) 39.8 .0 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Y vet (mmlyr) 58.7 .0 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Z vet (mmlyr) 22.4 .0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
X Y Z X vel Y vet Z vel
.......................................................................................
MARPOINT Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7217 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) Ii06629505.0 1.2 1.000
y (mm) -4882907208.3 3,8 -.582 1,000
Z (mm) 3g38086883.0 3.1 .525 -.882 1.000
X ve[ (iIi,/yr) -17.3 .5 -.078 .160 -.205 1.000
Y vet (mm/yr) 2.6 1.7 .150 -,148 .150 -.734 1.000
2 vel' (mm/yr) .4 1.4 -.190 .155 -.169 .717 -.gog 1,000
X Y Z X ve[ Y vel Z vel
MATERA Coordinate Reference Epoch = 881 ii 1
7243 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) 4641939027.7 5.5 1.000
y (mm) 1393002853.9 2.7 -.048 1.000
Z (I,m) 4133325385.4 6.4 .570 .193 1.000
X vet (mmlyr) -14.9 .0 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Y vel (mmlyr) 19.5 .0 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Z vet (mmlyr) I0.2 .0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
X Y Z X vet Y vel Z veL
MCD 7850 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 881 i/ 1
7850 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -1330008024.2 2.7 1.000
y (mm) -5328391599.1 i0.i .732 1.000
Z (irra) 3236502698,4 6.2 -.745 -.874 1.000
X vel (mm/yr) -13.1 .0 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Y vel (mm/yr) -.6 .0 .000 .000 ,000 .000 1.00o
Z vel (mm/yr) -6.4 .0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .00o i.o00
X Y Z X vel y vet Z vet
.......................................................................................
MEDICINA Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ i
7230 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (n_) 4461370204.6 3.3 1.000
y (mm) 919596650.7 1.5 -137 1.000
Z (_III_) 4449559044.0 4.2 .718 -.095 1.000
X vel (mm/yr) -12.0 1,8 -.633 -.146 -.558 1.000
Y vel (mm/yr) 18,2 .8 -.168 -,489 -,048 -.060 1,000
Z ve[ (mm/yr) ii.i 2.0 -.578 -.078 -.485 .762 ,030 1.000
X Y Z X vel y vel Z vel
4.7
Table 4.1 (continued)
METSHOV[ Coordinate Reference Epoch = 881 ii i
7601 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (IBm) 2890652948.5 7.7 1,000
Y (_) 1310zg5186.6 4.3 .711 1.000
Z (mm) 5513958584.7 12.7 .881 .708 1.000
X vel (mm/yr) -18.1 .0 ,000 .000 .000 1.000
Y vel (mm/yr) 15.2 .0 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Z vet (mmlyr) 5.g ,o .ooo .000 .ooo .000 ,ooo 1.ooo
X Y Z X vet Y vet Z vet
.......................................................................................
MILESMON Coordinate Reference Epoch = 66/ I/ 1
7038 Value Error Correlation Matrlx:
X (mm) -1204438889.9 g.2 1.000
Y (mm) -4239211136.2 29.1 .849 1.000
Z (IBm) 4596266039.0 29.3 -.833 -.948 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -18.0 .0 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Y ve[ (mmlyr) -I.0 .o .oo0 .o0o .ooo .ooo 1.ooo
Z vet (mm/yr) -5.7 .0 .000 .000 ,000 .000 .000 1.000
X Y Z X vel Y vel Z vel
.......................................................................................
MIYAZAKI Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7312 Value Error Correlation Matrlx:
X (Bin) -3582767790.7 24,4 1.000
Y (mm) 4052033994.4 25.2 -.885 1.000
Z (mm) 3369020672.7 24.7 -.779 .838 1.000
X vel (mmlyr) 2.5 26.8 -.274 .249 .183 1.000
Y vel (mmlyr) -3.g 27.5 .250 -.240 -.217 -.gOl 1,000
Z vet (mm/yr) -24.9 26.9 .184 -.217 -,272 -.770 .848 1.000
X Y Z X vet Y vet Z vet
.......................................................................................
MOJ 7288 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 881 1/ 1
7288 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -2356493981.9 5.7 1,000
Y (mm) -4646607727.1 10.9 .950 1.000
Z (IBm) 3668426610.2 8.3 -.g01 -.932 1,000
X vel (mmlyr) -16.4 .2 -.03g -.026 ,037 1.000
Y ve[ (mm/yr) 11.5 .6 -.015 -.010 .026 .434 1.000
Z vel (mmlyr) -8.0 .5 .013 .020 -.032 -.487 -.777 1.000
X Y Z X vel Y vel Z vet
.......................................................................................
MOJAVEI2 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 881 ii i
7222 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (,Ill) -2356170860,1 ,5 1,000
Y (mm) -4646755931.4 1.3 .399 1,000
Z (mm) 3668470593.7 1.8 -.641 -.58g 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -18.4 .2 -.485 -.228 .168 1.000
Y ve[ (mm/yr) 11.5 .6 -.186 -.075 .i09 .435 1,000
Z vet (mm/yr) -8.0 .5 .151 .156 -.133 -,488 -,777 1.000
X Y Z X re[ Y vet Z vel
......................................................................................
MON PEAK Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7274 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (lllm) -2386289279.7 2.3 1.oo0
Y (mm) -4802346614.8 4.7 .926 1.000
Z (mm) 3444883956.2 3.6 -.85g -.874 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -34.5 1.2 .368 .353 -.299 1,000
Y vet (mm/yr) 34.6 2,4 .347 .368 -.303 .93g 1.000
Z vel (mm/yr) 5.6 1.7 -.320 -.326 .302 -.911 -.g46 1.000
X Y Z X ve[ Y vel Z vet
.......................................................................................
NOBEY 6M Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ i/ 1
7244 Value Error Correlation Matrlx:
X (mm) -3871168182.8 10.3 1,ooo
Y (mm) 3428273957.g 9.1 -.703 i.ooo
Z (.I.) 3723697731.2 ii,4 -,751 ,692 1,000
x vet (mm/yr) -13.4 .0 .000 ,000 ,000 1.000
Y vel (mm/yr) -.4 .0 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Z vel (mm/yr) -13.7 .0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000




NOME Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ i/ i
7279 Value Error Correlation Matrlx:
X (mm) -2658150310.4 6.1 1,000
y (ram) -693821950.4 2,7 .633 1,000
Z (mm) 5737236640.0 12.7 -.92g -.629 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -27.1 2.5 .270 ,168 -.251
Y vet (mm/yr) -2.2 1.2 .158 .21g -.164




-,922 -.848 l. O00
X vet Y vet Z vel




X vet Y vet Z vel
7547 Value Error Correlation Matrlx:
X (iml) 4934563323.1 8.2 1.000
Y (mm) 1321201113.1 3.4 ,417 1.000
Z (tam) 3806484268.3 7.9 .849 .447 1.000
X vel (mmlyr) -7.5 4,1 -.904 -.454 -.797
Y vel (mm/yr) 13.6 1.8 -.460 -.839 -.443
Z ve[ (rnm/yr) 24.0 3.8 -.808 -,481 -.824
X Y Z
NRAO 140 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ i/ i
7204 Value Error Correlation Matrlx:
X (mm) 882880085.4 1.3 1.000
Y (mm) -4924482326.7 4,3 -.356 1,000
Z (mm) 3944130596.4 3.6 .354 -.870 1.000
X vet (mm/yr) -17.3 .3 .607 -.185 .192
Y vel (mm/yr) 2.4 .9 -.183 .538 -.458





X vet Y vet Z vel
NRA085 3 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7214 Value Error Correlation Matrlx:
X (ram) 882325762.9 2.3 1.000
y (mm) -4g25137985,2 6.8 -.256 1,000
Z (III11) 3943397569.4 5.4 .169 -.838 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -12.2 1.0 -.972 .254 -.170
Y ve[ (mm/yr) -10.3 3.0 .249 -,974 .822





X ve[ Y ve[ Z vel
OCOTILLO Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7270 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (iri,) -2335600983.9 12.7 1,000
Y (mm) -4832244277.2 25.9 .966 1,000
Z (mm) 3434392509.5 18.4 -.940 -.963 1,000
X vet (mm/yr) -13,7 .0 .000 .000 .000 1,000
Y vet (mm/yr) -.5 .0 .ooD ,000 .000 .000 1,000
Z vel (rmll/yr) -10.1 .0 .000 .0o0 .000 .000 .000 1.000
X Y Z X vet Y vel Z vel




X vel Y ve[ Z vel
7213 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) 3370606222.0 1.5 1.000
Y (mm) 711917343.0 .9 -.558 1.000
Z (mm) 5349830601.2 2.6 .312 -.618 1,000
X vet (mm/yr) -ii.3 .8 .151 .003 -.126
Y ve[ (mm/yr) 14.0 .5 -.066 -.019 .011
Z vel (mm/yr) 6.1 1,1 -.044 -.051 ,182
X Y Z
OVR 7853 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ ii 1
7853 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -2410421096.5 4.5 1,000
Y (mm) -4477800449.5 8.1 .912 1.000
Z (mm) 3838690305.4 6.6 -.839 -.898 1.000
X vet (mm/yr) -18,5 .3 ,105 .094 -.095
Y vet (mm/yr) 13.4 ,9 .066 .080 -.066





X ve[ Y ve[ Z vet
4.9
Tabte 4.1 (continued)
OVRO 130 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7207 Value Error
X (iBm) -2409600617.6 1.2
Y (mm) -4478349585.9 2.4
Z (mm) 3838603199.7 2.5
X ve[ (mm/yr) -18.5 .3
Y vet (mmlyr) 13.4 .9












X ve[ Y vet Z ve[
PBLOSSOM Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ ii I
7254 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -2464070793.4 7.6 1.000
Y (mm) -4649425675.2 14,2 .956 1.000
Z (mm) 35g3g05685.0 10.6 -.914 -.933 1.000
X vet (mmlyr) -20.8 3.3 .724 .694 -.661 1.000
Y ve[ (_/yr) 29.3 6.3 .693 .723 -.672 .960 1.000
Z ve[ (mm/yr) -5.3 4,7 -.660 -.672 .705 -.g33 -.951 1.000
X Y Z X vet Y vet Z vet












X ve[ Y vet Z vet
7283 Value Error
X (ram) -2058840277.8 8.0
Y (mm) -3621286444.3 13.2
Z (_) 4814420749.5 17.1
X vet (mm/yr) -25.8 3.1
Y vet (mm/yr) -11.1 5.1
Z vel (mmlyr) 8.4 6.6




X vet Y vel Z vet
7234 Value Error
X (_) -1640953522.3 1.3
Y (,_) -5014816051.g 3.2
Z (n111) 3575411898.9 2.9
X vet (mm/yr) -14.7 .7
Y ve[ (mmlyr) 9.2 1.6





















X ve[ Y ve[ Z ve[
7256 Value Error
X (mm) -2369635819.5 3.3
Y (mrn) -4761324960,2 6.6
Z (_I_) 3511116126.1 5.1
X ve[ (mm/yr) -25,4 2.1
Y vet (mm/yr) 22.7 4.2
Z ve[ (mrn/yr) -.4 3.1




X re[ Y ve[ Z ve[
7258 Value Error
X (mm) -1240707999,2 1.5
Y (mm) -47204543g1.1 4.6
Z (rl_,) 4094481527.0 4,2
X vet (mm/yr) -18,2 .8
Y vet (mmlyr) 1,5 2.6













X ve[ Y vet Z ve[
7252 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (ram) -2707704744.5 3.6 1.000
Y (rnm) -4257609651,i 5.6 .928 1,000
Z (rnm) 3888374172.0 5.2 -.874 -.900 1.000
X vet (mm/yr) ,0 .0 .194 .16g -.136
Y vet (mmlyr) .0 ,0 .165 .178 -.134




PT REYES Coordinate Reference Epoch = 881 1/ 1
7251 Value Error
X (mm) -2732332972.7 3.6
Y (mm) -4217634939.9 5.4
Z (mm) 3914491039,0 5.2
X vet (mm/yr) -25.9 2.6
Y re| (mm/yr) 32,8 3.9












X vet Y vet Z vel












X vet Y vet Z vet
7268 Value Error
X (mm) -2525452671.5 5.8
Y (rnm) -4870035720.2 10.6
Z (rff,) 3522886747.1 7.9
X vet (mm/yr) -27.5 3.6
Y vet (mm/yr) 37.6 6.4
Z vet (mm/yr) 4.6 4.8




X vet Y vet Z ve[
7221 Value Error
X (ram) -2517230763.1 2.6
Y (tBm) -4198595269.8 4.4
Z (mm) 4076531270.i 4.2
X vet (mm/yr) -20.7 1.5
Y ve[ (mm/yr) 15.2 2.5









RICHMOND Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ i/ 1
1.000
7219 Va[ue Error
X (mm) 961258199.2 .7
Y (mm) -5674090056.4 1.2
Z (mm) 2740533701.5 .g
X vel (.ml/yr) -ii.3 .0
Y vet (mm/yr) -1.0 .i











X ve[ Y vet Z vet












X ve[ Y vet Z vet
1561 Value Error
X (mm) 4849245376.8 51.1
Y (mm) -360278299.1 12.1
Z (mm) 4114884404.5 44.4
X vet (mm/yr) -3.4 3.6
Y vet (mm/yr) 21.0 1.2
Z vet (nTnlyr) 14.8 3.9




X ve[ Y vel Z vel
7255 Value Error
X (ram) -2554476545.3 6.0
Y (lllm) -4608627429.9 10.8
Z (mm) 3582138285.6 8.2
X re[ (mm/yr) -35.6 3.5
Y vet (mm/yr) 24.2 6.3









SEATTLE1 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ i/ i
722g Value Error
X (mm) -2295347852.8 11.8
Y (mm) -3638029503.8 23.0
Z (_il) 4693408683.2 25.9
X vel (mm/yr) -8.9 5.2
Y vet (mm/yr) 15.1 9.8












X ve[ Y vel Z vel
4.11
]abLe 4.1 (continued)
SESHAN25 Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ i
7227 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -2831686619.3 6.6 1,000
Y (IIIB) 4675733789.8 7,D -.642 1.000
Z (mm) 3275327860.9 7.6 -.665 .663 l. OOO
X ve[ (mm/yr) -19.8 3.2 -.695 .680 ,530 1,000
Y vel (mm/yr) -15.g 3.6 .855 -.872 -,590 -,877 1.000
Z ve[ (mm/yr) -25.1 3.8 .511 -.595 -,586 -.812 .672 1.000
X Y 2 X vet Y vet Z ve[
SEST Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ I/ i
7239 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) 1838237885.0 9.3 1,000
Y (B1m) -5258699166.1 16.9 -.418 1.000
Z (mm) -3100588g40.3 8.9 -.245 .567 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) .i .0 .000 .OOO .OOO 1.000
Y vet (mm/yr) -5.1 .O .000 ,000 .000 .000 1.000
Z ve[ (mm/yr) 8.6 .0 .000 .000 .000 .OOO .OOO 1.000
X Y Z X veL Y vet Z vet
SHANGHAI Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ i/ 1
7226 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -2847698140.1 123.3 l. OOO
Y (mm) 4659872861.4 107.0 -.941 1.000
Z (ff111) 3283958930.5 96,1 -.962 .945 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -19.7 3.2 .034 -.032 -.032
Y re[ (mm/yr) -15,9 3.6 -.026 .051 .039





X vet Y vet Z vet




X vet Y vet Z vel
7280 Va[ue Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -3425461782.8 7.5 1.000
Y (mm) -1214669180.7 3.4 .804 l. O00
Z (mm) 5223858286.7 ii.0 -.941 -.811 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -21.3 4.4 -.601 -.462 .579
Y ve[ (mm/yr) I0.6 2.0 -.486 -.468 .479
Z ve[ (mm/yr) -17.2 6.5 ,584 .465 -.592
X Y Z
SOURDOGH Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7281 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -2419993356.7 8.4 l,OOO
Y (mm) -1664228790.3 6,1 .894 1.000
Z (Bltn) 5643538265.2 19.2 -.949 -.913 1.OOO
X vet (mmfyr) ,0 .0 .851 .764 -.816 1.000
Y ve[ (mm/yr) .0 .0 .756 .821 -.774 .888 1.000
Z ve[ (mm/yr) .0 ,0 -.811 -.775 .849 -.949 -.916 1.000
X Y Z X vet Y vel Z vel
.......................................................................................
TITIJIMA Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ I/ I
7844 Vatue Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -4489356655.8 41.4 1.000
Y (mm) 3482989452.4 35.7 -.852 1.000
Z (mm) 2887931221.4 34.7 -.852 .852 1.000
X vet (mmlyr) -46.2 52.3 -.296 .275 .252 1.000
Y vet (mm/yr) 54.7 41.2 .302 -.350 -.300 -.760 1.000
Z ve[ (mm/yr) 50.0 41.7 .265 -.288 -,319 -.889 ,808 1.000
X Y Z X vel Y vet Z ve[
.......................................................................................
TROMSONO Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ II 1
7602 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (iBm) 2102904281.7 5.6 1.000
Y (mm) 721602397.0 3.5 .316 1,000
Z (mm) 5958201235.6 12.7 .788 .379 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -17.3 .0 .000 .000 .000 1.000
Y vet (mm/yr) 13.1 .o ,000 .OOO .000 .ooo 1.000
z vel (mm/yr) 4.5 .o .ooo .ooo .oo0 .ooo .ooo ,I.OOO




TSUKUBA Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7311 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (nwn) -3957172858.1 10.7 1.000
y (,ill) 3310237885.3 g.4 -.793 1.000
Z (mm) 3737709051.6 I0.9 -.815 .776 1.000
X vel (mm/yr) 14.1 7.1 .411 -.335 -.327
Y vel (mlTl/yr) -5.0 6.0 -.348 .443 .352





X vel Y re[ Z vet




X vel Y vet Z vel
7290 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -1631473166.1 3.4 1.000
Y (mm) -4589128954.8 8.4 .897 1,000
Z (mm) 4106759857.2 7.1 -.858 -.929 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -18.4 2.2 -.433 -.408 .389
Y ve[ (mm/yr) -3.9 5.6 -.400 -.439 .409
Z vel (mm/yr) -4.8 4.9 .367 .396 -.414
X Y Z
VICTORIA Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ I/ 1
7289 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -2341309963.3 10.5 1.000
Y (mm) -3539083900.4 15.9 .927 1.000
Z (mm) 4745768352.8 20.4 -.944 -.959 1.000
X veL (mm/yr) -18.4 .0 .000 .000 .000
Y veL (mm/yr) -.9 .0 .000 .000 .000





X vet Y ve[ Z vel
............ _ ..........................................................................
VNDNBERG Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ I/ 1
7223 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -2678094618.1 .8 1.000
Y (mm) -4525450873.0 1.6 .631 1.000
Z (mm) 3597410126.9 2.0 -.627 -.626 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -31.2 .4 -.166 -.088 .078
Y vel (mm/yr) 35.6 .9 -.083 -.025 .071




X vet (mm/yr) -16.9
Y vet (mm/yr) -1.4




X vet Y veL Z vet
.......................................................................................
WESTFORD Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ I/ 1
7209 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) 1492206805.2 .0 1.000
,0 .000 1.000
.0 ,000 .000 1.000
.0 .000 .000 .000 1.000
.0 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
.0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000
X Y Z X re[ Y vel Z vel
.......................................................................................
WETTZELL Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ i/ i
7224 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mlll) 4075540092.0 1.6 1.000
y (mm) 931735106.1 .9 -.760 1.000
Z (mm) 4801629229.7 2.7 .328 -.491 1.000
X vet (mm/yr) -13.5 .8 .i12 -.080 -.162
Y vet (mm/yr) 15.3 .5 -.150 .019 .061





X veL Y ve[ Z vet
WHTHORSE Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ ii 1
7284 Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X (mm) -2215213475.9 4.7 1.000
y (mm) -2209261644.3 4.7 .897 1.000
Z (mm) 5540292513.3 11.1 -.915 -.919 1.000
X ve[ (mm/yr) -23.6 3.8 -.446 -.405 .439 1.000
Y vet (mmlyr) 9.6 3.6 -.413 -.433 .435 .911 1.000
Z vel (mm/yr) -20.2 8.8 .439 .429 -.487 -.938 -.937 1.000
X Y Z X veL Y vet Z vet
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TabLe 4.1 (continued)
YAKATAGA Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7277 VaLue Error CorreLationMatrix:
X (mm) -2529744095.7 7.6 1.000
Y (trim) -1942091360.9 6.1 .908 1.000
Z (mm) 5505027985,9 15.5 -.938 -.924 1.000
X vet (mm/yr) .0 ,0 .648 .586 -.615 1.000
Y ve[ (mm/yr) ,0 .0 .590 .631 -.603 .901 1.000
Z ve[ (IIlm/yr) .0 .0 -,804 -.586 .638 -.944 -.930 1,000
X Y Z X vet Y vet Z vet
YELLOWKN Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7285 VaLue Error CorreLation Matrix:
X (lllil) -1224124372,3 30.8 1.000
Y (rrlm) -2889530723,1 67.0 .892 1,000
Z (mm) 5833555k08.0 140.1 -.896 -.946 1.ooo
X vet (mm/yr) -20.8 11.0 .982 .878 -.883 1.000
Y vet (mm/yr) -22.1 24.0 .877 .983 -,932 .893 1,000
Z re[ (mm/yr) 42.4 50.4 -,879 -.929 .983 -.897 -.947 1,000
X Y Z X vet Y vet Z vet
YUMA Coordinate Reference Epoch = 88/ 1/ 1
7894 VaLue Error CorreLation Matrix:
X (mm) -2196777797.3 2.9 1.000
Y (mm) -4887337097,9 6.3 .928 1,000
Z (11111) 3448425218.6 4.6 -.882 -.900 1.000
X vet (mm/yr) -19.2 2.Z .548 .515 -.470 1.000
Y ve[ (mm/yr) -2.7 4.9 .509 .541 -.477 .952 1.000
Z vet (rnm/yr) -7.5 3.4 -.483 -.497 .497 -.924 -.950 1.000
X Y Z X vet Y vet Z ve[
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Table 4.2
Geocentric Cartesian Coordinates for HRAS 085 (7216) from GLB753
For the interval beginmng: 80/ 4/ I
Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X -1324210817.1 3. i 1.000
Y -5332023212.9 11.3 .728 1.000
Z 3232118368.0 7.7 -.708 -.914 1.000
(mm) X Y Z






For the interval beginmng: 81/ I/ i 81/ 7/ i
Value Error Correlation Matrix: Correlation Matrix:
X -1324210832.8 7.4 1.000 1.000
Y -5332023284.9 45.8 .898 1,000 .654 1.000
Z 3232118442.6 51.7 -.871 -.978 1,000 -.860 -.899 1.000
(mm) X Y Z X Y Z
....................................................................................................
For the interval beglnnlng: 82/ 1/ 1 For the interval beginnlng: 82/ 7/ 1
Value Error Correlation Matrix: Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X -1324210841.4 2.g 1.000 X -i324210836.1 2.4 1.000
Y -5332023265.7 II.9 .474 1.000 Y -5332023235.7 8.4 .666 1.000
Z 3232118396.5 9.2 -.587 -.878 1.000 Z 3232118388.3 6.6 -.688 -.892 1.000
(mm) X Y Z (mm) X Y Z
....................................................................................................
For the interval beginning: 83/ 1/ 1 For the interval beginning: 83/ 7/ 1
Value Error Correlation Matrix: Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X -1324210835.0 2.5 1.000 X -132421083g.3 2.0 1.000
Y -5332023211.2 10.3 .582 1.000 Y -5332023228.2 8.5 .701 1.000
Z 3232118368.2 I0.0 -.677 -.8gl 1.000 Z 3232118389.7 8.4 -.6gl -.g22 1.000
(mm) X Y Z (mm) X Y Z
........................................................................................................
For the interval beglnnlng: 84/ I/ i
Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X -1324210833.6 2. I I. 000
Y -5332023201.2 7.5 .893 1.000
Z 3232118364.0 5.6 -.683 -.882 1.000
(mm) X Y Z
For the interval beglnnlng: 84/ 7/ 1
Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X -1324210832. i i. 8 i. 000
Y -5332023175.3 6.7 .578 1.000
Z 3232118350.3 5.2 -.588 -.868 1.000
(mm) X Y Z
For the interval beglnnlng: 85/ 7/ 1
Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X -1324210812.5 i. 5 i. 000
Y -5332023158,1 5.0 .883 1.000
Z 3232118355,6 3.8 -.680 -.867 1.000
(mm) X Y Z
For the interval beginning: 85/ I/ I
Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X -1324210818.9 1.3 1.000
Y -5332023172.7 4.6 .685 I. 000
Z 3232118363.5 3.4 -. 884 -. 859 i. 000
(mm) X Y Z
For the interval beglnnlng: 861 II 1 For the interval beglnnlng: 86/ 7/ i
Value Error Correlation Matrix: Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X -1324210815.1 1.3 1.000 X -1324210821.i 1.2 1.000
Y -5332023164.0 4.1 .875 1,000 Y -5332023162.8 3.8 .671 1.000
Z 3232118357.1 3.2 -.668 -.844 1.000 Z 3232118350.1 3.2 -.690 -.836 1.000
(mm) X Y Z (mm) X Y Z
For the interval beg_nnlng: 871 II 1 i For the interval beglnnlng: 87/ 71 1
Value Error Correlation Matrix: I Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X -1324210822,8 1.0 1.000 I X -1324210824.3 i.i 1.000
Y -5332023143.9 3.2 .640 1.000 !I y -5332023148.3 3.3 .610 1.000
Z 3232118339.8 2,5 -.692 -.811 1.000 I Z 3232118339.4 2.6 -.882 -.819 1.000
(.I.) X Y Z II (mm) X Y Z
.................................................................................................
For the interval beginning: 88/ l/ 1 For the interval beglnn_ng: 88/ 7/ 1
Value Error Correlation Matrix: Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X -1324210825.3 .9 1.000 X -1324210828,9 .7 1.000
Y -5332023160.7 2.6 .522 1.000 Y -5332023164.9 2.1 .341 1,000
Z 3232118346.0 2.2 -.647 -.772 1.000 Z 3232118350.Z 2.0 -.575 -.720 1.000




For the interva[ beginning: 8gl II 1
Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X -1324210828. g .7 i.000
Y -5332023169. I 2.0 .286 1.000
Z 3232118355,7 2.0 -,565 -.698 1.000
(mm) X Y Z
.................................................
For the interval beginning: go/ 7/ 1
Value Error Correlation Matrix:
X -1324210828.9 I.0 1.000
Y -5332023154.7 3.3 .457 1.000
Z 3232118347.2 2.4 -.586 -.785 1.000





i ,or.,,ate.i ,e,.t,.eo_ i,ota,,.t_,o,.to._LiErrorE,,,_o,d'i Site East North Up East North Up Hor az Hor Az _ az Elev ]I I I I 'Nonuimnt mmlyr mmmlyr mmlyr mmlyr mmlyr mmlyr mmlyr de9 mmlyr de9 mm/yr cleg cle9
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Table 4.3 (continued)
I i Total Rates I ReLative to NUVIEL i Total Rates ReL. to MUVEL
I Site I East North Up I East North Up Hor Az Hor Az
I Nonuulent I Imllyr mm/yr Imll/yr I mm/yr mmlyr mmlyrlmmlyr deft mm/yr deg
i Error ELlipsoid m
! /lJlp AZ Etev II
mmlyr deg deg I
MAMMOTHL i -28.0 -3.4 -25.8 I -14.9 9.7 -25.8 i 28.2 263.1 i 17.8 302.9 i 14.6 180.8 88.3
7259 I 1.5 2.2 14.6 j I 1.5 4.6 I 1.9 6.1j 2.2 345.5 1.6
I I I I i 1.5 75.5 .4
.A.cusi -7o2 246 0 i 0 0 0 1 74.4289.31 0 0 i 0 0 0
731o I .o .o .o I I .o .o I , .o ,o I ,o .o .o
I i i I I .0 .0 .0
...........................................................................................................
,_0,,_ i -16._ 4.2 -4.8i -8 _ -4.8i 16.82_4.01 .03o8.5i _2 1_1 8,8
7217 I .3 .5 2.2 I I .3 1.6 I .4 25.o I .5 7.1 .1
, , , , , 3 .7.1 -.1
...........................................................................................................
._T_Ai 23o 134 0 i 0 0 0 i 20__.8 i 0 0 i 0 0 0
.0 .0 .0
7243 I .o .o .0 I I .8 .8 I .o .o I .o .o o




i Monument I llnlyr llmlyr mmlyr mmlyr Umlyr _lyr Imm/yr (:leg _lyr deg _lyr _ deg i
,o=EY6,i 9.2-16.8.0,I .0 .0 .0_ lg.2151.4,.0 .0, _ O m 0 m 0
7244 I .o .o .o I , Ii .o .o II .o .o II .o .o .o
I I I I I .0 ,0 .0
I ...................................................................
,0,_ i -_.7-26.9 5.81 -.2 -3.3 5.81 27.3189.91 3.3180.2_ 5.8 88.g 88.5
7279 ] .9 .9 5.81l I' .9 1.911 .9 15.1 II .9 333.8 .6
I I I I .8 63.8 -1.4
...........................................................................................................
NOTO 15.1 21.5 11.4 I -8.0 7 8 1'1.4 26.2 35 0 11.2 314.2 ! 5.5 337.2 84.6
7547 1 1'6 1"4 5"5 i 11.63.2 1.48.3 1.6 66.0 -.i
I I , II I I 1.3 335.9 -5.4
...........................................................................................................
NRAO 140 I -16.6 3.5 -4.2 Ii -i.0 .9 -4.2 : 17.0 281.8 , 1.4 311.6 : 1.2 298 0 87.5
7204 i .2 .3 1.2 i i .2 1.0 I .3 11.3 .3 .4 -1.2
I I I I i .2 90.3 2.2
-J,;ITTT---T2;...._T--_T;-i....T;....1TT--_;:;-,--1ZT;;LT_....L;---_;_T_---;_T-_;L--jT
7214 i 1.0 11 3.7i i 1.0 4.1 1.026.4 1.1340.5-.7
I I i i ' .9 70.5 4.2
.............. I
.............................................................................
OCOTILLO ! -12 1 -12 0 0 ! 0 0 0 ! 17 0 2 ! o n I -_ ...... _ .......25 4
I ' " I " ' " ! • ! - ._ ! ..... 0
7270 I .0 .0 .0 1 .0 .0 l .0 .0 .0 .0 .0II I I I I .0 .0 .0
...........................................................................................................
°"752_3_6°1 161 102 8 1 -3_ -41 7 1 190577I 53 220.2_ 12 301.0647
! .6 .7 1.1! j .6 1.91 .7 0.31 .7 2_.2-3.2
I I I .2 112.7 25.1
...........................................................................................................
OVR 7853 -22.6 -5.0 -7.7 -9.6 7.9 -7.6 23 2 257 6 12.4 309.4 ! 1.2 69.9 80.3
7853 i .3 .3 1.1 1 1.3.9 .3 1.5 .4 340.6 -.1
I I I ; ' .2 70.7 -9.7
-o;-=o-T_o-i--:-=-=;-=---:-=To---'T.TT-----=_-o.... U;-----TL -I;TT_U.-T,;---TI_T-;;;-[-_---T_---j;--U_-
,207 i .3 .3 1.1 i .3 .9 .3 1.5 .4 30012 -11
I I i j ' .2 70.7 -9.7
-;sL;ss;Zi---;;-T.... :]---TE;-i.... ;-T---_;-;----T[Ti--;[T;;L;-T--_TT-;_Eo-I---LT-_j;-_[Z-
7254 I .8 1.2 8.3i i .9 2.11 1.2 2.4I 1.2 356.21.6
I I I I .8 86.2 -.3
...........................................................................................................
PENTICTN I -16.9 -11.5 21.0 -1.1 1.8 21.0 I 20.4 235.7 I 2.1 328 6 I 8 9 214 3 88 8
7283 i .9 1.0 8.9 i .9 2.7 1.0 24.2 1.0 342.4 .8
I I ' J II I I .9 72.4 1.0
...........................................................................................................
PIETOWN I -16.8 -8.1 -i0.6 I -3.4 .9 -10.5 I 18.7 244 2 I 3 6 285 1 I 2 1 22 q nn "_
7234 i 5 ,6 2 1 ' I ,5 1 8 l 5 g'1 I "6 336"3 --2"5
, I I " I ' " I " '
I I I .5 66.4 -2.7
............... I
............................................................................................
PINFLATS I -32,8 4.7 -7.7 -20.5 16.8 -7.7 33.1 278.1 I 26.5 309 4 I 5 5 109 6 89 3
7256 i 6 .7 55 i i 6 13 7 1.5 8 34916 14
l I , I
I I I .6 79.6 -.6 ]
..........................................................................................................
PLATTVIL i -18,0 -8.9 -3.4 I -2.5 -i.i -3.4 iI 20.0 243,7 1 2.8 245.8 1 3,5 206.8 88.7
7258 I .4 .5 3 5 J' II .5 1.4 II .5 10.4 Jl .5 7.4 1,3
I I I I I .4 97.4 .4
...........................................................................................................
PRESIDIO I -35.6 I0.9 -8.4 3.7 -15.0 -8.5 37.2 286.9 I 15.4 166 2 6 0 149 3 89 0
7252 i .7 .9 6 0 _ I .7 1.4 1 9 2 6 I 9 357 9 9
, I I I I
I I l I .7 87,9 -.5
...........................................................................................................
PT REYES I -3g.6 lg.5 -1.8 i -.4 -6.5 -1.g I 44.1 2g6.2 I 6.5 183,6 I 5.8 182.g 89.2
7251 j 7 .9 5 8 ' I .7 1.1 I .9 5.8 I 9 358 1 8I I I I "
, , , , .7 88.1 .I
...........................................................................................................
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Site ! East North Up
I Monument m _/yr mmlyr _/yrI
Table 4.3 (continued)
ReLative to NUVEL ] Total Rates Ret. to NUVEL i Error ELLipsoid I
East North Up Hor Az Hot Az Amp Az ELev l




i Monument _lyr m/yr _lyr _lyr _/yr _lyr _lyr deg _lyr deg _lyr deg deg i
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5.0 Site Positions by Year from GLB753
Tables 5.1 through 5.14 give the Cartesian coordinates for each site on January 1.5 from 1979 through 1992 in
the VLBI reference frame. All length units are millimeters. The errors are one-sigma standard statistical errors
propagated to the epoch of the table. These errors do not change for a site whose velocity was not adjusted.
WESTFORD is the reference station which defines the coordinate system origin.
The positions for YAKATAGA and SOURDOGH do not take into account any discontinuous motion associ_tcd
with the series of earthquakes in the Gulf of Alaska during thc winter of 1987-88. They are based on the
positions of this sites prior to the earthquakes extrapolated to the site reference epoch, January 1, 1988.
Similarly, the positions of PRESIDIO and FORTORDS do not take into account any discontinuous motion
associated with the October 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. The method used to determine positions and
velocities at these sites is described in greater detail in the text.
5.1
Table 5.1 Site Positions at January 1.5, 1979
' Site Non. ' X Error I Y Error I Z Error I
ALGOPARK 7282 918035120.0 3.3 -4346132244,9 12.6 4561971061.3 12.0
AUSTINTX 7271 -737793560.8 3.6 -5459892287.8 15.9 3202990476.7 9.4
BERMUDA 7294 2307209737.0 4.7 -4874215834.4 10.6 3394317741.8 6.9
BLKBUTTE 7269 -2306306678,6 28.4 -4787914614.8 58.6 3515736549.3 41.6
BLOOMIND 7291 302384722.3 11,9 4941699048.3 35.6 4007908425.3 29.1
.......................................................................................
BREST 7604 4228877364.8 8.7 -333104517.4 2,5 4747180734.9 9.8
CARNUSTY 7603 3526416656.6 11.3 -171421416.3 3.7 5294098625.4 15.5
CARROLGA 7228 453520880.7 9.4 -5300506779.3 34.9 3507207371,2 21.4
CHLBOLTN 7215 4008310323.8 8,4 -100651070.2 4.4 4943794550.2 10.9
DEADMANL 7267 -2336819127.5 86,1 -4732586635.1 166.7 3570329716.5 115.7
DSS15 7231 -2353538524.8 38.0 -4641649729.3 73.1 3676670125,8 66.2
DSS45 1642 -4460935002.8 80.6 2682765898.8 53.7 -3674382020.5 45.5
DSS65 1665 4849336850.8 37.1 -360489157.4 11.8 4114748496.3 39.6
EFLSBERG 7203 4033947756.2 13.4 486990208.9 7.7 4900430585.6 19.0
ELY 7286 -2077236007,8 19.8 -4486712817.1 42.6 4018753854.9 35.8
.......................................................................................
FLAGSTAF 7261 -1923992360.6 18.6 -4850854512.2 45.2 3658589316.1 34.1
FORT ORD 7266 -2697026352.3 27.6 -4354393657.8 44.7 3788077416.7 38.2
FORTORDS 7241 -2699839819.8 37.0 -4359127413.2 59.5 3781050808.8 50.8
FTD 7900 7900 -1324227699.7 3.6 -5332063073.2 12.6 3232023074.2 7.5
GILCREEK 7225 -2281546829.5 4.1 -1453645107.0 5.7 5756993326.7 8.5
.......................................................................................
GOLDVENU 1513 -2351128836.6 4.9 -4855477207.9 I0.I 3660956963.2 8.8
GORF7102 7102 1130686857.1 2.9 -4831353038.3 10.0 3994110817.6 8.4
GRASSE 7605 4581697950.0 6.5 556125410.2 2.2 4389351193,2 7.1
HALEAKAL 7120 -5465998249.2 14.5 -2404409207.1 9.8 2242228195.1 9.6
HARTRAO 7232 5085442690.6 44.7 2668263253.3 27.3 -2768697356.4 21.4
.......................................................................................
HATCREEK 7218 -2523969617.7 4.0 -4123506497.3 8.1 4147752669.9 7.7
HAYSTACK 7205 1492405098.6 1,4 -4457266526.4 3.2 4296881634.4 3.4
HOBART26 7242 -3950236490.5 154.9 2522347663.4 109.0 -4311563097.1 127.4
HOHEHFRG 7600 3778215188.8 5,3 698644456.6 1.9 5074053385.2 7.1
JPL MY1 7263 -2493305555.8 17.4 -4655197856.7 32.1 3565519268.2 24.1
.......................................................................................
KASHIM34 1857 -3997649242.9 11.9 3276690656.6 7.8 3724279151.2 17.9
KASHIMA 1856 -3997892263.0 11,1 3276581162.4 7,1 3724118546,2 17.3
KAUAI 1311 -5543845821.7 4.3 -2054564833,7 7.1 2387813565.3 7.2
KODIAK 7278 -3026939826.4 33.9 -1575911919.7 19.8 5370362503.9 57,5
KWAJAL26 4968 -6143536672,5 36.3 1363996519.4 13.7 1034707274.1 20.7
.......................................................................................
LEONRDOK 7292 -522231318.6 3.7 -5145676901,8 18.6 3720152342.8 12.3
MAMMOTHL 7259 -2448246485.1 40.7 -4426738598.0 71.9 3875436021.6 60.2
MARCUS 7310 -5227447155.6 15.7 2551378628.2 9,0 2607604590.2 12,9
MARPOINT 7217 1106629650.7 4.8 -4882907229.9 16.3 3938086889.8 13.5
MATERA 7243 4641939162.1 5.6 1393002678.1 2.7 4133325293.8 6,4
.......................................................................................
MCD 7850 7850 -1330007906.8 2.7 -5328391593,3 10.1 3236502754.2 6.2
MEDICINA 7230 4461370312.6 18,2 919596486.5 8.3 4449558944.5 20.2
METSHOVI 7601 2890653111.5 7.7 1310295049.8 4.3 5513958531.8 12.7
MILESMON 7038 -1204438708,1 9.2 -4239211127.0 29,1 4596266089.9 29,3
MIYAZAKI 7312 -3582767813.1 249.1 4052034029,2 255,1 3369020896.8 250.3 I
.......................................................................................
MOJ 7288 7288 -2356493834.6 6.0 -4646607830.7 12.3 3668426682,0 9.7
MOJAVE12 7222 -2356170712.9 1.8 -4646756035,0 6.0 3668470665.6 5.4
MON PEAK 7274 -2386288969,1 10.2 -4802346925,8 20.8 3444883905.6 15,0
NOBEY 6M 7244 -3871168061.9 10,3 3428273961.1 9.1 3723697854.1 11.4
NONE 7279 -2658150066.8 21.8 -693821930.3 10.3 5737236697.1 46.2
.......................................................................................
NOTO 7547 4934563391.0 44.7 1321200991.1 18.7 3806484052.1 41,0
NRAO 140 7204 882880241.2 1.9 -4924482348,4 6.9 3944130595.4 6.0
NRA085 3 7214 882325872.7 10.9 -4925137892.2 33.3 3943397465.5 26.7
OCOTILLO 7270 -2335600860.5 12.7 -4832244272.5 25.9 3434392600.1 18.4






Error I Y Error























PINFLATS 7256 -2369635591.3 17.4 -4761325164.0 35.3 3511116129.5 26.1
PLATTVIL 7258 -1240707835.9 7.3 -4720454405.0 23.4 4094481707.6 19.8
PRESIDIO 7252 -2707704517.1 29,4 -4257609900.9 46.2 3888374108.8 41.3
PT REYES 7251 -2732332739.6 24.3 -4217635234.8 36.6 3914490910.8 33.7
PVERDES 7268 -2525452423,8 35,2 -4670036058.3 63.2 3522886706.1 46.9
.......................................................................................
OUINCY 7221 -2517230577,3 13.6 -4198595406.2 22.6 4076531374.2 21.3
RICHMOND 7219 961258300.5 .7 -5674090047.9 1.5 2740533683.2 1.3
ROBLEO32 1561 4849245407.6 51.1 -360278487.9 12.9 4114884271.4 44.7
SANPAULA 7255 -2554476225.1 33.5 -4608627647.7 60.9 3582138181.3 45.6
SEATTLE1 7229 -2295347772.8 54.2 -3638029639.7 105.2 4693408923.6 118.9
.......................................................................................
SESHAN25 7227 -2831686441.5 34.0 4675733932.8 38.8 3275328086.4 39,4
SEST 7239 1838237884.1 9.3 -5258599120.6 16.9 -3100589018.0 8.9
SHANGHAI 7226 -2847697962.6 125.8 4659873004.8 110.2 3283959156.3 100.6
SNDPOINT 7280 -3425461591.4 44.8 -1214669275.8 19.4 5223858441.0 65.7
SOURDOGH 7281 -2419993100.0 40.5 -1664228845.2 29.2 5643538450.4 93,1
.......................................................................................
TITIJIMA 7844 -4489356239.9 484.7 3482988960.0 384.9 2887930771,6 387.3
TROMSONO 7602 2102904437.2 5.6 721602279.4 3.5 5958201194.9 12.7
TSUKUBA 7311 -3957172984.5 60.2 3310237929.9 50.9 3737709343.1 57.8
VERNAL 7290 -1631473000.6 21.8 -4589128919.9 55.0 4106759900.8 47.6
VICTORIA 7289 -2341309797.4 10.5 -3539083892.6 15.9 4745768440.5 20.4
.......................................................................................
VNDNBERG 7223 -2678094337.6 4.1 -4525451193.6 8.2 3597409980.3 7.2
WESTFORD 7209 1492206957.2 0.0 -4458130515.2 0.0 4296015400.4 0.0
WETTZELL 7224 4075540213,5 7.5 931734968.4 4.5 4801629185.3 9.8
WHTHORSE 7284 -2215213264.0 36.2 -2209261730.2 35.0 5540292695.4 85.3
YAKATAGA 7277 -2529743868.0 45.0 -1942091502.7 35.8 5505027506.0 94.2
.......................................................................................
YELLOWKN 7285 i -1224124184.7 69.2 [ -2689530523.9 150.7 { 5633555026.7 316.7





5.2 Site Positions at January 1.5, 1980
X Error I Y Error I Z





















BREST 7604 4228877354.0 8,7 -333104498.6 2.5 4747180745.9 9.8
CARNUSTY 7603 3526416643.9 11.3 -171421399.2 3.7 5294098634.4 15.5
CARROLGA 7228 453520866.6 9.4 -5300506780.3 34.9 3507207371.5 21.4
CHLBOLTN 7215 4008310311.7 8.4 -100651052.0 4.4 4943794560.3 10.9
DEADNAHL 7267 -2336819173.1 76.2 -4732586678.0 147.7 3570329745.8 102.5 I
............... - ............................................... _ .......................
DSS15 7231 -2353538536.9 34.1 -4641649711.9 65.6 3676670112.0 59.4
DSS45 1642 -4460935015.8 73.3 2682765884.8 48.7 -3674381974.6 41.3
DSS65 1665 4849336847.4 33.5 -360489136.4 10.6 4114748511.1 35.8
EFLSBERG 7203 4033947744.6 9.7 486990224.7 5,9 4900430593,6 13.9
ELY 7286 -2077236026.8 17.7 -4486712810.1 38.1 4018753841.3 32.1
FLAGSTAF 7261 -1923992381.1 16.6 -4850854517.8 40.3 3658589312.5 30.4
FORT ORD 7266 -2697026384.6 24.3 -4354393624.9 39.3 3788077436.6 33.6
FORTDRDS 7241 -2699839852,1 33.6 -4359127380.3 54.1 3781050828.8 46,2
FTD 7900 7900 -1324227712.7 3.6 -5332063073.9 12.6 3232023067.8 7.5
GILCREEK 7225 -2281546852.4 3,7 -1453645104.6 5.1 5756993315.0 7.6
............. - ....................................................................
GOLDVENU 1513 -2351128855.2 4.4 -4655477198,5 9.0 3660956955,6 7.8
GORF7102 7102 1130686841.3 2.9 -4831353039.5 i0.0 3994110820.6 8.4
GRASSE 7605 4581697937.2 6.5 556125429.8 2.2 4389351204.1 7.1
HALEAKAL 7120 -5465998266.1 14.4 -2404409139.9 9.2 2242228225.0 9.1





















IOkSHIN34 1857 -3997649239.0 10.7 3276690663.9 7.0 3724279132.7 16.0
KASHIMA 1856 -3997892259.2 9.9 3276581169.8 6.3 3724118527.7 15.4
KAUA! 1311 -5543845834.1 4.0 -2054564765.6 6.3 2387813595.0 6.6
KOOIAK 7278 -3026939850.7 30.5 -1575911910.7 17.8 5370362503,9 51.6
KWAJAL26 4968 -6143536650.2 31.7 1363996592.7 12.0 1034707295.3 18,4
LEONRDOK 7292 -522231333.4 3.7 -5145676902.7 18.6 3720152339.5 12.3
MAMMOTHL 7259 -2448246500.8 35.0 -4426738568,4 61.7 3875436003.1 51.7
MARCUS 7310 -5227447115.8 15.7 2551378686.8 9.0 2607604612.6 12.9
MARPOINT 7217 1106629643.4 4.3 -4882907227.3 14.7 3938086890.2 12.i









































NOTO 7547 4934563383.5 40.6 1321201004.6 17.0 3806484076.1 37.2
NRAO 140 7204 882880223.9 1.7 -4924482346.0 6.1 3944130595.5 5.3
NRA085 3 7214 882325860.5 10.0 -4925137902,5 30.3 3943397477.0 24.4
OCOTILLO 7270 -2335600874.2 12.7 -4832244273.0 25.9 3434392590.0 18.4




s,,e [ x Errori , i z  rrori
i (liB) (BIN) I (Bill) (IIIHD) I (Bin) (InllQ) I
OVR 7853 7853 -2410420948.7 5.0 -4477800557.0 10.3 3838690374.1 8.9
OVRO 130 7207 -2409600469,8 2.2 -4478349693.4 6,3 3838603268.4 6.0
PBLOSSOM 7254 -2464070627.1 21.7 -4649425909.4 41.0 3593905727.2 30.7
PENTICTN 7283 -2058840071.7 27.5 -3621286355.2 46.4 4814420682.1 58.9
PIETOWN 7234 -1640953404.8 6.6 -5014816125,1 15.9 3575412000.2 13.3
.......................................................................................
PINFLATS 7256 -2369635816.7 15.4 -4761325141.4 31.2 3511116129.1 23.1
PLATTVIL 7258 -1240707854.0 6.5 -4720454403.4 20.8 4094481698,7 17.6
PRESIDIO 7252 -2707704540.0 26.9 -4257609870.5 42.2 3888374112.2 37.7
PT REYES 7251 -2732332765.5 21.7 -4217635202.1 32.8 3914490925.0 30,2
PVERDES 7268 -2525452451.3 31.7 -4670036020.7 56.9 3522886710.7 42.2
......................................................................................
QUINCY 7221 -2517230597.9 12.1 -4198595391.0 20.2 4076531362.6 19.1
-5674090048.9 1.4 2740533685.2 1.3RICHMOND 7219 961258289.3 .7
ROBLED32 1561 4849245404.2 50.0 -360278466.9 12.4 4114884286.2 43.3
SANPAULA 7255 -2554476260.7 30.1 -4608627623,5 54.7 3582138192.9 41,0
SEATTLE1 7229 -2295347781.7 49.1 -3638029624.6 95.6 4693408896.9 107.9
.......................................................................................
SESHAN25 7227 -2831686461.3 30.8 4675733916.9 35.2 3275328061.4 35,6
SEST 7239 1838237884.2 9.3 -5258699125.6 16.9 -3100589009,3 8.9
SHANGHAI 7226 -2847697982.3 125.2 4659872988.9 109.4 3283959131.2 99.5
SNDPOINT 7280 -3425461612.6 40.4 -1214669265.2 17.5 5223858423.8 59.2
SOURDOGH 728I -2419993127.1 36.5 -1664228840.2 26.3 5643538432.9 84.0
TITIJIMA 7844 -4489356286,1 432.6 3482989014.7 343.9 2887930821.6 345.8
TROMSONO 7602 2102904420.0 5.6 721602292.5 3.5 5958201199.4 12,7
TSUKUBA 7311 -3957172970.5 53.2 3310237924.9 44.9 3737709310.7 51.2
VERNAL 7290 -1631473019.0 19.6 -4589128923.7 49.4 4106759895.9 42.7
VICTORIA 7289 -2341309815.8 10.5 -3539083893.4 15.9 4745768430.7 20.4
VNDNBERG 7223 -2678094368.8 3.7 -4525451158.0 7.3 3597409996.6 6.5
NESTFORD 7209 1492206940.3 0.0 -4458130516.6 0.0 4296015404.9 0.0
WETTZELL 7224 4075540200.0 6.7 931734983.7 4.0 4801629190.2 8.7
WHTHORSE 7284 -2215213287.5 32.4 -2209261720.7 31.4 5540292675.2 76.5
YAKATAGA 7277' -2529743895.5 40.7 -1942091481.0 32.4 5505027542.9 85.2
YELLOWKN 7285 i -1224124205.5 58.2 -2689530546.0 126.8 i 5633555069,0 266.6
YUMA 7894 I -2196777643.9 16.2 -4887337076.2 35.8 i 3448425278.2 25.3
I Ii !
| .............
Table 5.3 Site Positions at January 1.5, 1981
' Site Non. ' X Error I Y Error I Z Error II I (=-) (-=), (-=) ¢") , (=m (m) ,
ALGOPARK 7282 918035085.3 2.7 -4346132248.9 10.4 4561971065.2 9.8
AUSTINTX 7271 -737793586,7 3.6 -5459892289,2 15.9 3202990468.3 9.4
BERMUDA 7294 2307209709.9 4.7 -4874215837.0 10.6 3394317756,5 6.9
BLKBUTTE 7269 -2306306711.4 21.6 -4787914582.5 44.6 3515736517,0 31.7
BLOONIND 7291 302384690.5 11.9 -4941699050.5 35.6 4007908424.9 29.1
.....................................................................................
BREST 7604 4228877343.2 8.7 -333104479.8 2.5 4747180756.8 9.8
CARNUSTY 7603 3526416631.2 11.3 -171421382.1 3.7 5294098643.4 15.5
CARROLGA 7226 453520852.5 9,4 -5300506781.3 34.9 3507207371.8 21.4
CHLBOLTN 7215 4008310299.7 8.4 -100651033.6 4.4 4943794570.5 10.9





















FLAGSTAF 7261 -1923992401.7 14.6 -4850854523.3 35.4 3658589308.9 26.5
FORT ORD 7266 -2697026416.9 21.0 -4354393592.0 34.0 3786077456.6 29.1
FORTORDS 7241 -2699839884.6 30,3 -4359127347.4 48.7 3781050848.8 41,6
FTD 7900 7900 -1324227725.8 3.6 -5332063074.5 12.6 3232023061.4 7.5
GILCREEK 7225 -2281546875.3 3,3 -1453645102.2 4.5 5756993303.2 6.8
.......................................................................................
GOLDVENU 1513 -2351128873.9 3.8 -4655477189.0 7.9 3660956947.9 6.9
GORF7102 7102 1130686825.5 2,9 -4831353040.7 10.0 3994110823.6 8.4
GRASSE 7605 4581597924.3 6,5 556125449.5 2.2 4389351215.0 7.1
HALEAICAL 7120 -5465998283.0 14.4 -2404409072.6 8.7 2242228254.9 8.6
HARTRAO 7232 5085442706.5 36,3 2668263279.3 22.0 -2768697333.7 17.2
HATCREEK 7218 I -2523969659.4 3,2 -4123506475.8 6.4 4147752650.8 6.2
HAYSTACK 7205 I 1492405064.8 1,1 -4457266527.4 2.6 4296881642.0 2.7
HOBARTZ6 7242 I -3950236488,1 127,4 2522347642.6 89,6 -4311563049.3 104.8
HOHENFRG 7600 Ii 3778215158.7 5.3 698644491,9 1.9 5074053402.6 7.1
JPL MV1 7263 I -2493305624.5 13.1 -4655197809.4 24.2 3565519280.2 18.2
......................................................................................
KASHIM34 1857 -3997649235.1 9.6 3276690671.3 6.3 3724279114.1 14.1
KASHIMA 1856 -3997892255,3 8,7 3276581177,1 5.6 3724118509.1 13.5
KAUAI 1311 -5543845846.7 3,7 -2054564697,2 5.5 2387813624.8 6.0
KOOIAK 7278 -3026939875.1 27,0 -1575911901.8 15.7 5370362503.9 45.8
KWAJAL26 4968 -6143536627.9 27.1 1363996666.1 10.4 1034707316.5 16,0
.......................................................................................
LEONRDOK 7292 -522231348.3 3.7 -5145676903,6 18.6 3720152336.2 12.3
MAMMOTHL 7259 -2448246516.4 29.3 -4426738538,7 51.6 3875435984.6 43.3
MARCUS 7310 -5227447075.9 15.7 2551378745.6 9.0 2607604635.1 12,9
MARPOINT 7217 1106629626.1 3.8 -4882907224.6 13.0 3938086890.6 10.8
MATERA 7243 4641939132.2 5.6 1393002717.2 2.7 4133325314.2 6.4
.................................. _ ...................................................
MCD 7850 7850 -1330007932.9 2.7 -5328391594.6 10.1 3236502741.3 6.2
MEDICINA 7230 4461370288.6 14.7 919596523.0 6.7 4449558966,6 16,3
METSHOVI 7601 2890653075.3 7.7 1310295080.3 4.3 5513958543.5 12.7
MILESMON 7038 -1204438744,1 9.2 -4239211129,1 29.1 4596266078.6 29.3
MIYAZAKI 7312 -3582767808.1 195.8 4052034021.5 200.3 3369020847.0 196.7
.......................................................................................
MOJ 7288 7288 -2356493867,4 5.9 -4646607807.6 11.8 3668426666.0 9,2
MOJAVE12 7222 -2356170745.6 1.5 -4645756012.0 4.7 3668470549.6 4.4
MON PEAK 7274 -2386289038.2 7.9 -4802346856.6 16.0 3444883916.9 Ii,6
NOBEY 6M 7244 -3871168088.8 10.3 3428273960.4 9.1 3723697826.7 11.4
NORE 7279 -2655150120.9 17.0 -693821934,7 8,0 5737236684.4 36.1
............................................................... _ ........................
NOTO 7547 4934563375.9 36.5 1321201018.2 15.2 3806484100.2 33.4
NRAO 140 7204 882880206.6 1.5 -4924482343,5 5,4 3944130595,6 4.7
NRA085 3 7214 882325848.3 9.0 -4925137912.9 27.4 3943397488.6 22.0
OCOTILLO 7270 -2335600888.0 12.7 -4832244273.5 25.9 3434392579.9 18.4




I (rim) (ms) I (mm) (mn) I (mm) (mm) i
OVR 7853 7853 -2410420967.2 4.9 -4477800543.6 9.8 3838690365.5 8.3
OVRO 130 7207 -2409600488.4 1.9 -4478349680,0 5.5 3838603259.8 5.3
PBLOSSOM 7254 -2464070647.9 18.5 -4649425880.0 34.9 3593905721.9 26.2
PENTICTN 7283 -2058840097.5 24.5 -3621286366.3 41.5 4814420690.6 52,6
PIETOWN 7234' -1640953419.6 5.9 -5014816115.9 14.3 3575411987.5 11.9
.......................................................................................
PINFLATS 7256 -2369635642.1 13.4 -4761325118.7 27,1 3511116128.7 20.0
PLATIVIL 7258 -1240707872.2 5.7 -4720454401.9 18.3 4094481689.7 15.5
PRESIDIO 7252 -2707704562.9 24.4 -4257609840.1 38.3 3888374115.6 34,2
PT REYES 7251 -2732332791.5 19.2 -4217635169.2 28.9 3914490939.3 25.7
PVERDES 7268 -2525452478.9 28.1 -4670035983.1 50.5 3522886715.3 37.5
.......................................................................................
QUINCY 7221 -2517230618.6 10.7 -4198595375.8 17.8 4076531351.0 16.8
RICHMOND 7219 961258278.0 .7 -5674090049.8 1.4 2740533687.3 1.2
ROBLED32 1561 4849245400.8 49.3 -360278445.9 12.0 4114884301.0 42.2
SANPAULA 7255 -2554476296,4 26.7 -4608627599.2 48.5 3582138204.5 36.3
SEATTLE1 7229 -2295347790.6 44.1 -3638029609.5 85.9 4693408870.1 96.8
......................................................................................
SESHAN25 7227 -2831686481,1 27.6 4675733901.0 31.6 3275328036.3 31.8
SEST 7239 1838237884.3 9.3 -5258699130.7 16.9 -3100589000.7 8.9
SHANGHAI 7226 -2847698002.1 124.6 4659872972.9 108.7 3283959106.0 98.6
SNDPOINT 7280 -3425461633.9 36.0 -1214669254.6 15.6 5223858406.7 52.8
SOURDOGH 7281 -2419993154.3 32.6 -1664228835.1 23.4 5643538415.4 74.9
.......................................................................................
TITIJIMA 7844 -4489356332.4 380.4 3482989069.5 302.8 2887930871.7 304.3
IROMSONO 7602 2102904402.6 5.6 721602305.6 3.5 5958201204.0 12.7
TSUKUBA 7311 -3857172956.4 46.3 3310237919.9 39.0 3737709278.2 44.5
VERNAL 7290 -1631473037.4 17.4 -4589128927.6 43.8 4106759891.1 37.9
VICTORIA 7289 -2341308834.3 10.5 -3539083894.3 15.9 4745768421.0 20.4
.......................................................................................
VNDNBERG 7223 -2678094400.0 3.3 -4525451122.3 6.5 3597410012.9 5.8
WESTFORD 7209 1492206923.4 0.0 -4458130518.0 0.0 4296015409.3 0.0
WETTZELL 7224 4075540186.5 5.9 931734999.1 3.5 4801629195.2 7.7
WHTHORSE 7284 -2215213311.1 28,7 -2209261711.1 27.8 5540292654.9 67.8
YAKATAGA 7277 -2529743923.0 36.4 -1942091459.2 28.9 5505027580.0 76.2
.......................................................................................
YELLOWKN 7285 -1224124226.4 47.3 I -2689530568.2 102.9 I 5633555111.5 216.4







Site Positions at January 1.5, 1982
,s.. . i i ii X Error Y Error Z Error
I (m) (m) m (m) (m) m (m) (m) m
ALGOPARK 7282 918035068.0 2.4 -4346132250.9 9.2 4561971067.1 8.8
AUSTINTX 7271 -737793599.7 3.6 -5459892290.0 15.9 3202990464.1 9.4
BERMUDA 7294 2307209696.3 4.7 -4874215838.3 10.6 3394317763.9 6.9
BLKBUTTE 7269 -2306306727.8 18.3 -4787914566.4 37.7 3515736500.8 26.8
BLOONIND 7291 302384674.6 11.9 -4941699051.7 35.6 4007908424.8 29.1
.......................................................................................
BREST 7604 4228877332.4 8.7 -333104461.0 2.5 , 4747180767.7 9.8
CARNUSTY 7603 3526416618.5 11.3 -171421365.1 3.7 5294098652.4 15.5
CARROLGA 7228 453520838.5 9.4 -5300506782.3 34.9 3507207372.1 21.4
CNLBOLTN 7215 4008310287.6 8.4 -100651015.3 4.4 4943794580.6 10.9
DEADMANL 7267 -2336819264.5 56.5 -4732586764.0 109.6 3570329804.3 76.0
......................................................................................
DSS15 7231 -2353538561.3 26.2 -4641649676.9 50.6 3676670084.5 45.7
DSS45 1642 -4460935041.7 58.6 2682765856.8 38.8 -3674381882.6 32.8
DSS65 1665 4849336840.5 26.3 -360489094.4 8.4 4114748540.7 28.1
EFLSBERG 7203 4033947721.4 8.1 486990256.3 4.4 4900430609.8 10.9
ELY 7286 -2077236064.8 13.6 -4486712795.9 29.3 4018753814.1 24.6
.....................................................................................
FLAGSTAF 7261 -1923992422.2 12.6 -4850854528.8 30.6 3658589305.3 22.9
FORT ORD 7266 -2697026449.2 17.7 -4354393559.1 28.7 3788077476.5 24.6
FORTORDS 7241 -2699839917.0 26.9 -4359127314.5 43.3 3781050868.8 37.0
FTD 7900 7900 -1324227738.8 3.6 -5332063075.2 12.6 3232023055.0 7.5
GILCREEK 7225 -2281546898.1 2.9 -1453645099.8 3.9 5756993291.4 5.9
.....................................................................................
GOLDVENU 1513 -2351128892.5 3.3 -4655477179.5 6.8 3660956940.3 6.0
GORF7102 7102 1130686809.6 2.9 -4831353042.0 10.0 3994110826.6 8.4
GRASSE 7605 4581697911.5 6.5 556125469.1 2.2 4389351225.9 7.1
HALEAKAL 7120 -5465998299.9 14.3 -2404409005.5 8.3 2242228284.8 8.2
HARTRAO 7232 5085442714.4 32.2 2668263292.3 19.4 -2768697322.4 15.1
.......................................................................................
HATCREEK 7218 -2523969680.3 2.8 -4123506465.0 5.6 4147752641.3 5.5
HAYSTACK 7205 1492405047.9 1.0 -4457266527.9 2.3 4296881645.8 2.4
HOBART26 7242 -3950236486.9 113.6 2522347632.3 79.9 -4311563025.4 93.5
HOHENFRG 7600 3778215143.7 5.3 698644509.6 1.9 5074053411.4 7.1
JPL MV1 7263 -2493305658.9 11.0 -4655197785.8 20.3 3565519286.3 15.3
IC_SHIM34 1857 -3997649231,2 8,4 3276690678.6 5.6 3724279095.6 12,3
KASHIMA 1856 -3997892251.4 7.5 3276581184.5 4.8 3724118490.6 11.7
KAUAI 1311 -5543845859.I 3.5 '-2054564629.0 4.8 2387813654.5 5.4
KODIAK 7278 -3026939899.4 23.5 -1575911892.8 13.7 5370362503.8 39.9
KWAJAL26 4968 -6143536605.7 22.6 1363996739.3 8.8 1034707337.6 13.7
.......................................................................................
LEONRDOK 7292 -522231363.1 3.7 -5145676904.5 18.6 3720152332.9 12.3
MAMMOTHL 7259 -2448246532.1 23.7 -4426738509.1 41.8 3875435966.2 35.0
MARCUS 7310 -5227447036.1 15.7 2551378804.2 9.0, 2607604657.5 12.9
MARPOINT 7217 1106629608.8 3.3 -4882907222.0 11.4 3938086890.9 9.4
MATERA 7243 4641939117.3 5.6 1393002736.7 2.7 4133325324.4 6.4
......................................................................................
MCD 7850 7850 -1330007945.9 2.7 -5328391595.2 10.1 3236502734.9 6.2
MEDICINA 7230 4461370276.6 13.0 919596541.3 5.9 4449558977.7 14.4
METSHOVI 7601 2890653057.2 7.7 1310295095.4 4.3 5513958549.4 12.7
MILESMON 7038 -1204438762.1 9.2 -4239211130.1 29.1 4596266072.9 29.3
MIYAZAK! 7312 -3582767805.6 169.2 4052034017.6 173.0 3369020822.1 170.0
.......................................................................................
MOJ 7288 7288 -2356493883.7 5.9 -4646607796.1 11.6 3668426658.0 9.0
MOJAVE12 7222 -2356170762.0 1.3 -4646756000.5 4.1 3668470641.6 3.9
MON PEAK 7274 -2386289072.7 6.7 -4802346822.1 13.7 3444883922.5 10.0
NOBEY 6M 7244 -3871168102.2 10.3 3428273960.0 9.1 3723697813.1 11.4
NONE 7279 -2658150148.0 14.7 -693821937.0 6.9 5737236678.0 31.2
.......................................................................................
NOTO 7547 4934563368.4 32.4 1321201031.8 13.5 3806484124.2 29.7
NRAO 140 7204 882880189.3 1.3 -4924482341.2 4.8 3944130595.7 4.2
NRA085 3 7214 882325836.1 8.0 -4925137923.2 24.4 3943397500.1 19.6
OCOTILLO 7270 -2335600901.7 12.7 -4832244274.1 25.9 3434392569.9 18.4





X Error I Y Error
(n) (am) nn (am) (mm)
i Z Error [





















PINFLATS 7256 -2369635667.4 11.4 -4761325096.1 23.1 3511116128.4 17.1
PLATTVIL 7258 -1240707890.4 4.9 -4720454400.4 15.8 4094481680.7 13.4
PRESIDIO 7252 -2707704585.9 22.0 -4257609809.7 34.4 3888374119.0 30.7
PT REYES 7251 -2732332817.3 16.7 -4217635136.5 25.1 3914490953.5 23.2
PVERDES 7268 -2525452506.4 24.6 -4670035945.5 44.2 3522886719.8 32.8
.......................................................................................
QUINCY 7221 -2517230639.3 9.2 -4198595360.7 15.4 4076531339.5 14,5
-5674090050.8 1.4 2740533689.3 i.iRICHMOND 7219 961258266.7 .7
ROBLED32 1561 4849245397.4 48.7 -360278424.9 11.7 4114884315.8 41.5
SANPAULA 7255 -2554476331.9 23.3 -4608627575.1 42.4 3582138216.1 31.7
SEATTLE1 7229 -2295347799.5 39.0 -3638029594.4 76.4 4693408843.4 85.8
.......................................................................................
SESHAN25 7227 -2831686500.8 24.4 4675733885.1 28.0 3275328011.2 28.1
SEST 7239 1838237884.4 9.3 -5258699135.7 16.9 -3100588992.1 8.9
SHANGHAI 7226 -2847698021.8 124.2 4659872957.0 108.1 3283959081.0 97.8
SNDPOINT 7280 -3425461655.2 31.6 -1214669244.0 13.7 5223858389.5 46.4
SOURDOGH 7281 -2419993181.4 28.6 -1664228830.1 20.6 5643538397.9 65.9
.......................................................................................
TITIJIMA 7844 -4489356378.6 328.4 3482989124.2 261.9 2887930921.6 262.9
TROMSONO 7602 2102904385.3 15.6 721602318.6 3.5 5958201208.5 12.7
TSUKUBA 7311 -3957172942.4 39.4 3310237915.0 33.1 3737709245.9 37.9
VERNAL 7290 -1631473055.8 15.2 -4589128931.5 38.3 4106759886.2 33.0
VICTORIA 7289 -2341309852.7 10.5 -3539083895.2 15.9 4745768411.2 20.4
.......................................................................................
VNDNBERG 7223 -2678094431.2 2.9 -4525451086.7 5.6 3597410029.2 5.1
WESTFORD 7209 1492206906.5 0.0 ' -4458130519.4 0,0 4296015413.7 0.0
WETTZELL 7224 4075540173.0 5.1 931735014.4 3.0 4801629200.1 6.7
WHTHORSE 7284 -2215213334.7 25.0 -2209261701.6 24.2 5540292634.7 59.1
YAKATAGA 7277 -2529743950.5 32.1 -1942091437.5 25.5 5505027616.9 67.2
..................................................................................
YELLONKN 7285 [ -1224124247.3 36.4 [ -2689530590.3 79.1, I 5633555153.9 166.4






Table 5.5 Site Positions at January 1.5, 1983
'Site Hm. i i i iI I X Error Y Error Z Error
, , (am) (am) , (mmm) (am) m (am) (m) m
ALGOPARK 7282 918035050.7 2.1 -4346132252.9 8.1 4561971069.0 7+7
AUSTINTX 7271 -737793612.6 3.6 -5459892290.7 15.9 3202990459.8 9.4
BERMUDA 7294 2307209682.8 4.7 -4874215839,5 i0,6 3394317771.3 6.9
BLKBUTTE 7269 -2306306744+3 15,0 -4787914550.2 30.8 3515736484.6 22.0
BLOOMIND 7291 302384658.8 11.9 -4941699052.8 35.6 4007908424.6 29.1
.......................................................................................
BREST 7604 4228877321.6 8.7 -333104442.2 2.5 4747180778.6 9.8
CARNUSTY 7603 3526416605.9 11.3 -171421348.0 3.7 5294098661.4 15.5
CARROLGA 7228 453520824.4 9.4 -5300506783.3 34,9 3507207372.4 21.4
CHLBOLTN 7215 4008310275.6 8.4 -I00650997,1 4.4 4943794590.7 10.9
DEADMANL 7267 -2336819310.2 46.7 -4732586806.9 90.6 3570329833.5 62.8
....................................................................................
DSS15 7231 -2353538573.4 22.3 -4641649659.5 43.2 3676670070.7 38.9
DSS45 1642 -4460935054.7 51.3 2682765842.8 33.9 -3674381836,7 28.6
DSS65 1665 4849336837.1 22.7 -360489073.4 7.2 4114748555.4 24.3
EFLSBERG 7203 4033947709.8 11.2 486990272.0 5.3 4900430617.8 14.6
ELY 7286 -2077236083.8 11.6 -4486712788.9 24.9 4018753800.5 20.9
................................... ....................................................
FLAGSTAF 7261 -1923992442.8 10,6 -4850854534.4 25,9 3658589301,7 19.3
FORT ORD 7266 -2697026481.5 14.5 -4354393525.3 23,5 3788077496.5 20.i
FORTORDS 7241 -2699839949.3 23.6 -4359127281.6 37.9 3781050888.7 32.4
FTD 7900 7900 -1324227751.8 3,6 -5332063075.8 12,6 3232023048.6 7.5
GILCREEK 7225 -2281546921.0 2.5 -1453645097.4 3.3 5756993279.7 5+1
......................................... r ..............................................
GOLDVENU 1513 -2351128911.I 2.8 -4655477170.0 5,8 3660956932.7 5.1
GORFTIO2 7102 1130686793.8 2,9 -4831353043,2 I0.0 3994110829.5 8.4
GRASSE 7605 4581697898.7 6.5 556125488.6 2.2 4389351236.8 7.1
HALEAKAL 7120 -5465998316,7 14.2 -2404408938.4 7.9 2242228314.6 7.9
HARTRAO 7232 5085442722.4 28.1 2668263305.2 16.8 -2768697311.1 13.1
.......................................................................................
HATCREEK 7218 -2523969701.1 2.4 -4123506454.3 4.8 4147752631.7 4.8
HAYSTACK 7205 1492405031.0 .9 -4457266528.4 2.0 4296881649.7 2.1
HOBART26 7242 -3950236485.7 99.9 2522347621.9 70.2 -4311563001.5 82.2
HOHENFRG 7600 3778215128.8 5.3 698644527.2 1.9 5074053420.1 7.1
JPL MVl 7263 -2493305693.2 8.9 -4655197762.1 16.5 3565519292.3 12.5
.......................................................................................
KASHIM34 1857 -3997649227.3 7,3 3276690686,0 4.9 3724279077.1 10,5
KASHIMA 1856 -3997892247.5 6.4 3276581191,8 4.1 3724118472,1 9.9
KAUAI 1311 -5543845871.6 3.2 -2054564560.8 4.1 2387813684.2 4,8
KODIAK 7278 -3026939923,7 20.1 -1575911883.9 11.7 5370362503,8 34.1
KWAJAL26 4958 -6143536583.4 18.2 1363996812.5 7.2 1034707358.8 11.5
.......................................................................................
LEONRDOK 7292 -522231377.9 3.7 -5145876905.4 18.6 3720152329.5 12.3
MAMMOTHL 7259 -2448246547.7 18.3 -4426738479.5 32.2 3875435947.7 27.1
MARCUS 7310 -5227446996.3 15.7 2551378862.8 9.0 2607604679.9 12.9
MARPOINT 7217 1106629591.5 2,9 -4882907219.4 9,8 3938086891.3 8.1
MATERA 7243 4641939102.4 5.6 1393002756.3 2,7 4133325334.5 6.4
.......................................................................................
MCD 7850 7850 -1330007959.0 2.7 -5328391595.9 10.1 3236502728.5 6.2
MEDICINA 7230 4461370264.6 Ii,3 919596559,5 5.1 4449558988.7 12.4
METSHOVI 7601 2890653039.1 7.7 1310295110.6 4.3 5513958555.3 12.7
MILESMON 7038 -1204438780.0 9.2 -4239211131.1 29.1 4596266067.2 29.3
MIYAZAKI 7312 -3582767803.1 142,7 4052034013.8 145.8 3369020797.2 143.4
.......................................................................................
MOJ 7288 7288 -2356493900.1 5+8 -4646607784.6 11.4 3668426650.1 8.8
MOJAVE12 7222 -2356170778.4 1.2 -4646755988.9 3.5 3668470633,6 3.4
MON PEAK 7274 -2386289107.2 5,6 -4802346787.6 11.4 3444883928.1 8.4
NOBEY 6M 7244 -3871168115.6 10,3 3428273959.7 9.1 3723697799.4 11.4
NOME 7279 -2658150175,1 12.4 -693821939.2 5.9 5737236671.7 26.4
.......................................................................................
NOTO 7547 4934563360.8 28.3 1321201045.3 11.8 3806484148.2 25.9
NRAO 140 7204 882880172.0 1,2 -4924482338.7 4.3 3844130585.8 3.7
NRAO85 3 7214 882325823.9 7.1 -4925137933.5 21+5 3943397511.7 17.2
OCOTILLO 7270 -2335600915.4 12.7 -4832244274.6 25.9 3434392559.8 18.4
































PINFLATS 7256 -2369635692.7 9.4 -4761325073.4 19.1 3511116128.0 14.1
PLATTVIL 7258 -1240707908.5 4.1 -4720454398.8 13.3 4094481671.8 11.3
PRESIDIO 7252 -2707704608.7 19.5 -4257609779.4 30.6 3888374122.4 27.3
PT REYES 7251 -2732332843.2 14.1 -4217635103.7 21.3 3914490967.8 19,7
PVERDES 7268 -2525452533.9 21.1 -4670035908.0 38.0 3522886724.4 28.1
......................................................................................
QUINCY 7221 -2517230659.9 7.8 -4198595345.5 13.0 4076531327.9 12.3
RICHNOND 7219 961258255.5 .7 -5674090051.7 1.3 2740533691.3 1,0
ROSLED32 1561 4849245393.9 48.5 ' -360278404.0 11.5 4114884330.6 41.1
SANPAULA 7255 -2554476367.5 20.0 -4608627550.9 36.3 3582138227,7 27.2
SEATTLE1 7229 -2295347808.4 34.1 -3638029579.3 66.9 4693408816.7 75.0
SESHAN25 7227 -2831686520.6 21.3 4675733889.2 24.4 3275327986.2 24.4
SEST 7239 1838237884.5 9.3 -5258699140.8 16.9 -3100588983.4 8.9
SHANGHAI 7226 -2847698041.5 123.9 4659872941.1 107,6 3283959055,9 97,1
SNDPOINT 7280 -3425461676.5 27.3 -1214669233.5 11.8 5223858372,4 40.0
SOURDOGH 7281 -2419993208.5 24.7 -1664228825.1 17.8 5643538380.4 56.9
......................................................................................
TITIJIHA 7844 -4489356424.8 276.6 3482989178.9 221.1 2887930971.6 221.7
TRC_SONO 7602 2102904368.1 5.6 721602331.7 3.5 5958201213,0 12.7
TSUKUBA 7311 -3957172928.4 32.5 3310237910.0 27.4 3737709213,5 31.4
VERNAL 7290 -1631473074.2 13.0 -4589128935.4 32,8 4106759881.4 28.2





















YELLO_N 7285 i -1224124268.1 25.5 i -2689530612.4 55,5 [ 5633555196.2 116.9





Table 5.6 Site Positions at January 1.5, 1984
Site Non. x Error; , E.or; Z E.or;
i (m) (m) a [m) (ram) , (m) (m)
ALGOPARK 7282 918035033.4 1.8 -4346132254.9 7.0 4561971071.0 6.7
AUSTINTX 7271 -737793625.5 3.6 -5459892291.4 15.9 3202990455.6 9.4
BERMUDA 7294 2307209669.2 4.7 -4874215840.8 10.6 3394317778.7 6.9
BLKBUTTE 7269 -2306306760.7 11.7 -4787914534,1 24.1 3515736468.5 17.3
BLOONIND 7291 302384642.9 11.9 -4941699053.9 35.6 4007908424.4 29.1
........................................ -- .............................................
BREST 7604 4228877310.8 8.7 -333104423.4 2.5 4747180789.5 9.8
CARNUSTY 7803 3526416593.2 11,3 -171421331.0 3.7 5294098670,4 15.5
CARROLGA 7228 453520810.4 9,4 -5300508784.3 34.9 3507207372.7 21,4
CHLBOLTN 7215 4008310263.6 8.4 -100650978.8 4.4 4943794600.9 10.9









































GOLDVENU 1513 -2351128929.7 2.4 -4655477160.6 4.9 3660958925.0 4.4
GORF7102 7102 1130686778,0 2.9 -4831353044.5 10.0 3994110832.5 8.4
GRASSE 7605 4581697885.9 6.5 556125508.3 2.2 4389351247.7 7.1
HALEAKAL 7120 -5485998333.6 14.2 -2404408871.2 7,5 2242228344.5 7.6
HARTRAO 7232 5085442730.3 24.0 2668263318.2 14.3 -2768697299.7 11,1
.....................................................................................
HATCREEK 7218 -2523969722.0 2,0 -4123506443.5 4.0 4147752822.2 4.1
HAYSTACK 7205 1492405014.1 .8 -4457266528.9 1.7 4296881653.5 1.8
HOBART2fi 7242 -3950236484.5 86.2 2522347611.6 60.5 -4311562977.7 70.9
HOBENFRG 7600 3778215113.8 5.3 698644544.9 1.9 5074053428.8 7.1






















































































































' Site Non. ' X Error I y Error I Z Error I
J (m) (m) m (wm) (mm) m (mm) (mm) mI
OVR 7853 7853 -2410421022.6 4.5 -4477800503.3 8.6 3838690339.8 7.2
OVRO 130 7207 -2409600543.8 1.1 -4478349639.7 3.3 3838603234.0 3,3
PBLOSSOM 7254 -2464070710.3 9.4 -4649425792.3 17.7 3593905706.1 13.4
PENTICTN 7283 -2058840174.8 15.9 -3621286399.7 27.3 4814420715,8 34.3
PIETOWN 7234 -1640953463.6 3.9 -5014816088.5 9.4 3575411949.5 7.9
.......................................................................................
PINFLATS 7256 -2369635718.1 7.5 -4761325050.8 15.2 3511116127.6 11.3
PLATTVIL 7258 -1240707926.7 3.3 -4720454397.3 11.0 4094481662.8 9.3
PRESIDIO 7252 -2707704631.7 17.2 -4257609749.1 26.8 3888374125.8 24.0
PT REYES 7251 -2732332869.1 11.7 -4217635071.0 17.6 3914490982.0 16.3
PVERDES 7268 -2525452561.4 17,7 -4670035870.4 31.8 3522886728.9 23.5
.......................................................................................
QUINCY 7221 -2517230680.5 6.4 -4198595330.4 10.7 4076531316.3 10.2
RICHMOND 7219 961258244.2 .7 -5674090052.7 1.3 2740533693.3 1.0
ROBLED32 1561 4849245390.5 48.4 -360278383,0 11.4 4114884345,4 41.0
SANPAULA 7255 -2554476403.0 16.6 -4608627526.7 30,4 3582138239.2 22.7
SEATTLE1 7229 -2295347817.3 29.1 -3638029564.2 57,5 4693408790.0 64.2
SESHAN25 7227 I -2831686540.3 18.1 4675733853.3 20.8 3275327961.2 20.7
SEST 7239 I 1838237884.6 9,3 -5258699145.8 16.9 -3100588974.8 8.9
SHANGHAI 7226 -2847698061.2 123.6 4659872925.1 107.2 3283959030.8 96.6
SNDPOINT 7280 -3425461697.7 23.0 -1214669222.9 9.9 5223858355.3 33.7
SOURDOGH 7281 I -2419993235.6 20.8 -1664228820.0 15.0 5643538362.9 48.0
............. _ ........................................................................
TITIJIMA 7844 -4489356471.0 225.0 3482989233.6 180.5 2887931021.5 180.7
TROHSONO 7602 2102904350.8 5.6 721602344.7 3.5 5958201217.5 12.7
TSUKUBA 7311 -3857172914.3 25.9 3310237905.1 21.7 3737709181.1 25.1
VERNAL 7290 -1631473082.6 10.9 -4589128939.3 27.3 4106759876.5 23.5
VICTORIA 7289 -2341309889.6 10.5 -3539083896.9 15.9 4745768391.7 20.4
VNDNBERG 7223 -2678094493.5 2.0 -4525451015.5 3.9 3597410061.7 3.7
WESTFORD 7209 1492206872.7 0.0 -4458130522.2 0.0 4296015422,6 0.0
WETTZELL 7224 4075540146.0 3.5 931735045.0 2.1 4801629210,0 4.7
WHTHORSE 7284 -2215213381.7 17.6 -2209261682.5 17.1 5540292594.3 41,8
YAKATAGA 7277 -2529744005.5 23.5 -1942091394.1 18.7 5505027690.8 49.3
YELLOWKN 7285 i -1224124286.9 15.0 -2689530634.6 32.6 i 5633555238.6 68.7







Table 5.7 Site Positions at January 1.5, 1985
b i x I ,  rrorI z  rrorI
, (am) (am) i (m) (mm) m (ma) (am) =
ALGOPARK 7282 918035016.1 1.5 -4346132256,9 5,9 4561971072.9 5.6
AUSTINTX 7271 -737793638.5 3.6 -5459892292.1 15.9 3202990451.4 9.4
BERNUDA 7294 2307209655.6 4.7 -4874215842.1 10.6 3394317786.1 6.9
BLKBUTTE 7269 -2306306777.1 8.8 -4787914517.9 17.6 3515736452.3 12.7
BLOONIND 7291 302384627.0 11.9 -4941699055.0 35,6 4007908424,2 29,1
BREST 7604 4228877300,0 8.7 -333104404.5 2.5 4747180800,5 9.8
CARNUSTY 7603 3526416580.5 11.3 -171421313.9 3.7 5294098679.4 15.5
CARROLGA 7228 453520796.3 9.4 -5300506785.3 34.9 3507207373.0 21.4
CHLBOLTN 7215' 4008310251,5 8.4 -100650960.5 4.4 4943794611.0 10.9
DEADNANL 7267 -2336819401.6 27.2 -4732586892.9 52.9 3570329892.0 36.71
DSS15 7231 -2353538597.8 14,5 -4641649624.6 28.3 3676670043.2 25.3
DSS45 1642 -4480935080.6 36.8 2682765814.8 24.2 -3674381744,7 20.3
DSS85 1665 4849336830.2 15.6 -360489031.4 5.0 4114748585.1 16.7
EFLSBERG 7203 4033947686.6 19.8 486990303.6 9.0 4900430634.0 25.7
ELY 7286 -2077236121,8 7.6 -4486712774.8 16.4 4018753773.3 13.7
.....................................................................................
FLAGSTAF 7261 -1923992483.9 7.0 -4850854545.5 17.0 3658589294.6 12.5
FORT ORD 7266 -2697026546.2 8.4 -4354393460.5 13.7 3788077536.4 ii,8
FORTORDS 7241 -2699840014,2 17.0 -4359127215.8 27.2 3781050928.7 23.3
FTD 7900 7900 -1324227777.9 3.6 -5332063077.1 12.6 3232023035.8 7.5
GILCREEK 7225 -2281546966.7 1.7 -1453645092.6 2.2 5756993256.1 3.5
...................................................................................
GOLDVENU 1513 -2351128948.4 2.0 -4655477151.1 4.1 3660956917.4 3.7
GORF7102 7102 1130686762.2 2.9 -4831353045.7 10.0 3994110835.5 8.4
GRASSE 7605 4581697873.0 6.5 556125527.9 2.2 4389351258.6 7.1
HALEAKAL 7120 -5465998350.5 14.1 -2404408803.9 7.3 2242228374.4 7.3
HARTRAO 7232 5085442738.3 20.0 2668263331.3 11,8 -2768697288.4 9.3
.....................................................................................
HATCREEK 7218 -2523969742.9 1.7 -4123506432.7 3,3 4147752612.6 3.4
HAYSTACK 7205 1492404997.2 .6 -4457266529.5 1.4 4296881657.3 1.5
HOBART26 7242 -3950236483.3 72.4 2522347601.2 50.9 -4311562953.7 59.6
HOHENFRG 7600 3778215098.7 5.3 698644562,6 1.9 5074053437.6 7.1
JPL NV1 7263 -2493305761.9 5.2 -4655197714.8 9.7 3565519304.4 7,4
.......................................................................................
KASHIM34 1857 -3997649219.6 5.2 3276690700.7 3.6 3724279040.0 7.2
KASHIMA 1856 -3997892239.7 4.2 3276581206.6 2.7 3724118435.0 6.5
KAUAI 1311 -5543845898.6 2.7 -2054564424.3 2.8 2387813743.7 3.9
KODIAK 7278 -3026939972.4 13.4 -1575911866.0 7.8 5370362503.8 22.8
KWAJAL26 4968 -6143536538.9 10.3 1363996959.2 4.4 1034707401.1 7.4
LEONRDOK 7292 -522231407.6 3.7 -5145676907,2 18.6 3720152322.9 12.3
MANNOTHL 7259 -2448246579.0 9.4 -4426738420.2 16.7 3875435910.8 14.2
MARCUS 7310 -5227446916.6 15.7 2551378980.2 9.0 2607604724.8 12.9
MARPOINT 7217 1106629556.9 2.0 -4882907214.2 6.8 3938086892.0 5.6
MATERA 7243 4641939072.5 5.6 1393002795.4 2.7 4133325354.9 6.4
.......................................................................................
MCD 7850 7850 -1330007985.1 2.7 -5328391597.1 10,1 3236502715.7 6.2
MEDICINA 7230 4461370240.6 7.8 919596596.0 3.5 4449559010.9 8.7
METSHOVI 7601 2890653002.8 7.7 1310295141.0 4.3 5513958567.1 12.7
MILESMON 7038 -1204438816.0 9.2 -4239211133.2 29.1 4596266055.9 29.3
MIYAZAKI 7312 -3582767798.1 90.2 4052034006.0 91.9 3369020747.3 90.6
.......................................................................................
NOJ 7288 7288 -2356493932.8 5.8 -4646807761.6 11.1 3668426634.1 8.5
NOJAVE12 7222 -2356170811.1 .9 -4646755965.9 2,4 3668470617.6 2.6
NON PEAK 7274 -2386289176.2 3.5 -4802346718.4 7,1 3444883939.3 5,4
NOBEY 614 7244 -3871168142.5 10.3 3428273959,0 9.1 3723697772.1 11.4
NOME 7279 -2658150229,2 8.3 -693821943.7 3.9 5737236659.0 17.8
NOTO 7547 4934563345.8 20.1 1321201072.5 8.3 3806484196,3 18.4
NRAO 140 7204 882880137.3 1.0 -4924482333,9 3.7 3944130596.1 3.1
NRA085 3 7214 882325799.5 5.1 -4925137954.2 15.6 3943397534,8 12.5
OCOTILLO 7270 -2335600942.8 12.7 -4832244275.6 25.9 3434392539.7 18.4














































































SESHAN25 7227 -2831686560 . 1 15.0 4675733837.4 17.3 3275327936.0 17.1
SEST 7239 1838237884.7 9.3 -5258699150.9 16.9 -3100588968.1 8.9
SHANGHAI 7226 -2847698081.0 123.4 4659872909.2 107.0 3283959005.7 96.3
SHDPOINT 7280 -3425461719.0 18,7 -1214889212.3 8.1 5223858338.1 27.5
TIT1J1NA 7844 -4489356517 . 3 173.6 3482989288.4 140.1 2887931071.6 139.8
TRONSONO 7602 2102904333.5 5.6 721602357.8 3.5 5958201222.1 12.7
TSUKUBA 7311 -3957172900.2 19.5 3310237900.1 16,3 3737709148.7 19.1
VERNAL 7290 -1631473111,0 8.7 -4589128943.2 21.9 4106759871.7 18,8


































Table 5.8 Slte Positions at January 1.5, 1986
'Site Non. ' i i ;j j X Error Y Error Z Error
m , (m) (m) , (m) (m) , (mm) (mm) ,
ALGOPARK 7282 918034998.8 1.3 -4346132258.9 4.9 4561971074.8 4.6
AUSTINTX 7271 -737793651.5 3.6 -5459892292.9 15.9 3202990447.2 9.4
BERMUDA 7294 2307209642.1 4.7 -4874215843.4 10.6 3394317793,5 6,9
BLKBUTTE 7269 -2306306793.6 5.8 -4787914501.8 11.9 3515736436.1 8.7
BLOONIND 7291 302384611.1 11.9 -4941699056.1 35,6 4007908424,1 29.1
BREST 7604 4228877289.3 8.7 -333104385.7 2.5 4747180811.4 9.8
CARNUSTY 7603 3526416567.8 11.3 -171421296.8 3,7 5294098688.4 15.5
CARROLGA 7228 453520782.3 9.4 -5300506786.3 34.9 3507207373.3 21.4
CHLBOLTN 7215 4008310239.5 8.4 -100650942.2 4.4 4943794621.2 10,9
DEADMANL 7267 -2336819447.2 17,8 -4732586935.8 34.7 3570329921.3 24.1
D$$15 7231 -2353538609.9 10.7 -4641649607.1 20.9 3676670029.4 18.6
DSS45 1642 -4460935093.6 29.6 2682765800.8 19.4 -3674381698.8 16.2
DSS65 1665 4849336826.8 12.0 -360489010.4 3.9 4114748599.8 12.9
EFLSBERG 7203 4033947675.0 24.5 486990319.4 11.1 4900430642.1 31.8
ELY 7286 -2077236140.7 5.7 -4486712767,7 12.4 4018753759.7 10.4
.......................................................................................
FLAGSTAF 7261 -1923992504.4 5,4 -4850854551.0 13.2 3658589291.0 9.7
FORT ORD 7266 -2697026578.5 6.0 -4354393427.6 9.7 3788077556.3 8.4
FORTORDS 7241 -2699840046.6 13.7 -4359127182.9 22.0 3781050948.7 18.8
FTD 7900 7900 -1324227790.9 3.6 -5332063077.7 12.6 3232023029.4 7.5
GILCREEK 7225 -2281546989.6 1.3 -1453645090.3 1.8 5756993244.4 2.8
.......................................................................................
GOLDVENU 1513 -2351128967.1 1.8 -4655477141.6 3.5 3660956909.7 3.3
GORF7102 7102 1130686748.4 2.9 -4831353047.0 10.0 3994110838.4 8.4
GRASBE 7605 4581697860.2 6.5 556125547.5 2.2 4389351269.5 7.1
HALEAKAL 7120 -5465998367.4 14.1 -2404408736.8 7.1 2242228404.3 7.1
HARTRAO 7232 5085442746.2 16.2 2668263344,2 9.5 -2768697277.1 7.5
.......................................................................................
HATCREEK 7218 -2523969763.8 1.3 -4123508422.0 2.6 4147752603.1 2.8
HAYSTACK 7205 1492404980,3 .5 -4457266530.0 1.2 4296881661,1 1.2
HOBART26 7242 -3950236482.1 58.8 2522347590.9 41.3 -4311562929.8 48.4
HOHENFRG 7600 3778215083.7 5.3 698644580.3 1.9 5074053446.3 7,1
JPL MV1 7263 -2493305796.3 4.0 -4655197691.1 7.4 3565519310.4 5.7
.......................................................................................
KASHIM34 1857 -3997649215.7 4,4 3276690708.1 3.1 3724279021.5 5.9
KASHIMA 1856 -3997892235.8 3.3 3276581213.9 2.2 3724118416,5 5.1
KAUAI 1311 -5543845909.1 2.5 -2054564356.1 2.3 2387813773.4 3,5
KOOIAK 7278 -3026939996.7 10.2 -1575911857.1 6.0 5370362503.8 17.3
KWAJAL26 4968 -6143536516.6 7.8 1363997032.4 3.4 1034707422.3 5.8
.......................................................................................
LEONRDOK 7292 -522231422.4 3.7 -5145676908.1 18.6 3720152318.5 12.3
MAMMOTHL 7259 -2448246594.7 8.3 -4426738390.6 15.0 3875435892.4 12.8
MARCUS 7310 -5227446876.8 15.7 2551379038,8 9.0 2607604747.3 12.9
MARPOINT 7217 ii08629539,8 1.6 -4882907211.6 5.5 3938086892.3 4.5
MATERA 7243 4641939057.8 5.6 1393002814.9 2.7 4133325365.1 6,4
.......................................................................................
MCD 7850 7850 -1330007998.1 2,7 -5328391597.8 10.1 3236502709.3 8.2
MEDICINA 7230 4461370228.6 6.2 919596614.2 2.8 4449559021.9 7.0
METSHOV] 7601 2890652984.7 7.7 1310295156.2 4.3 5513958573.0 12,7
M|LESMON 7038 -1204438834.0 9.2 -4239211134.2 29,1 4596266050.3 29.3
MIYAZAK! 7312 -3582767795.6 64.7 4052034002.2 65.8 3369020722.5 65.0
.......................................................................................
MOJ 7288 7288 -2356493949.2 5.8 -4646607750.1 11.0 3668426626.1 8.4
MOJAVE12 7222 -2356170827.4 .7 -4646755954.4 1.9 3668470609.7 2.2
MON PEAK 7274 -2388289210.7 2.7 -4802346683.8 5.4 3444883945.0 4.2
NOBEY 6M 7244 -3871168156.0 10.3 3428273958.6 9.i 3723697758.5 11.4
NOME 7279 -2658150256,3 6.8 -693821945.9 3,2 5737236652.6 14.4
.......................................................................................
NOTO 7547 4934563338.2 16.1 1321201086.0 6.8 3806484220,3 14.8
NRAO 140 7204 882880120.0 I.I -4924482331.5 3.7 3944130596,2 3.1
NRA085 3 7214 882325787.2 4.2 -4925137964.5 12.6 39433g7546.4 10.1
OCOTILLO 7270 -2335600956,5 12.7 -4832244276.2 25.9 3434392529.6 18.4




Site Non. i X Error I y Error I Z Error I
j (mm) (mm) I (mm) (mm) , (mm) (mm) ,
OVR 7853 7853 -2410421059.6 4.5 -4477800478.4 8.2 3838890322.6 6.7
OVRO 130 7207 -2409600580.7 1.0 -4478349612.8 2.3 3838803216.8 2.5
PBLOSSOM 7254 -2464070751.9 5.3 -4649425733.7 10.1 3593905695.5 7.7
PENT1CTN 7283 -2058840226.3 11.0 -3621286422.0 18.8 4814420732.7 23.6
PIETOWN 7234 -1640953493.0 2.6 -5014816070.2 6.2 3575411924.2 5.3
.......................................................................................
PINFLATS 7256 -2369635768.8 4.0 -4761325005.5 8.2 3511116126.8 6.2
PLATTVIL 7258 -1240707963.0 2.0 -4720454394.2 6.7 4094481644.9 5.7
PRESIDIO 7252 -2707704677.5 12.7 -4257609688.3 19.7 3888374132.6 17.6
PT REYES 7251 -2732332920.9 6.9 -4217635005.4 10.4 3914491010.5 9.8
PVERDES 7268 -2525452616,5 11.0 -4670035795.3 19.8 3522886738.0 14,7
......................................................................................
QUINCY 7221 -2517230721.9 3.9 -4198595300.1 6.5 4076531293.2 6,3
RICHMOND 7219 981258221.7 .7 -5674090054.6 1.2 2740533697.4 .9
ROBLED32 1561 4849245383.6 49.2 -360278341,0 11.5 4114884375.0 42.1
SANPAULA 7255 -2554476474.2 10.4 -4608627478.3 19.0 3582138262.4 14.2
SEATTLE1 7229 -2295347835.1 19.7 -3638029533.9 39.2 4693408736.6 43.4
.......................................................................................
SESHAN25 7227 -2831686579.9 12.0 4675733821.5 13.8 3275327911.0 13.6
SEST 723g 1838237884.8 9.3 -5258699156.0 16.9 -3100588957.5 8.9
SHANGHAI 7226 -2847698100.7 123.3 4659872893.2 106.9 3283958980.8 96.1
SNDPOINT 7280 -3425481740.3 14.6 -1214669201.8 6.3 5223858320.9 21.4
SOURDOGH 7281 -2419993289.8 13.2 -1664228809.9 9.5 5643538327.9 30.4
.......................................................................................
TITIJIMA 7844 -4489356563.5 123.3 3482989343.1 i00.6 2887931121.6 99.8
TROMSONO 7602 2102904316.2 5.6 721602370.9 3.5 5958201226.6 12.7
TSUKUBA 7311 -3957172886.2 13.8 3310237895.2 11.5 3737709116.3 13.8
VERNAL 7290 -1631473129.4 6.7 -4589128947.1 18.7 4106759866.8 14.3
VICTORIA 7289 -2341309926.4 10.5 -3539083898.7 15,9 4745768372.2 20.4
.......................................................................................
VNDNBERG 7223 -2878094555.9 1.3 -4525450944.2 2.4 3597410094,3 2.6
WESTFORD 7209 1492206838.9 0.0 -4458130524.9 0.0 4296015431.4 0.0
WETTZELL 7224 4075540119.0 2.1 931735075.6 1.3 4801629219.9 3.2
WHTHORSE 7284 -2215213428.8 10.5 -2209261663.4 10.2 5540292553.7 25.0
YAKATAGA 7277 -2529744060.5 15,1 -1942091350.6 12.0 5505027764.8 31.7
.......................................................................................
YELLOWKN 7285 I -1224124330.6 10.0 I -2689530678.9 21.7 5633555323.4 45.1










Site Positions at January 1.5, 1987
Err°r I Y Error I Z
































































































GOLDVENU 1513 -2351128985,7 1.8 -4655477132.1 3.4 3660956902.1 3.3
GORF7102 7102 1130686730.6 2.9 -4831353048.2 10.0 3994110841.4 8.4
GRASSE 7605 4581697847.4 6.5 556125567.1 2.2 4389351280.4 7.1
HALEAKAL 7120 -5465998384.2 14.1 -2404408669.7 7.1 2242228434.2 7.0
HARTRAO 7232 5085442754.2 12.6 2668263357.2 7.4 -2768697265.7 6.1
....................................................................................
HATCREEK 7218 -2523969784.6 1.0 -4123506411.2 2.0 4147752593.5 2.3
HAYSTACK 7205 1492404963.4 .4 -4457266530.5 .9 4296881664.9 1.0
HOBART26 7242 -3950236480.9 45.2 2522347580.5 31.7 -4311562906.0 37.2
HOHENFRG 7600 3778215068.8 5.3 698644597.9 1.9 5074053455,1 7.1
































































































NOTO 7547 4934563330,7 12.1 1321201099,6 4.9 3806484244.3 11.2
NRAO 140 7204 882880102.7 11.1 -4924482329.1 3.9 3944130596.3 3,2
NRA085 3 7214 882325775.0 3.2 -4925137974.9 9,7 3943397557,9 7,8
OCOTILLO 7270 -2335600970.2 12.7 -4832244276.7 25.9 3434392519.6 18.4






Error I ¥ Error I
































































































































VNDNBERG 7223 -2678094587.0 1.0 -4525450908.6 1.9 3597410110.6 2.2
WESTFORD 7209 1492206822.0 0.0 -4458130526.3 0.0 4296015435.9 0.0
WETTZELL 7224 4075540105.5 1.7 931735090.9 1.0 4801629224.8 2.7
WHTH_SE 7284 -2215213452.4 7.2 -2209261653.8 7.0 5540292533.5 17.2
YAKATAGA 7277 -2529744088.0 11.1 -1942091329.0 8.8 5505027801.7 23.2
....................................................................................
YELLO_KN 7285 I -1224124351.5 20,1 I -2689530701.0 43.7 5633555365.7 91.1





Table 5.10 Site Positions at January 1.5, 1988
' Site Non. ' X Error I Y Error I Z Error II I (m) (u) , c,,,) (==) , (,,m) (,,,) ,
ALGOPARK 7282 918034964.1 .8 -4346132262.9 2.9 4561971078.7 2.8
AUSTINTX 7271 -737793677.3 3,6 -5459892294.3 15.9 3202990438.7 9.4
BERMUDA 7294 2307209614.9 4,7 -4874215845.9 10.6 3394317808.2 6.9
BLKBUTTE 7269 -2306306826.4 4.9 -4787914469.5 10.1 3515736403.8 7,3
BLOONIND 7291 302384579.3 11.9 -4941699058.3 35.6 4007908423.7 29.1
BREST 7604 4228877267.7 8.7 -333104348.1 2.5 4747180833.3 9.8
CARNUSTY 7603 3526416542.4 11.3 -171421262.7 3.7 5294098706.4 15.5
CARROLGA 7228 453520754.1 9.4 -5300506788,3 34.9 3507207373.9 21.4
CHLBOLTN 7215 4008310215.4 8.4 -100650905.6 4.4 4943794641.4 10.9
DEADNANL 7267 -2336819538,5 7,5 -4732587021.6 13,9 3570329979.7 10,3
....................................................................................
DSS15 7231 -2353538634.3 3.5 -4641649572.3 7.1 3676670001,9 6.3
DSS45 1642 -4460935119.4 15.9 2682765772.9 10,6 -3674381606.9 8,9
0SS65 1685 4849336820.0 5.2 -360488968.5 2.0 4114748629.4 5.9
EFLSBERG 7203 4033947651.8 34.0 486990350.9 15.6 4900430658,2 44,5
ELY 7286 -2077236178.7 3.1 -4486712753.6 6.7 4018753732.5 5.7
.......................................................................................
FLAGSTAF 7261 -1923992545.5 4.1 -4850854562.0 9.7 3658589283.9 7.4
FORT ORD 7266 -2697026643.1 5.8 -4354393361.9 9.2 3788077596.2 8.0
FORTORDS 7241 -2699840111.3 7.5 -4359127117.2 12.0 3781050988.6 10.3
FTD 7900 7900 -1324227817.0 3.6 -5332063079.0 12.6 3232023016.7 7.5
GILCREEK 7225 -2281547035.3 .9 -1453645085.5 1.4 5756993220.8 2.1
.....................................................................................
GOLDVENU 1513 -2351129004.3 1.9 -4655477122.7 3.6 3660956894.5 3.5
GORF7102 7102 1130686714.8 2.9 -4831353049.4 10.0 3994110844,4 8.4
GRASSE 7605 4581697834.6 6.5 556125586.7 2.2 4389351291.3 7.1
HALEAKAL 7120 -5465998401.1 14.1 -2404408602.5 7.1 2242228464.0 7.0
HARTRAO 7232 5085442762.1 9.6 2668263370.2 5.9 -2768697254.4 5.2
.......................................................................................
HATCREEK 7218 -2523969805,5 .8 -4123506400.4 1.7 4147752583.9 2.1
HAYSTACK 7205 1492404946.6 .4 -4457266531,0 .8 4296881668.7 .8
HOBART26 7242 -3950236479.7 31.8 2522347570.2 22.4 -4311562882.1 26.2
HOHENFRG 7600 3778215053.8 5.3 698644615,6 1,9 5074053463,8 7.1
JPL MV1 7263 -2493305864.9 4.8 -4655197643.8 8.6 3565519322.5 6.6
.......................................................................................
KASHIH34 1857 -3997649207.9 3.5 3276690722.7 2.5 3724278984.5 4.6
KASHIMA 1856 -3997892228.1 2.7 3276581228.6 1.8 3724118379.5 3.9
KAUAI 1311 -5543845934.0 2.1 -2054564219.8 2.2 2387813832.8 3.3
KOOIAK 7278 -3D26940045.4 5.1 -1575911839.2 3.2 5370362503.7 8,7
KWAJAL26 4968 -6143536472.1 10.1 1363997178.9 3.7 1034707464.6 5,2
LEONRDOK 7292 -522231452,1 3.7 -5145676909.9 18.6 3720152312.9 12.3
MAMHOTHL 7259 -2448246625.9 15.4 -4426738331.4 27.8 3875435855.5 23.5
MARCUS 7310 -5227446797.2 1,5,7 2551379156,0 9.0 2607604792.1 12.9
HARPOINT 7217 1106629505.0 1,2 -4882907206.3 3.8 3938086893.0 3.1
MATERA 7243 4641939027.7 5,6 1393002854.0 2.7 4133325385.4 6.4
.......................................................................................
MCD 7850 7850 -1330008024.2 2.7 -5328391599.1 10.1 3236502696.4 6.2
MEDICINA 7230 4461370204.6 3.3 919596650,7 1.5 4449559044.0 4.2
METSHOVI 7601 2890652948.5 7.7 1310295186.5 4.3 5513958584.7 12.7
MILESNON 7038 -1204438869,9 9.2 -4239211136.2 29.1 4596266039.0 29.3
MIYAZAKI 7312 -3582767790.7 24.4 4052033994.4 25.2 3369020672.7 24.7
MOJ 7288 7288 -2356493981,9 5.7 -4646607727.1 10.9 3688428610.1 8.3
MOJAVE12 7222 -2356170860.2 .5 -4646755931.4 1.3' 3668470593,7 1,8
NON PEAK 7274 -2386289279.7 2.3 -4802346614.7 4.7 3444883956.2 3.6
NOBEY 6M 7244 -3871168182.8 10.3 3428273957.9 9.1 3723697731.2 11.4
NOME 7279 -2658150310.4 6.1 -693821950.4 2.7 5737236638.9 12.7
.......................................................................................
NOTO 7547 4934563323.1 8.2 1321201113.2 3.4 3806484268.4 7.9
NRAO 140 7204 882880085.4 1.3 -4924482326.7 4.3 3944130596.4 3.6
NRA085 3 7214 882325762.8 2.3 -4925137985.2 6.8 3943397569.4 5.4
OCOTILLO 7270 -2335600983.9 12.7 -4832244277.2 25.9 3434392509.5 18.4





X Error I Y Error I Z Error I
i (mmm) (n) n (n) (roB) o (n) (ram) 0
OVR 7853 7853 -2410421096.5 4.5 -4477800449.5 8.1 3838690305.4 6,6
OVRO 130 7207 -2409600617.7 1.2 -4478349585.9 2.4 3838603199.7 2.5
PBLOSSOH 7254 -2464070793.5 7.6 -4649425675.2 14.2 3593905685.0 10.6
PENTICTN 7283 -2058840277.8 8.0 -3621286444.3 13.2 4814420749.6 17.1
PIETC_N 7234 -1640953522.3 1.3 -5014816051.9 3.2 3575411898.9 2.9
.......................................................................................
PINFLATS 7256 -2369635819.5 3.3 -4761324960.2 6.6 3511116126.1 5.1
PLATTVIL 7258 -1240707999.3 1,5 -4720454391.1 4.8 4094481627.0 4.2
PRESIDIO 7252 -2707704723.3 9. I -4257609627.6 13.9 3888374139.4 12.5
PT REYES 7251 -2732332972.7 3.6 -4217634939.9 5.4 3914491039.0 5.2
PVERDES 7268 -2525452671,5 5.8 -4670035720.2 10,6 3522886747.1 7.9
......................................................................................
QUINCY 7221 -2517230763.2 2,6 -4198595269.8 4.4 4076531270.1 4.2
RICHMOND 7219 961258199.1 .7 -5674090056.4 1.2 2740533701.5 .9
ROBLED32 1561 4849245376.8 51.1 -360278299.0 12.1 4114884404.6 44.4
SANPAULA 7255 -2554476545.3 6,0 -4608627429.9 10.8 3582138285.6 8.2
SEATTLE1 7229 -2295347852.8 11.8 -3638029503.8 23.0 4693408683.2 25.9
SESHAN25 7227 -2831686619.4 6.6 4675733789.7 7.0 3275327860.9 7.6
SEST 7239 1838237885.0 9.3 -5258699166.1 16.9 -3100588940.3 8.9
SHANGHAI 7226 -2847698140.1 123.3 4659872861.4 107.0 3283958930.5 96.1
SNDPOINT 7280 -3425461782.8 7.5 -1214669180.6 3.4 5223858286.7 ii,0
SOURDOGH 7281 -2419993344.0 6.4 -1664228799.9 4.7 5643538292.9 14.6
.......................................................................................
TITIJIMA 7844 -4489356655.8 41,4 3482989452.5 35.7 2887931221.5 34.7
TROMSONO 7602 2102904281.6 5,6 721602397.0 3.5 5958201235.6 12.7
TSUKUBA 7311 -3957172858.1 10.7 3310237885.2 9.4 3737709051.5 10.9
VERNAL 7290 -1631473166.1 3.4 -4589128954.8 8.4 4106759857.2 7.1
VICTORIA 7289 -2341309963.3 10.5 -3539083900.4 15.9 4745768352.8 20.4
.......................................................................................
VNDNBERG 7223 -2678094618.2 ,8 -4525450872.9 1.6 3597410126.9 2.0
WESTFORD 7209 1492206805.2 0,0 -4458130527.7 0.0 4296015q40.3 0.0
WETTZELL 7224 4075540092.0 1,6 931735106.2 .9 4801529229.7 2.7
WHTHORSE 7284 -2215213475.9 4.7 -2209261644.3 4.6 5540292513.3 11.1
YAKATAGA 7277 -2529744115.5 7.4 -1942091307.2 5.9 5505027838.6 15.5
.......................................................................................
YELLOWKN 7285 -1224124372.3 30.8 I -2689530723.1 67.0 5633555408.1 140.2







i Site l,lo,n. II I x
i , (m)
Site Positions at January 1.5, 1989
Error i Y Error i Z





















BREST 7604 4228877256.9 8.7 -333104329.3 2.5 4747180844.2 9.8
CARMUSTY 7603 3526416529.7 11.3 -171421245.6 3.7 5294098715.4 15.5
CARROLGA 7228 453520740.1 9.4 -5300506789.3 34.9 3507207374.2 21.4
CHLBOLTN 7215 4008310203.3 8.4 -100650887.3 4.4 4943794651,6 10.9
DEADHANL 7267 -2336819584,2 14.9 -4732587064.7 28.1 3570330009.0 20,0
.....................................................................................
DSS15 7231 -2353538646.4 2.7 -4641649554.8 5.1 3676669988.1 5.3
DSS45 1642 -4460935132.4 10.3 2682765758.8 7.3 -3674381560.9 6.4
DSS65 1665 4849336816.5 2.8 -360488947.4 1.6 4114748644.2 3.8
EFLSBERG 7203 4033947640.2 38.9 486990366.8 17.9 4900430666.3 50.9


















































































































































NOJ 7288 7288 -2356493998.3 5.7 -4646607715.5 10.9 3668426602.1 8.3
NOJAVE12 7222 -2356170876.6 .4 -4646755919.8 1.4 3668470585,7 1.8
NON PEAK 7274 -2386289314.3 3.0 -4802346580.1 6.0 3444883961.8 4.5
NOBEY 614 7244 -3871168196.3 10.3 3428273957.5 9.1 3723697717.5 11.4
NONE 7279 -2658150337.5 7.2 -693821952.6 3,2 5737236633.6 14.9 I
.......................................................................................
NOTO 7547 4934563315.6 4.8 1321201126.7 2.1 3806484292.4 5.2 !
NRAO 140 7204 882880068,0 1.5 -4924482324.2 4.9 3944130596.5 4 0 !
NRA085 3 7214 882325750.6 1.3 -4925137995.6 4.0 3943397581.0 312 1
OCOTILLO 7270 -2335600997.6 12.7 -4832244277.8 25.9 3434392499.4 18.4 !
ONSALA60 7213 3370606210.7 1.8 711917357 1 1 O 5349830607 3 3 0
5.22
Table 5.11 (continued)
s,,e i x ErrorI , E.o l z i
, (m) (m) t (m) (am) i (In) (mm) ,
OVR 7853 7853 -2410421115.0 4.5 -4477800436.1 8.3 3838690296.8 6.7
OVRO 130 7207 -2409600636.2 1.5 -4478349572.5 3.0 3838603191.1 2.9
PBLOSSOM 7254 -2464070814.3 10.2 -4649425645.8 19.2 3593905679.7 14.2
PENTICTN 7283 -2058840303.6 8.1 -3621286455.5 12.7 4814420758.0 17.1
PIETOWN 7234 -1640953537.0 .7 -5014818042.7 1.9 3575411886.2 2.0
.....................................................................................
PINFLATS 7256 -2369635844.9 4.6 -4761324937.5 9.1 3511115125.7 7.0
PLATTVIL 7258 -1240708017.5 1.9 -4720454389.6 5.8 4094481618.0 5.0
PRESIDIO 7252 -2707704746.3 7.9 -4257609597.2 12.1 3888374142.9 10.9
PT REYES 7251 -2732332998.6 3.9 -4217634907.1 6.0 3914491053.3 5.5
PVERDES 7268 -2525452699.1 5.3 -4670035682.6 9.7 3522886751.7 7.4
...................................................................................
QUINCY 7221 -2517230783.9 3.0 -4198595254.6 5.1 4075531258.5 4.9
RICHMOND 7219 961258187.9 .7 -5674090057.4 1.2 2740533703.5 .9
ROBLED32 1561 4849245373.4 52.3 -360278278.0 12.6 4114884419.4 46.1
SANPAULA 7255 -2554476581.0 6.0 -4608627405.7 I0.6 3582138297.2 8.2
SEATTLE1 7229 -2295347861,8 9.7 -3638029488.6 17.7 4693408655.4 21.0
.......................................................................................
SESHAN25 7227 -2831686639.2 4.9 4675733773,8 4.2 3275327835.8 6.2
SEST 7239 1838237885,2 9.3 -5258699171.1 16.9 -3100588931.6 8.9
SHANGHAI 7226 -2847698159.9 123.5 4559872845.4 107.2 3283958905.4 96.3
SNDPOINT 7280 -3425461804.1 6.0 -1214669170.0 3.1 5223858269.5 8,9
SOURDOGH 7281 -2419993371.2 14.6 -1664228794,8 3.6 5543538275.3 10.4
................................... _ ...................................................
TITIJIMA 7844 -4489356702.1 56.5 3482989507.3 44.2 2887931271.6 45.0
TROMSONO 7602 2102904264.3 5.6 721602410.1 3.5 5958201240.1 12.7
TSUKUBA 7311 -3957172844.0 15.1 3310237880.3 13.2 3737709019.1 14.9
VERNAL 7290 -1631473184.6 3.2 -4589128958.7 7.8 4106759852.3 6.7
VICTORIA 7289 -2341309981.7 10.5 -3539083901.3 15.9 4745768343.0 20.4
........................................ _ .............................................
VNDNBERG 7223 -2678094649.4 .8 -4525450837.3 1.8 3597410143.2 2.1
WESTFORD 7209 1492206788.2 0.0 -4458130529.1 0.0 4296015444.7 O.O
WETTZELL 7224 4075540078.4 1.8 931735121.5 I.i 4801629234.7 3.1
WHTHORSE 7284 -2215213499.5 4.5 -2209261634.8 4.5, 5540292493.0 10.3
YAKATAGA 7277 -2529744143.0 5.0 -1942091285.5 4.I 5505027875,7 10,4
.....................................................................................
YELLOWKN 7285 -1224124393,2 41.7 i -2689530745.3 90.8 i 5633555450.6 180.1





Table 5.12 Site Positions at January 1.5, 1990
' Site I,ton. ' I i ij j X Error Y Error Z Error
, m (m) (m) m (mmm) (mm) m (m) (mm) m
ALGOPARK 7282 918034929.5 .7 -4346132266.9 2.0 4561971082.6 2.0
AUSTINTX 7271 -737793703.2 3.6 -5459892295.8 15.9 3202990430.3 9.4
BERNUDA 7294 2307209587.8 4.7 -4874215848.5 10.6 3394317823.0 6.9
BLKBUTTE 7269 -2306306859.3 10.4 -4787914437.2 21.6 3515736371.4 15.2
BLOONIND 7291 302384547.6 11.9 -4941699060.6 35.6 4007908423.4 29.1
BREST 7604 4228877246.1 8.7 -333104310.4 2.5 4747180855.1 9.8
CARNUSTY 7603 3526416517.1 11.3 -171421228.6 3.7 5294098724.4 15.5
CARROLGA 7228 453520726.0 9.4 -5300506790.3 34.9 3507207374.5 21.4
CHLBOLTN 7215 4008310191.3 8.4 -100650869.0 4.4 4943794661.7 10.9
DEADHANL 7267 -2336819629.9 24.2 -4732587107.6 46.0 3570330038.2 32.3
DSS15 7231 -2353538658.6 5.8 -4641649537.4 10.7 3676669974.3 10.5
DSS45 1642 -4460935145.4 8.3 2682765744.9 6.6 -3674381514.9 6.4
DSS65 1665 4849336813.1 3.8 -360488926.5 1.8 4114748659.0 4.9
EFLSBERG 7203 4033947628.6 43.7 486990382.6 20.2 4900430674.4 57,4
ELY 7286 -2077236216.7 4.7 -4486712739.5 10.0 4018753705,3 8.5
FLAGSTAF 7261 -1923992586.7 6.2 -4850854573.1 14.7 3658589276.7 11.6
FORT ORD 7266 -2697026707.7 11.1 -4354393296.1 17.8 3788077636.1 15.2
FORTORDS 7241 -2699840176.1 4.0 ,-4359127051.4 6.5 3781051028.6 5.6
FTD 7900 7900 -1324227843.1 3.6 ,-5332063080.3 12.6 3232023003.9 7.5
GILCREEK 7225 -2281547081.1 1.1 -1453645080.7 2.0 5756993197.3 2.7
.......................................................................................
GOLDVENU 1513 -2351129041.6 2.7 -4655477103.7 5.1 3660956879.2 4.7
GORF7102 7102 I130686683.1 2.9 -4831353051.9 i0.0 3994110850.3 8.4
GRASSE 7605 4581697809.0 6.5 556125625.9 2.2 4389351313.1 7.1
HALEAKAL 7120 -5465998434.8 14.0 -2404408468.1 7.4 2242228523.8 7.1
HARTRAO 7232 5085442778.1 8.4 2668263396.2 6.1 -2768697231.7 5.9
.......................................................................................
HATCREEK 7218 -2523969847.3 .9 -4123506378.9 2.2 4147752564.8 2.3
HAYSTACK 7205 1492404912.8 .4 -4457266532.1 .8 4296881676.4 .8
HOBART26 7242 -3950236477.4 9.3 2522347549.4 7.5 -4311562834.3 7.2
HOHENFRG 7600 3778215023.7 5.3 698644650.9 1.9 5074053481.3 7.1
JPL MV1 7263 -2493305933.7 8.3 -4655197596.5 15.1 3565519334.5 11.4
....................................................................................
KASHIN34 1857 -3997649200.1 4.3 3276690737.5 2.9 3724278947.4 6.2
KASHIMA 1856 -3997892220.3 4.0 3276581243.3 2.6 3724118342.4 6.0
KAUAI 1311 -5543845959.0 1.9 -2054564083.3 3.1 2387813892.3 3.6
KOOIAK 7278 -3026940094.1 6.8 -1575911821.3 4.3 5370362503.7 11.5
KWAJAL26 4968 -6143536427.5 17.9 1363997325.6 6.3 1034707507.0 8.3
.......................................................................................
LEONRDOK 7292 -522231481.8 3.7 -5145676911.7 18.6 3720152306.2 12.3
HANNOTHL 7259 -2448246657.3 26.1 -4426738272.1 46.8 3875435818.6 39.3
MARCUS 7310 -5227446717.5 15.7 2551379273.4 9.0 2607604837.0 12.9
MARPOINT 7217 1106629470.4 1.5 -4882907201.1 4.7 3938086893.8 3.8
MATERA 7243 4641938997.8 5.6 1393002893.1 2.7 4133325405.8 6.4
......................................................................................
MCD 7850 7850 -1330008050.3 2.7 -5328391600.4 10.1 3236502683.6 6.2
MEDICINA 7230 4461370180.6 2.9 919596687.2 1.6 4449559066.2 4.2
METSHOVI 7601 2890652912.3 7.7 1310295217.0 4.3 5513958596.5 12.7
MILESMON 7038 -1204438905.9 9.2 -4239211138.3 29.1 4596266027.7 29.3
MIYAZAKI 7312 -3582767785.7 52.6 4052033986.7 54.9 3369020622.8 52.9
.......................................................................................
NOJ 7288 7288 -2356494014.6 5.7 -4646607704.0 10.9 3668426594.2 8.3
MOJAVE12 7222 -2356170892.9 .4 -4646755908.3 1.7 3668470577.7 2.0
NON PEAK 7274 -2386289348.8 3.9 -4802346545.6 7,9 3444883967.4 5,7
NOBEY 6M 7244 -3871168209.7 10.3 3428273957.2 9.1 3723697703.9 11.4
NONE 7279 -2658150364.6 8.9 -693821954.9 4.0 5737236627.3 18.4
.......................................................................................
NOTO 7547 4934563308.0 3.6 1321201140.3 2.0 i 3806484316.5 4.6
NRAO 140 7204 882880050.7 1.7 -4924482321,8 5.5 I 3944130596.6 4.6
NRA085 3 7214 882325738.4 .6 -4925138005.9 1.7 3943397592.6 1.4
OCOTILLO 7270 -2335601011.3 12.7 -4832244278.3 25.9 I




Site Non. i x ErrorI , E.orI Z I
(BB) (_) I (ma) (roB) i (_) (mm) s
OVR 7853 7853 -2410421133.5 4.6 -4477800422.5 8.5 3838690288.2 6.9
OVRO 130 7207 -2409600654.6 1.7 -4478349558.0 3.6 3838603182.5 3.4
PBLOSSOM 7254 -2464070835.1 13.2 -4649425616.6 24.8 3593905674.4 16.4
PEHTICTN 7283 -2058840329.4 9.2 -3621286466.6 14.3 4814420766.4 19.5
PIETOWN 7234 -1640953551.7 .5 -5014816033.6 1.6 3575411873.5 1.7
.....................................................................................
PINFLATS 7256 -2369635870.2 6.3 -4761324914.9 12.6 3511116125.3 9.5
PLATTVIL 7258 -1240708035.6 2.5 -4720454388.0 7.5 4094481609.0 6.5
PRESIDIO 7252 -2707704769.2 =7.5 -4257609566.8 11.6 3688374146.3 10.4
PT REYES 7251 -2732333024.5 15.6 -4217634874.3 8.5 3914491067.5 7.7
PVERDES 7268 -2525452726.6 7.0 -4670035645.0 12.7 3522886756.2 9.6
......................................................................................
QUINCY 7321 -2517230804.5 4.0 -4198595339.4 6.7 4076531246.9 6.4
RICHMOND 7219 961358176.6 .7 ' -5674090058.3 1.1 2740533705.6 .9
ROBLED32 1561 4849245369.9 53.8 -360278257.0 13.1 4114884434.2 48.0
SANPAULA 7255 -2554476616.5 7.8 -4608627381.5 13.7 3582138308.8 10.5
SEATTLE1 7229 -2295347870.6 10.2 -3638029473.5 16.9 4693408629.7 21.6
.......................................................................................
SESHAN25 7227 -2831686656.9 5.1 4675733757.9 3.6' 3275327610.8 7.0
SEST 7239 1838237885.3 9.3 -5258699176.2 16.9, -3100588923.0 8.9
SHANGHAI 7226 -2847698179.6 123.7 4659872829.5 107.6 3283958880.3 96.7
SNDPOINT 7280 -3425461625.4 7.4 -1214669159.5 3.8 5223858252.4 t1.0
SOURDOGH 7281 -2419993398.3 5.8 -1664228789.8 4.5 5643538257.8 13.0
.......................................................................................
TITIJIMA 7844 -4489356748.3 100.7 3482989563.0 77.7 2887931331.6 79.5
TROMSONO 7602 2102904247.0 5.6 721602423.1 3.5 5958201244.7 12.7
TSUKUBA 7311 -3957172830.0 31.0 3310237875.3 18.3 3737708986.7 20.4
VERNAL 7290 -1631473202.9 4.3 -4589128962.6 10.7 4106759847.5 9.4
VICTORIA 7289 -2341310000.2 10.5 -3539083902.2 15.9 4745768333.3 20.4
_ ......................................................................................
VNDNBERG 7223 I -2678094680.6 1.1 -4525450801.6 2.4 3597410159.5 2.4
NESTFORD 7209 I 1492206771.4 0.0 -4458130530.5 0.0 4296015449.2 0.0
WETTZELL 7224 J 4075540064.9 2.4 931735136.8 1.4 4801629239.6 3.8
NHTHORSE 7284 |I -2215213523.0 6.9 -2209261625.2 6.7 5540292472.8 15.6
YAKATAGA 7277 I -2529744170.5 5.7 -1942091263.8 4.8 5505027912.6
11.8
.......................................................................................
YELLOWKN 7285 i -1224124414.0 52.7 i -2689530767.5 114.6 i 5633555492.9 240.1











Site Positions at January 1.5, 1991
Error I ¥ Error i Z








































































FLAGSTAF 7261 -1923992607.2 7.9 -4850854578.7 18.7 3658589273.1 14.8
FORT ORD 7266 -2697026740.0 14.2 -4354393263.3 22.8 3788077656.1 19.4
FORTORDS 7241 -2699840208.5 5.5 -4359127018.5 9.0 3781051048.5 7.7
FTD 7900 7900 -1324227856.1 3.6 -5332063080.9 12.6 3232022997.5 7.5
GILCREEK 7225 -2281547103.9 1.4 -1453645078.3 2.5 5756993185.5 3.4
.......................................................................................
GOLDVEHU 1513 -2351129060.2 3.1 -4655477094.2 6.0 3660956871.6 5.5
GORF7102 7102 1130688667.3 2.9 -4831353053.2 10.0 3994110853.3 8.4
GRASSE 7605 4581697796.2 6.5 556125645.5 2.2 4389351323.9 7.1
HALEAKAL 7120 -5465998451.7 14.0 -2404408400.9 7.7 2242228553.7 7.3





















KASHIM34 1857 -3997649196.2 5.1 3276690744.8 3.4 3724278928.9 7.6
KASHIMA 1856 -3997892216.4 5.0 3276581250.7 3.2 3724118323.9 7.6
KAUAI 1311 -5543845971.5 1.8 -2054564015.1 3.8 2387813922.0 4.0
KODIAK 7278 -3026940118.4 9.7 -1575911812.4 5.9 5370362503.7 16.3
KWAJAL26 4968 -6143536405.3 22.3 1363997398.8 7.8 1034707528.1 10.3
...................................................................................
LEONRDOK 7292 -522231496.6 3.7 -5145676912.6 18.6 3720152302.9 12.3
MANNOTHL 7259 -2448246672.9 31.7 -4426738242.5 56.8 3875435800.1 47.7
MARCUS 7310 -5227446677.7 15.7 2551379332.0 9.0 2607604859.4 12.9
MARPOINT 7217, 1106629453.1 1.8 -4882907198.5 5.9 3938086894.1 4.8





















NOJ 7288 7288 -2356494031.0 5.8 -4646607692.5 11.0 3668426586.2 8.4
NOJAVE12 7222 -2356170909.3 .5 -4646755896.8 2.2 3668470569.7 2.2
NON PEAK 7274 -2386289383.3 5.0 -4802346511.0 I0.i 3444883973.0 7.2
NOBEY 6M 7244 -3871168223.2 10.3 3428273956.8 9.1 3723697690.2 11.4
NOME 7279 -2658150391.6 10.9 -693821957.1 4.9 5737236620.9 22.6
.....................................................................................
NOTO 7547 4934563300.5 6.1 1321201153.9 3.1 3806484340.5 6.6
NRAO 140 7204 882880033.4 1.9 -4924482319.4 6.2 3944130596.7 5.2
HRA085 3 7214 882325726.2 .9 -4925138016.2 2.7 3943397604.1 2.3
OCOTILLO 7270 -2335601025.1 12.7 -4832244278.8 25.9 3434392479.3 18.4
























































QUINCY 7221 -2517230825.1 5.2 -4198595224.3 8.7 4076531235.4 8,2
RICHMOND 7219 961258165.3 .7 -5674090059.3 I.I 2740533707.6 .9
ROBLED32 1561 4849245366.5 55.5 -360278236.1 13.7 4114884448.9 50.1
SANPAULA 7255 -2554476652.1 10.4 -4608627357.3 18.5 3582138320.4 14.2
SEATTLE1 7229 -2295347879.5 12.9 -3638029458.4 21.2 4693408603.0 27.3
.......................................................................................
SESHAN25 7227 -2831686678.7 7.0 4675733742.0 5.8 3275327785.7 9.4
SEST 7239 1838237885.4 9.3 -5258699181.2 16.9 -3100588914.4 8.9
SHANGHAI 7226 -2847698199.3 124.1 4659872813.5 108.1 3283958855.2 97.3
SNDPOINT 7280 -3425461846.6 10.7 -1214669148.9 5,2 5223858235.2 15.8
SOURDOGH 7281 -2419993425.4 8.8 -1664228784.7 6.7 5643538240.3 19.9
TITIJIMA 7844 -4489356794.5 150,1 3482989616.7 116.2 2887931371.5 118.6
TROMSONO 7602 2102904229.8 5.6 721602436.2 3,5 5958201249.2 12.7
TSUKUBA 7311 -3957172816.0 27.5 3310237870.4 23.8 3737708954.3 26.5
VERNAL 7290 -1631473221.3 6.1 -4589128966.5 15.3 4106759842.6 13.5
VICTORIA 7289 -2341310018.6 10.5 -3539083903.1 15.9 4745768323.5 20.4
.......................................................................................
VNDNBERG 7223 -2678094711.7 1.4 -4525450766.0 3.1 3597410175.7 2,9
WESTFORD 7209 1492206754.5 0.0 -4458130531.9 0.0 4296015453.6 0.0
WETTZELL 7224 4075540051.5 3,1 931735152.1 1.7 4801629244.6 4.7
WHTHORSE 7284 -2215213546.6 i0.i -2209261615.7 9.8 5540292452.5 23,2
YAKATAGA 7277 -2529744198.0 8.9 -1942091242.1 7.3 5505027949.6 18.4
.......................................................................................
YELLOWKN 7285 -1224124434.8 63.6 I -2889530789.6 138.5 5633555535.3 290.2








Site Positions at January 1.5, 1992
'Site Non.' i i iI j X Error Y Error Z Error
n (m_) (n) o (mm) (n) i (m_) (_) n
ALGOPARK 7282 918034894.8 1.0 -4346132270.9 3.1 4561971086.4 3,1
AUSTINTX 7271 -737793729.1 3,6 -5459892297.2 15.9 3202990421.8 9.4
BERMUDA 7294 2307209560.7 4.7 -4874215851.0 10.6 3394317837.8 6.9
BLKBUTTE 7269 -2306306892.1 16.9 -4787914404.9 35.1 3515736339.1 24.7
BLOOMIND 7291 302384515.8 11.9 -4941699062.8 35.6 4007908423.0 29.1
.......................................................................................
BREST 7604 4228877224.6 8.7 -333104272.9 2.5 4747180877.0 9.8
CARNUSTY 7603 3526416491.7 11.3 -171421194.4 3.7 5294098742.4 15.5
CARROLGA 7228 453520697.9 9.4 -5300506792.3 34.9 3507207375.1 21.4
CHLBOLTN 7215 4008310167.2 8.4 -100650832.5 4.4 4943794682.0 10.9
DEADMANL 7267 -2336819721.1 43.5 -4732587193.5 83.4 3570330096.7 58.3
....................................................................................
DSS15 7231 -2353538682.9 13.3 -4641649502.5 25.1 3676669946.8 23.6
DSS45 1642 -4460935171.3 17.9 2682765716.9 13.3 -3674381423.1 12.2
DSS65 1665 4849336806.3 10.3 -360488884.5 3.7 4114748688.6 11.5
EFLSBERG 7203 4033947605.4 53.5 486990414.1 24.9 4900430690.5 70.4
ELY 7286 -2077236254.6 8.3 -4486712725.4 17.8 4018753678.1 15.1
......................................................................................
FLAGSTAF 7261 -1923992627.7 9.8 -4850854584,2 23,2 3658589269.5 18.3
FORT ORD 7266 -2697026772.3 17.4 -4354393230.5 28.0 3788077676.0 23.9
FORTORDS 7241 -2699840240.9 8.2 -4359126985.6 13.3 3781051068.5 11.4
FTD 7900 7900 -1324227869.1 3.6 -5332063081.6 12.6 3232022991.1 7.5
GILCREEK 7225 -2281547126.8 1.8 -1453645075.9 3.0 5756993173.8 4.1
.......................................................................................
GOLDVENU 1513 -2351129078.8 3.7 -4655477084,8 7,1 3660956863.9 6.4
GORF7102 7102 1130686651,5 2.9 -4831353054.4 10.0 3994110858.3 8.4
GRASSE 7605 4581697783.4 6,5 556125665.1 2.2 4389351334.8 7.1
HALEAKAL 7120 -5465998468.6 14.0 -2404408333.8 8.1 2242228583.6 7.6
HARTRAO 7232 5085442794.0 13.9 2668263422.2 10.0 -2768697209.1 g.o
.....................................................................................
HATCREEK 7218 -2523969889.0 1.5 -4123506357.4 3.5 4147752545.7 3.4
HAYSTACK 7205 1492404879.0 .6 -4457266533.1 1.2 4296881684.0 1.2
HOBART26 7242 -3950236475.0 26.1 2522347528.7 19.3 -4311562786.5 21.1
HOHENFRG 7600 3778214993.8 5,3 698644686,2 1.9 5074053498.7 7.1
JPL MV1 7263 -2493306002.3 12.5 -4655197549.2 22.7 3565519346.6 17.0
......................................................................................
KASHIN34 1857 -3997649192.4 6.0 3276690752.2 3.9 3724278910.4 9.2
KASHIMA 1856 -3997892212.5 6.1 3276581258.0 3.9 3724118305.4 9.3
KAUAI 1311 -5543845984.0 1.g -2054563946.9 4.5 2387813951.7 4.5
KODIAK 7278 -3026940142.7 12.9 -1575911803.5 7.8 5370362503.6 21.7
KWAJAL26 4968 -6143536383.0 26.8 1363997472.0 9.4 1034707549.2 12.5
......................................................................................
LEONRDOK 7292 -522231511.4 3.7 -5145676913.5 18.6 3720152299.6 12.3
MANMOTHL 7259 -2448246688.6 37.4 -4426738212.9 66.9 3875435781.7 56.2
MARCUS 7310 -5227446637.9 15.7 2551379390,6 9.0 2607604881.8 12.9
MARPOINT 7217 1106629435,8 2.3 -4882907195.9 7.3 3938086894.5 5.9
MATERA 7243 4641938968.0 5.6 1393002932.1 2.7 4133325426,2 6.4
......................................................................................
MCD 7850 7850 -1330008076.4 2.7 -5328391601.6 10.1 3236502670.8 6.2
MEDICIHA 7230 4461370156.6 5.6 919596723,6 2.9 4449559088.3 7.1
METSHOVI 7601 2890652876.1 7.7 1310295247.4 4.3 5513958608.3 12.7
MILESMON 7038 -1204438941.9 9.2 -4239211140.3 29.1 4596266016.4 29.3
MIYAZAKi 7312 -3582767780.7 103.3 4052033978.9 107.0 3369020573.1 103.8
.......................................................................................
MOJ 7288 7288 -2356494047.3 5.8 -4646607681.0 11.1 3668426578.2 8.5
MOJAVE12 7222 -2356170925.6 .8 -4646755885.3 2.8 3668470561.8 2.6
MON PEAK 7274 -2386289417,8 6.1 -4802346476.5 12,3 3444883978.6 8.8
NOBEY 6M 7244 -3871168236.6 10.3 3428273956.5 9.1 3723697676.6 11.4
NONE 7279 -2658150418.7 13.1 -693821959.4 5.9 5737236614.6 27.1
.......................................................................................
NOTO 7547 4934563293.0 9.8 1321201167.4 4.6 3806484364.5 9.8
NRAO 140 7204 882880016.1 2.1 -4924482317.0 7.0 3944130596.8 5.8
HRA085 3 7214 882325714.0 1.8 -4925138026.5 5.4 3943397615.7 4.4
OCOTILLO 7270 -2335801038.7 12.7 -4832244279.4 25.9 3434392469.2 18.4




,,re i x ErrorI , E.orI z E.o I
m (mm) (mm) , (mm) (m=) m (mm) (mm) ,
OVR 7853 7853 -2410421170.4 4.8 -4477800395.8 9.1 3838690271.0 7.5
OVRO 130 7207 -2409600691,6 2.3 -4478349532.2 5.1 3838603165.3 4.7
PBLOSSOM 7254 -2464070876.7 19.5 -4649425558.1 36.7 3593905663.9 27.1
PENTICTN 7283 -2058840380.9 13.6 -3621286488.8 21.1 4814420783.3 28.7
PIETOWN 7234 -1640953581.0 1.5 -5014818015.3 4.0 3575411848.2 3.5
.......................................................................................
P]NFLATS 7256 -2369635920.9 10.2 -4761324869.6 20.2 3511116124.5 15.2
PLATTVIL 7258 -1240708071.9 3.9 -4720454384.9 12.0 4094481591.1 10.3
PRESIDIO 7252 -2707704815.0 9.3 -4257609506.1 14.5 3888374153.1 12.9
PT REYES 7251 -2732333076.3 i0.I -4217634808.8 15.4 3914491096.0 14.0
PVERDES 7268 -2525452781.7 12.9 -4670035569.9 23,3 3522886765.3 17.5
.......................................................................................
OUINCY 7221 -2517230845.8 6.6 -4198595209.1 10.9 4076531223.8 10.3
-5674090060.2 1.2 2740533709.6 1,0
RICHMOND 7219 961258154.1 .7
ROBLED32 1561 4849245363.1 57.3 -360278215.1 14.4 4114884463.7 52,4
SANPAULA 7255 -2554476687.6 13.5 -4608627333.1 24.0 3582138332.0 18.3
SEATTLE1 7229 -2295347888.4 16,8 -3638029443.3 28.3 4693408576.3 35.8
.......................................................................................
SESHAN25 7227 -2831686698.4 9.6 4675733726.1 9,0 3275327760.7 12.5
SEST 7239 1838237885.5 9.3 -5258699186.3 16,9 -3100588905.7 8.9
SHANGHAI 7226 -2847698219.1 124.5 4659872797.6 108.7 3283958830.2 98.0
SNDPOINT 7280 -3425461867.9 14.5 -1214669138.4 6.9 5223858218.1 21.4
SOURDOGH 7281 -2419993452.5 12.4 -1664228779.7 9.2 5643538222.8 28.1
............... , .......................................................................
TITIJIMA 7844 -4489356840.7 201.1 3482989671.3 156.1 2887931421.5 159.0
TROMSONO 7602 2102904212.5 5.6 721602449.2 3.5 5958201253.7 12.7
TSUKUBA 7311 -3957172801.9 34.2 3310237865.4 29.5 3737708921.9 32.9
VERNAL 7290 -1631473239.7 8.1 -4589128970.4 20.4 4106759837.8 17.9
VICTORIA 7289 -2341310037.0 10.5 -3539083903.9 15.9 4745768313.8 20.4
............... , .......................................................................
VNDNBERG 7223 -2678094742.9 1.8 -4525450730.4 3.9 3597410192.0 3.4
WESTFORD 7209 1492206737.6 0.0 -4458130533.2 0.0 4296015458.0 0.0
WETTZELL 7224 4075540038.0 3,8 931735167.4 2.2 4801629249.5 5.6
WHTHORSE 7284 -2215213570.I 13.6 -2209261606.1 13.2 5540292432.3 31,4
YAKATAGA 7277 -2529744225.4 12.7 -1942091220.4 10.4 5505027986.5 26.5
............... __.......................................................................
YELLO_KN 7285 i -1224124455,7 74.6 i -2689530611.7 162.4 i 5633555577,6 340.4
YUMA 7694 1 -2196777874,1 10.7 I -4887337108.8 23.5 | 3448425188.8 16,4
5.29

6.0 Baseline Statistics Summaries from GLB754
Table 6.1 presents information about the mean lengths of the baselines. "num obs" is the number of observing
sessions. The span in decimal years extends from the earliest to the most recent session included in this report.
The mean value is the weighted mean and the formal error of the mean is its one-sigma standard statistical error.
The weighted rms and the reduced X2 of the fit to the mean are given in the last two columns. Table 6.2
presents information about the rates of change (slope) of baseline length for those baselines in Table 6.1 for
which there were at least five observations spanning at least two years. The rate of change was computed from
a weighted linear fit to the individual session values and the formal errors are one-sigma standard statistical
errors. The weighted rms and reduced X2 of the fit to the line are given in columns four and five. The "epoch
value" is the estimated baseline length for January 1, ]988 from the linear fit. Thc correlation given is the
correlation of the error of the slope to the error of the epoch value. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 contain the statistics
of the transverse and vertical baseline components. Neither table gives mean values, epoch values, or
correlations since the transverse and vertical values have arbitrary zero points. The other columns are calculated





Baseline Num Span Mean Error WRMS Chi

























































































































































































































































Baseline Num Span Mean Error WRMS Chi





















































































































































































































































































Baseline Num Span Mean Error WRMS Chi




















FORT ORD-HRAS 085 4
FORT ORD-JPL MVI 1
FORT ORD-MOJAVEI2 II
FORT ORD-MON PEAK 1
FORT ORD-OVRO 130 5
FORT ORD-PRESIDIO 4
FORT ORD-PT REYES 3
FORT ORD-VNDNBERG Ii

















































































































































































21 2 12 4
1 1 1
23 1 19 1
128 12
I0 0 7
40 8 36 3
























Baseline Num Span Mean Error WRMS Chi







































































































































































































































Baseline Num Span Mean Error WRMS Chi



































































































































































































































24 6 18 3




18 3 12 9







Baseline Num Span Mean Error WRMS Chi




















































































































































































































































































Baseline Num Span Mean Error WRMS Chi















JPL MVI -MAMMOTHL 4
JPL MVl -MOJAVEI2 21
JPL MVI -MON PEAK i
JPL MVI -OVRO 130 19
JPL MVI -PBLOSSOM 7
JPL MVI -PINFLATS 6
JPL MVI -PRESIDIO 2
JPL MVl -QUINCY i





















































































































































































































Baseline Num Span Mean Error WRMS Chi








































































































































































































































Baseline Num Span Mean Error WRMS Chi


























































































































































































































19 6 12 5
67 16
32 4 41 6




19 5 15 3
















Baseline Num Span Mean Error WRMS Chi













































































































































































































































Baseline Num Span Mean Error WRMS Chi





















































































































































































































40 0 72 8







Baseline Rate Error WRMS Chi Value at Error Corre-




























































































































































































































































































































































Baseline Rate Error W-RMS Chl Value at Error Corre-




































































































































































































































































































































































































Baseline Rate Error WRMS Chi Value at Error Corre-




































































































































































































































































































































































































Baseline Rate Error WRMS Chi Value at Error Corre-



























































































































































































































































































Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chi Rate Error WRMS Chi
















































4 90 5-90 6
3 90 5-90 5
19 85 6-90 6
4 90,5-90 6
6 84 7-90 6
7 90,5-90 6
3 90 5-90 5
3 90,6-90 6
19 84 7-90 6
5 90 5-90 6
















































































i0.7 2.45 -. 7 3.9 I0.7 2.59
5.4 1.44





























-2.9 2.1 4.1 .48
3.9 i.i 3.8 .95








Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chi Rate Error WRMS Chi






















































































































































7.8 2.17 5.4 4,9 6,6 2.07
15.6 2.38




44.5 2.27 29.6 19.9 39.4 2.00
1.4 .22
27.0 1.80
40.6 3.38 -34.3 13.7 31.8
3.4 .05
2,28
27,4 1.81 -2.9 13.5 27.3 2.03
.4 .01
4.8 2.07 -2.9 2.4 4.2 1.94
5.2 1.54
8.6 2.90 -3.6 4.6 8.1 3.07
10.8 1.07
14.0 2.74
6.0 2.16 .3 3.2 6.0 2.52
600.3 2.28 174,4 396.2 589,0 2.63
458.9 .69 -492.6 70.9 126.9 .07
27,1 .20 -40,6 19,0 18.5 .12
915.0 2.80
11.2 3.01 ,8 2.8 ii.i 3.40
15.9 4.92 -8.2 1.7 7.9 1.36







Baseline Num Span Error WIRMS Chi Rate Error WRMS Chi




























































2 88 9-88 9
3 89 8-89 9
5 88 9-89 9
2 89 8-89 8
17 88 9-90 1
9 89 8-89 9
4 88 1-88 1
i0 84 2-88 1
4 85 2-87 8
1 87 8-87 8
ii 83 7-88 1
1 87 1-87 1




























































































1.53 -1.7 1.5 7.9
4.46 -.7 5.1 12.9



















24.5 3.5 12.0 7 03
28.2 22.61 21.6 1.5 5.9 1.09
41.8 34.37 32 .9 8.2 16 .6 7 .24
8.3 3.25
4.9 1.04








































-.I 1.3 15 2 2.72
-12.8 2.9 15 2 2.19




















Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chi Rate Error WRMS Chi





















































































































































































-9.0 5.2 26.9 3.77
-3.0 5.5 18,3 4.45


























6.6 1.7 8.4 1.94
5.5 3.1 8.2 6.93
6.4 i.I 15.7 1.79
-i0.2 1.4 20.1 3.06
-12.1 5.4 26.2 2.59
1.8 3.4 10.6 6.56
2.9 1.6 4.7 1.30
3.4 2.09 .8 .9 3.0 2.24
5.8 .13








Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chi Rate Error WRMSChi












































































































































































































37.1 7.2 26.5 1.15
-3.9 5.3 45.6 I .83
44
72
4.9 4.1 36.4 1.51




-5.6 .8 9.7 1.32
7.3 7.2 41.5 3.20
65.2 2.7 16.5 1.70
5.50 -4.6 .3 6.9 2.36
13.69 Ii. 2 i. 3 i0.2 3. ii
3.48 -3.6 .8 7 .3 2.40
3.00
1.52 3.3 .7 6.2 .71
36.08 14.2 i. 9 6.9 3.52




1.4 .8 6.1 2.49
9.1 1.60 .9 2.4
25.5 37.36 17.7 .6
14.4 1.55 .4 1.9
17.5 2.70
8.3 1.42 -5.0 2.1








Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chi Rate Error WRMS Chi




















































































































































17.1 2.69 3.3 1.7 15.8 2.40
28.3 .49 15.2 15.2 24,5 .49
38.2 3.93 6,5 2.5 35.2 3.42
62.7 3.84 7.1 6.4 61.3 3.80
11.4 2.37
2.8 3.68 .0 .3 2.8 3.83









































































Baseline Num Span Error WI_MS Chl Rate Error WRMS Chi
















JPL MVI -MON PEAK

















































7 83 1-88.0 ,
6 83 8-87.0 _
2 88 8-88.9
















3 86 8-88 8
54 84 1-90 3
3 89 9-90 2
6 85 5-88 9
28 87 3-90 1
14 88 3-90 5
1 86 5-86 5
3 87 9-89 9
7 84 6-89 7
27 85 4-90 1
8 85.5-90 0


















































11.8 4.87 -5.0 1.2 8.5 2.68
i0.0 1.71
.3 .00 ...........
17.7 3.55 -6.5 2.4 13.9 2.38









2• 32 -i. 5 3.9 9.2 2.80
19.61 24.5 i.I I0.I 1.52
3.88 -8.0 .2 8.7 .94
4.33 -12.8 .4 13•0 1.19
2.78
1.49 -2.5 2.1 8.0 1.45
2.08
41.73 24.6 i.i 6.7 1.52
29.6 20.99 18.5 I•4 8.6 I. 87
15.0 4.81 8.3 3.3 9.9 2.53

























-9.8 2.8 32•9 2•51
37.4 5.4 28.1 2.61
6.2 .18
43.1 2.82 7.4 3.2 41.0 2.60
5.0 .70
46.7 2.95 16.7 20. i 43.1 3.15
51.7 3.38 3.1 11.9 51.6 3.51
14.1 3.85 -15.6 3•0 7.9 1,31
2.5 .02
5•4 .36 -i.i 1.5 5.1 .39
42.2 2.57 -6.3 5.4 41.1 2.53
39.5 2.59 7.6 10.5 37.8 2.77
33.2 1.52 5•7 5.2 31.4 1.50
6.23
Table 6.3 (continued)
Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chi Rate Error WRMS Chi



























































































































































1.88 3.4 4.0 23.9 1.91
1.17
.15




2.28 43.9 8.2 26.6 1.48
1.93 -18.0 10.3 27.3 1.64
1.09
45.5 9.63 26.4 2.3 19 .8 I. 88
11.5 .47




90.1 7.941 59.8 7.3 38 .7 i. 56
12.7 .48





























17 -i0.7 2.9 i0.0 1.37









-i.I 2.7 7.6 3.93
15.1 2.89
4.0 1.71 -i.0 i.i 3.9 1.73
6.24
Table 6.3 (continued)
Baseline Num Span Error WRI_S Chi Rate Error WRMSChi


































































1 87 8-87 8
































































































15 0 13 66
15 3 6 05
ii 8 4 46
18 7 I0 19
48 9 107 68




23.7 .9 7.8 5.21
-3.6 2.0 18.2 3.50
-1.8 .5 6.3 2.60





























-I.i 6.1 13.1 1.23
7.4 1.2 4.1 .69
33.1 .3 6.4 2.18
-.8 .5 9.2 1.56
-6.2 .9 I0.5 I. 34
17.7 4.3 7.9 .66
.3 1.2 5.2 1.65
25.9 26.53 18.1 1.5 8.7 3.17
18.5 9.14 9.3 2.4 12.2 4.32




Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chl Rate Error WRMSChi
Obs yr to yr nun mm sqr mm/yr mm/yr mm Sqr
...............................................................................









































































7 83 8-86 8
9 83 4-88 3
8 83 7-88 9
6 83 7-88 9
2 83 9-85 2
14 82 8-88 8
1 83 7-83 7
46 83 6-88 9



























































































-6.9 8.8 11.7 .48
-3.4 4.3 20.4 ,48



























































35.8 .9 8.6 3.06
1.8 3.1 21.6 2.75
12.9 23.8 43.5 15.99








10.83 15.9 1.9 6.3 1.09
5.83
6.17
1.67 -1.5 3.2 9.4 1.72
.37
14.87 15.7 .9 6.1 .85





-7.7 1.4 7.2 .81
6.26
Table 6.3 (continued)
Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chl Rate Error WRMSChi













































































































9.4 3.75 2.9 1.6 7.2 2.49
7.8 .56
7.6 2.32 4.4 .8 4.3 .81
7.4 .54
13.9 5.88 7.3 1.8 7.5 1.97
25.3 33.12 17.8 1.5 7.0 2.72
4.5 .23
12.9 6.17 -6.3 .i 5.6 1.19




































25.1 1.6 6.6 1.35




Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chi Rate Error WRMS Chi












































































1 87 6-87 6
2 89 7-89 7
4 89 7-89 7
1 89 7-89 7
1 89 7-89 7
2 89 7-89 7
4 89 7-89 7






























































































15.3 6.5 23.8 1.42
-9.4 4.7 23.5 .24












-16.3 22.3 44.2 2.30
-7.3 11.4 43.0 1.41








Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chl Rate Error WRMS Chi






















































































































































50.3 2.16 62.9 24.3 28.0 .89
93.6 2.40









24.7 28.7 56.7 2.96
-1.8 20.5 47.3 2.55
51.1 3.19 23.5 23.9 48.3 3.20
40.7 22.18









1.83 9.7 6.9 12.4 1.61
1.39
2.21
2.60 11.3 6.8 12.3 2.07
.30 126.9 88.3 182.0 .26
.13 101.5 78.7 161.4 .ii
28.4 .22 22.9 8.0 16.2 .09
182.8 .Ii
44.3 1.81 -25.6 8.5 29.2 .90
41.3 1.18 -2.6 10.4 41.1 1.32







Basellne Num Span Error WRMS Chl Rate Error WRMS Chi




































































































































































14.3 9.6 52.4 1.78
8.1 21.4 51.9 2.10











14.7 26.9 91.4 5. i0
38.0 .96 -2.0 10.4 37.9 1.06
24.6 .31 3.4 9.8 24. I •39
35.7 .78
79.2 4.50










































4.0 1.3 26.6 1.80
630
TABLE6.4 (continued)
Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chl Rate Error WRMS Chi































































































































































































-5.4 6.0 31.0 1.68
12.5 11.3 35.6 2.44
-33.0 4.1 17.9 .19
-2.6 8.2 37.8 1.87
-14.2 7.2 49.6 1.66




8.5 8.0 34.2 .97
3. i 14.8 41.2 2 .05
1.89 -2.7 2.6 37.8 1.89
3.02 -13.5 2.5 34.5 2.49
2.35 -13.7 7.2 38.2 1.86
3.64 14.3 20.3 58.6 3.89




12.0 1.51 3.7 2.7 9.5 1.25
26.2 .41







Basellne Num Span Error WRMS Chl Rate Error _rRMS Chl






































































HATCREEK-MON PEAK 24 83









































































































































33.5 16.2 61.4 2.03




33. i 8.8 79.7 2.90
19.0 7.7 65.0 2.89

























-6.4 6.4 53.8 2.41
24.4 13.2 42.4 1.57
-3.0 13.2 62.7 2.76













6.5 17.9 53.6 2.08
10.6 6.4 79.4 1.40
6.32
TABLE 6.4 (continued)
Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chl Rate Error WRMS Chi



















































































































































25.7 2.00 9,6 3.5 22.1 1.55
78.0 1.88 -41.3 38.5 66.3 1.81
69.0 1.05 3.1 4.0 68.4 1.06
87.4 1.33 19,4 6.0 74.1 .99
13.4 1.27
5.7 .96 -,3 .7 5.7 1.00















































7.4 1.4 25.1 1.31





-8.7 4.0 21.0 .37
-6.0 2.5 38.3 .52





Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chi Rate Error WRMS Chi
















JPL MV1 -MON PEAK



















































2 88 8-88 9
1 82.8-82 8
18 83 6-88 9
5 90 2-90 5
6 90.2-90 8
1 90 5-90 5















































































































-i0.6 7.6 50.8 2.20
-ii.i 15.2 73.4 2.85
-5.8 I.i 34.5 .98
-7.1 24.9 53.3 3.57
14.4 6.1 51.5 2.42
-10.7 .8 33.1 1.04
-1.9 .8 28.3 .44
-I. 6 9.9 39 .7 i. 20
6.3 7.1 47.6 1.24
i0.8 8.6 65.0 I. 50
12.5 21.3 74.4 1.32
-4.7 46.7 73.6 2 •74







23 -41.2 3.0 36.6 2.06
28 -14.9 6.6 33.0 1.01
02
67 -22.7 3.5 45.6 2.05
17
81 -Ii.0 10.9 26.1 .81
85 -47.2 13.3 66.8 1.30
2J 6.8 ii.0 28.1 2.34
.85
2.80 22.7 17.1 52.5 2.49
5.38 -40.7 5.9 43.2 1.94
5.60 -42.1 I0.i 39.9 1.67
6.29 -37.4 5.2 32.4 1.13
634
TABLE 6.4 (continued)
Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chl Rate Error WRMS Chi





































































3 88 5-88 6
12 84 5-88 6
1 87 6-87 6
1 87 6-87 6
4 83 5-86 8












































































-19.5 3.8 40,0 2,04
-38.2 15.9 48.3 1.61
38.6 16,2 42.8 3.03
3.07
.71
-23.9 3.7 31.6 i, 34
54
43
5.6 8.3 25.7 .57
61
84
65 -45.6 13.5 67,9 2.20
78







2.02 28.8 15.3 46.2 1.80








3 90.1-91.0 49.2 21.4 i0.52
Ii 87.3-91.0 12.5 20.6 3.69 i.I 7.2 20.6 4.09
14 87.3-89,0 7.9 32.3 .77
1 90.4-90.4 9.0
19 87.3-89. i i0.4 35.4 I. 56
19 87.3-91.0 8.6 20.0 3.30 7.0 4.6 18.8 3.08
635
TABLE 6.4 (continued)
Baseline Num Span Error WENS Chl Rate Error WRMS Chl























































































































































1.57 -I.i 4.8 44.0 1.62






I. 36 -ii.5 2.7 25.3 .94













































-12.4 13.6 44.4 2.45
-1.7 1.7 32.4 2.29
-15.1 1.3 25.4 1.66
-10.6 1.7 19.0 .57
-23.4 22.7 38.3 1.21





5.7 6.7 43.3 .97
-.2 12.0 57.6 1.80
7.4 7.0 45.8 1.77
636
TABLE6.4 (continued)
Baseline Num Span Error WRMS Chl Rate Error WRMS Chl
























































3 84.2-85.2 149.3 107.7
33 80.6-87.8 I0'.6 69.7
61 84.1-91.0 3.8 30.1
1 83.3-83 3 3.9
3 90.3-90 4 20.3 29.6















































































-35.4 22.3 47.2 1.56
-41.9 24.8 32.9 .37
16.0 8.8 34.8 .38




39.7 8.2 52.7 .44











-1.7 1.6 35.4 1.42
•7 1.2 22.8 2.33
i0.3 ii.3 37.1 .57
8.5 16.1 28.4 .40
-32.7 15.9 52.0 2.45
5.6 i0.5 43.5 i. 52
ii.3 i0.9 38.3 .96





-4.9 5.7 56.3 2.22
-28.9 7.4 43.2 1.34
-54.2 20.5 40.9 1.36
-41.2 37.9 58.2 2.28
.68
.82




-7.6 7.7 19.5 2.56
2.47
.53
-10.9 10.3 63.1 2.45
-1.5 27.6 37.9 .66
2.53
2.28
-8.9 9.9 47.8 2.57
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TABLE 6.4 (continued)
Baseline Num Span Error WRHS Chi Rate Error WRMS Chi





























































































































55.8 2.13 2.3 9.5 42.8 1.40
87.8 4.05
39.4 1.12 -18.0 6.4 32.2 .80
31.2 .54
49.6 1.56 -16.2 12.1 44.2 1.42
37.9 1.44 10.3 9.8 36.2 1.43
33.1 1.01
25.5 1.37 -1.4 .7 25.4 1.36
30.4 .85 8.3 .7 26.8 .67
























36 -9.7 14.7 63.4 3.47




Vector baseline for GILCREEK-KWAJAL26plots
C)Boselinelength = 6720 kilometers @Number of sessions = 20












Observed Rate = -19.1 + 3.8 mm/yrNUVEL model rate = -22.4 mm/yr
® ®--
Q Wrms of fit = 22.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.97eighted mean length = 6719676597.2 mm
1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986,5 1987 1987,5 1988 1988.5









®- _I ...... I I I , I I I , I I I I I I I I ' I ..... I I I I ,lllllll,lll,l,lllllll,lllll'''llllll I'l''l'l' I1'1''''11 ..... I I , ,
Observed Rate = 91.6 ± 6.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 38.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.99














1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5
'''''''''''1''''' .... ''1 ..... '' .... I'''''''''''1' .... ''''''1'''''''''''1 .... ' ..... '1 ..... ''''''1'''
:1
Observed Rate = 286 _+ 10.6 mm/yr Wrms of file = 64.3 mm
NUVEL model rate = 8.9 mm/yr _ 7.(}
I .... ,,, .... I ........... l , , ,
Reduced Chi square = 2.07

7.0 Baseline Evolution from GIJr754
Plots 7.2 through 7.169 present the observed variation of the baseline components over the period of the
observations for those baselines with at least five observations spanning a minimum of two years. The transverse
and vertical components are shown as offsets from their mean values. See the text for the definition and
interpretation of the transverse and vertical components. An example plot appears on the facing page. The
notes below are provided to clarify the interpretation of the plots.
1 -- Baseline length in kilometers
2 -- Baseline name
3 -- Number of sessions including observations on this baseline
4 -- Dashed line indicates slope predicted by NUVEL plate motion model assuming sites occupy plates indicated
in Table 1.2.
5 -- Line of best fit by least squares
6 -- Baseline component statistics
7 -- Observed value in millimeters with one sigma formal error bar
8 -- Baseline length with arbitrary offset subtracted, standard scales span 200, 400, 800 or 1200 mm
9 -- Baseline component with mean subtracted (transverse and vertical), standard scales span 200, 400, 800 or
1200 mm
10 -- Plot number (same as page number)
Tables 7.177 through 7.513 present the length, transverse, and vertical baseline evolution information with their
residual from the mean value and respective one-sigma standard statistical errors for those baselines which were
observed in fewer than five sessions or over a time span of less than two years. Unlike tables 6.3 and 6.4 the
transverse and vertical components are included so that the user may make comparisons between sessions.
The machine-readable version contains all the data plotted and tabulated in section 7.
7.1














Baseline length = 4476 kilometers Number of sessions = 21
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' ' ' ' t ..... ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ...... ' I ....... ' I , , I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
_2
i .... I ....... . , , , I ........... I ........... I , . . , , . t t , , , I , , , . , ...... I .......
Observed Rote = .3.6 ± 1.0 mm/yr Wrm$ of fit = 9.0 mm Reduced Chl square = 1.80
NUVEL model rate = .0 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 4475699.388..:3 rnm








Observed Rote = -8.7 ± 2.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 14.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.40






0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990




Observed Rate = 13..3 ± 4.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 38.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.63
NUVEL model rote = 9.4 mm//yr
7.2














Baseline length = 34-07 kilometers Number of sessions = 19
1g86 1 g87 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rate = -1.3 ± 1.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.7 rnm Reduced Chi square = 1.54

























1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rate = -.7 ± 3.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 10.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.59
NUVEL model rate = -8.9 mm/yr
0 1986 1987 1988 t989 1990






, A i i ] , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , 1 , , , .... , , , , 1 , , .... ,
Observed Rate = 15...3 ± 6.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 23.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.42
NUVEL model rate = 9,3 mm/yr
7.5













Baseline length = 3074 kilometers Number of sessions = 6
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rote = 6.9 4- 3.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 18.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.02


























Observed Rote = -7.3 4- 3.9 mm/yr
NUVEL model rate = -7.0 mm/yr
Wrms of fit = 19.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 5.61
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rote = -9.4 4- 4.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 23.5 mm Reduced Chi squore = .24
NUVEL model rote = 8.5 mm/yr
7.4











Baseline length = 64..t kilometers Number of sessions = 19
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
af
Observed Rate = -.7 + .5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 3.5 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.56




























1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rote = -1.7 :t: .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.1 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.87
NUVEL model rote = -1.6 mm/yr
0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990




Observed Rote = -.5 -t- ,5.5 mrn/yr Wrrns of f(t = 2,5.5 mm Reduced Ch[ square = 5.02
NUVEL model rote = -1.7 mm/yr
7.5


















Baseline length - 1158 kilometers Number of sessions = 5
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
' ' 1 ' ' ........ ' I .... ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
L_---+ -------1
Observed Rote = 5.0 ± 3.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.8 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.64






























i i I i i i L i L i , , , , i , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , i , , , , , , , , , , , t , , , , , , i i i t
Observed Rote = -2.9 ± 2.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.1 mm Reduced Chi square = .48
NUVEL model rote = -3.3 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
'''1 ..... ''''''1' .......... I .... '''''''[' .......... 1'''''''''''
-{-
Observed Rate = -16.3 ± 22.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 44.2 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.30
NUVEL model rote = -1.7 mm/yr
7.6
Vector baseline plots for BLKBU-17-E-MOJAVE12
Baseline length = 214 kilometers Number of sessions = 12
o 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988














Observed Rote = 2.7 ± 1.9 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm/yr
Wrms of fit = 7.0 mm Reduced Chi squQre = 2.04






















0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
0
Observed Rote = 3.9 ± 1.1 mm]yr Wrms of fit = .3.8 mm Reduced Chi square = .95
NUVEL model rote = -.6 mm/yr
98¢ 1985 1986 1987 1988
i +
' l + +t
+ I , + , + , , , , + + + I + , , , + , , + + , , I , + , , , + i + + + + I i , , + + , , .... I ....... * + t
Observed Rote = -7.3 :1:11.4 mm/yr Wrms of f(t = 43.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.41
NUVEL model rote = -.1 mm,/yr
7.7















Baseline length = 462 kilometers Number of sessions = 12
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
' ' I ' ' ' ' ....... I .... ' ' ' ' " ' " I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' i ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
1
JI
Observed Rote = 28.4 + 2.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.26

























1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
• ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I " , , , , , , , r , • t ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' I ' t , , , , , , , ,
Observed Rote = 27.2 :1:1.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.07
NUVEL model rate = 31.2 mm/yr
984 1985 1986 1987 1988
1
Observed Rote = 1.0 ± 13,4 mm//yr Wrms of fit = 47.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.44
NUVEL model rote = 1.9 mm/yr
7.8
















Baseline length = 132 kilometers Number of sessions = 5
1984.5 1985 t 985,5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
Observed Rate = 4.4 4-8.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 12.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 4.42
















O 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 t986.5 1987 1987.5 1988










Observed Rate = 5.4 4- 4.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.07
NUVEL model rate = -.3 mm/yr
1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
'''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1 .......... '1'''''''''''1 ...... '''''1'"' ........ I''''' .... ''I ....
,,11 ,,11 ,111,,, ,, ,, ,,}, ,i i iiiit illilllt ii Illll,l,, i, iii1,1,,, ,1 I,IIL,II,,**I ..... I ..... , ..... I,,
Observed Rote = 62.9 _4:24.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 28.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = .89
NUVEL model rate = -.1 mm/yr
7.9












Baseline length = 400 kilometers Number of sessions = 5
1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
'''' ..... I ........... I ........... I'''' ....... I''''''' .... I'''' .... '''1'''' ....... I ....... ''''1'''
,,,,_,,,,I ..... ,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,, .... ,,I,.,,,,,,,,,I.,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,, .... ,.I,,_, .... =;sl_,_
Observed Rote = 34.,.3 _-!:10.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 16.5 turn Reduced Chi square = 4.6,,3
NUVEL model rote = ,32.4 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 4001,34210.4 mm
o 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
c)
_ ........ I ........... t ......... "'1 ........... I ........... I ........... I .... " ..... "1 ........... I'''
Observed Rote = 31.0 ± 10.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 15.9 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.42













1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
-'''' .... '1''''' ..... '1''''' ...... I' .... ''''''1 ..... ' ..... I' .... ' .... '1'''''''''''1 ........ '''1'''
, , . I i i i i i I i i i i i ...... I ..... . ..... I,,, I ...... , I .... ,,,,,,,1,,, I ...... , I ,, ,. J .... I I I i . I i I , I . I i i I i i I
Observed Rote = 98.0 :1:21.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 28.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = .37
NUVEL model rote = 1.6 mm/yr
7.10
Vector baseline plots for DSS45 -GILCREEK




















Number of sessions - 10
1989,5 1990 1990.5 1991
I , I , i i | i , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , • , , , , , , , , 1 , , , • , , , , • , , I • , , • , , , • o , , 1 ,
Observed Rote = -72.6 ± 12.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 24.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.45

















1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
. I " ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' I ..... ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' I '
1 i , i L • , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , I , 1 , | , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , • I ,
Observed Rate = 29.6 ± 19.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = .:39.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.00
NUVEL model rate = 16.0 mm/yr
O1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991












I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , i , , , , i , , I , , , , , , , , , , , 1 , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I ,
Observed Rate = 24.7 4- 28.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 56.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.96
NUVEL model rate = .30.9 mm/yr
7.11

















B0seline length = 7770 kilometers Number of sessions = 12
1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
' ' ' ' I " ' ......... 1 ........ ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ..... • ' I .......... ' I ........ ' ' ' 1 '
Observed Rate = -60.5 + 8.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 19.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.16





















O 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
O ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ........ I ...... ' .... t ' ...... ' ' ' ' I .......... ' 1 ........ ' ' ' 1 '.
Observed Rote = -34.3 ± 13.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 31,8 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.28
NUVEL model rote = -38,3 mm/yr
0 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990,5 1991






Observed Rate = -1,8 4- 20.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 47.,.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.55
NUVEL model rate = 22.0 mm/yr
7.12
Vector baseline plots for DSS45 -SESHAN25
Baseline length = 7411 kilometers
1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990













Number of sessions = 10
1990.5 199
I '
Observed Rate = -72.9 ± 5.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 1t.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.24









Observed Rate = -2.9 ± 13.5 mm/yr
NUVEL model rate = -24.8 mm/yr
1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
' ' ' I ' ' .... ' .... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ..... ' ' ' ' ' t ' ' ' ' ' ' .... ' I
1 . I I , I
Wrms of fit = 27.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.03
















Observed Rate = 23.5 ± 23.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 48.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.20
NUVEL model rote = 12.2 mm/yr
7.1..t














Baseline length = 1379 kilometers Number of sessions = 7
1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
r , , ' " ' " ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' " I " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' .... ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ..... I '
f _ + F ........ t_
......... ! ........... I ........... I .......... = I = , , , • , L , • , _ I
Observed Rate = .4 ± .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 1.6 mm Reduced Chi square = .88

























1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
{ + ........ f---- {
, , , , , , , , , I , , . • , • , , , , , J , , , , , • , , . , , I , , , , , , , , , . , I n i I • • I 1 I i I A J
Observed Rate = -2.9 :i: 2.4 mm//yr Wrms of fit = 4.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.94
NUVEL model rate = -1.9 mm/yr
0 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991




i i i i • , i , , I i , i | . I i | • . i I . , , i , • , , • . , ] i i i i a , .... i I i i | i i a i i . i I
Observed Rate = 1.0 ± 5.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 10.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.47
NUVEL model rote = 5.3 mm/yr
7.14















Baseline length = 2205 kilometers Number of sessions = 8
1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
• ' " ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' " " ' ' ' " I ' ' ' " ' ' " ' ' " ' ! " ' .... ' ' ' " ' f ' " " ' ' ' " ' " ' " |
+ |
• , i 0 i i I , , 0 , , • , • , i , I • • , . , • i • . . , I ...... , . • • , I i • , , , i , , I • , I
Observed Rote = -3.0 ± 4.1 rnm/yr Wrrns of fit = 7.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 12.46






















1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
...... I " ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' I " ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' I ' ' ' ' " ' ' " ' " ' 1 ' " ' ' ' ' .... ' I
t t
÷ t t
l , • , , , I , , , , , , , , , . , I , , • , , , , , , , i I , , , , i , i , , , , I • , , . , . , • , , . I
Observed Rate = -3.6 + 4.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.1 rnm Reduced Chi square = 3.07
NUVEL model rote = -3.B mrn/yr
0 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991





i , , • , 1 I i i i 1 , i i i , i i 1 . . , . , i .. , . , . I i i i . , , , , J , . | , , , , , ° , • , . ,
Observed Rote = 9.7 ± 6.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 12.4 mrn Reduced Chi square = 1.61
NUVEL model rote = 8.1 mm/yr
7.15
















Baseline length = 1655 kilometers Number of sessions = 8
1989 1989.5 1990 1990.,5 1991
Observed Rote = -3.0 -1-2.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4,1 mm Reduced Chi square = 4.84
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 1655418186.5 mm
1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
c- ¢'4},
I










Observed Rote = .3 ± ,3,2 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = -2,5 mm/yr
Wrms of fit = 6.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.52
0 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991




Observed Rote = 11.3 ± 6.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 12.3 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.07
NUVEL model rote = 6.6 mm/yr
7.16















Baseline length = 5592 kilometers Number of sessions = 7
1980 1980.5 1981 1981.5 1982 1982.5 1983
'''1 .... '''''''1''' ........ I'''''''''''l .......... '1'' ...... '''1 ..... ' ..... I'''''''''
Observed Rote = 23.1 ._+ 5.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 16.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.06




























1980 1980.5 1981 1981 '.5 1982 1982.5 1983
L'''I'''''''''''I''' ...... ''l .... r,, .... f,,,, ..... ''l'''''''''''l'''''''''''l'''''''''
_e_i'_L_eA_t_.'_ej_e_'L'_s_'_L'_e''_A_e_'_L_'_e_'_.'_e'e_*e_e_
Observed Rote = 174.4 ±396.2 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = -6.9 mm/yr
Wrms of fit = 589.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.63
1980 1980.5 1981 1981.5 1982 1982.5 1983
''''t .... '''''''1'''''''''''1'''' .... "''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''
i , , I .......... ,l,,J,,,,,,,,l,,, ,,,,,, ,,i,,,, ,, .... ,1,,, ,,,,,/,,I,,,,I,,,,,,I,, ,,,,, ,,
Observed Rote = 126.9 + 88.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 182.0 mm Reduced Chi square = .26
NUVEL model rote = -1.2 mm/yr
7.17
Vector baseline plots for EFLSBERG-HRAS 085
Baseline length = 8084 kilometers Number of sessions = 6
_3980.5 1981 1981.5 1982 , 1982.5 1983











, , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , I , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , i , , , , i i i
Observed Rate = 15.2 + 11.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 31.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.26
NUVEL model rate = 16.4 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 8084184861.7 mm







14 , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , I l , , i , , , I , , , I , , , , , , , I , , i , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , ,
Observed Rote = -492.6:1:70.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 126.9 mm Reduced Chi square = .07













1981 1981,5 1982 1982.5 1983







Observed Rote = 101.5:1:78.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 161,4 mm Reduced Chi square = .11
NUVEL model rote = ,3.7 mm/yr
7.18














832 kilometers Number of sessions = 6
1981.5 1982 1982.5 1983





Observed Rate = -1.2 + 2.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.19













1981 1981.5 I982 1982.5 1983

















, , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , i i I i i i i I i i i i i i I i I i i I I i i I L i I i i i i i i i , , 1 , I , , , , , , , , , i_
Observed Rate = -40.6 + 19.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 18.5 mm Reduced Chi square = .12













1981 1981.5 1982 1982.5 1985









Observed Rote = 22.9 ± 8.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 16.2 mm Reduced Chi square = .09
NUVEL model rate = 2.8 mm/yr
7.19















Baseline length = 590 kilometers Number of sessions = g
1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989
' .... I''''' ...... 1'''''''''''1 ....... ''''1 ...... ' .... I' ..... ' .... 1''''' ..... '1 .... '' .... 'I .........
-------H
,,,,I .... ,,,,,,,I ....... ,,,,I,,,,,,, .... I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,, ..... ,,I,,,,,,, .... I,,,,,,,,,,,1, ...... ii
Observed Rate = 3.8 ± 2.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.88











0 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988,5 1989













+ + t I
+ I
Observed Rate = .8 ± 2.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 11.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.40
NUVEL model rate = -1.4 mm/yr





,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I ,, ...... ,,ll,,,4,,*,,,,t,,,*,,i,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,tlLll,,,t,,,,,,,,,,,I ...... lJl
Observed Rate = -25.6 ± 8.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 29.2 mm Reduced Chi square = .90
NUVEL model rate = .9 mm/yr
7.20


















Baseline length = 1379 kilometers Number of sessions = 10
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
' ' ' " ' • ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' _ ¢ I ' ' ' .... ' " ' ' I ....... ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' '
Observed Rate = 1.0 _+ 1.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.70











0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989














Observed Rate = -8.2 + 1.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7,9 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.36
NUVEL model rote = -.3.8 mm/yr
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989




, , , , , , , , ! , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , ,
Observed Rate = -2,6 -t- 10.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 41.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.32
NUVEL model rate = -.7 mm/yr
7.21




















Baseline length = 476 kilometers _ Number of sessions = 12
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' .... ''''I'''''''''''I'''' ..... ''1'''' ....... 1''' .... ''''1''' ........ I'' ..... ''
Observed Rate = -6.6 ± 1.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.89

























1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rate = 1.7 ± .7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 3.4 mm Reduced Chi square = .62
NUVEL model rate = -1,2 mm,/yr
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
• _
Observed Rate = 5.3 ± 9.3 mm/yr Wrms of tit = 41.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.83
NUVEL model rate = 1.2 mm/yr
7.22




















B0seline length = 1062 kilometers Number of sessions = 8
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
.... , , , , I , , , ,, .... ,,I , , , ,, , , , , _, I ,,, ,, ...... I ......... , , I ......... , , I .........
Observed Rate = 8.9 ± .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.4 mm Reduced Chi square = .50

























i i i i i i i i I t i i i i t , i I I , I , , i , * I I , , _ , I * i i , , , i , , , , I * , , , i , i , i i i I , i i _ i , , , i , , I I i * i t t i i I i
Observed Rate = -1.7 :1:1.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.47
NUVEL model rote = -2.6 mm/yr
, , , , i , , , , i , i , , ,,i , ,,! ,i, ,
Observed Rote = 14..:3 :1:9.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 52.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.78
NUVEL model rote = .6 mm/yr
7.2,3















Baseline length = 879 kilometers Number of sessions = 6
1984-.5 t985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5
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Observed Rote = 2.6 :1:1.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.4 mm Reduced Chi squore = .78


















0 1984-.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 t987 1987.5 1988 1988.5
Observed Rote = -.7 + 5.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 12.9 mm Reduced Chi squore = 5.55
NUVEL model rote = -2.5 mm/yr
0 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5






Observed Rote = 8.1 + 21.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 51.9 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.10
NUVEL model rote = -.8 mm/yr
7.24

















Baseline length = 478 kilometers Number of sessions = 8
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
'''''''f'l'''''''''''l'''''''''''l'''' ..... "'1 ....... ''''1'''''''''''1 ......... '
4
, , .... , , I ...... ,.,,,I,,.,,,, ,,,,I,,,,,,,, ,t, I .... ,, , .... I ...... , .... I ..........
Observed Rate = 3.9 ± 1.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 1..:36





















0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
0 __'_''r_''_''_''_'_'_'_'_'_'''''__'''_'_'_''_'_
, , ...... 1 , , , , , , , , , , , 1 , , i , t , , , , i , 1 , , , , i , , , , , , I . , , , , , , . , , , I , , , , i , , , i J , I , , , , , , , , , ,
Observed Rote = 6.4 + .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 3.9 mm Reduced Chi square = .50
NUVEL model rote = -1.3 mm/yr
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Observed Rote = 17.0 ± 8.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 40.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.40
NUVEL model rote = 1.0 mm/yr
7.25















Bosel[ne length = 461 kilometers Number of sessions = 10
1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 t987 1987.5 1988
......... | ........... _ ........... i ........... i ........... i .......... ,I ........ ,,,t,,,, ....... i ....
Observed Rote = -29.8 + 3.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 13.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 4.26

























O 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987,5 1988
0 ''''''''''I'''''''''''I'''''' ..... I ........... I .... _''''''I ..... '' .... I''''_''''''I'''''''''''I ''''
I
+
Observed Rote = 24.5 & ,3.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 12.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = 7.0,3
NUVEL model rote = 28.9 mm/yr
1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
........ ''1 ........... l''' ...... ''1 ....... ''''1'''''''''''1''''''' .... I''''' ...... I ..... ''''''1''
Observed Rote = 14.7 _-I: 26.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 91.4 mm
NUVEL model rote = .4 mm//yr
7.26
dJ
Reduced Chi squore = 5.10











Baseline length = 465 kilometers Number of sessions = 11
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
''''''''''I''''' ...... I'''''''''''1'''' .... '''1' .......... I'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1' .......... I''''
Observed Rate = 32.8 :1:1.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.2 mm Reduced Ch[ square = 2.12
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Observed Rote = 21.6 + 1.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = .5.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.09
NUVEL model rate = 28.5 mm/yr
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
''''' ..... |''' ..... '''1'''''''''''1 ....... ''''1'''''' '''''1'''''''' '''1 '''''''''''1'''''''''''1 '''' '''''''I'''' 1
t , I1
Observed Rate = -2.0 + 10.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 37.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.06
NUVEL model rate = -1.8 mm/yr
7.27



















Baseline length = 317 kilometers Number of sessions = 5
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986..5 1987 t987.5
....... '''1 ........... I'''''''''''1' ......... '! ........... I''''' ..... '1'''''''''''1''' ........ I'' .... '"
p---
, .... ,,.. I,,,,,,,..,,I .,,,,,,,,,, I,,,,,,,,,,, I .... , .... ,, I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,..I ...... ,,
Observed Rote = 13.9 + 1.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 2.7 mm Reduced Chi square = .40
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Observed Rote = 32.9 ± 8.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 16.6 mm Reduced Chi squore = 7.24
NUVEL model rote = 43.9 mm/yr
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5
''''''''''1''' ........ I ........... I ...... ' .... I'''''''''''1''''' ...... I'''' ....... I'''''''''''1''''''''
,.,,,,,,,I,,,,,,, .... I,,, .... ,,,,I ,,I,,:,,,,,l,,,,,,,, ,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,, ,,,,,,,,I,, ,,,,,,,,,I, ,,,,,11
Observed Rote = 3.4 + g.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 24.1 mm Reduced Chi square = .39
NUVEL model rote = -1.2 mm/yr
7.28
Vector baseline plots for FORT ORD-VNDNBERG
B0seline length = 257 kilometers Number of sessions = 11




Observed Rote = .5 + 1.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.04
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Observed Rote = 2.6 :1:1.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.39
NUVEL model rate = 2.3 mm/yr
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
_'' ...... 1'''''''''''1 ...... '''''1''''''''' ''1 '''''' '''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1''''
÷ t
fllljj =,=jl. ,,.. ,,,, ,,I. ,,,,=,,,=, I.., ,,,,,,, ,I ,,,,,, ,, ,, ,I,, ,,,, ,,,=,1 ,,,,,=l,,, ,I,, ,,,,, ,,, ,I ,,,,,, ,,,, ,1, , ,,
i
Observed Rate = 7.6 :1:11,7 mm/yr Wrms af fit = 43.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1,21
NUVEL model rate = -1.6 mm/yr
7.29





















Baseline length = 3127 kilometers Number of sessions = 65
1986 1987 1 g88 1989 1990
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ..... ' ' ' ' I ....... ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I , f , , , , , , , , , , , I ' ' ' ' ......
Observed Rote = -7,,3 4- .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.14


















/ Observed Rote = -.1 4- 1.3 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = -4.5 mm/yr
Wrms of fit = 15.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.72





Observed Rote = 11.6 4- 2.9 mm//yr Wrms of fit = 34.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.01
NUVEL model rote = 3.7 mm//yr
7.50




















Baseline length = 5059 kilometers Number of sessions = 2t
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rate = -3.2 4- ,3.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.t mm Reduced Chi square = 4.79





















O 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
O .... I ........... I ....... ''_'1 ........... I .... _ ...... I ........... I ........
+
Observed Rate = -12.8 ± 2.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 15.2 mm Reduced Chi square -- 2.19
NUVEL rnadel rate = -8.8 mm/yr
O 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990






Observed Rate = -.8 ± 5.1 mrn,/yr Wrms of fit = lg.o mm Reduced Chi square = 1.O7
NUVEL model rote -- -11.5 mm/yr
7.31














Baseline length = 4726 kilometers Number of sessions = 54
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
.... I • • ' • ' .... ' ' i ' ' ' ' • ' • , , , , i • ' • • , , , , , • , i ' • .... , , • , • i , , , • , • '
t _+,,
3+ LL'!,
, , , . I , . . • = • = , , . , I ......... , , | , , , , = , . , , . , t i . , , , , , , , , , I , , • • i i
Observed Rate = 2.6 ± 1.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 12.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.43



















O 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
0 .... I ........... I ........... I " " "' ' " ...... I ........... I ......
, , , , 1 , , , , , , , , , , , i , , • , , , , , , , , I , , . , , , , , = , , i i , I , , , , , , , , I , , , , I ,
Observed Rate = -20.2 :t: 2.6 mm/yr Wrms af fit = 1g.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.70
Nt.NEL model rate = -9.2 mm/yr
O 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989





, t • l I , , , a , I , .... I , , , , , , , , t , , t , , , i I i , , , , , t , , , , , I i i i i i | i l i , I i
Observed Rate = -1.4 + 6.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 44..3 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.58
NUVEL model rate = 1.0 mm/yr
7.52














Baseline length = 5427 kilometers Number of sessions = 112
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' ' ' * ' 1 ........... I ' ' ' ' ....... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' .... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ......
I I 1 I I , , , I , , , , , ,n i i L h u i L L ........ ........... ........... ........... ........
Observed Rate = -1.2 + .7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 12.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.01

























1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' ' ! + + 1
1
Observed Rate = 18.9 .t: 2.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 29.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.68
NUVEL model rate = 4.7 mm/yr
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
" ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ........... 1 ' ' ' ' ' .... ' ' I ' ' ' ' '' ' .... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' I ' '' ' ' ''
Observed Rate = 21.0 :1:2.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 42.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.87
NUVEL model rate = 8.7 mm/yr
7..35












Boseline length = 4728 kilometers Number of sessions = 147
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 199
Observed Rate = -45.1:1:.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 11.3 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.21






























1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
' .... I ..... ''''''1'''''''''''I'''''''''''1 ........... I ...... ' .... I'''''''''''1"
Observed Rote = 62..3 ± 1.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 21.4 mm Reduced Chi squore --- 2.15
NUVEL model rote = 60.5 mm/yr
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
,T .... I ........... 1 ....... ''''1 .... '''''''1'''''''''''1'' .... '''''1'''''' .... '1/J
- -'4-- t ÷ -
Observed Rote = 7.0 :1:2.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit -- 40.9 mm Reduced Chi squere = 2.18
NUVEL model rote = -1.0 mm/yr
7.54

















Baseline length = 849 kilometers Number of sessions = 15
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rote = -4.5 + .g mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.6 mm Reduced Chi square = .67


























0 1985 1986 t987 1988 1989 t990
0 ..... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I .....
Observed Rate = 6.8 4-.g mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.3 mm Reduced Chi square = .91
NUVEL model rote = -.5 mm/yr
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' .... I ....... ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ...... ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' '' '
/
I
Observed Rote = -6.6 4- 7.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 32.7 mm Reduced Chi square = .g8




















6720 kilometers Number of sessions = 20
1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5
.'1'''' ....... I'''''''''''1'' ..... ''''I'' .... '''''1'''''''''''1''''' ...... I'''''' ..... I''' ........ I ....
Observed Rate = -19.1:1:3+8 rnm/yr Wrms of fit = 22.8 turn Reduced Chi square = 1.97
NUVEL model rote = -22.4 mm/yr Weighted meon length = 6719676597.2 mm
1984.5 1985 t985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5





Observed Rote = 91.6 :t: 6.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = .38.5 mrn Reduced Chi square = 1.99
NUVEL model rote = 83+9 mm/yr
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Observed Rote = 28.6 ± 10.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 64..3 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.07
NUVEL model rote = 8.9 mm/yr
7..t6
















Baseline length = 5816 kilometers Number of sessions = 224
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
Observed Rate = -9.5 ± .3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.16



























1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
' ' ' ' ' ' I ...... ' ' ' ' ' I .... ' .... ''1'''' ''''' ''1''''''''''' I' .... ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' .... ' ' '
F
"it i i , 1 J ..... i , I i I 1 J 1 1 a i I u L .... J l t i 1 a n a a a I * l I I 1 I 1 I, alan J i a _ t z i i _,.. J I t I, n l a 1 1 t _ I
Observed Rate = -5.5 ± .8 mm/yr Wrms of f[t= 15.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.35
NUVEL model rate = -6.3 mrn/yr
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' .... ' ' ' ' ' I ......... ''1'''''''''_'1''''''' '''' I ' ' ' ' ' ' .... ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
t .
_ 1 i i i I J 1, i 1 .... . i i I i l i , i L I i _ i 1 1 n I I l _. l,, L , 1 i . i i i, m I i, 1 1 1 , 1 .... 1,, i I I I I m I t I I n n l
Observed Rate = 4.0 ± 1.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 26.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.80
NUVEL model rote = 4.0 rnm/yr
7.37













B0seline length = 848 k{Iometers Number of sessions = 10
198,.5 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
.''''''1'' '''''''''1''''''''''' [''''''''' ''1''''''''' ''1' .... ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' "' "
f
. , , . , I , , . , , , , , , , , I , , • , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , | , t , , , , + , , , • l , , • , , . , , , , , I .....
Observed Rate = -1.9 ± .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.11












1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
.' .... ' I ....... ''' ' I' ' ' ' ' ' ' '''' l'''' ''''' ''I'''''' '''''I' ' '"'' ''''' I'' ' ' ' 'Ii
+ , . , , l , . , , * , , . . , . I , . , , , , , , , , , I . , , , , , . . , . . I , , , , , . , , , , + I , , , , , . . , , , , I . . . , . I
Observed Rote = -5.0 ± .9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.14
















1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
1 ' .... ' ' ' ' ' ' I " ' ' ' + ' ' ''' " 1' ' ' ........ I ........ ' ' ' I ' ' " + ' ' " ' " ' " I + ....
t
, , , , . 1 , + , , , , , , , , , ! i , , , , + , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , • , I , , I , J , , , , , , , , , , I I , , , i J
Observed Rate = -,3.8 ± 4.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 29.7 mm Reduced Chi square = .58
NUVEL model rote = 1.2 mm/yr
7.38
















Boseline length = 6066 kilometers Number of sessions = 10
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' ' .... ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' _ .....
Observed Rote = 16.6 + ,:3.6 mm,/yr Wrms of fit = 16.4 mm Reduced Chi squore = ,3.67





















1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ...... I .... ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ........... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ........
--Jr-- ÷ ....
. . , . , . I . , , , . , [ , , , , I , , , . , . , , . . . I , . . . , , . . . . . I . . , . . , . I . . , I , , . , , , , ,
Observed Rote = -9.0 4- 5.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 26.9 mm Reduced Chi squore = 3.77
NUVEL model rote = -16.0 mm/yr





Observed Rote = -5.4 4- 6.0 mrn/yr Wrms of fit = 31.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.68
NUVEL model rote = -16.0 mm/yr
7.39

















Baseline length = 3584 kilometers Number of sessions = 12
1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5
.... I .... ,,, .... i,' ....... ',,1'',,,' ..... i ........... i,, ........ '1''' ..... ,,,1 ........ ,,
Observed Rote = -14.3 :t: 2.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8,1 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.60






















0 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5
0 :''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1''''' ...... I ........... I ........... I' ......... '1'''' .....
Observed Rote = -3.0 ± 5.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 18.3 mm Reduced Chi squore = 4.45
NUVEL model rote = -5.7 mm/yr
0 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5





Observed Rote = 12.5 ± 11.3 mm,/yr Wrms of fit = 35.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.44
NUVEL model rate = 3.8 mm/yr
7.40














Baseline length = 2374- kilometers Number of sessions = 5
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
.... , ........... _ ........... , ........... , ........... _ ........... , ......
----t
Observed Rote = 6.0 4- 1.9 mm,/yr Wrms af fit = 7.7 mm Reduced Chi square = .78

























0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
0 .... ! ........... I ........... 1 ........... _ ........... ] ........... I ......
r
Observed Rote = -6.0 4- 2.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.,35
NUVEL model rote = -,:3.1 mm//yr
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
.... 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '' I ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' '
Observed Rate = -33.0 _+ 4.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 17.9 mm Reduced Chi square = .19
NUVEL model rate = 1.0 mm/yr
7.41














Baseline length -- 3810 kilometers Number of sessions = 10
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
........ I ...... ' ' ' ' ' I ..... ' ' ' " ' ' I ' ' ' ' ....... I ' ' ' ' ' ..... ' I ' ' " ' " ' ....
Observed Rote = 5.6 4- 2.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 11.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.52
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm/yr Weighted mean length = .3810424347.1 mm
0 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990












Observed Rote = -10.1 4- 3.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 14.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.53














1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' ....... I ..... ' ' " ' ' ' I ........ ' ' ' I ' ' " ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
...... , i , = , , , , , , , , , I , . , , , , , , , , , i . , , , , , , , , , , | , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , i , , =
Observed Rote = -2.6 4. 8,2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 37.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.87
NUVEL model rate = -.7 mm/yr
7.42













Baseline length = 6118 kilometers Number of sessions = 92
1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
''''_f'''''''''_'l .... _''''''l .... '''''''1 ...... '''''1 ''_ .... ''''1"_'''_'''_'1_'''_'''_'"
+
,, ,, ,I .... ,,,,,.,I,,, ,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,, ,I ...... ., ,,,I,, ,,,,,, ,,,I,, ,,,,,,, ,,|,,,,,,,,,,,
Observed Rote = 2.5 -I-2.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 17.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.62

















1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 19!
,'''''1'''''''''''1 .... '''''''1 ........... ['''''''''''1'''''''''''1'' ......... I ....... ''''
,,,,f,,.,,,,,,,,f,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,f ..... ,,,,,,I,,,,,, ,,,.,f,,. , ,.,,,,,
Observed Rate = -g.8 + 2.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 22.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.75
NUVEL model rate = -13.7 mm/yr
1987.5 1988 1988.5




, , ,,I 1,,
Observed Rate = -14.2 :t: 7.2 mm/yr "
NUVEL model rate = -7.0 mm/yr
1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
'''''''1'''''''''''1'''' ....... I'' ......... I'''''''''''
, , i i i i I J J
Wrms of fit = 49.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.66
7.45















Baseline length = 6636 kilometers Number of sessions = 12
1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
, , , _ , _ I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , L ..... t i i i i i i i i i i i I _ _ i i i i , i , , i I _ , _ J , i , , , , , I ,
Observed Rote = -17.8 :t 7.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 20.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 5.t6






















0 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
O ' ' ' ' ' ' I ...... ' ' ' ' ' I ....... ' ' ' ' I ..... ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ...... ' ' ' I '
IN
Observed Rote = -9.4 -t-8.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 21.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.39
NUVEL model rote = -3.9 mm//yr
0 1988,5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991






Observed Rate = 2.0 + 18.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 46,1 mm Reduced Chi square = .3.24
NUVEL model rote = 3.1 mm/yr
7.44

















Baseline length = 1284 kilometers Number of sessions = 13
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rote =•2.2 4-2.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 11.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.84
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, , l i 1 , I .... I , I , I i 1 I ..... , ..... I ...... , i , _ _ _ _ I I I I t , , , , , I , , l i I , I , J , , I l , , I ,
I
Observed Rote = 6.6 4- 1.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8,4 mm
NUVEL model rote = -.7 mm/yr
Reduced Chi squore = 1.g4
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
t. Iil
I ' I 1 ' I ' I ' ' I I ' ' ' ' 1 I ........ _ l I J I I i I i I I I I , , I I I , ' I ' I l , I , I , , I , ' I ' I I , • I • , , , , ,
Observed Rote = 8.5 4. 8.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 34.2 mm Reduced Chi squore = .97
NUVEL model rote = 4,7 mm/yr
7.45

































Baseline length = 276 kilometers Number of sessions = 16
1985 1986 1987 . 1988 1989
' " ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " " " I ' " " " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ...... ' ' ' I ' ' '"' " " ' .... '1 ' ......
• , , . • I • . ......... I ...... = , , , , I , , • • . ...... | ........... I , , , • • , ,
Observed Rate = 2.7 + 1.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 1,92
NUVEL model rate = .0 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 276378189.1 mm
Offset = -8.7 _+ 5.5 mm
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
..... I ...... ' " ' " " I ' " ' " " " ' " " ° " I " " ...... ' " ' I " " ° ..... ' ' " I " ' " " ' " "
, , , , , I , , • , , , • , , , , I , . , , • , , . I , , I , , , , , , , • • , , I , , , , , • , , , • , 1 , , , , , , ,
Observed Rate = 5.5 ± 3.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 6.93
NUVEL model rate = -.2 mm/yr Offset = -19.9 ._ 9.4 mm
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
• ' ' " ' I ..... ' ..... I ' ' " ' ' ' " ' ' ' " I ' ' .... ' " ' ' ' I .... ' " ' ' ' " ' I ' " ' ' ' '
.
, • , , , | 1 , ....
Observed Rate = 3.1
NUVEL model rate = .7
.... , I , , , , , , , , = , , I • . , , , , , , , , , I . . .... i , i , , I , , I • , , ,
4- 14.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 41.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.05
mm/yr Offset = -16.4 ± 49.2 mm
7.46



















Baseline length = 3776 kilometers Number of sessions = 78
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
...... i , , , , • , , , , , , i ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' i ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' , , , i ........... i ..... , , , , , • i , ,
i * i , a I ¢.i* li , i i, a , i el ........ i J , .......... t ........... I ........... I .
Observed Rote = -..39.6:1:.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 11.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.51


















1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' " ' ' ' ' I ........... I " " ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' " i ' " ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' " I ' ' " ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' I ' '
'.. , , 0 . I , , , , , , , , . , , i . . , 0 . . . • ° , , | 0 . 0 , , , , = • . , ! . . , , = , i . 0 , . I , . , 0 i , . o 0 , . i ,
Observed Rote = 6.4 -I- 1.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 15.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.79
NUVEL model rote = 9.0 mm/yr
0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990






L ° ° ' ' • I ' , ' = ' " ' ' ' ' ' I ° ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ',' I ' . ' .... , ° , • I , ' • , ' .... ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' " I
Observed Rote = -2.7 :1:2.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 37.8 mm
NUVIFL model rote = -8.8 mm/yr
Reduced Chi square = 1.89
7.47




















Baseline length = 5040 kilometers Number of sessions = 131
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
''''1 .......... _l'_'''''''''f'_'_'''''''l ..... ''''_'1''''' ..... '1 ''T ...... ''
{++f {f I
*:,++ f {
Observed Rote = 1.0 -I-.7 mm/yr Wrms of tit = 8.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.68




















0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
0 ''''1'''' ...... '1 .... '''''''1'''''''''''1' .......... I .... '''''''1''' ........
, , , . I, . , , L, , i., , I ,., , , ,.. , , ,I . ,, ,, ,, ,, , . t ...... , . . , , t . . . , , . , , , , , I . , . , , , , . . . ,
Observed Rote = -10.2 :t: 1.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 20.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.06
NUVEL model rote = -8.8 mm/yr
o 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
0 ''''1'''''''''''1'''''''' I I "
0
0 , ,lllll , ,,, ,, ii ill/i,, ,11,, iI, , , ,11 , ,,l ,]J, , t, ,ii , , iI ,11, ,, ,,i i i}11111111 iii
I
Observed Rote = -1,5.5:1:2.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = ,.34.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.49
NUVEL model rote = -11.,:3 mm/yr
7.48




















Beseline length = 6857 kilometers Number of sessions = 11
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ..... ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ..... ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' .... ' " ' '
Observed Rote = 9.8 + 2.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.9 mm Reduced Chi squ0re = .86
























1985 1986 1987 1g88 198g 1990
' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' .... ' ' ' I ..... ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
Observed Rote = -12.1 + 5.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 26.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.59
NUVEL model rote = -17.9 mm/yr
0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990





Observed Rate = -13.7:1:7.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 38.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.86
NUVEL model rate = -18.1 mm/yr
7.49



















Baseline length = 789 kilometers Number of sessions = g
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
l ' 1 I " I ...... ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ; ' ' I ...... I I ' I I I I ' I T I ' I .... I ' ' l ' " " ' I
..... I ........... I , .......... I ........... I ........... I .......
Observed Rote = -3.5 + 3.g mm/yr Wrms of fit = 11.,3 mm Reduced Chi squore = 7.57

































1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
..... I ' ' ' ...... ' ' I ' ' ' ........ I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I .......
Observed Rote = 1.8 ± ,3.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 10.6 mm Reduced Chi squore = 6.56
NUVEL model rote = -.7 mm/yr
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
' ' ' ' ' I ........... I ........... 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ......... ' ' I .... ' ' '
+
.... , I , , , , , , , , , , , 1 , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , i i i i i i I , i , i , , , i , , i I i i , , , , ,
Observed Rote = 14.3. ± 20,3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 58.6 mm Reduced Chi squore = ,3.89
NUVEL model rote = .2 mm/yr
i
7.50




































Baseline length = 603 kilometers Number of sessions = 16
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
" ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' " ' ' .... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I .....
Observed Rote = -33.1 + 1.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.25
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 603048940.4 mm
Offset = 27.0 _+ 5.4 mm
o 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
0 ' ' ' ' ' I ........... I ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I .... ' ..... " I ' .... ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' '
• tT
÷ -I-
, , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , .... i i i i t L , i i i , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , ,
Observed Rote = 2.9 -t- 1.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.30
NUVEL model rate = -.5 mm//yr Offset = 73.1 _+ 5.0 mm
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
..... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ..... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' "
t
Observed Rate = -40.4 :t: 11.8. mm//yr Wrms of fit = 35.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.20
NUVEL model rote = 1.3 mm,/yr Offset = 140.8 __+ 34.8 mm
7.51


















Baseline length = 15 kilometers Number of sessions = ,5
1984. 1985 1986 1987 t 988
Observed Rate = -.1 ± .9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 3.0 mm Reduced Chi square = ,5.88



























1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
' ' ' " 1 .......... ' T ..... ' ' ' ' ' ' I ....... ' ' ' ' I ' .......... I ' ' ' ' ' '
__#
Observed Rote = .8 _t: .9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 3.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.24
NUVEL model rate = .0 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
• ' ' ' I ' _ ....... _ _ I ' ' ' ' ' _ _ ' ' ' ' t ' ' ' ' ' ' _ ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' _ ' ' _ ' ' ' I ......
t _f
Observed Rate = .5.7 ± 2.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.25
NUVEL model rate = .0 mm/yr
7.52




















Baseline length = 258 kilometers Number of sessions = 6
1982 1985 1984 1985 1g86 1987
Observed Rote = 2.2 4- 1.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.9 mm Reduced Chi squore = 3.52






















982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
'1 ....... t'i'l ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I .........
Observed Rote = -,6 + 1.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = ,.3.8 mm Reduced Chi square = .57





Observed Rote = ..3.3 4- 5.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 22.8 mm Reduced Chi square = .72
NUVEL model rote = -,2 mm/yr
7.55
















Baseline length = 11878 kilometers Number of sessions = 6
1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989
' ' ..... ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ..... I ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' I ' ......
. , , , , , , , , , I * , , , , , , , , , * I , , , , , , , , , , , I I , , , I J , i , * , } , , , I , , ,
Observed Rate = 8.8 + 19.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 31.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.05












0 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989
O .......... I ........... 1 ........... | ........... I .......
Observed Rate = -31.5 ± 8.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 10.9 rqm Reduced Chi square = .18
NUVEL model rote = -35.4 mm/yr
0










1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989





Observed Rate = 48.6 ± 51.3 mm/yr
NUVEL model rate = -2..3 mm/yr
Wrms of fit = 58.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.77
7.54



















8525 kilometers Number of sessions = 7
1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990
.......... '1'''''' ..... I ........ '''1'' ..... ''''1 ........ '''1'''''''''''1' .... ' ..... I''''' ...... I .........
J
,.,,...,,,.I,,,,,,,.,,,I,,,,,.,.,,,I,,,,,,,,,,.I,,,,. .... ,.I,,,,.....,,I..,,...,,..I,..,,,,..,,I,,,...,,,
Observed Rote = 28.6 ± 6.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 22.1 mm Reduced Chi squore = .76











1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990




I Observed Rate = 37.1 ± 7.2 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = -2.1 mm/yr





















Observed Rate = 33.5 -t- 16.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 61.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.03
NUVEL model rote = 17.8 mm/yr
7.55















B0seline length = 10815 kilometers Number of sessions = 28
1986 1987 1988 t 989 1990 1991
Observed Rote = 8.0 ± 3.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 33.7 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.18














,86 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
_t ........... I ........... I ........... 1 ........... I ...........
Observed Rote = -3.9 ± 5.,] mm/yr Wrms of fit = 45.6 mm Reduced Chi squ0re = 1.8,:1









1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
t
Observed Rote = 19.0 ± 8.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7,5.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.62
NUVEL model rate = -2.6 mm/yr
7.56
Vector baseline plots for HARTRAO-WESTFORD



















Number of sessions = 36
1988 1989 1990 1991
.I ........ ' • ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' I ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " | ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' I ..... ' ' ' ' ' '
Observed Rote = 13.9 :1:4.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 38.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.66
NUVEL model rote = 12.0 mm/yr Weighted moon length = 10658658461.1 mm
_0
I , , , I .... I i I
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
fl I . , , ....... I " ' ' ' " ' ' " " ' I , , , , , . ' .... I .... " ' ' " " " ' I " " ' " ' " " " ' "
E
E
Observed Rate = 4.9 -I-4.1 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = -28.1 mm/yr
Reduced Chi squore = 1.51
1991












986 1987 1988 1989 1990 199 t
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' .... ' ' ' " I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' .... "
,I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , • , , , , i I = , , , , , , , , , , I , , t , , l , , , , i I , , , , , , , , 1 , ,
Observed Rote = 33.1 :1:8.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 79.7 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.90
NUVEL model rote = 10.9 mm/yr
7.57












7832 kilometers Number of sessions = 29
! 987 1988 1989 1990 1991
....... ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ........ I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ...... ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' "
Observed Rate = -3.8 -I- 2.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 19.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.19












1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' l ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' .... ' ..... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
I , . . , • , . , l , , I . . . l . l . . , , , 1 . , , . , . , . . . 1 I , , , , . , . , . , . I , , . , , , , . , . .
Observed Rate = 26.5 :t: 3.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 24.2 mm Reduced Chl square = 1.18
NUVEL model rate = -1.0 mm/yr
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991









Observed Rote = 19.0 ± 7.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 65.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.89
NUVEL model rote = 1,5.7 mm/yr
7.58
Vector baseline plots for HATCREEK-HRAS 085
Baseline length = 1933 kilometers Number of sessions = 62





















....... 1 ........... I ........... I ........... I ..... , , , L , , I , , , , ....... I .... _1
observed Rote = 8.7 4- .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.33
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm/yr Weighted moon length = 19,33473665.9 mm
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989







Observed Rote = -5.6 4- .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.7 mm Reduced Chi squere = 1.32
NUVEL model rote = -5.1 mm/yr





Observed Rote = -4.2 4- 4.,3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 49.,,3 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.,:31



















Vector baseline plots for HATCREEK-KASHIMA
Baseline length = 7557 kilometers Number of sessions = 16
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
.......... I ........ ' " ' I ........... I ......... ' ' I ' ' ......... I ........... I "
-+
Observed Rate = -8.4 -1- 2.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 17.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.40






























1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' ' " " ..... ' ' I ....... " ' ' ' I ....... ' ' " ' I ........... I' ''' ' ' ' .... 1''' '" " ' ' " "' I'_
. • , i J , , , , , I , , , , , i , , i J , I , , , . , j j , , , , ! • I , , , , , , i , i I i , , , , . t t i i , I , , , , i i i i i i , I
Observed Rote = 7.3 4-7.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 41.5 mm Reduced Chi squore= 3.20
NUVEL model rote = -.1 mm/yr
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
........... I ...... ' ' ' ' ' I ........... I " ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ........ I ""
Observed Rote = 31.8 4-7.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 40.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.80
NUVEL model rote = 4.6 mm/yr
7.60














Baseline length = 4062 kilometers Number of sessions = 17
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
, , , • , , , • ! . , . • , , ' .... i ' ' • ' • ' ' , , . • i • ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' i • ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' i ' ' ' ' .... ,
Observed Rote = 5.5 + 1.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 1..]1






O 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990




















, . = • = = = I = , = = = , , , , . . I , , = , . . , , , , , i , , . , , , , . , . , I , , , , , , , . , , , I , , , , = , . , ,
Observed Rate = 65.2 -1- 2.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 16.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.70
NUVEL model rote = 73.6 mm/yr
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rote = 14.0 _ 6.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = .]7.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.08
NUVEL model rote = 13.8 mm/yr
7.81

















Baseline length = 729 kilometers Number of sessions = 139
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
+ +
,,,,,I,.,,,,,,,, ,I,,, .... ,,,,i,,,,, ..... ,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,, ,, ..... ,,I,,,,,,,, ,,,I,,, .... ,,,
Observed Rote = -.5 :t: .3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.31












0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
0 "'''''1'' .... '''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1 ..... ' ..... I ....... ''''1'' ........
Observed Rate = -4.6 :1:.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.36
NUVEL model rate = -1.7 mm/yr







Observed Rate = 1,2 + 1.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = ,:33,8 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.25
NUVEL model rote = .4 mm/yr
7.62















Baseline length = 987 kilometers Number of sessions = 24
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
...... I ........... I ........ '''1 ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ..........
Observed Rote = -28.4 + 1.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 1.3.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 4.2..3



















0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
0 ...... I ...... ' .... I ..... ' ..... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... ! ..........
, , , , , , I , ....... , , , I , , , , , , .... ,I,,,,, ij,i i11 ,,,,, ,,,, ,,I,,,,,,l,,,, I,,, ,,,,, ,,,I,,*,,,*J,J
Observed Rate = 11.2 ± 1.,3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 10.2 mm Reduced Chi square = ,3.11
NUVEL model rote = 9.9 mm/yr
0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990





Observed Rate = 6.8 ± 7.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 54.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.98
NUVEL model rote = -2.8 mm,/yr
7.63





















Boseline length = 484 kilometers Number of sessions = 38
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
• ' ' ' ' " ' I ' ' " ' ....... I"" ' " ' ' " ' ' " ' ' ] ........... I " ' ' " ....... I ' " ' .... ' ' "
+
, = . i = 0 • | , . . , , , , , , 0 , I , , , , , ° , , , , , | .... • , , I , , ° | , • , • , , , , , 0 ° ! , .... • i = = =
Observed Rote = -2.2 :1:.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.3 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.27





0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988














, , . , , , I , , , = , , , , , • , i , , . , , , . , , , . I , , , . • , , = = = = I i i = , = , = = = , , I ..... = = , = ,
Observed Rote = -3.6 :t: .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.3 mm Reduced Ch] squore = 2.40
NUMEL model rote = -1.1 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
L__ .....
, , , , , , • i , I , , = , = , , i , I , , , , , , , , = , , I , , , , , , , = i = , i , , , , , , i = , = ,'l • , , , , , , , ,
Observed Rote = 15.4 :1:4.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 44.1 mm Reduced Ch{ squore = 1.9.3
NUVEL model rote = .3 mm/yr
7.64
















Baseline length = 1416 kilometers Number of sessions = 22
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
'''''''l'''''''''''I''' ....... '1''' ...... ''1''''' ...... I''''''' .... I'''''' .... '1''''''''''
___J
Observed Rate = 5.9 :t: .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.62























0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
0 .' ...... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ..........
-- m ___m
Observed Rate = .3.3 :1:.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.2 mm Reduced Chi square = .71
NUVEL model rate = -`3.5 mm/yr





, , , , , , , I ..... ,,,11,1,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,1,,,,,,I,,,,,,,1,,,1,,,,1,, .... I,,,,,,J,,,ll,, J,,,,,,
Observed Rate = -6.4 4- 6.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5`3.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.41
NUVEL model rote = -.3.1 mm/yr
7.65













































Baseline length = 345 kilometers Number of sessions = 14
1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990
...... , ........... _........... , ........... _........... , ........... , ........... _........... _........... 1"' 1
Observed Rote = -16.1 + 1.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5+7 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.16
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm//yr Weighted moon length = 344991837.0 mm
Offset = 7.7 _+ 5.8 mm
0 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990
0 ' ..... I''' .... ''''1 ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I''''''' .... I''
+_L------+H
Observed Rote = 14.2 + 1.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.9 mm Reduced Chi squore = 3.52
NUVEL model rote = -.8 mm/yr Offset = -1.0 + 6.9 mm
1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 199(
i i I i . I i i + i , .... ,,1,,,,,, .... ,1,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,i,,, .... i , . i I i i i i i i i i i i i I I i i
Observed Rote = 24.4 -t- 13.2 mm//yr Wrms of fit = 42.4 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.57
NUVEL model rote = .9 mm//yr Offset = -13.4_+ 41.9 mm
7.66


















Baseline length = 327 kilometers Number of sessions = 16
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' " ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ..... " ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ..... ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ...... I ' ' ' " ' ..... " I "_
.......... I ........... I ........... I ........... I , , _ , , , ..... I , , , , , , , , , , , I
Observed Rote = -20.1 ± 1.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.63















1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' '' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ..... ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' '' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 '.
, , , , , , , , , , I .......... , I , , , , , , , , , , i I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , i , , i , , , , , I , , , , , , I , , , , I
Observed Rote = 25.3 ± 1.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.3,5
NUVEL model rote = ,:39.1 mm/yr
, , , , , , , I , , i , , I , , , , , , , , i , , , . , , I , , , i i , , , , , , , , , , , i i , J , , , , , , , , i i , , i , , , , , , , i
Observed Rote = -,:3.0 ± 1,3.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 62.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 2,76
NUVEL model rate = .2 mm/yr
7.67
Vector baseline plots for HATCREEK-QUINCY
Baseline length = 104 kilometers Number of sessions = 17





I" ...... I ........... I ........... t ........... I ........... I ........... I,,, ........ I .........
Observed Rote = -2.7 ± .6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.6 mm Reduced Chi square = .87
NUVEL model rate = .0 mm//yr Weighted mean length = 103712238.7 mm
1984
'''''1 ...... ' '''' I'' ......... I''' ...... '' I'
m o
I
Observed Rate = 1.4 + .8 mm/yr
NUVEL model rate = -.2 mm/yr
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
''''''''''1'''''''''''|'''''' ..... I'''''''''
, ,









O 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990





Observed Rate = 7.1 ± 7.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 45.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.18
NUVEL model rate = .1 mrn/yr
7.68




















Baseline length = 1007 kilometers Number of sessions = 8
1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5
,,,,,,,i,,,,,,",,,i .... ,,,,,,,i, ...... ,,,'1 ........... i''" ....... i''""I""1 ''''''' .... i ........... I,, ..... ,
_I_- 1
Observed Rate = 1t..:3 + 1.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.66
NUVEL model rate = .0 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 1007489468.2 mm
1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988,5 1989 1989,5 1990 1990.5




Observed Rate = .9 :t: 2.4 mm/yr Wrrns of fit = 8.9 mm
NUVEL model rote = -2.4 mm/yr

















1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5
''' .... t'' ........ '1 .... '''''''t''''''' '' ''1''''' ...... I ........... I ......... ''1'''''''''''1''''''' ''''1'''"''''
Observed Rate = 3.0 J: 8.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 28.9 mm Reduced Chi square = .77
NUVEL model rote = -2.2 mm/yr
7.69














Baseline length = 699 kilometers Number of sessions = 92
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
i .......... , ........... w ........... , ........... u ........... w ........... w''_I
,,,,, ,,,,,I ,,, ,,, ,,,,,I,,,, ,,, ,,,,I, ,,,,,, ,,,,I ..... ",,, ,,, I ......... ,,I,
Observed Rote = -.32.3 + .6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.84




















1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' I ........... I _ _ _ ...... ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 .... '' '''''1'''''''''''1'' t
7
÷
I , i J i i i i , , , I , , , ..... , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I ,
Observed Rote = 17,7 ± .6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.84
NUVEL model rote = 24.2 mm/yr
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990




• • , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I .... , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , .... I i J , i , , , , , , , I ,
Observed Rote = -4.7 ± 3.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = .38.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.83
NUVEL model rote = -1.0 mm/yr
7.70















Baseline length = 4033 kilometers Number of sessions = 32
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
.... '''1'''''''''''{''''''' .... l'''''''''''l'" .... '''''1 ....... ''''f'''''''''''l'''''' ....
Observed Rote = 7.0 + 1.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 12.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.72































Observed Rote = .4 + 1.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 14.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.60
NUVEL model rote = -10,2 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
'''''''|''''''_''''1 ''r'' ..... 'l'''r'''''''l .... '''''''1" .......... I '''1' ...... I '_'''' ....
11
Observed Rote = -15.8 __+4.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 29.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.14
NUVEL model rote = -11,0 mm/yr
7.71
















Baseline length = 1086 kilometers Number of sessions = t2
1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5
......... i ........... 1 ....... ,,,,1 ....... i .... i ........... t ........ ,,,I,,,,,, ..... i ........
Observed Rote = 10.6 _-1:3.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 11.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.52






















1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5
''''' .... 1' ....... '_"1''''''_''''1'''''''''''1 '' ..... ''''1 .......... 'I'''''''''''1''''''''
,, ...... ,1 , , , ,1, , , , , iI , , , , L, , .... I,,,,,,,,ll,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,i,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,I, ..... ,,
Observed Rate = -5.0 ± 2.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.6 mm Reduced Chl square = .99
NUVEL model rate = -2.7 mm/yr
0 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5




, ,,,,,, ,,1,,,,,,,,, , ,i,,,,,, ..... I,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,l,,l,,l,,l,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,lll,,,,,,
Observed Rate = 6.5 ± 17.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 53.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.08
NUVEL model rate = .4 mm/yr
7.72















Baseline length = 3136 kilometers Number of sessions = 36
1981 1982 1985 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
'_' '_''1_ f''_'_*'l_' '' ''_ '_1 ........ _''1 *'''_ ...... Irr'''*'''''l "''_ ....... I r'' ........ I" .......... I .... '_
ll+
f{ { ÷ +
Observed Rote = .2 ± .6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 10.0 mm Reduced Chi square = .95























198t 1982 1985 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
"'''"''1''"''''" 't"'"'"'''1''""'"''1 .... ,,,''.'1"'''" ',' '1"'''''''''1''''"'"''1""''' .... I'""'.
/ ill
,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,I,,, ,, ,,,,, ,I, ,,,,,,,,,,1, ,,,,, , ,,,,I,,,,, ,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,, ,I,,,,,,,,,,,ILI,, ,,,,1,,1,,, ,,,
Observed Rote = -7.2 _+2.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = .36.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.81
NUVEL model rote = -9.0 mm/yr
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
/ @__ -- __@ .... -t ll--
..... ,,,i ...... ,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,i,,,,1,,,,,,1,,,,,, ,,,,,i,,,,, ...... i,,,,,, ..... i,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,
Observed Rote = fO.6 ± 6.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 79.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.40
NUVEL model rate = 7.1 mm/yr
7.73








Baseline length = .3904 kilometers Number of sessions = 24
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
....... " I " ' ' ' " " ' ' ' " ' I ' ' ...... ' ' ' I ' ..... ' " " ' ' I ........... I ' ' " ..... " "
{ ÷f
2
........ I , * ......... I ........... I .......... , I , , = , , , , = . , , I .......... "
Observed Rote = .5 4-.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.8 mm Reduced Chi squore = 3.16










0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

















• . . , , • , , I , , , , • , , , , , . I , , , , , , , , , , , I , ...... , , • i | i .... . . = i i i I , . , , , . i a i i
Observed Rote = 3.3 4- 1.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 15.8 mm Reduced Chl square = 2.40
NUVEL model rote = -10.5 mm/yr
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989












, , , , , , , , I .... , , , , , , , t , , , , , , , , , , , ! , , , , , , , , , , , i , , , , , , , , , , , i , , , , , , , , , , 1
Observed Rate = 9.6 + 5.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 22.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.55
NUVEL model rate = 10.3 mm/yr
7.74













Baseline length = 84-5 kilometers Number of sessions = 5
1980 1980.5 1981 1981.5
I ' ' ' ' " ' " ' ' ' I ' " " " ' " ' ' ' ' ' | " " " " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' " • ' • " ' ' " " | ...... ' " ° "
Observed Rote = 1.5 + 2.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit --- 3.5 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.78














1980 1980.5 1981 1981.5
' " ' ........ I ..... " " " ' ' ' | " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I " ' ' " ' " ' " ' ' ' | " ' ' ' " " ' " ° '
!
I
• , = , , = , , , , , 1 , • , , , , , , • , = I , , = , , , . , , , , i , , , , , , , , , , , I . , , , , , . , , ,
Observed Rote = 15.2 4- 15.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 24.5 mm Reduced Chi square = .49















Observed Rote = -41.3 4- 38.5 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = 1.5 mm/yr
, , , .... , , , , | , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , 1 , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , ,
Wrms of fit = 66.,,3 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.81
7.75














Baseline length = 5600 kilometers Number of sessions = 40
1982 1984 1986 1988 1990
Observed Rate = 169 :1:.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 14.8 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.02









1982 1984 1986 1988 1990
- - -1'TT
Observed Rate = 6.5 + 2.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 3,5.2 mm Reduced Chi squ0re = 3.42
NUVEL model rate = -4.,3 mm/yr
















0 * , i i i ,
¢'4
t Observed Rote = 3.1 :1:4.0 mm/yr




' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' [ ' ' '
I I i i i i i i i i i l i I
fit = 68.4 rnm Reduced Chi squore = 1.06
7.76



















Baseline length = 392g kilometers Number of sessions = 29
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Observed Rate = 3.8 ± .7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.12
























1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
.' .... I _ ....... ''_1'_'_'''' '_1'_''_ '''' '_ I _''_ .... '''1 ''_ ........ I_''_'''''_'1 '''''_ .... _t ........... I _" .... .....
,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I ,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,|,,i .... ,,,,I ...... ,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,
Observed Rote = 7.1 ± 6.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 61.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.80
NUVEL model rote = -10.4 mm//yr
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
"''''1'''' ..... ''1'''''''''''1''''''' ''''1'''' '' '''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''' .... '''1'' ....... ''1 _'''''''''
,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,1 ....... ,,,,I .... ,,,,,,,I ...... ,,,,,I,,,,,,, .... I,,,,,,,,,,,l,,l,,,,,,,,I ,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,J,
Observed Rote = 19,4 ± 6.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 74.1 mm Reduced Chi square = .99
NUVEL model rote = 10.5 mm/yr
7.77

















Baseline length = 1 kilometers Number of sessions = 26
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
I,j_
,,,,,,,I,,,,, ll,,,,I,,, ....... ,l,,,,,,,,,,,l .... ,,,,,,,1,, ,,,,,,,l,l,,, ,, ,,,,,,l ,,,,,,,,,,,l ..... , i * i i"
Observed Rote = -.1 ± .2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 1.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.38


























1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
.'., .... ,I., ....... ,.'1,.,, ,,,.,,, I.,.,..,..., I, ,.,..,,... I , ..... '''"1""' .... '"1 ..... '''"'1"""""
t ] +I '
l
i, ..... __`_________|_____`_______________________________________`_____`_________________`___`_`_____
Observed Rote = .0 ± .3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 2.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.83
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm/yr
0 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989






-t ' t I '
,,,, ,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,i ....... ,,,lJ,,,, , ..... . i,,,,, ...... i,, ,,,,,,,,, i...,,,,,,, ,Ill,l,, I,,,,l. ........
Observed Rote = -.3 :1:.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit. = 5.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.00
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm//yr
7.78















Baseline length = 5997 kilometers Number of sessions = 6
1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5
' ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' I ' ' ' • ' ' ' ' ' • ' I ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' i ' • . ' ' '
• • • * , , • , , I • 0 • . • . • • • . • 1 • . • . • , • , • • • I . • , , • • , • • . , I , • , • , •
Observed Rate = 12.4 + 7.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 11.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.43












O 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5

















. , . , . , , , , I . . • , , , . . . , , ] , . , , , . . , . , , I , , , , • , . , . , . I . , , , , .
Observed Rote = 9.5 + 20,1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 28.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 10.69
NUVEL model rote = -7.5 mm/yr
1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5
' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • I .... ' •
Observed Rote = 39.9 + 19.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 29.4 mm Reduced Chi square = .90
NUVEL model rote = 1.4 mm/yr
7.79













B_seline length = 9028 kilometers Number of sessions = 26
1987.5 1988 1988.,5 1989 1989.5
..... I ' ' ' ........ I , ..... i , , , , t ....... ' ' ' ' I ' ' " ' .... ' ' ' 1 '
Observed Rote = 17.1 ± 18.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 60.8 mm Reduced Chi squore = 3.17


















1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5
.... ' I ' ' ' .... ' ' ' ' .I ' .... ' ..... I ' ' ' ' ....... I ' ' ' " ' ' .... ' I '.
, , , , , I i i , , , , .... , I , , , i i , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , l , , , 1 ,
Observed Rote = -25.7 -I- 11.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 35.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.94
NUVEL model rote = -5.2 mm/yr
1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5
i i i i i I ..... i I i i , i I ........... I _ , i , I J i I I , , I , , , , , , • , , , , I
Observed Rate = 16.9 :1:18.4 mm//yr Wrms of fit = 60.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.06
NUVEL model rote = 5.8 mm//yr
7.80
















Baseline length = 1313 kilometers Number of sessions = 134
1984 1985, 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
,,,,,,i,,,,'''''''1''' ....... ,i ........ '''1'''''''''',1 ........... i ........... i ..........
...... i ........... i,,,i ..... ,, i,,,, ,,, .... i ........... 1,,, ........ i ........... i ..........
Observed Rote = 5.7 ±.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.9 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.94























O t984 ,1985 1986 1987 t988 1989 1990
O .
Observed Rote = 1.7, 4-.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.7 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.94
NUVEL model rote = -3.7 mm/yr
o 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990




Observed Rote = 7.4 ± 1.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 25.1 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.31













Vector baseline plots for HRAS 085-MON PEAK
Baseline length = 1206 kilometers Number of sessions = 33
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
' ' ' I ........... I ........... 1 ........ ' ' ' I ' ' ' ...... ' ' I ' ' ' ' ....... I ........... I .... '
-
f
Observed Rote = 34.6 4-.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.11






















1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
.'''1 ........... I ........... I ......... ''1 ........ '''l ........... I ........... I ....
,I,,,,,., .... ltl,,,, ..... I,...,,,, Jilllli I/ ' ,,,, ..... ii.i,l,,,I,,J,,,,....I,,,l
Observed Rate = 14.4 ± 1.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.49
NUVEL model rate = 27.2 mm/yr
1985 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
_ ' ' I ......... ' ' I ........... I ...... ' .... I ....... ' ' ' ' I '' ' ' ' ' ' .... I ' ' ' ' ....... 1 " ' ' ' "
,,I..,.,,.,,, .I,,,L,,,,,,,I .,,,,. ,,,,,i,,ll ,., ,,,.i ,.,l,..i ,, ,i . , , .,,.,,,,i,,,,1
Observed Rote = 6.4 4- 5.8 mm/yr W'rms of fit = 4-6.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.11












Vector baseline plots for HRAS 085-NRAO 140
Baseline length = 2355 kilometers Number of sessions = 6
1981 .1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
.... ,,,,,i,,,''" .... i''" .... ,,,i,,,,,,,""1"" ...... '1'''" ...... i ...... ' .... i''" ....... i ...... ''''
Observed Rate = -.g + .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.66
NUVEL model rate = .0 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 2.354634006.0 mm
0 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988







0 I ,t I,, ,I I,
7
Observed Rote = -10.7 + 1.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.6 mm Reduced Chi square = .12
















I Observed Rote = -8.7 :I: 4.0 mm//yr Wrms of fit = 21.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = .37
NUVEL model rate = -5.4 mm/yr
7.8,.3














Baseline length = 7941 kilometers Number of sessions = 108
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
.' .... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ...... _'_T'I ........... I _' ......... I ........... I ........... 1 .....
..... I ........... I ....... *,A,I*,, ........ I ........... I ...... ]*,,,I ........... I ......... _,1 ........... I,,L,,
Observed Rote = 12.6 _-t:1.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 29.6 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.7.3


























1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 t988 1989
..... I ........... I ........... I ''_ ........ I _ ....... _1 ........ _''1 ........... I ......... '_1 ..... ' ..... I j'''
I
t
_,_ i_.: _ "t":" "_ _-_7_'_--._.-_. _._ .-_,_,___ _ __.
..... I...,, ...... I ...... ,,,,,1,. , ,,,..,..1,,,,,, ..... I,.I.....,,,1,,,., ...... I,...,,,,,,,I,,, ........ tliii
Observed Rate = -9.1 ± 1.,.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 20.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.86
NUVEL model rate = -16.0 mm/yr
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
Observed Rote = -6.0 _+ 2.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = `38.,3 mm Reduced Chi square = .52
NUVEL model rote = -.3.6 mm/yr
7.84
















Observed Rate = 7.6 4-..:3 mm/yr
NUVEL model rate = .0 mm/yr
Baseline length = 1508 kilometers Number of sessions = 73
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
i,,,,,,,,,i,,,,'" .... i,, ......... ! ...... , .... i,,,,,,,T'"v ''''', ..... i ...... ,",,i .... , ...... i,,,,,, ....
Wrms of fit = 7,6 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.71



























1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Observed Rate = -,5 4- 1.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 10.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 1...33
NUVEL model rate = -4.1 mm/yr
1981 1982 1985 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
t
Observed Rate = -2.5 _+ .3.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 46.g mm Reduced Chi square = 1.32
NUVEL model rate = 1.5 mm/yr
7 85

















Baseline length = 1060 kilometers Number of sessions = 20
1984 1985 1986 t 987 1g88 1989
j
, .... ..... ,--I--;
, , , , , , , I , , , , , , .... , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , . , , I , , , ....... A J i , , I , , , , , , , I , , J ,
Observed Rote = -.7 + 1.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.27





















0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
0 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' I ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' I ' ' ' '
.... . , i , . , , , , , , , . , I . , , . , . , .... I , , . . , . , , , , , i . , . , , , , . , . , i , . . , , , . i i i i I , i J i
Observed Rate = -5.0 J: 1.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8,5 mm Reduced Chi square -- 2.68
NUVEL model rate = -3.0 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
....... I ....... ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ..... I ........... I ......... ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' .... ' I " ' '
4
Observed Rate = -10.6 ± 7.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 50.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.20
NUVEL model rate = -1.1 mm/yr
7.86















Baseline length = 1850 kilometers Number of sessions = 14
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
Observed Rote = 8.2 + 2.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 15.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 4.98












0 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989




Observed Rote = -6.5 ._ 2.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 1.5.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.58
NUVEL model rQte = -4.9 mm/yr









, , i , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , i , , , , , , , , , , , i , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , ,
Observed Rote = -11.1 _+ 15.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 73.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.85
NUVEL model rote = 1.5 mm/yr
7.87
Vector baseline plots for HRAS 085-RICHMOND
2363 kilometers Number of sessions = 349
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
...... '''''1' .... _ .... I'''_''''''_t''T''_''I'''''''''''I '''_ ....... I '''''''1'''
Observed Rate = 1.8 + .3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.3 mm Reduced Chi squ0re = 1.51









1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
...... ' .... I ' '' ' ...... '1'''''''''''1''' ''''''''1 ..... ' T '' ' ' I ' ' '' ' ' ' ' ' ' '1' ' ........
+
I,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,1, ,,,, ,,,,,,l,,,,,,b,,,,l,, ,,,,, ,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,, ..... , ,
Observed Rete = -8.3 :_ ..3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.1 mm Reduced Chi squ0re = 1.19
NUVEL model rote = -7.6 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990














Observed Rote = -5.8 :t: 1.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 34.5 mm Reduced Chi square = .98
NUVEL model rate = -4.2 mm/yr
7.88

















Baseline length = 1188 kilometers Number of sessions = 6
1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989
' ...... i,''''' ..... i,,,,,,,,,,,i,, ........ ,i .... ' ....... i,,,,,,,,.,,i .........
...... ,I ........... I ........... l , ,;, ........ l ........... I ........... I .........
Observed Rote = .6 + 3.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7,8 mm Reduced Chi squ0re = 2.73



























1986,5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989
'''''''1''''' ...... I' ..... ' .... I''' ........ ! .... "' ..... l''''' .... ''l''''''''"
, , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , | , , , , , , , , , , , i , , , , , , , , , , , i , , , , , , , , , , , i I , , , i I , , , , , I , , , , , , , ,
Observed Rote = -1.5 4-,3.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.2 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.80
NUVEL model rote = -3.3 mm/yr
1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989
i i i i I i i i i , .... , , , , , I , , , ..... , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , i , , , , , , , , , , , I i i i i , i , , i , , i .... , ,, ,
Observed Rote = -7.1 4-24.9 mm//yr Wrms of fit = 53.3 mm Reduced Chi squore = 3.57
NUVEL model rote = -.3 mm/yr
7.89

















Baseline length = 1618 kilometers Number of sessions = 44
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
' ' 1 ' ' ' ' ' ...... ! ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' .... ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ....... 1 ' ' ' ' '
Observed Rate = ..36.4 ± .9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.83





















1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
.' ' I ........... I ' ' ' " ' ' ' .... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I .... ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' '.
, , i , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I * , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , t , , , ,
Observed Rate = 24.5 ± 1.1 mm/yr Wrms of f{t = 10.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.52
NUVEL model rate = 27.9 mm/yr





, , I , . i i , i i , , , , I ....... , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , t , , , , , , i i i , J I . J , ,
Observed Rate = 14.4 + 6.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 51.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.42
NUVEL model rate = 7.0 mm/yr
7.90
















Baseline length = 3135 kilometers Number of sessions = 5g7
1982 198.3 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
11.
Observed Rote = -1.4 ±.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 12.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.35































1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rote = -8.0 _+ ,2 mm,/yr Wrms of fit = 8.7 mm Reduced Chi squore = .94
NUVEL model rote = -9.0 mm/yr
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
'''''''1'' .... ' .... I'''' .... '''1 ........... I ........ "''1 ......... ''1 ........ [''1'''''''' '''1''_''''''''1 ' .... ' ....
,,,,,,,I,,,*,*,,,,, I,,,,, ,,,, ,, |,.,,, ,,,,,,I,, ,. ,,,,,,,I,,,,,,lllllll,, .... ,,. ,I.*,,,,,,,,, I, .,...,,,,,I .... ,,L,i
Observed Rote = -10.7 + .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = .33.1 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.04
NUVEL model rote = -7.1 mm/yr
7.gl
















Boseline length = 8418 kilometers Number of sessions = 415
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' " I ........... I ........ ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' '' ' .... 1 ....... ' ' ' ' I ' ' " ' " ' ' ' " " " I ..........
J
.h !
,.l._lm_.,_- " ,,._.'",. j,,-_.,,_-_, _u,_T=_,_.. ...... . " _,_,,t_t.,..__,:_:; .... _"'_"
T_ __- ,m .... =_Fn " , • _',1_-- ,,, T-'" .r --
Observed Rote = 14.0 + .7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 22.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.29
















984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
---i,ql_
Observed Rote = -12.8 + .4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 13.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.19
NUVEL model rote = -18.6 mm/yr
984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rote = -1.9 :_ .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 28.3 mm Reduced Chi squore = .44
NUVEL model rote = -3.8 mm/yr
7.92












Beseline length = 1003 kilometers Number of sessions = 18
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988







Observed Rote = 1.7 4- 1.8 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = .0 rnm/yr
, , I , , , , .... , , , I ........... I , , , .... , • , , I , , , , .... , , , I , , ........
Wrms of fit = 7.6 mrn Reduced Chi squore = 2.41












o 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
_;_'1 ........... I ........... 1 ........... I ........... I ..........
o
I
- r+- - t_r _ _ _i,._ _
, , I , i = • i , i J i i J | • , , • , .... , , I , , , , , , , , , , • , , , I , , ,
Observed Rote = -2.,5 + 2.1 rnm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.0 mrn Reduced Chi squore = 1.45













1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
,' • I ' .... ' ' " ' ' " I ' ' .... ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' " , , , , ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' " " ' " ' " ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " " '
, ---t+---It - .... t
l , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , • , , , , • l , i
Observed Rote = -1.6 ± 9.9 rnrn/yr Wrms of fit = 39.7 mrn Reduced Chi squore = 1.20
NUVEL model rote = 1.5 rnrn//yr
7.93

















Baseline length = 172 kilometers Number of sessions = 21
1984 1985 1986 1987 , 1988
Observed Rote = 6.4 4- 1.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.87

























1984 198,5 1986 1987 1988
...... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... 1 ' ' ._'_ .....
J
t
, , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , • I , , , , , , , , , , , I , ..... , , , , , I , , , i i i i I i i i } * i i i , .....
Observed Rote = 24,6 ± 1.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6,7 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.52
NUVEL model rote = 46.4 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
' ..... I ........... I ' ' ' " ' ' ..... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' I ' ' ' ' " ...... I ..... ' ' ' " '
I.
Observed Rate = 6,3 :t: 7.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 47.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.24
NUVEL model rote = -.4 mm/yr
7.94














Baseline length = 536 kilometers Number of sessions = 19
1983 1984 1985 1986 t987 1988
"'f .... '''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1 ......... ''1 ....... ''
Observed Rote = -11.4 4- 1.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 15.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 4.00
NUVEL model rote = -37.8 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 3..35941403.3 mm
1983 1984 ' 1985 1986 t987 1988






Observed Rate = 18.5 + 1.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.87








198.3 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
" ' ' I '''''' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' '''' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '''' I '''''' ' ' ' ' ' t ..... ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
., ..... ÷..... _,.....
, , , I , ..... , , , , , I , , , , , , , , i , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , 1 , , , , , , . , , , , I , , , , , , , , , ,
Observed Rote = 10.8 4- 8.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 65.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.,50
NUVEL model rate = .4 mm/yr
7.95




















Baseline length = 41 kilometers Number of sessions = 7
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
' " " ' " " " " ' ' • I " ' " ' ' ...... I " ' ' " " " " ' ' " ' I " ' " ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' I " ' " ' I , , , , , ,
, . . , . , , . . • I , • i i i • , • , . , I , ..... , . . , . I , . . , , .... i i | i i , i i i I , • i .
Observed Rote = -2.1 __+1.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.2 mm Reduced Chi square = .85

































1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
• " " ' " ' " ' ' ' " I ........... I ' .... ' " " 'J " I " ' ' ' " " " .... | " ..........
f
i i i , . , . . . . I I , , , , , , , . , , I , , . , , , . , • . , I • , . , , , . , , . , I . I , , , . . . , . ,
Observed Rote = 8.3 + 3.3 mrn/yr Wrms of fit = 9.9 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.53
NUVEL model rote = 45.1 mm/yr
1984 198,5 1986 1987 1988
' ' " " ' " " ' ' " ' I ' ' ' ' " ' ..... I " ' ' " " ' ..... I ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' " ' ' I ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' '
f
i i • i , I , , , • I , • , . , i i i , , , I i , , , , • ° , . ° , I , , • . , , • , , , , I , , , , I i i i i i i
Observed Rote = 12.5 :1:21.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 74.4 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.32
NUVEL model rote = -.2 mm/yr
7.96
















Baseline length = 172 kilometers Number of sessions = 6
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987
,,,, 1,,,,,,,,,,,I,, ,,,,,,,, ,I,, , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , * , I , , , , , , , , , * , I
Observed Rate = 5.4 + 2.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 3.4 mm Reduced Chi square = .55

























t984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987
, , , , , (,,,,,,,, , I , f , , , , I,,, , , , I,, i,, , , ,,t ,li, ,,,,,,,,, I,,,,,,,,,,, I , , , , , , , ,,,, I
Observed Rote = 5.5 :1:3.4 mm,/yr Wrms of fit --- 5.0 mm Reduced Chi square = .71
NUVEL model rote = 1,5 mm/yr
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987
''''''1''''''' ''' '1''''''''''"1'' ''''' .... I ' ' ' .... ' ' ' ' t ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ..... ' .... I
Observed Rote = -4.7 _ 46.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 75.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.74
NUVEL model rote = -1 ..3 mm/yr
7.97



















Baseline length = 228 kilometers Number of sessions = 18
1984 198,5 1986 1987 1988





, . . , I . . . , , . , . . , . 1 , . . . , , , i i i i I i i . L , J i , . . . I J , A . , . . , I . , I , ....... i i
Observed Rate = 8.5 + 1.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.8 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.47




























O 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
0 ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ......... ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ........ ' ' ' f * ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
f
F
• . I . I , . , , . , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , . , I . . . , ....... I , , . , , , , . i i i I i i i i i i i , , i
Observed Rote = 13.8 :t: 1.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.03
NUVEL model rate = 2.0 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
' ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' .... I .... ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' [ ' ' ' ..... '
, f
Observed Rate = 2.8 4- 19.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 92.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 4.13
NUVEL model rote = 1.6 mm/yr
7.98









Baseline length = 5709 kilometers Number of sessions = 64
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
L , , , , , 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I .... ' ...... I ........... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ........... 1 " ' ' ' ' '
Observed Rote = -63.7 -I- 1.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 12.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.25
NUVEL model rate = -69.6 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 5709360250.0 mm




Observed Rate = -9,8 :1:2.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 32.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.51
NUVEL model rate = -17.7 mm/yr
.-.oo










Observed Rote = -41.2 + 3.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 36.6 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.06
NUVEL model rote = -27,7 mm/yr
7.99













3936 kilometers Number of sessions = 16
1985.5 1986 1986.5 t987 1987.5 1988 1988.5
....... ''''1 ..... ''''''1''' ....... '1'''' ....... I''''''' .... I'' ......... I'''''''''''l ..... ''''''1'''
............ I ........ ,,,I .......... ,I ........... I ..... , ..... I ..... ,, .... I .... _,,,,,,I .... , ...... I,,,
Observed Rote = -69.7 + 2.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 13.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.79
NUVEL model rote = -79.5 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 39.36330635.1 mm
1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5









Observed Rote = 37.4 ±5.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 28.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.61














1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5
'''' ....... I ..... ''''''1'' ..... ''''1 ..... ''''''1 ...... '''''1' .... ' .... '1'''''''''''1 .... '''''''1'''
Observed Rote = -14.9 ± 6.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 35.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.01
NUVEL model rote = -14.8 mm/yr
7.100

















8092 kilometers Number of sessions = 54
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
t t 't ' Tft
Observed Rate = -6.5 4- 1.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 17.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.01
NUVEL model rate = .0 mm/yr Weighted meen length = 8091824110.9 mm


















Observed Rate = 7.4 4- 5.2 mm/yr Wrms af fit = 41.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.60













184 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
L_._._=-
{ +
Observed Ra_e = -22.7 + 3.5 mm,/yr Wrms af fit = 45.6 turn Reduced Chl square = 2.05
NUVEL model rote = -,5.8 mm//yr
7.101



















B0seline length = 7970 kilometers Number of sessions = 6
1985.5 1986 t986.5 1987 19B7.5 1988 1988.5
''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1 .... '''''''1 .... '''''''1'''' ....... I ...... ''"
--+
Observed Rote = -25.1 -1- 10.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 28.6 mm Reduced Chi squore = 4.62




















985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 t988.5
''1 ...... '''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1 ''''1 .....
,1, illll, i,llJl,,l, ,1,,, ,11t i1,1 Ii Ii t11,1111 1, Ii iiii1,,, t, 1,,1,, ,,,,,1,, ,t,ll ,1111 1
Observed Rote = 16.7 :t: 20.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.:3.t mm Reduced Chi squore = 3.15







1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5
"'1 ........ J''l ...... ' .... I' .......... _'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1' ....... ''
. I + t . , , . , . . , , I ..... ,1.,..I,,, ,,, .i.,11,.,, ,. ,.ll,l,,,,,,t,.i ,lll.,,,,.,,,l,.,.,,,,l
Observed Rote = -11.0 _-I: 10.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 26.1 mm Reduced Chi squore = .81
NUVEL model rote = -26.9 mm/yr
7.102












Baseline length = 10280 kilometers Number of sessions = 28
1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990
' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ...... I ' ' .... ' ' ' ' ' I ' .... ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' .... ' .... " 1 ........ ' ' ' I .... '
,.L
Observed Rote = 8.3 ± 7.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = .:36.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.43
























1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990
' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' .... ' ' ' I ........... I ....... ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ....... I ....
, , , , , I , ........ , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , i , , , , , , , I , • , L
Observed Rate = 3.1 4- 11.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 51.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.51
NUVEL model rate = -9.7 mm/yr
1987,5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990
' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' .... ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ..... I ' ' ' .... ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' i , , , , i I ' ' ' v , , , , , , , I ' ' ' '
Observed Rote = -47.2 ± 13.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 66.8 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.30
NUVEL model rote = -13.2 mm,/yr
7.103



















Baseline length = 1876 kilometers Number of sessions = 14
1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5
, , .... , i ........... i ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' i ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' , , ' i .... , .... , , i •
_+ ]L
+
Observed Rote = -30.1 + 4.4- mm/yr Wrms of fit = 11.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 5.,:31








0 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5
0 ....... I ........... I ..... , ..... I ........... I ........... ! , .
0
0
/ Observed Rote = -15.6 + 3.0 mm/yr














, , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , * , , I • , , , , , .... i I I
Wrms of fit = 7.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.,31
o 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5





i l i , , , l , , , , , . . . , . , I , . • . . , . . , . . I , . . , , , , , , . , I , .... . . I i i , ] .
Observed Rate = 6.8 + 11.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 28.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 2,,34
NUVEL model rote = -,3.2 mm/yr
7.104

















Baseline length = 55 kilometers Number of sessions = 7
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
...... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ..... ' ' ' ' ' ' I ...... ' ' ' ' ' I ...... ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' .... ' '
, , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , '_ , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , ....
Observed Rote = -4.0 4- 1.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.9 mm Reduced Chi square = .44



























1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
...... I ' ' ' ' ' i , , , , , I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' " ' ' ..... I ' ' ' ' ' ' • '
}----t ..... 4
Observed Rote = -1.1 4- 1.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.1 mm Reduced Chi squore = ,,39
NUVEL model rote = .1 mm/yr
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
+ I
• , , , , , t , , , , , , , , , , , i , , , , I = , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , i , , , , .... ,
Observed Rote = 22.7 4- 17.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 52.5 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.49
NUVEL model rote = -.1 mm/yr
7.105











Baseline length = 7914. kilometers Number of sessions = 27
1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990
''''1''''''' .... I .... '''''''1 .... ' .... ''1'''''''''''1 .... '' ..... I .... '''''''1''''''' .... I'' '''''' '''1'''''''''''1''
,,,,I .... , ...... I,,,,,,,,,,,I.,.,.,,,.,. 1,, ..... ,,..I ........... I ....... ,,,,I, ...... .,.,I.,,,,,.,,..I ........... I_=
Observed Rate = -34.5 -1-3.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 22.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.43
NUVEL model rote = -36.6 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 7913888166.8 mm
i
1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990
(_0 ''''I'''*'''''''I'''''''''' 'I'''''''''''I''''''''''' I ....... ''''I'' ..... ''''I''' ..... '''I ........ '''I ....... ''''I'"
' i i
LI,I .... ,,,,,,,I,, I ,,,,,,, ,,,,,,, ,., ,,.I , ,,,,.,I,.,,,,, ,l,l,,,,,,. , ,,, .........
C'I
I
Observed Rote = -6.3 -I- 5.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 41.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.53












1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990
I .... I ........... I ....... ''''1'' .... _''''1 ...... '''''1'''''' ..... I'' .... '''''1 ........... I'' ..... ''''1'' ..... ''''l v"
ii/l/,,,,,,,,,,l .......... ,I,,,/,,.,/,,I ..... , .... ,1,,,,,,1,.,,1,,,, ....... I,i ..... .,,,t ........... I,,/.,,,,,,.1,
Observed Rote = -40.7 ± 5.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 43.2 mm Reduced Chl square = 1.94
NUVEL model rote = -.31.7 mm/yr
7.108














Baseline length --- 9502 kilometers Number of sessions = 8
985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990
''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1''''" ...... I'''''''''''1 .......... 'I''' ..... '''1'''''''''''1 ....... ''''




,I,,, I ....... I ..... iiiil,ll ..... i,,,,1,. ,,.. ,,,,tl,,,,l,..,*, I,,,,,l,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,.,l, .... *.,*,,l,**l,,,,,.,
Observed Rate = 4.5 ± 5.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 22.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.33
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 9502316545.8 mm
0 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990















Observed Rote = 7.6 -I- 10.5 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = -2.8 mm/yr








1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990
.''1'''''''''''1' ........ ''1'''''''''''1'''' ..... ''1'' ....... ''1''' .... ''''1''''''' .... I ..... ''''''1'''''''''''
I ...... ,,,,,1,,,,, ,,,,,,I,,,,,, .... ,1,,,.,,,,,,.1,,,,, ..... ,IIA, ....... ,1 ,,,,,.,,, ,,I,,, ,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,, .....
Observed Rote = -42.1 + 10.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 39.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.67
NUVEL model rote = -18,7 mm/yr
7.107
















Baseline length = 8476 kilometers Number of sessions = 12
198,5 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
.... i ....... ' ' ' ' i • , ...... , , , i ' .... , , , , , , I ' ' • ' , , ..... i , , , , , , , , , , , 1 ....
{ f L
, , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , l , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I ....... , , , , I * , , ,
Observed Rote = -17.6 ± 4.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 27.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.76















0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
0 ' ' ' ' I ' .......... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' " ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I .... :("4
Observed Rote = 5.7 :1:5.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 31.4 turn Reduced Chi square = 1.50






0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990






Observed Rote = -37.4 4-5.2 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = -29..3 mm/yr
• , , , i , , , , , , , , , • , I , , , , , , , , , , , i , , , , , , , , , , , I , , I , , , , , , , , I , . , , , , , , , , , j i i L A
Wrms of fit = 32.4 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.1.3
7.108
Vector bosel[ne plots for KAUAI -KWAJAL26
Observed Rote = 1.8 :t: 2.7 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm/yr
Wrms of fit = 16.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.48
Weighted mean length = 3725196317.1 mm
1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5



















Observed Rote -- 3.4 , :t: 4.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 23.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.91
NUVEL model rote = 6.3 mm/yr
O1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5







Observed Rote = 37.1 -I-8.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 48.9 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.64
NUVEL model rote = 28.5 mm/yr
7.109












Baseline length = 4304 kilomete_ Number of sessions = 44
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
"'''''1''' ....... "l'''''''''''l'''''''_'''l'''''''''''l''''''T''''l "''' ....
f- 1
..... I'''''''''''ll''''l''ll'll''''" .... II" IIIIII1111| 11 111 Ill l''I ...... ' "
Observed Rate = 18.9 :1:.8 mm//yr Wrms of fit = 8.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.48

















1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
,''''' ' I''''''''''' I'''''''''''1'''''''''''1 ' " ......... I ' " " ' " " " " " " " I " ..... ' "
r-,,,,,,l,,,,,,,, ,,, l, i,,, i,,,,,|,,, , , ,,, ,, , i, i,, i .,,,,11 .1 ,,,,,,,, ,l , t, i i| i I
Observed Rate = 59.0 + 1.8 mm//yr Wrms of fit = 18.5 mm Reduced Chi squ0re = 1.44
NUVEL model rote = 69.7 mm/yr
0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
0 • ,





,, ,,,,1,,, ,,,,,,,, 1,,,,,,,,,, , I , , , , , , ..... I , , , .... , , , i I fill i i,ii fill ii, ILi
Observed Rote = -19.5 + ,.3.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 40.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.04
NUVEL model rote = -17,3 mm/yr
7.110

















Baseline length = 7453 kilometers Number of sessions = 52
1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
, • • , i • , , , , , ..... i • • , , , , , , • • . i . , ......... i • . . , • , . , ,', • i • , • , , • • , . , , i.
÷t , .....
, • • I , , , • . . , . , , • I , . , • . , • . , , , | , , • . • , , . , , . 1 . , . , , , = • , , , 1 .... , • . • , • . I
Observed Rate = 25.0 :1:7.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 22.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.12


































1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
' ' ' ' t ..... " ' ' ' " " I ' ' " ' ' ' ' " '" ' " I ' ' ......... I .... " ' ' " " ' ' I " " ' .... ' ' ' " I
. . , , I . , , , , , , , , i , I i , , , = i • = , i = I = i = = i • = • i • • I , • .... • , , . = I , • ..... , , • • I
Observed Rote = 43,9 -I- 8.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 26,6 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.48
NUVEL model rote = 54.1 mm/yr
1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
• ' ' ' I " ' " ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' .... ' " ' I ' • ' ' ' ' " ' " • ' I ' " ' " ' " " ' ' ' • I ' ' " ........ I
T I
i i i I , , i i = i , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , • .... , , , , , I , , , | • , , , , , ,
Observed Rote = -38.2:1:15.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 48.3 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.61
NUVEL model rote = -33.0 mm/yr
7.111














Baseline length = 7310 kilometers Number of sessions = 13
1988.5 1989 1989,5 1990 1990.5 199
+
--------LL
Observed Rate = -82.4 ± 7.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 20,2 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.77




















O 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
O ...... I ' ' ' ' ....... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' i , I ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " I ........... I ' ......... ' I '.
04
, , i , , I I , I , i i . i i I i i I i i . , , . . , . . , 1 i i i i i i , . , , . 1 . . , .... , . . . I . . . i .... . . . I i
Observed Rate = -18.0 ± 10.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 27,3 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.64
NUVEL model rate = -22,5 mm/yr





. , , , , . I , , , , ....... I .......... , I , , , I , , , , . , , I . , . , . . . . . , . I , , , , . • , , , , , I j
Observed Rate = 38.6 ± 16.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 42.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.03
NUVEL model rote = 29.0 mm/yr
7.112



















Baseline length = 3973 kilometers Number of sessions = 32
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
÷ +
÷+E + ÷ +
.... ++ T-- +
, , .... I ....... . , I , | , , , , , . , . , , , I . i . I . , . .... I , , , . , , , , , , , [ . , . . , . . . . . , I
Observed Rote = 2.2 + 1.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 14.8 mm Reduced Chi squore = 4.43














1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
.... ' ' I ' ' ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' .... ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ..... ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ',
, , , . . I . , , , ...... , I , i , . , . I , . , , I , , , . , , , , , , , I . ........ , , i , , , , , , , , . , , I
Observed Rote = 26.4 :1:2.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 19.8 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.88
NUVEL model rote = 27.2 mm//yr
0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990












, , , , , , I , , , .... i i i i I i , , , , , , , , , , i , , , , i I i , I i , I i i i i i i i , , , i I , , , , , , I , , , , I ,
Observed Rote = -23.9 __+3.7 mm//yr Wrms of fit = .31,6 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1..34
NUVEL model rote = -2.5.3 mm//yr
7.113















3574 kilometers Number of sessions = 10
1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5
.f'''' ....... I'''' ....... f ........... 1 ..... ''''''1'' ...... '''1' .......... I'
I .... , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I ....... A i I i I i
Observed Rote = -1.4 -I-3.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.2 mm Reduced Chi square --- .89














1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5
,I ' ' " ' ....... 1 ' ' " ' ....... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ..... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ...... I '
Observed Rate = -5.7 :1:,3.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.0 mm Reduced Chi square = .89















1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5
.I ...... '''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1 ...... '''''1'''''' ..... I'''''''''''|'.
I
Observed Rote = 5.6 -F 8.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 25.7 mm Reduced Chi squ{]re = .57
NUVEL model rote = 1.5 mm/yr
7.114
Vector baseline plots for KWAJAL26-MOJAVE12
Baseline length = 7577 kilometers Number of sessions = 17
01984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5







Observed Rote = 14.9 4-5.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 24.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.05
NUVEL model rote = 22.0 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 7576938620.0 mm
1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5













Observed Rote = 59.8 ± 7.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 38.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.56
NUVEL model rate = 74.8 mm/yr















Observed Rote = -45.6 ± 13.5 rnm/yr Wrms of fit = 67.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.20
NUVEL model rote = -.31.5 mm/yr
7.115
Vector baseline plots for KWAJAL26-VNDNBERG
Baseline length = 7298 kilometers Number of sessions = 12
01984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5












I,,,,,, .... ,1,, ...... ll,l,,,, ....... IL,,,,,,,,,,
Observed Rote = -1.2 ± 9.8 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm/yr
I,l,,, ,,,,,,I,,,jl,,,,,,I ..... J,,,,,I,, ,,,i,, ,,,I,,
Wrms of fit = 31.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.84
Weighted mean length = 7298104575.1 mm
01984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5







1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5
'l ........... 1' .... ''''_._.1_- ........ I'''
----t
! .......... ,I,,,,,,,,,,ll,,,,,,, .... I,,,,,,,,,,,I .... J,,,,, ,I, , ...... ,,,I,,,, ..... ,,I,,,,,,, .... I,
Observed Rote = 18.4 + 15.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 44.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.29
















1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5
_1 .... ' ...... f ........... I'''' ....... I ........... I'' ......... I .......... '1'''' ....... I ........... I ''_
----m
I ....... ,,, ,I ...... Ll,i ,I, , ,,, ,,, it, I, ,,, , , ,, , ,, Ii , , ,,,, , ,I, ,,, ,, ..... ll,, ,,, ..... I ,, L,, ,, .... I i,
Observed Rote = -45.6 ± 20.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 61.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.03
NUVEL model rote = -46.9 mm/yr
7.118















Baseline length = 144.3 kilometers Number of sessions = 22
1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5
........... 1 ........ _ ' ' I ........... I ........... ! " ' + ' '
+ t
+ +
, , , , , , , , , , , I , , + + + , , , i , , J , + i , J , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , ,
Observed Rote = -3.4 -t- 5.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 15.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.68















1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5
, , , , , , r , , , , j , , , , , • , , , , , l , , , , , , , .... ' ! ', ,' , • , , , , , , , | ....
+
,+ ,L,__+_+_+,tit
Observed Rote = -10.7 _-I: 2.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 10.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.37
NUVEL model rote = -4.5 rnm/yr
i
1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5











++ ++ + +-i +--++ '++"++
÷
, , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , + . , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , + , I , , , i +
Observed Rate = 28.8 ± 15.,:3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 46.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.80
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm/yr
7.117



















Baseline length = 676 kilometers Number of sessions = 9
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
' _ ' ' _ ' I ' ' ' ..... ' ' ' I _ ' ' _ ...... _ I ' ' _ ..... '_'1_'' '_ ''_' ''I'''''_T .... I .... _ ' ' ' ' ' ' I _ ' ' _ "
+
....... I ........... I ........... I ......... Lll* ....... *,, I, A, A, , ,, , , , I, , , ........ I .....
Observed Rote = .8 ± 2.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 16.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 10.59




















O 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
O
+-
Observed Rate = 2.0 + 3.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 12.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 4.52
NUVEL model rate = -1.8 mm/yr
O 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989







Observed Rote = -7.8 ± 11.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = ,53.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 4.04
NUVEL model rate = -.9 mm/yr
7.118
















Baseline length =, 1429 kilometers Number of sessions = 11
1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
' .... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ..... ' ..... | ........... I ........... I
L __ 4-
Observed Rote = -2.1 :}: 1.6 mrn/yr Wrms of fit = 4,9 mm Reduced Chi squore= 4.25






















1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
Observed Rote = -1.1 :_ 2.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.6 mm Reduced Chi squore= ,3.93
NUVEL model rote = -2.,3 mm/yr





L i I I I , , , , , .... ,, I,,, ,,,,,,,,(iL.llllllllll,,,,,,,L,*ll,,,,ll,,,,, I,,,,,,,, ,,,I,,,,,,,, ,,,I
Observed Rote = 1.1 ._4:7.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 20.6 mm Reduced Chi squore= 4.09
NUVEL model rote = 3.3 mm/yr
7.119















Baseline length = 522 kilometers Number of sessions = 19
1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
...... '1 ....... ''''l_['''''''''l '''_'' ..... I' ...... ''''l'''''''''''l'''''''r'''l ''' ..... '''1]
_- _ _ _-_,- ,-,._ _._ -,_
........ 1 ........... ! ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I_tJ*,,,,,,,I
Observed Rote = -2.6 + .7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 2.9 mm Reduced Chi squore= 1.70





















0 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991





Observed Rote = -1.0 :1:1.1 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = -.7 mm/yr
_w T _r. __ __
Wrms of fit = ..t.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.73
1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 t990 1990.5 1991
...... I ........... I ..... ' ..... I'''''''''''f'''''''''''l ''''_ ..... 'l'''''''''''l'''I ..... ''1'
0 .
0
. * . .. , . J ........... I,,,...,.,,,I...,,.,,,..l,,,...,,..,I,.,.,,.,,,,I,,,.,.,.,,.I,,.Ijj.jl..J
zZ')
I
Observed Rote = 7.0 :1:4.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 18.8 mm Reduced Chi squore= 3.08
NUVEL model rote = 1.5 mm/yr
7.120










Baseline length = 274 kilometers Number of sessions = 36
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
, ..... i .... , ...... i,, ..... ''''1''''' ...... i ..... ,, .... i ....... ,,,,i ....... ,,,,i,,,,,,,,,
Observed Rote = -21.9 & .9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.6 mm Reduced Chi squore = 3.7.:3




















0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990





Observed Rate = 23.7 + .9 mm/yr
NUVEL model rate = 24.1 mm/yr
Wrms of fit = 7.8 mm Reduced Chi squore = 5.21







Observed Rate = -1.1 :t: 4.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 44.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.62
NUVEL model rote = -.7 mm/yr
7.121

















Baseline length = 8021 kilometers Number of sessions = 39
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
Observed Rote = 7.5 :1:1.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 20.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = 3.25


























1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I ...... l'll'l'''l'lllllllll,,'''''',lll,llllll,"
Observed Rote = -3.6 + 2.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 18.2 mm Reduced Chi squore = 3.50
NLIVEL model rote = -17,9 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
Observed Rote = -11.5 _+ 2.7 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = -9.3 mm/yr
, ,1, ,,lllllllil iii I ill ii Illlllllll,ll ,111 I III II I11},, Ill 1, III11111111 ,1 I I1_111111 iii11
Wrms of fit = 25.3 mm Reduced Chi squore = .94
7.122
















Baseline length = 245 kilometers Number of sessions = 80
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' .... ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' t ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ......
[,-- ;+ ......
, I , , , , , , , , , I , , _ , , l , , , I , ...... I ......... I ,
Observed Rate = 2.1 + .4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.39
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 245276'453.5 mm
0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988








Observed Rote = -1.8 _,+ .5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.3 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2,60















___ J E __ - -ri-- -
, • , , , , i , , , , , , i , , , , I , , , , , J , , , , , i , , , , , .... , , i , , , ...... , , i , i i i i I , I , ,
Observed Rote = 2.2 ± 2.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 26.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.00
NUVEL model rote = -.2 mm/yr














Baseline length = 131 kilometers Number of sessions = 9
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
.......... I ........... I .... ' ...... I''' ........ I'''''' ..... I ..... ' ..... I ........... I ..... ''''''1 ''''''' ''' '1'' ''.
,,,,, .... I,, ..... ,,.,I,,,, ....... I.,,,,,, ,.,,I,, ,,,,,,, ,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I , ...... ,,,,I., .... le,,,lll .... ,..,111.,
Observed Rate = 1.7 4- 1.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.19





























O 1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 t986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
0 ....... "''1''' .... ''''1'''' ...... '1 ........... l ...... ' .... I ........... I''''r ...... I''' .... ''''1 ....... ''''1 "'T'
Observed Rote = 16.7 4-.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 2.7 mm Reduced Chi square = .40
NUVEL model rote --- -.3 mm/yr
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
'''''' .... I ....... ''''1 ........... I'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''' ..... l' .... '' .... I''''' ''''''1'''''''''''1'''' t
__
,,,,i,J,,I, ..... , .... I ........... l,,,,,, .... ,I .......... ,I,,,i, ..... AI ....... ,,,,I ........ ,,,I ........... I,,|
Observed Rote = 17.0 + 9.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 38.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 1,06
NUVEL model rote = .4 mm/yr
7.124






















Observed Rote = 3.1
NUVEL model rate = .0 mm/yr
810 kilometers Number of sessions = 27
1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
, , , , , , , , , , | ', , • • .... , , , | .... , .... , , | ....... , , , ,
,k
=t, , + ++ $ , ,
I I , I
:1:1.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = .3.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = 5.77





















1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
• " " " " " ' ' " I " ' " " ' " ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' "' ' I ' " " " ' ..... " 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' " " ' ' "
+ +
_ + +,+ + +
- _+.... _ ........ ........
I I I
Observed Rote = 6.8 :E 1.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 3.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.69
NUVEL model rote = -2.2 mm/yr
0 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991




, , l , , , , , I , , l , , , , , • , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , • , , , , I , , , , • , , l , , , I
Observed Rote = 8.7 ± 5.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 11.8 mm Reduced Chi squore = .3.41
NUVEL model rote = -1.5 mm/yr
7.125

















Baseline length = 195 kilometers Number of sessions = 21
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
''1'''''''''''1' .... ''''''1'''''"'''''1'''''''''1'1'''''''''''1 '''''' .... '1'
-- 4
Observed Rate = -11.6 4- .g mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.0 mm Reduced Chi square -- 1.24

































Observed Rote = 10.7 4- .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.46
NUVEL model rate = 21.5 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
' ' I ' r ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' _ I ' ' " _ ' ' .... '_ I ....... ''''1' ''''''''''1'''''''''''1 '''' '''''''1 ' ".
:'.ll'll'l_llllll''l''lllll|ll l_ll' ''Ill' .... al I l • I , l , , I .... i i l i I i i i I I i i I i i i I l
Observed Rate = 1.7 ± 6,9 mm/yr Wrms of fit -- 42.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.40
NUVEL model rote = -.5 mm/yr
7.126


















Baseline length = 1196 kilometers Number of sessions = 21
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rote = -.8 ± .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.5 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.60




















0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
, , ..... , I .......... , I i , , , , I i , , , , I , , I , , I , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , i I , , , , , , , , , ,
Observed Rote = 6.4 4-.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.3 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.46
NUVEL model rote = -3.1 mm,/yr
0 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990




Observed Rate = -1 t.0 + 4.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 35,g mm Reduced Chi squore = 1,22
NUVEL model rote = -3.2 mm/yr
7.127









































Baseline length = 569 kilometers Number of sessions = 20
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
.''''1 ..... ' ..... I''''' ...... I'''''' .... '1 ...... ' .... I''''''" .... I ........... ["
.... I ........... I ........... I ......... ,,I,,,. ,,,,,,,I,,,,,, ,,,,,I ........ , , , J ,
Observed Rote = 21.7 -1- 1.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.78
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 568654978.3 mm
Offset = -8.2 ± 5.8 mm
0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
0 .... I ...... '''''I''''' ...... I ....... ''''I ...... ' .... I ..... ' .... 'I ..... ''''''l"
, , , , I , , , , , , , • • , , I • , , , • , , , • . , I • , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , . , , • , , , , • I ....... I I I I I I
Observed Rote = 6.8 + 1.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.50
NUVEL model rate = -1.4 mm/yr Offset = -2.4 _ 4.9 mm







Observed Rote = .1 ± 8.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 37.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.28
NUVEL model rote = +4 mm/yr Offset --- 41.7 ._+ 28.4 mm
7.128














Baseline length = 621 kilometers Number of sessions = 18
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990




, ,. I,,,,,1, ,.,,|,.l, ,I,.,,. I,III I.... ,,I,.., .,,,.,, I,,L, ,, ..... I , , , , . . , . . , . I
observed Rate = 29.3 :_ 1.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.8 mm Reduced Chl square = 1.38
NUVEL model rate = 4-2.3 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 621424848.9 mm












I Observed Rote = 12.5 -Jr .8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.9 mm Reduced Chi square = .74

















t.......t t i÷ T
Observed Rate = ,3.4 + 3.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 19.6 mm Reduced Chi square -- .`32
NUVEL model rote = 2.4 mm//yr
7.129



















Boseline length = 224 kilometers Number of sessions = 9




Observed Rote = -3.1 + 1.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.1 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.18





























1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990




















, | , , , , , , , , , , , t , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I ,
Observed Rote = 30.0 4-.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 3.5 mm Reduced Chi square --- .61
NUVEL model rote = 46.1 mm/yr
984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rote = 7.6 4- 6.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 23.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = .43
NUVEL model rote = .4 mm/yr
7.150

















Baseline length = 627 kilometers Number of sessions = 20
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
...... I ......... ''1 ........... I''''' ...... I'''''''''''1''''' ...... I ...... ' .... I ..........
+} +--t , I +
______i___________i_______`_____________`_____________i___`_______i`______`_________`___
Observed Rote = 2.2 4- 1.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.91


























1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
''''''1' ....... '''1' ..... ''"''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''' ..... 1
1
f
Observed Rate = -6.1 4- .9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6,6 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.02
NUVEL model rote = -1.5 mm/yr






Observed Rate = -3.7 + 6.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 39.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.75
NUVEL model rate = -..3 mm/yr
7.131















3595 kilometers Number of sessions = 124
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
........... 1'''' ....... I'''' ....... I ..... ' ..... I ........... I ........ '''1 .... '''''''1/
Observed Rate = 3.9 :t: 1.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.12















1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
"'' ........ I''' ..... '''1'''' ....... I ........... I ........ '''1 ........... I .... ' ......
1 1 A I , , , , , I , .... , , , , , , I , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , . . !
Observed Rote -- -5.5 ± .9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.4 mm Reduced Chi square = .68
NUVEL model rote = -11.0 mm/yr
01984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
o





0 ,,,,,,I ..... Ill I I
1
Observed Rote = -17.2 ± 4.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 25.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.75
NUVEL model rote = -6.3 mm/yr
7.132



















Baseline length = 220 kilometers Number of sessions = 10
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 199(
.... I'''''1'''''1 ''' ........ I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ..... _ ..... I ...... ' .... 1 ' _ ' ' ...... 'I'
m m m
Observed Rote = 11.6 4- 1.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.70





































i J i i I .......... ii1,,,, ...... I , , , , ...... ,I,,, ,,, ,,,,,I,,,, ,,J,,,,I ,,, ,,,,,,,,I,
Observed Rate = 24.9 _4:1..3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.3 mm Reduced Chi square = .98
NUVEL model rote = 46.7 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
.... I'' ...... '''l"'l'"''''''l'''''''''''l'''''''''''l''''''_''''l '''''' ..... I'
......... L___{
f
Observed Rote = -6...5 + 8.3 mm//yr Wrms of fit = 37.0 mm Reduced Chi square = .82
NUVEL model rate = .7 mm/yr
7.1,55














3917 kilometers Number of sessions = 10
1988.5 t 989 t 989.5 1990 1990.5
' ' ' ' ' ' " .... I ' ' ' ' " " ' .... I ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' .... ' ' ' I ' " ' ' ' ' '" ' ' ' I ' '
], i I i, ,, ,, ,, I ,,,,,,,,,,,I ,, ,,,, ,,,,, I,,,, ,,,,,,, I, ,, ,,,,, ,, , I,,,, ,,,,, ,, I , ,
Observed Rote = -20.9 ± 6.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 14.3 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.59
















1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5
Observed Rote = -1.1 ± 6.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 13.1 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.23
NUVEL model rote = -6.t mm/yr
1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5















Observed Rote = 53.6 ± 9.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 20.6 mm Reduced Chi square = .32
NUVEL model rote = -.4 mm/yr
7.134













Buseline length = 849 kilometers Number of sessions = 8
1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5
• '''''' '1'''''''''''1'''''''_'''1 ..... r'''''l'''''''''''l ..... ''''''1 ......... ''1''''''''_''1'''''''''''1 '''''''
Observed Rote = -1.5 :t: 1.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.7 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.71
















O 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989,5 1990 1990.5
0 ....... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... t ........... I ........... t ........
-----t
,,,,,, ,I ,,,., ,, ,,, ,t,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,, ,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,, ,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,J
Observed Rate = 7.4 ,t: 1.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.1 mm Reduced Chi square = .69
NUVEL model rote = -2.2 mm/yr
0 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988 1988.5 1989 1989,5 1990 1990.5






Observed Rate = -12.4:1:13.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 44.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.45
NUVEL model rote = -2.4 mm/yr
7.155















Baseline length = 351 kilometers Number of sessions = 161
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
''''1''' ...... ''1' ...... ''''1'' ...... '''1 ...... '''''1'''''''''''1 ..... ''''"'1"
Observed Rote = 16.8 ± .3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.8 mm Reduced Chi squ0re = 2.8,3


























1984 1985 1986 t987 1988 1989 1990
1
, , , , I , , , , ,, ,,, .,I, , , ,,,,,,,, I .,ii,i,, ll,ll,llll i,,,i|,,i lllll,l,ll.lllllll I , |
Observed Rote = 3,3.1 ± .,3 mm/yr Wrms of'fit = 6.4 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.1(]
NUVEL model rate = 44.4 mm/yr
1984 198.5 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
''''1 ...... ' .... I ....... ''''1'' ......... |'''''''''''1'''"''''''''1 ........ '''l'
, 1
-- 41.- _ *-- --JL"-,JLtL--- .
1 I', '. "' "' "-.,-
,,l,l,,,,,,,,,,ll, ,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,, , , , I I / /,,, ,I,,,I,LI ,L,,,,,,],,,,,,,,,I,II
Observed Rote = -1.7 ± 1.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = `32.4 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.29
NUVEL model rote = 1.,3 mm,/yr
7.1.36















Baseline length = 3904 kilometers Number of sessions = 304
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
] { + ÷
Observed Rate = .6 ± .3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7,2 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.32



























1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
.... ''! ....... ''''J ........... ) .......... 'l'+'''' ..... I ........... _ ..... ''''''1'''''''




Observed Rote = -.8 _+.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.56
NUVEL model rate = -10,5 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
''''''1 .... '''''''1 .... '''''''1'''''''''''|' ....... '''! ........ '''1' .... ''''''1'''''''''''_ 1
Observed Rote = -15.1 ± 1.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 25.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.66
NUVEL model rote = -10.3 mm/yr
7.137


















Baseline length = 8589 kilometers Number of sessions = 144
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
''''1' .......... I ........ '''1'''''''''''1 ...... '''''1''''''' .... I ....... ''''1,
I,, ,,l,,,,,,,,,, ,1,,,,,,, ,,, ,1 ...... , , , ,, I ...... ii II,|llllll ,1 ,ll|l ,,1, ,iiii i
ObServed Rote = 7.5 _ 1.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 15.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.80
NUVEL model rate = 14.5 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 8588976465.9 mm
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
_-''., ........... , ........... , ........... , ........... , ........... , ........... ,,L,E
I
,, , ,I, ,,, , ,,,, , ,I, ,,,,,,, , , ,,1, , ,,, ,,,,,,1,,,,, , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , i i ii iiii J
Observed Rote = -6.2 ± .9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 10.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 1..34










1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
''v''l ........ '''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1''''''' .... I'''''''''''11
Observed Rate = -10.6 ± 1.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 19.0 mm Reduced Chi square = .57
NUVEL model rote = -9.8 mm/yr
7.138































Baseline length = 3274 kilometers Number of sessions = 10
1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5
' • ' • ' • ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I .... ' ' ' ' " ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' " I ' ' ' ' ' " • ' " ' '
• L i . * i i L , . I , , , , , . i i • , i [ i i .... , , , , • . I , , , , • , , , , • , I , , , , , , , , • . , ! , • , • , , • , , , ,
Observed Rate = 33,4 -I- 6.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 11.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.66
NUVEL model rate = ,0 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 327,3878618.6 mm
Offset = -35.3 ± 15.7 mm
0 1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5
0 .......... I ........... i ........... I',' ......... ! ........... '1 ...........
, , J J , A , , , , t , I .... , I i , , I , , , , , , , , , , , | , , , , , , , , , , , J , , , , , , , , , • , I , , , , • , , , • , ,
Observed Rate = 17.7 4- 4.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.9 mm Reduced Chi square = .66
NUVEL model rote = -5.8 mm/yr Offset = -81.7 4- 12.8 mm
1988 1988.5 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' | ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' | ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' I ' ' ' ' ' .... • ' I ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' " ' '
T
I I I I l | I I I I I , , , ' I I I I I . , I I ' ..... I I I I I A A , i I I I I I I I J ' I ' ' ' ' * ' I I ' I ' I I I I ' ' I ' I l
Observed Rote = -23.4 4- 22.7 mm/yr Wrms of fl't = 38..3 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.21



















Vector baseline plots for MOJAVE12-YUMA
Baseline length = .:365 kilometers Number of sessions = 21
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
' ' I ..... ' ..... I ........... I ' ' ' ..... ' ' ' I ' ' ' ........ I ..... ' ' ' '
Observed Rate = 7.7 ± 1.3 mm/yr Wrms 0f'fit = 5.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.90













0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988










Observed Rate = .3 + 1.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.65
NUVEL model rate = -1.0 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
• ' ' I ' ' ' ' ....... I ........... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' .... ' ' .... I ..........
Observed Rate = -6.8 _-I: 8.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = .39.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.56
NUVEL madel rate = .0 mm/yr
7.140

















Baseline length = 510 kilometers Number of sessions = 20
198,5 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' [ ' • ' 7 , , , , , , , I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ..... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' '
, , I ........... 1 .......... _ I ........... I .... , ...... I ........... I ..........
Observed Rote = -25.1 4- 1.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 11.2 mm Reduced Chi square = ,5.61





















0 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
0 ' ' ' I ........... I ' ' ' ' ....... ! ........... I .... ' ...... I ........... I ..........
Observed Rote = 18.1 + 1.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.17
NUVEL model rote = 16.2 mm/yr
0 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988





Observed Rote = 5.7 + 6.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 43.,3 mm Reduced Chi square = .97
NUVEL model rote = 1.,3 mm/yr
7.141
















Baseline length = 884 kilometers Number of sessions = 13
1984 198.5 1986 1g87 1988
' " ' ' ' " I ' ' ......... I ...... ' ' " " _ I ' ' ' ' ' " " ' " ' " I ' " ' " ' _ " ' ' ' " I ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' "
...... I ........... I ........... I • , , j , , , .... I, ,,,,,,,, ,, I, ....... ,'_,
Observed Rote = -26.3 :E 3.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 17.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 6.11


























0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
0 ...... I ........... I ........... I ..... ' ...... ; ........... 1 ..........
Observed Rate = 9.3 :t: 2.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 12.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 4..32
NUVEL model rote = 9.8 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1 g87 1988
.... , , , | • , , , , , , • , , , | • , , , • i • , , , , I ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' • I • • " • ' ' ' ' ' " • I " ' ' ' ' ' " ' " "
,L.......
• , . , , , I , , , , , . , , , , , I , , , , = , . , , . , I , , , , , , , , , , . I , , , , , , , = , i i I = = = = i , • = J =
Observed Rote = -.2 + 12.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 57.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.80




















Vector baseline plots for MON PEAK-VNDNBERG
Baseline length = 4.30 kilometers Number of sessions = 26
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
, • I • • • , • • • • , • , I • • • • • • • , • , , I • , • , • • • , , • , I • , , • , • • , , • , I • , , • , • • , • , • I • • • •
Observed Rote = 3,3 + 1.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 10.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 6.24






o 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989




/ Observed Rote = 12.5 + 1.2 mm//yr
NUVEL model rote = 3.8 mm/yr
, , I , • , , , , , , i , , I J , , , , , , , , • , I , • , , , • , , , , , | , , , , , • , , , • , I , , , , • , , , • , • I . , • • ,1









o 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989






Observed Rote = 7.4 + 7.0 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = ,3.3 mm/yr
, i I * , , * J i i i L , L I 1 = A , I i I i , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , • , , I , , , =
i
Wrms of fit = 4,5.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.77
7.14.3




















B0seline length = 208 kilometers Number of sessions = 8
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
..... I ........ '''1''''' ...... I ..... ' ..... I'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1 ..... ''''''1'''''''''''
,,,,I,,,A ....... t ........... I ........... I ........... I ........... I ......... ,,I,,.,,,,,,,,I ...........
Observed Rate = 27.6 ± 2.1 mm,/yr Wrms of fit = 5.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.14




























1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
..... [ ........... I ........... i ........... t ........... I ........... 1 ....... _''_i ........... I ...........
Observed Rote = 2,3.9 :t: 3.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.78
NUVEL model rate = 36.1 mm/yr
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
....i...........l...........J...,jl.....I .... *..l**Al. Ll....... *1...........I...........I...........
Observed Rote = -35.4 ± 22.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 47.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.56
NUV[_L model rote = -1.1 mm/yr
7.144
















BQseline length = 4389 kilometers Number of sessions = 7
984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5
I ' ' ' .... ' ' ' ' l ..... ' ' ' ' ' ' l ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' _ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' l ' ' '
I t , t , t , = , • , + I * , + , l , , , l + L I , , + , i l + i + + i i + + i , , , , , , , , I , , ,
Observed Rote = -61.9 + 12.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 20,1 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.26
NUVEL model rote = -45.5 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 4388694145.2 mm
01984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5









0 ' I . . . . . , . , . . . I , , . . . . , , t . . I , , , , . , . , . . , I , . i I I i i .... I , , ,
5-
Observed Rote = -6.9 ± 8.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 11.7 mm Reduced Chi square = .48
NUVEL model rate = 2.2 mm/yr
1984.5








1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5
' ' I, ' .......... I ........... 1 ........... 1 ' ' '
L
I , , , , , , , , , , , I , i i i i i i i i i i J i i i i i i + i i i i I i i i i .... , , + I , , ,
Observed Rote = -41.9 ± 24.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 32.9 mm Reduced Chl square = ,37
NUVEL model rote = -12.3 mm/yr
7.145
Vector baseline plots for NRAO140-OVRO 150
Baseline length = 3324 kilometers Number of sessions = 8
o 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988





Observed Rote = 3.0 :t: 1.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 10.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 4.07

















1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Observed Rote = -3.4 _ 4.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 20.4 mm Reduced Chi square = .48
NUVEL model rote = -9,1 mm/yr
1980 1981 1982 1983 t984 1985 1986 1987 1988
' .... I'''''''''''1' .... '' .... I''''' .... '' ''''' ''''' 'l'''''''''''l'''''''''''l'''''''''''l .... '"'''''1'''''''''
lJ=lllllll,,.I.'',.,'l,,,ll,,,'',','lll,,''l,ll''l," ..... I,,,l'*.,''','llll,'',,llLIIII ..... ' , . / 1J l A I I I I I I I
Observed Rote = 16.0 :1:8.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = .34.8 mm Reduced Chi square = .38
NUVEL model rote = 8.3 mm/yr
--+
7.146













Baseline length = 844 kilometers Number of sessions = 6
1982 1983 1984 198.5 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
!.1', .... ,,.,,_1 _ ..... _,...i _ .... ,,,,ffl,._,._.l _,,,_ ..... i,,,,,,_,,,,i _' ....... "1"''"'_'"1 ........
_:
,l,,,,,,,,,J,l,,J ........ I ........... I ...... , .... I,,,,, ...... I ........... I ........... I ........... I .... ,,,,_
Observed Rote = .4 4- .6 mm/yr Wrms of fl't = 4.2 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.59















1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rote = .5 _+ 1.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = .6.5















1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1968 1989 1990
'1 ........... I ....... f_'l_''''_'''l ........... I ........... I ''_ .... '_'1_'''_'''_'1''_'''_'''1' .......
+______
Observed Rote = -6.2 + 1.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.8 rnm Reduced Chi squore = .26














Vector baseline plots for ONSALA60-OVRO 130
Baseline length = 7914 kilometers Number of sessions = 55
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
''1''1''''' ...... 1 ........... I ........... I .... ''''_''1 ........... I ........... I _ ....... _1
I- +
"., , , , Ill , i , , , .... ILL,,,,, , ,,lll,l,,,,,,,,I,,ll,i ,,,, ,i .... i, , , , , ,I , .... i J i , i , I , , , , , i i , ,
Observed Rate = 11.6 _+ 2.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 28.5 mm Reduced Chl square = 2.38































1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
Observed Rate = 8.0 ± 9.9 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = -17.7 mm/yr
Wrms of fit = 5.3.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 4.09
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
Observed Rote = .39.7 ± 8.2 mm//yr Wrms of fit = 52.7 mm Reduced Chi squore = .44
NUVEL model rote = 10.0 mm/yr
7.148
Vector baseline plots for ONSALA60-RICHMOND
Baseline length = 7307 kilometers Number of sessions = 61











Observed Rate = 13.3 + 1.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 17.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.52















1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'' .... '''''l'''''''''''i'''''''''''l'''' ......
, i ,, . ii. ,., I...,.,. ,i., 11 i, i,,,,1,ii,,. ,,l ,ll, 11 l,ll .... , ,I 11.,.,1.., ,1 l,,,,* 1,I,,I |"
Observed Rate = -4.9 ± .6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.0 mm Reduced Chi square = .72














1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
.... , , , , , , , J , , , , .... ,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,**,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,
Observed Rate -- .O _ 2.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 30.1 mm Reduced Chi square = .9,5
NUVEL model rate = -5.8 mm/yr
7.149


















Baseline length = 5601 kilometers Number of sessions = 147
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 199 t
.... ''''1' ........ ''t _'''' ...... I'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'' _''''''''1'''_'''''' '1' '''' ''''''1 ' ....... '''
+{ t ,
Observed Rate = 15.8 4- .6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 13.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.54

















1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
Observed Rote = -.1 :t:.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 12.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.97
NUVEL model rate = -4.3 mm/yr
o 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
0
0
Observed Rate = -1.7 -1- 1.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 35.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.42
NUVEL model rote = -2.6 mm/yr
7.150











B0seline length = 920 kilometers Number of sessions = 125
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 t989 1990 1991
:,1, .... ,'''''1'''''''',,,i,,,,,,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,_i , ...... ,,,,[,, ..... ,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,
, i ..... , ..... i ........... i ........... i ........... t ........... i ........... i ...........
Observed Rote = -.6 ± .3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.48





























Observed Rate = -1.7 + .3 mm//yr
NUVEL model rote = -1.6 mm,/yr
Wrms of fit = 5.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.90
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''' .... '''
,l, ,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,, ,,,I .... ,,,,,,,1, ,,,,,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,
Observed Rote = .7 ± 1.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 22.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.33
NUVEL model rote = -1.8 mm/yr
7.151
Vector baseline plots for OVRO 150-PBLOSSOM
Baseline length = 303 kilometers Number of sessions = 7









Observed Rote = -8.O :1:1.9 mm/yr
NUVEL model rate = .0 mm/yr
Wrms of fit = 5,3 mm Reduced Chi square = .57



















O 1983.5 1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5
O ''''''''''l''''''''''II ........... I'''' ....... I ........... I .......... '1 ........... II'''II'I'''l _'ll_ ...... I ........
Observed Rote = 11.2 :1:1.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 3.3 mm Reduced Chi square = .44
NUVEL model rate = -.8 mm/yr
o 1983.5 1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5





,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I ........ I,,I .... ,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,I,,J,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,
Observed Rote = 10.,,3 :t: 11.,3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 37.1 mm Reduced Chi squ0re = .57
NUVEL model rote = .5 mm/yr
7.152














Baseline length = 435 kilometers Number of sessions = 7
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 ]986.5
'''''l'''''''''''l'''''''''''l'''''''''''l'''''''''''l'''''''''''l'''''''''
• ,,,.I,,,,,,, ,,,,I,,,.,.,.,,,I,,,,,,,,,,, I,,,,,,,,,,,I ....... • , , , i • • --,
Observed Rate = -15.1 + 4.0 mm/yr Wrm$ of fit = 8.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.44
NUVEL model rote = -44.1 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 4,34649341.0 mrn
0 1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5













0 " i I i I , | i i i i , I , i l i , I i i l ...... I , I i i i i l t ..... I i . i i i i i i i i i I i i i i I i • i i i i | i i i i , i , I I
I
Observed Rate = 9.4 -t- 5.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.38














1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5
..... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' .... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I .... ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' .... ' ' .... I ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' '
Observed Rote = 8.5 _ 16.1 mm,/yr Wrms of fit = 28.4 mm Reduced Chi square = .40
NUVEL model rote = -1.2 mm//yr
7.153







































Baseline length = 1221 kilometers Number of sessions = 9
1984 1 g85 1986 1987 1988
' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ..... ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ..... ' ' t ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' '
b
Observed Rote = 2,1 ± 2.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9,1 mm Reduced Chi squore = ,3.36
NUVEL model rote = .0 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 1220818762.5 mm
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
.... ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' ' ...... I ' ' ......... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' ' " ..... I ' ' ' '
Observed Rote = 9.0 _ 1.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 3.7 mm Reduced Chi squore = .3g
NUVEL model rote = -3.1 mm/yr
o 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
0 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' l ' ' .... I ' ' ' " " ' ..... I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' • ' " ..... I ' ' 'C.J
t
0 .
0 J , J I , , , I , J i , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , * , , , J I i i i i i i A i , i i I , , , , i , I , • , , I , , , ,
04
I Observed Rote = -32.7 :t: 15.9 mm,/yr Wrms of fit = 52.0 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.45
NUVlrL model rate = -3.2 mm/yr
7.154
















Baseline length = .374 kilometers Number of sessions = 8
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
, , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I ........... I , , , , , ...... I , , , ........ I ..........
Observed Rote = 16.5 ±2.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.9 mm Reduced Chi squ0re = 3.41
























, , , , i , , , , , , , , , , , I I , i , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , l , I , i , , l , , i , 1 , , , • , • , J , •
Observed Rote = 11,3 4- 2.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.2 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.89
NUVEL model rote = -.9 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
t-
Observed Rote = 5.6 -1- 10.5 mm/yr Wrms of fff = 43.5 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.52
NUVEL model rote = .6 mm/yr
7.155















Baseline length = 422 kilometers Number of sessions = 6
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
.... I ..... ' " " ' ' ' I ' ' ' ....... ' I ' ' ......... I ' ' ......... I ..... ' " ' ' '
1
, , , , ! , , . , . , . . , = , ! • • , , , , , . • • • I , = = , ,.= = , = = , I , . J , = , , , , . J I , = , • , , . . .
Observed Rote = 2.:3.8 + 1.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.64













1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
' ' ' ' | ' ' ' ' " " .... ' i ' ' ' " ' ' " ' " ' ' | ' ' ' ' ' ...... ! ........... I ' ........ "
--------r---
. . . . I , . . , . . , • • , . I , . , . • = = = = , , i , , , , . . . . , , , I , , . , , , , = , , , I . , , . , , • • , .
Observed Rate = 15.7 ± 2.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.52
NUVEL model rote = 3.3.2 mm/yr
0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988





. . , . I , . . , • • , , . , . t ...... , , , , , ! . • . . . i , , , = . } i p , , , , = i i i , i , i . , i i i l l
Observed Rote = 11.,3 + 10.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 38.,.3 mm Reduced Chi squore = .96
NUVEL model rote = 1.6 mm/yr
7.156





















Baseline length = 38.3 kilometers Number of sessions = 14
1983 1984 198.5 1986 1987 1988
'. ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ..... I " ' ' ' ' ..... ' I'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''' ''''''' I''''' .....
: .... .... q--I
• • ! ........... I L .......... I, , = i , , = = = ¢= | ........... I ........... ! ..........
Observed Rote = -1.0 :t: 1.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.3 mrn Reduced Chl square = 3.22
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• , I = i , , , , = , , , i i , , , , , , , , i , , I , , , = , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , i , , , , , , , , , , , l , , , , , , , , , ,
Observed Rote = -4.9 -t- 1.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.59
NUVEL model rote = -.9 mm/yr
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
='' I'''''' ..... I .... ''''''' I' '''' '"'' ' _' I'''''' '''' ' I ' ''''' ' ' '' ' I' ' ' ' " ' ''' '
;I I i -I--[.....ii
Observed Rote = -9.5 _ 9.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 53.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.44
NUVEL model rate = -.2 mm/yr
7.157
Vector baseline plots for OVRO 130-VNDNBERG
Baseline length = ,:364 kilometers Number of sessions = 46









Observed Rate = -8.8 :1:.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.,31



























1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
' ' ' ' I ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' " ' ' I ..... ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ....
Observed Rote = ,.35.8 ._+.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.06
NUVEL model rote = 45.9 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
' ' ' " ' I ' ..... ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ''" ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " I ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '' ' '
I I
It
, , , , I , • , .... , , , • I • , • , , , , , , i i I , • , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , i i I .... , i i , i i
Observed Rote = -4,9 :t: 5.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 56.,] mm Reduced Chi square = 2.22
NUVEL model rote = .6 mm/yr
7.158
Vector bosetine plots for OVRO 150-WESTFORD
Baseline length = ..3929 kilometers Number of sessions = 2g
o 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 ' 1987 1988
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Observed Rote = 3.0 :1:.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.90


























1982 198_ 1984 ,1985 1986 1987 1988
....... I''' ........ I ........... I''' ........ I ........... I ........... I ........... I .........
_+__ _+_ .+ ,. + ,+.,. ,.,, + +. , ,.
t
iii1,,,I ,1,11 i,,,i.J, ,,l, ,,l,, 'l,'I..I.,*_,l",,It,lt,llllll''ll '+l' II'll I'll 1'11' 'l''l t't I
Observed Rote = 1.8 :t: 3.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 21.6 mm Reduced Chi squore= 2.75
NUVEL model rate = -10.4 mm/yr
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
'''''''1''' ...... ''1' .......... I ........... I ..... ''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1''''''''''
1_-- "--+---t'+---+*- ++ +, + .
Observed Rate = -28.9 ._+7.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 43+2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.34
NUVEL model rote = -10.5 mm/yr
7.159

















Boseline length = 8500 kilometers Number of sessions = 7
1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5
.... ' .... I " " " " " " ' ' ' ' " I " ' " ' ' ' ' .... I ' ........ " ' I ' " ' " ' .... " " I ' " " " ....
. , . • , . • . I • , , , , , , , , , . I • , , , . , , , , , , I . , , , , , , , . • , I , i , , , , , , , , , I , , , , . , . ,
Observed Rote = 12.1 :1:12.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 27.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 5.75



























O 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5
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, , , . , , , , I . , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , . .... , I , , , . , , . , • , , i , , , , , , , , . . , I , , , , , , , ,
Observed Rate = 12.9 :1:23.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4,3.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 15.99
NUVEL model rote = -20.5 mm/yr
O 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5






Observed Rate = -54.2 :t: 20.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 40,9 mm Reduced Chi square --- 1.36
NUVEL model rote = -10.7 mm/yr
7.160

















Baseline length = 604 k{Iometers Number of sessions = 7
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5
.'''''1'''''''''''1'' ...... '''1'' .... ' .... I'''''''''''1'''''''''''1''''' .... ''1''''' ...... I''''''
---b---t
Observed Rate = 3.6 + 2.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.3 mm Reduced Chi square = .69
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Observed Rate = 5.3 :1:2.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.2 mm Reduced Chi square = .79
NUVEL model rote = -1.6 mm/yr
1984 1984.5 1985 1985,5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5
J''''l''''' ...... I ..... ''''''1'' ..... ''''1 ........... I'''''' .... '1''' ....... '1'''''''''''t''''''''
,, ,,I,,,,,,, .... I ..... ,,,, ,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,.,,,,,,,,,I ,, ,, ,,,,,,,I,,,,i,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,
Observed Rote = -41.2:1:37.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 58.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.28














Vector baseline plots for PBLOSSOM-VNDNBERC
Baseline length = 247 kilometers Number of sessions = 9
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988



















Observed Rote = 16.0 :1:1.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.49
































1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
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Observed Rote = 15.9 ± 1.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.09
NUVEL model rote = 58.0 mm/yr
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987 1987.5 1988
.......... I' .......... I ........ '''
I I 1 ' I I I ..... I ..... I ' I ' ' ' l ..... ' ..... I''' .... ''''1 ........ '''1'''''' ..... I'''' t
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I , I L __,__
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]
..... ....1,.,.,,,,,,.1 ....... ..,,I,, ..... .l,,I,,,,, .... ,.1, .... ,, .... I ..... ,ll,,,l, .... iI,..,1 ,,., ,111,..I,,,.1
Observed Rote = -.4 =1:10.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 37.7 mm Reduced Chi square = .78
NUVEL model rote = .9 mm/yr
7.162













Baseline length = 3263 kilometers Number of sessions = 27
1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ....... ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ! .
, . , • , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , i I I i I i i i , , , , . I i I i I i i i .... I i i i , i i I 1 , i . I
Observed Rote = -2.9 4- 2.& mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 6.31





















0 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991
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, . , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , • , , , , • • 1 • , • .... , , , , !
Observed Rote = -1.5 4- 3.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.72
NUVEL model rote = -9.1 mm/yr
o 1989 1989.5 1990 1990.5 1991




t I t t
Observed Rote = -7.6 4- 7.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 19.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.56
NUVEL model rate = -8.2 mm/yr
7.163












B0seline length = 398 kilometers Number of sessions = 20
984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Observed Rote = 17.0 :1:1.0 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.18
























984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
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Observed Rote = 15.7 _+.9 mm/yr Wrms af fit = 6.1 mm Reduced Chi square = .85
NUVEL model rate = 3.5 mm/yr
984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
"''1' .... ' ..... I .... '''_'''| ....... ''S'l'''''''''w'l ...... '''''l'''''''''''l "_
T
''ll''''''''''l'''''''lll'l''''''''ll'l'll''''''','l','''',llllllll,ll,,,,,l,
Observed Rote = -10.9 :t: 10.3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6,:3.1 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.45
NUVEL model rote = 2.9 mm/yr
7.184

















Baseline length = 22,.3 kilometers Number of sessions = 6
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987
' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ....... ''1'''''' ''''' I'''''''''''l '''''''''''1''''' ...... f ' ' ' ' ' .... ' ' I.
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Observed Rote = 24.2 :t: 6.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 8.5 mm Reduced Chi square = .3.67
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Observed Rote = 10.7 + 7.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 9.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.61
NUVEL model rote = 2,.3.5 mm/yr
1984 1984.5 1985 1985.5 1986 1986.5 1987
;______'__'___'_'_
.... I , , , , , , , .... I,,,, ,, ,,,,,I,,,,,,,, ,,,I ,, .... , ,,,,I, ,,,,,,,,,,I ,,, ,,,L,,,,
Observed Rote = -1.5 _4-27.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 37.9 mm Reduced Chi square = .66
NUVEL model rote = -1.1 mm/yr
7.165













Baseline length = 2753 kilometers Number of sessions = 11
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990





Observed Rote = 3,4 ± 2.3 mm/yr
NUVEL model rate = .0 mm/yr
Wrms of fit = 11.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.60
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I,,,, ,,1,,,,,,,,,,.1,,, ........ I,,,,,,,,,,,f,**,,,,l*,.l,,,,4,,,,,ll,,,,i,,,,,,ll,,,,,,,,
Observed Rate = -7.7 + 1.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.2 mm Reduced Chi square = .81
NUVEL model rate = -7.4 mm/yr
0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990





Observed Rate = -8.9 :1:9.9 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 47.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.,57
NUVEL model rote = -7.,3 mm/yr
7.166






























Boseline length = 397 kilometers Number of sessions = 20
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
'V''l'''''''''''l'''''''''''l .... ''_''''1''_''''''''1'''''''''''1 '''' ....... I'
.... I ...... , .... I ......... , , I , , , , . , . , ,, A'_I , , . . _ ...... I ........... I , , ....... , , I ,
Observed Rote = -13.7 4- 1.7 mm//yr Wrms of fit = 8.4 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.14
NUVEL model rote = -47.6 mm/yr Weighted me0n length = 396580065.4 mm
Offset = -3.7 _+ 6.0 mm
o 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
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Observed Rote = 2.9 + 1.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.2 mm Reduced Chi squore = 2.49
NUVEL model rote = 10,6 mm//yr Offset = 4.6 4- 5.5 mm
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
+
.,.,1.,.1,,, ,.,,1. ,,. ,,,J,,,li ,,,,,, ..,.I .t., ,,,,, ..I , ..... , . J . , I . , .... , , . , , I ,
Observed Rote = 2.3 _ 9.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 42.8 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.40
NUVEL model rote = -1.2 mm/yr Offset = -89.2 4- 31.2 mm
7.167






Baseline length = 445 kilometers Number of sessions = 18
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 t 989 1990
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]oj.g
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_o
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I
Observed Rate = -2.4 :1:1.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.9 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.47
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Observed Rote = 4.4 4-.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 4.3 mm Reduced Chi square = .81
NUVEL model rote = 4.0 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''I'''''''''''1 ........... I I
, , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , 1 , , , , , , , , , , , 1 , .... , , , , , , i , , • , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I
Observed Rate = -18.0 4- 6.4 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 32.2 mm Reduced Chi square = .80
NUVEL model rote = -2.9 mm/yr
7.168
















Baseline length = 223 kilometers Number of sessions = 9
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
'rl'''''''''''l'''' ..... ''1' ......... '1'''''''''''1''''1''''''1'''''''''''1 '
, I ........... I ......... , , I ......... , , I , , , I ....... I ........... 1 , , , ........ I ,
Observed Rate = 4.5 :1:1.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1,89
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, I , , , , , , , , l , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , i , , , , , , , , , I i i ......... 1 , , l , , , , , , , , I ,
Observed Rate = 7.3 :t: 1.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.5 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.97
NUVEL model rate = 2,0 mm//yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
.''1'''''''''''1 .... ' ...... I' .... ''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'''''''''''1'
..... t .....
,, I, , ,, , , , , I, , I , i , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , .... , , I , , , / L i , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , l , , , , , , , , , , , I ,
Observed Rate = -16.2:1:12.1 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 44.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.42
NUVEL model r0te = 1.7 mm/yr
7.169











Baseline length = 602 kilometers Number of sessions = 13
1985 1986 1987 1g88 1989
......... I ' " ......... I ' ' " ' ' ' " ' " ' " I " " ' ' " " " .... I ..... ' ' " ' " " " I ' " " ' .... " "
. , , i , . , . I .... , , , , • . , I , , i . , , , , , , , I • , , , , • , , , , , I , i i i i • I i i = , I i I • • = • = , . ,
Observed Rate = -30.0 :!: 1.6 mm/yr _rms of fit = 7.2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.83

























1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
.................... I ........... I ". .......... I " " "_ " _ '"- ' ' ' I ..........
, , • , , , , , I , , , ..... , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , I , * , , , , , , , , • i , • • , , , , , ,
Observed Rate = 17.8 :t: 1.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.0 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.72
NUVEL model rate = 26.8 mm/yr
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
.... ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' I ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' I .... ' ' ' .... I ' ' ......... I ' ' ' ..... ' ' '
= , , • , , , , I , , , . , , , , , , , I , , .... , , , , , I i i , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , I , , I , , I i , , • , , , i , ,
Observed Rate = 10.3 + 9.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = ,36,2 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.43
NUVEL model rate = -.7 mm//yr
7.170
Vector boseline plots for RICHMOND-WESTFORD
2045 kilometers Number of sessions = 462
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
.I "_' ......... I ........... I .......... + I ........... I ........... I ........... I ...........
,,,,,,,,.,,I,., ,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,.,,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,+,,,.I,,,,,,,,,,,
Observed Rate = .1 + .2 mrn/yr Wrms af fit = 7.3 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.55












1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
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1 i i , i I i . i I i I i i i , i ..... ,l,,,,,lll,,,l,,,,,,.,,,,l,.,,,,,..,,l,,,,,,,,,,,[.,.,,t,l,,.1
Observed Rate = -6.3 __ .1 rnm/yr Wrms of fit = 5.6 rnrn Reduced Chi squore= 1.19
















1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
,I, ,I, *
Observed Rote = -1.4 :J: .7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 25.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 1..36
NUVEL model rote = -.6 mm/yr
7.171
Vector baseline plots for RICHMOND-WETTZELL
Baseline length = 7588 kilometers Number of sessions = 439
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Observed Rote = 13.6 :_ .5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 17.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.48
















1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
'''''' .... '1'''''''_'''1''''_''''''1 '_ .... '''_rl ...... '1'''1 .... I ...... I ...........
, ,,,,,,,, ,,1,,,,,, ,,,,,I,,,,,,, .... t,,l,,,illl,l,l,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,I, ,, .... i i I i
Observed Rote = -6.7 -1-.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.9 mm Reduced Chi square = .49
NUVEL model rote = -10,6 mm/yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991


















Observed Rote = 8.3 :E .7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 26.8 mm Reduced Chi square = .67
NUVEL model rote = 5.5 mm/yr
7.172




















Boseline length = 150 kilometers Number of sessions = 10
1984 t985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
''''1'' ..... ''''l'''''''''''l'''''''''''l'' ..... ''''I'' ..... ''''I''' ..... '''1'
÷_÷.... .... ;
Observed Rate = 1.9 :1:1.0 mm//yr Wrms of fit = 4.4 mm Reduced Chi square = .89


























1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
.''''I'''''''''''I'''_'''_'''I''''+'''+'TI'''''''''''I'''''''''''I ' ......... "1'2
I, ill, i , , • , , i , , t ..... i ..... Ii iiii111 _i1 I111 i111,11,,11 .... , , i , i , I , , , ,11 ,1,1 ,1,
Observed Rote = 9.5 :1:2.0 mm//yr Wrms of fit = 8.3 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.91
NUVEL model rote = 1.3 mm//yr
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989





, i i I t , , i , I ...... I I,, Jill tll,ll AIIII,I,II I111 ,,,,,1 itllll, ,111, i,1 I1,1 .......
Observed Rote = 7.2 :t: 10.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 43,4 mm Reduced Chi squore = 1.03
NUVEL model rote = 1.1 mm/yr
7.175
Vector baseline plots for SOURDOGH-VNDNBERG
Baseline length = 3527 kilometers Number of sessions = 8
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Observed Rote = -37.1 + 9.2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 14.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.30
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Observed Rote = 19.0 + 8.5 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 13.8 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.28
NUVEL model rote = 8.0 mm/yr
1985 1985.5
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Observed Rote = 23.9 :t: 27.5 mm/yr
NUVEL model rote = -8.5 mm/yr
1986 1986.5
fr
Wrms of fit = 43.4 mm Reduced Chi square = .86
7.174















Baseline length = 620 kilometers Number of sessions = 19
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
• * I , • , , • • , • , , • J ° , • * * • , , • • • I • , • , ° • , • , • • I . • • • • • • • . • • I , , • • • • • , •
Observed Rate = 38.7 ± 1.8 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 2.79
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/
• , , I , , . , , , , , , , . I , • , , , , . . . . = I , , • . , , , , , = , I • , • , .... , , , I , , , , . , , , •
Observed Rote = 25.1 + 1.6 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 6.6 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.,35
NUVEL model rote = 28.1 mm/yr
0 1984 1985 1986 }987 1988
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, , I , , , , , , , , , • , I , , , , , , , , , , , ! . , • , , , , . . , • ! , , , , • , , . , , , ! . , • • , • , , , .
Observed Rote = -9.7 + 14.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 63.4 mm Reduced Chi square = 3.47
NUVEL model rote = -2.6 mm/yr
7.175









Baseline length = 5998 kilometers Number of sessions = 567
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
"1''''''' .... I''''''' .... I ....... ''''1''''' ...... I .... '''''''1 ........... I ...... '''''
Observed Rate = 16.6 :E .3 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 11.7 mm Reduced Chi square = 1.72
NUVEL model rote = 18.9 mm/yr Weighted mean length = 5998325425.4 mm





Observed Rate = -3..3 :t: .2 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 7.1 mm Reduced Chi square = .68



















1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
''1'''_''_''''1''''''_''''1'''''''_'_1''''_''''''1 .... '''''''1'''''' ..... I''' ........ It
Observed Rate = 5.3 :1:.7 mm/yr Wrms of fit = 26.5 mm Reduced Chi square = .90

















Baseline s_mr.y for ALGOPARK-IIRAS 085
,I Basel ine Transverse i
Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
lull I _ IIIfl
I
8.2 ! .7 -25.4 11.1
7.0 : 13.5 -12.5 9,6
6,4 I! 31.1 5.0 9.5
17,5 : 20.4 -5.7 58.4
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Table 7.178
BasetinesmmoryforALGOPARK-tOgJAi
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
7192645458.6 -26.6 15.4 175.4 .5 11.6
7192645488.0 2.8 18.5 145.4 -29.5 15.8
7192645517.2 32.0 21.3 183.5 8.6 17.3









90 6 30 ]
90 7 1
90 7 3 [
Table 7.179
Baselinesumwry for.M.GOP/L_K--KOOIAK
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residue[ Sigma Value Residual Sigma
Into mm lilT! _ Illm ITcPi
4887785384.0 -4.6 16.1 -16.6 -2.1 19.6
4887785385.4 -3.2 14.7 -15.4 -.9 10.1
4887785399.0 10.4 17.9 -12.7 1.8 11.2











Baseline summry for ALGOPARK-IIRAO85 3
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
848030630.5 .2 4.5 -2.3 2.2 5.0
848030636.0 5.8 7.2 -16.3 -11.8 7.0
848030636.2 6.0 6.8 2.2 6.7 5.9

















Baseline mry for ALGOPARK-RICIIIOIID































90 7 10 1
90 7 11
90 7 13 !
Table 7.182
Baseline summry for ALGOPARK-SMDPOIBT
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residuat Sigma Value Residual Sigma
gin gnlll film Bffl _ igm
5395379480.4 -8.4 20.1 15.0 15.3 21.8
5395379488.9 .1 16.6 3.4 3.7 11.4
5395379496.4 7.6 19.3 -9.3 -9.0 12.1
Baset ine Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma I
ITIII 111111 mm I
80.5 13.5 47.4 I
29.5 -37.4 36.8
















65 9 5 Ii
I
87 7 12 I
I
87 7 12 I
i
I
87 7 12 I
I
87 8 5 1
87 8 6
87 8 9 I
TabLe 7.183
Iiletine tory for ALGI]PAIIK--VlCTORIA
BaseLine Length i BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma J VaLue Residual Sigma
Bm mm film J
3362802084.4 -3.0 12.9 _ mm r_ Im
3382802088.4 1.0 14.2 J -8.2 -7.4 8.311.7 10.4 14.2
3362802090.6 3.0 15.4 I 12.9 11.6 14.3
TabLe 7.186
BaseLine stmmry for AL@kRK-IETTZELL
BaseLine Length

















BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual SiBma
2912296011.6 -16.5 12.4 -19.3 -15.1 11.0
2912296039.3 11.2 10.3 2.2 6.3 7.1
TabLe 7,186
_=setine mlllary for AUSTlI11(--llRAS 085
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
nlu mm illffl I1111rl nlm Rill
600902671.9 .0 2.9 3.6 .0 4.5
TabLe 7.187
BimetinemlimryforAgSTll113(-RICXllOII)
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
iil111 iiim irltl _ n1111 mlu
1773844466.5 .0 6.0 7.0 .0 8.0
TabLe 7.188
Basetinem.lmryforAUSTIMTX-MESTFOlitD
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
Value Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
flit1 _ n1111 film lllllt slm
2677897011.0 .0 6.7 9.5 .0 10.3
TabLe 7.189
llmietine stmmmry for _ --IIARPOINT
BaseLine Length I BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Resicluet Sigma i VaLue Residual Sigma
film 11111 i mm i11m fill1
1318010986.8 3.0 8.6 i 81.8 82.3 14.1
1318010957.1 -26.8 8.2 i -6.6 -6.1 10.7
1318010993.5 9.7 5.2 ; -22.1 -21.6 7.7
BaseLine VerticaL *I
VaLue Residuet Sigma j
11111 11111 IRIn
46.4 44.1 45.3
-40.5 -42.8 52.0 J










VaLue Residual Sigma I
imm mm
mm I
161.1 35.2 51.6 i
83.1 -22.8 41.6 I
Baseline Vertical i
VaLue Residual Sigma I
rrn rnm Irflm
34.6 .0 24.1 I
Beset ine Vertical i
Vatue Residual Sigma I
Igm I111/i ITIm I
-8.3 .0 34.2 !
i Baseline Vertical i
VaLue Residual Sigma J
I _ mm mm I
I 17.0 .0 32.8 I
Basetine Vertical i
Vatue Residuat Sigma I
film mm
m I99.0 89.6 43.7 I
91.2 81.9 41.1 II




87 8 3 1
I87 8 5 I




Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
iNiI lull _ _ IIR II
1696707866.1 -4.3 8.7 5.8 -.4 10.6
1696707699.4 9.0 9.7 4.6 -1.6 10.0
1696707872.2 -18.1 8.5 10.5 4.2 9.4















Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
E IIlB IN9 _ iNit
1284684862.2 -3.8 7.8 6.6 1.2 7.5
1284684867.0 1.0 7.9 -.4 -5.7 7.4
1284684870.0 3.9 7.5 7.8 2.5 6.2










88 10 26 1
88 10 27 !1
Table 7.192
Basetinesmmaryfor BLIGBUTTE-ELY
Baseline Length _l Baseline Transverse
Residual Sigma I Value Residual SigmaValue
inn Mll ii _ mm mm
629461895.3 -.6 6.4 I -9.2 4.7
629461896.5 .6 6.0 I! 1.3 5.4 4.9
Baseline Vertical I
Value Residual Sigma JI
ITITI Igm I_ j
-5.7 -6.8 38.8 I








































Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
iilm mm mill 111111 mm mm
107821842.1 -4.7 10.5 -100.3 -43.6 20.5
107821837.9 -8.9 15.2 -93.5 -36.7 11.6
107821852.1 5.3 4.5 -61.4 -4.6 3.8










84 3 4 1
85 1 16 I!
Tabte 7.195
Baselines t amary for BLKBUTTE-(X_OTILLO
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual sigma Value Residual Sigma
nlll rRm Illm II_ INn
97160177.0 -32.5 33.1 49.3 11.3 21.6
97160212.5 2.9 10.0 36.8 -1.1 6.8
Baseline Vertical I
Value Residual Sigma II
nl?l mm mm I336.9 128.8 207.6 i






Baseline mr,/ for BLKBUTTE-OVRO 130
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
459067511.2 -6.6 4.9 -19.3 -17.1 5.3
459067526.6 8.8 4.1 3.1 5.3 3.8
459067502.2 -15.6 8.1 6.5 8.7 6.2
Baseline Vertical ml
Value Residual Sigma I
I
m IIIm I/Ira j
41.0 44.4 34.8 J
-19.6 -15.2 31.7 I





87 5 18 ]
87 10 22 Ii
Table 7.197
BaseLine stammryforBLlOIUTTE-IPRESlDlO
Baseline Length i! Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma J VaLue Residual Sigma
I
Mr1 ITim I ITIII _ fr_







87 2 4 I
TabLe 7.198
BaseLine stmmaryforBLl_lUTTIE-PT RElrlES
Baseline Length i Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
mm INn mm I mm mm mm
815918037.9 .0 9.8 : -9.9 .0 7.6
i Baseline Vertical iI
I Value Residual Sigma I
mm mm mm
6.9 .0 54,4 J
I
87 8 20 I
Tab|e 7.198
Base|ine s_mary for BLOON]ND-IIRAS 085
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
nlnl rote iIiIri film film mm
1843913180.2 .0 12.8 -10.1 .0 14.6
i Baseline Vertical iValue Residuat Sigma I
I mm m m I
, -682 0 56.8!
I
87 8 20 I
Table 7.200
Baseline mry for BLOONIBD--MESTFORD
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
_11 INn mm INIt mm 111111
1316252675.9 .0 12.8 -19.0 .0 13.8
i Baseline Vertical tVaLue Residual Sigma II ° °°I32.3 .0 52.1
I
I
89 8 31 1
89 9 5 Ii
Table 7.201
Baseline smmary for REST -NOJAME12
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
7945694706,8 -20.2 22.4 -12.0 10.9 12.7
7945694743.5 16.5 20.3 -33.6 -10.7 12.5
Baseline Vertical
Value Residual Sigma I
Rim mm mm
-50.3 -36.0 40.8
9.4 23.7 33.1 ]
I
89 831 1
89 9 2 I
69 9 3 1




Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
m _ _ _ fMl Rn
2029686972.0 -32.1 7.2 -6.3 -2.9 6.6
2029687008.1 4.0 5.9 -1.3 2.0 8.9
2029687024.8 20.7 6.7 -8.4 -5.1 9.8










89 9 5 I
Tabte 7.203
hsettne mammry for BitlEST -ONSALA60
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm _ BI_ _ _ iwA
1480502019.1 .0 5,9 -7.7 .0 5.6
Base t i ne Vert i ca L I
VaLue Residual Sigma II
Imm mm
" 1-2.7 .0 27.2
_,mdd ;
I
89 8 31 ]
Tabte 7.204
Baseline sumery for BREST -RICNROMD
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Signm
_ mm irlm mm
6574959717.4 .0 17.8 -5.7 .0 13.6
Baseline Verticat ,I







89 8 31 1
89 9 5 II
Table 7.2o5
B_eLine_ryforBREST -MESTFORD
Baseline Ler_th Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
11111 mm mm IIim mm 111111
4970790330.8 -13.6 12.4 -2.3 11.6 8.9
4970790357.8 13.4 12.2 -24.6 -10.7 8.6
Baseline Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma, I
mm mm mm
-68,3 -28.8 33.5 I








Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
ITIm mm 11111 ITIm i]lm 11111
1275262992.4 -18,4 5.3 -6.4 -8.9 5.2
1275263017.0 6.3 4.3 7.6 5.1 6.4
12752,63021.0 10.2 5.0 5.3 2.8 6.9










89 8 21 I
Table 7.207
Basetinesummry for_TY-NOJAVE12
Baseline Length iI Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
i{tim mm mlTI I film ITim ibm
7568098966.0 .0 19.0 I -10.5 ,0 9.3
i BaseLine Verticat i
I Value Residual Sigma Imm nTn
I 45.4 .o 38.9 I
YYm_ i
I
89 8 21 !
Table 7.208
Basetinesulmnary for CARIIUSTY-RICHNONI)
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Vatue Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
film ITITI IT_ mm mm iiln
6586356808.1 .0 17.8 -9.0 .0 10.1
i Baseline Vertical J
Value Residual Sigma I
I mlTI mm .111





Baseline Length Basetine Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
i]]m mm mitt ITIB mm mm











Baseline summary for CARHUSTY--WETTZELL
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm 11111 mm ITIm mm
1327033072.9 -19.0 11.1 -23.1 -27.6 30.5
1327033092.3 .4 9.6 38.5 33.9 18.7
1327033098.2 6.3 5.2 .9 -3.7 4.6









87 7 19 I
Table 7.211
BasetinesmmaryforCARROLGA-HIPJLS 085
Baseline Length ' Jl Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
!
mm _ 11111 I m111 mm mm
1799165585.8 .0 12.8 I -11.5 .0 12.6
i Baseline Vertical
Value Residual Sigma
I mm mm mm
! 55.7 .o 51.7
I
87 7 19 I
Table 7.212
Baseline sunzaryfor_GA-RtClelOND
Baseline Length iI Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
992547373.0 .0 7,9 I -7.4 .0 10.4
i Baseline Vertical
, Value Residual Sigma
I him mm mm
I -23.0 .0 47.7
7.181
 mcu i
87 7 lg I
Tall_e 7.213
Base|inescBmoryforCARROLGA-MESTFORD
• BaseLine Length ,I Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma _ VaLue Residual Sigma
1552637960.0 .0 10.9 I -4.7 .0 10.0
i Baseline Vertical
Value Residual Sigma
I film mm rnm

























































































Baseline _ for ClILBOL_I-OIi_tLI_=O


































































88 2 3 I
Table 7.218
BasetinemamaryforDEN)NAHL-JPLNVl
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
gln film nii11 fir 1111t fflll
174643146.8 .0 6.4 24.3 .0 9.4
i Baseline Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma J
I .,. m m I









Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
MR MR 11111 _ _ MR
250758732.4 -78.4 41.5 -3.8 8.1 50.3
250758734.8 -76.0 13.2 -57.3 -47.4 21.2
250758802.5 -8.3 5.9 -14.1 -4.3 8.8











89 7 27 It
Table 7.22.0
BasetinesmmeryfocDSSz5 --GILCItEE[
Baseline Length jl Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
i
uitl _ 11111 ! MR MR ITIII
3807400693.2 .8 3.4 1 15.5 27.0 14.6
3807400689.9 -2.5 6.0 I -16.8 -5.3 6.5
Baseline Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma I
mm mm mm
-lg.2 15.3 18.7 I
-51.9 -17.4 lg.g I
I
87 Ii 2 I
TabLe 7.221
Baseline s_mzery for DSS15 -GOLDVEIIJ
Basel i ne Length /i Basel i ne Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
I
/rm _ MR I _ ftlmO21069152.4 .0 3.1 -3.3 . 2.5
BaseLine Vertical J
I
VaLue Residual Sigma j
Ram /T_ I




88 11 7 1




Baseline Length m Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
!
ITIB MR mn'l I m mm mm






-38.3 2.5 19.4 I
i
87 11 2 I
Table 7.223
_BelinesmmeryforOSSZ5 -ROJAVE12
Baseline Length im Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma J Value Residual sigma
I
IIn I]_ II I 111111 111111 ITI]I
10011685.8 .0 3.2 I 2.4 .0 1.8
i Baseline Vertical I
VaLue Residual Sigma I
I -7.2 .0 12.3 !
I
87 11 2 J
'Table 7.224
Basetine summryforOSS15 -ROJ 7288
Baseline Length m! BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
MR MR mm i, mm mm mm
10063344.3 .0 3.6 I .0 .0 2.0
Baseline Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma II





87 11 2 1
88 11 7 Ii
Table 7.225
BasetineszJmaryfor DSS15 _ 130
Baseline Len9th iI BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma J Value Residual Sigma
I
_ 111111 ! mm nln mm
236711198.9 -.7 2.9 i 3.8 1.2 3.2
236711200.1 .6 2.8 I 1.2 -1.4 3.5
Baseline Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma j
mm mm mm
.0 3.5 16.6 I
-5.1 -1.7 11.6 I
I
87 11 2 I
Table 7.228
Baselinestmmjr_/forDSSl5 --(NR 7853
Baseline Length I Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma _ VaLue Residual sigma
I1_ nlltl III !! _ mill mm
237345165.9 .0 3.1 I 3.0 .0 3.3
i Baseline Vertical i
I Value Residual Sigma I
I -.5 .0 16.8
7.183
I
89 7 27 !
Table 7.227
Basel|he summry for DSS15 -¥NCATAGA
gaseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sfgma
i1_ nlm _ _ _
3265203803.1 .0 9.9 .2 .0 6.8





89 11 28 1
89 12 19 Ii
90 3 23 1
i9o 6 29 i
Table 7.22,8
Baseline tory for I)2;45 -IIOIM.RT26
Baseline Length Y Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
Iln ITIm 11111 111111 _ _n
832194179,1 -12.7 8.5 14.0 -2.8 5.3
832194200.1 8.4 6.1 15.4 -1.4 3.5
832194189.6 -2.2 2.1 17.8 1.0 2.7










90 3 23 I
Tobte 7.229
BasetinesumBryforDSS45 -KASHII¢34
Basetfne Length ii Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
ITIm IWI1 nlm ! 111111 ran1 r/llTII
7435905079,8 ,0 6,2 I -48.0 .0 14.1
i Baseline Vertical
Value Residual Sigma













Baseline s_mmry for DSS45 --KASHIRA








































88 7 17 1
88 7 31
88 8 1 I
Table 7.231
¢asetine suBBry for DSS45 -IG/AJAL26
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
5171635902.5 42.3 17.9 -58.5 -4.5 25.2
5171635813.1 -47.1 23.6 -50.1 3.9 17.1
5171635828.3 -31.9 25.8 -55.9 -1.9 17.6
Baseline Vertical II
Value Residual Sigma i
mm mm mm I
-31.9 11.5 47.8 j
-1.8 41.6 50.2
-111.0 -87.6 55.9 !
Table 7.232
Baseline sumaryfor DSS45 --NOJAVE12
yy mmdd I Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
=1 Value Residuat Sigma Value Residual Sigma
I mm 11111 rnm 11111 film filmi







88 i0 19 I
TabLe 7.233
Baseline stammry for DSS65 -HRAS 085
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
IIITI mm mm _ mm mm








90 9 6 [
90 12 21 II
TabLe 7.234
BauetinemmumryforDSSS5 --NATEU
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma ,I Value Resfduet Sigma
1765812153.9 12.8 2.7 [ -11.1 .2 4.1
1765812132.4 -8.7 2.3 !1 -11.9 -.6 7.2
Baseline Vertical i
Value Residua! Sigma I
mm mm mm
-32.g -37.2 11.7 I
48.9 44.6 12 8 I
_--dd i
I
88 10 19 I
Table 7.23';
Baseline mammry for I)S$85 -ROJAVE12
Baseline Length ,' Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma _ Value Res_duet Sigma
I
m M ! lill mm mm
8395867422.4 .0 13.0 I 20.4 .0 18.6
J Baseline Vertical j
j Value Residual S_gma [




89 6 4 I
!90 1 27 !
90 9 6
I
90 12 21 I
Table 7.236
Baset|nemmmryforDS$65 -IIOTO
Baseline Length Baseline Tr_sverse
Value Residuet Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
mllrl llgfn B111 _ 111111 film
1711832928.1 11.8 2.2 -7.6 11.5 6.9
1711832910.9 -5.4 2,2 -17.3 1.7 4.0
1711832916.7 .4 2.5 -22.6 -3.5 4.0









88 9 1 1
88 11 10
88 12 15 I
Table 7.237
BasetinesLmmryforDSS85 -RICBqOIID
Baseline Length I Baseline Transverse
VaLue Residuet Sigma ] Value Residual Sigma
Ills III roll _ RIB _ ITR
6726067103.7 1.7 17,8 I -34.3 -16.8 14.0
6726067086.4 -15.6 12.1 ' I -6.6 10.9 14.4
6726067107.3 5.3 7.2 ] -13.5 4.0 11.0
Baseline Vertical i
VaLue Residual Sigma I
#1rill _ ilflffl I
-46.3 -47.1 44.0
46.2 45.3 36.0 I



















VaLue Residual Sigma I
illllt _ [,
-36.8 -21.4 8.8
-3.6 11.8 9.6 ]
-17.2 -1.8 8.4 I
-9.8 5.6 8.1 I











79 11 26 ]
Table 7.239
BasetinestamaryforEFLSBERG-NRXO 140
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
111111 i1_ m _ mm mm
5334648488.5 .0 37.5 -667.1 .0 462.3
i BaseLine Vertical
VaLue Residual Sigma








































83 5 6 I
Table 7.241
Baseline summry for EFLSIERG-IIiOBLIED32
Baseline Length _f Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma J Value Residual Sigma
1414092461.9 .0 9.3 I 23.2 .0 268,9
i Baseline Vertical *I
Value Residual Sigma i
I " m m !75.1 .0 152.9
I
83 5 6 I
Table 7.242
BasetinestmRryforEFL_BER6-MESTFOl_)
Baseline Length tl Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
nlm _ ii ITITI _
5592851141.9 .0 16.4 I 25.5 .0 741.7
i Baseline Vertical i
I Value Residual Sigma Imm mm
! 302.1 .0 484.6 I
i
86 4 3 I
Table 7.243
Baseline scmBary for ELY _ 130
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
378140557.8 .0 4.7 -16.0 .0 5.9
i Baseline Vertical J
Value Residuat Sigma l
I m me mm I






Baseline scnmury for EL'f --PLATTVIL
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigmaj Value Residual Sigma
871865370.3 -15.3 13.4 ,9 1.5 16.1
871865388.9 3.4 5.4 1.2 1.7 7.0
871865380.3 -5.3 13.5 -13.5 -12.9 17,7
Baseline Vertical =
Value Residual Sigma I
mm
"_ I
-86.5 -126.2 107.9 I
52.8 13.1 44.8


































_ .,. dd I
89 5 1 !
I89 5 2 I
90 10 16 1
I90 10 17 I
Tabte 7.246
Baseline summry for ELY -MESTFOIm
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
j Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
3580309246.6 2.2 12.4 -22.1 -1.5 15.2
3580309240.7 -3.8 13.0 -35.8 -15.3 10.2
3580309262.2 17.8 15.5 -3.4 17.1 13.9









87 5 11 1
88 4 30
88 5 1 !
Table 7.247
Baseline sum_ry for ELY -YUI4A
Baseline Length I Baseline Transverse iValue Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
,I., _ m I I
707152530.7 15.9 9,4 J mll rclu _ I
' 5.6 9.7 6.2 j707152508.7 -6.1 7.1 J -8.3 -4.2 5.2










84 4 18 1
I85 5 3 !




Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm M nlll IIIm film
820904441.8 -2.1 13.6 12.6 15.3 14.8
820904435.7 -8.2 5.5 -.9 1.8 5.5
820904448.6 4.7 6.0 -1.9 ,8 6.1












88 4 26 I!
T_[e 7.248
Baseline SUlary for FLA_TAF-VERMAL
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
595755809.8 -.4 6.0 6,4 3.1 4.3














Baseline Length iI Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sign_, I Value Residual Sigma
!
3497279295.9 8.6 12.8 I -6.5 19.6 17.7
3497279278.2 -9.1 13.2 Ii -44.0 -17.8 16.9
Baseline Vertical iI
Value Residual Sigma I
mm rnm mm I
-8.2 19.1 50.8 I

























































































































































































89 10 24 I
TaJ_e 7.253
IMmetine s_nmry for FOBTOBDS-tiA¥STACK
BaseL Jne Length ai BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma I VaLue Residual Sigma
lib RIB Igll !1 iB gill IIII
4225000764.4 .0 15.2 I 127.1 .0 21.5
i BaseLine Vertical u
VaLue Residual Sigma I
I m m mm I



















































































88 11 9 1
88 11 10
TabLe 7.255
BaseLine mry for FORTOIE)S-OVRO 130
BaseLine Length / BaseLine Transverse
VaLue ResiBacluat S,gma I VaLue Res|duat Signm
Nil • Q I lIB Q BIB
319006656.0 7.1 6.1 i 22.3 -2.0 7.1
319006645.5 -3.5 4.3 I 25.7 1.5 6.0
BaseLine Vertical
VaLue Residual Sigma I
im mm mm I
42.1 35.8 47.2 It








Baseline Length i VaLue Residual Sigma I
VaLue Residual Sigma j rma mm mm J
mm _ IIm I -17.8 2.6 5.8 I
147938857.6 5.8 7.3 I I
147938842.3 -9.5 8.7 1 -25.5 -5.3 7.8 !
147938852.7 .9 7.4 I -19.8 .4 6.0
BaseLine Vertical ,
VaLue Residual Sigma I
Imm mm mm I
59.7 -38.0 43.4 !
I198.9 101.2 57.1 !



































89 11 2 1
89 11 3 II
TabLe 7.258
BaseLine stmmry for FORTORDS-OUlMCY
Basel ine Length BaseL ine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
BII mll Rill lull _ m
382655480.9 .9 6.2 45.5 2.2 6.8
382655478.8 -1.4 7.9 40.9 -2.4 7.1
BaseLine VerticaL ,t
VaLue ResiduaL Sigma ]
I
Mn m j
-37.8 --14.7 48.5 I







































Baseline mamary for FOBT_



























































































































Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
lID _B m 11111 IIIIfl
3530381355.6 -8.9 13.4 9.4 5.5 12.2
3530381380.4 15.9 16.5 10.7 6.8 17.7
3530381370.3 5.8 13.0 3.0 -.9 11.4















BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
IIt'n aim 1119 11111 mm mm
1774675631.9 -41.0 8.1 -78.0 -35.5 8.5
1774675658.2 -14.7 9.1 -41.7 .8 9.3
1774675689.9 17.0 9.7 -28.9 13.7 10.2









87 10 19 I
TabLe 7.263
Baseline stamm|ryfor FORT ORD-JPLINI
Baseline Length j Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma _ VaLue Residual Sigma
!
fllg ira1 I Bit _m Big
426048766.1 .0 6.0 I 2.1 .0 6.2
i Baseline Vertical '
VaLue Residual Sigma I
I =. m =. I




87 2 10 I
Table 7.2_
Baseline summry for FORT ORD-NOII PEAK
Baseline Length rl Sasetine Transverse
Value Residual Sigma _ Value Residual Sigma
IIral II I Ills BIIrl
644205243.3 .0 6.9 I -17.8 .0 .5.7
Basel ine Vertical t
Value Residual Sigma 1
mm lull II!11 I
-4.5 .0 46.9 I
I
I
83 8 26 }
I85 10 24 I
88 2 18 1
88 2 19 Ii
Table 7.265
Baseline stmmory for FORT ORD-PRESIDIO
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
fflB 11111 11111 .fin II
139787414.1. 23.5 10.2 -5.1 -2.3 10.9
139787406.9 16,2 5.4 -12,3 -9.5 4,4
139787375.4 -15.3 5.7 -.8 2.0 5.1









87 5 22 ]
88 2 14
88 2 15 I
TabLe 7.286
BaseLine sumary for FORT OIm-PT REYES
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
II! . fill rrlTI Itrfl nlm gill
189551467.2 -4.0 8.7 1.5 -4.4 7.1
169551469.2 -2.1 6.2 2.8 -3.1 5.2
189551476.1 4.9 6.8 12.5 6.6 5.7
BaseLine Vertical t
Value Residual Sigma I
mm mm I
me I
-127.3 -112.0 59.6 I
-42.5 -27.2 38.9
85.4 100.7 45.1 !
yy mm dd I
t
88 10 9 [
TabLe 7.267
BaseLine sumaryfor FTD 7gO0-1BAS 085
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
nlm 111111 nlll _ iIIm ITIl1
104738,0 .0 3.5 -1.5 .0 2,5
BaseLine Vertical a
VaLue Residual Sigma 1
!
-17,5 .0 15.5 I
I
88 10 9 [
TabLe 7.268
BaseLine sumaryfor FTD 7gOO-NOJAVE_.
BaseLine Length tt BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma I VaLue Residual Sigma
mm mm mill ii 111111 mm mm
1313407340.9 .0 3.9 I -2.7 .0 4.2
i tBaseLine Vertical I
I Value Residual Sigmamm rmt m
I -5.2 .o 17.6 !
_--dd i
I
88 10 9 I
Tabte 7.2.69
Baseline mJ_ry for FTD 7goO-PIETOBI
Baseline Length ,t Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
I111111 nllTI 111111! 11111 _ nt11
564691753.2 .0 3.4 I -3.5 .0 2.8
I Baseline Vertical t
Vatue Residual Sigma I
I mr. me m I
I 19.7 .0 14.9 ]
_mdd I
I
88 10 g I
TabLe 7.2"/o
Basetinesuamary for FTB 7900-MESTFORB
Baseline Length iI Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
IBill film 11111 ! nlll him hilt
3134986759,0 .0 6.4 I -17.4 .0 8.1





88 7 9 1
90 8 21 tI
Table 7.271
BasetinesmaoryforGILl:ltEE[-GOLDVEl¢l
BaseLine Length it BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma _ Value Residual Sigma
!IllU IF/It Ill ! IIrllt _ IIIBI
3827523783.3 11.5 4.4 J 1.7 16.4 13.73827523763.2 -8.7 3.9 -19.0 -4.3 7.0
BaseLine Vertical _l
Value Residual Sigma I
tira1 itln
mm I1.5 18.6 23.3 !
-24.1 -7.1 14.4 I
7.190
I
88 6 26 1
88 7 2
88 7 10 I
Table 7.272
Basetinesummryfor GILCREEK-NALEAKAL
Baseline LelRth Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
4837174035.8 -6.0 25.0 ! 23.2 -.2 13.4
4837174018.6 -25.0 21.3 I 14,6 -8.8 14.6
4837174047,8 6.2 9.8 ii 42.5 19.1 21.1
Baseline Vertical m
Value Residual Sigma I
-40.7 -20.1 59.8 I
36.8 57.4 54.7
-40.6 -20.0 38.3 I
I
I
90 5 24 I
90 5 25 II
Table 7.273
BaseLine summmryforGILCltEEK--IIARTRAO
Baseline Length la Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
I
mm 111111 111111i rllTI fflTI nTI1
11997919445.2 42.4 55.9 I 75.7 -17.4 26.9
11997919385.1 -17.7 36.1 Ii 147.3 54.2 47.5
Baseline Vertical i
I
Value Residual Sigma I
I
Ilrltl 11111 ItlTI I
-82.0 3.9 30.8 I





















































































































































B4N.etine stimmry for GILCREER-IIARCIJS
yy rm dd ,i Baseline Length i Baseline Transverse iI Value Residual Sigma Valu Residual Sigma I
ii

























































































































BaseLine Length i Basetfne Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma I VaLue Residual Sigma
RU mill lull J RIll me BIll
7659919182.7 20.2 25.1 J --45.6 -.2 12.5
7659919140.6 -21.g 25.1 J -45.4 .0 11.9
7659919164.2 1.8 24.9 I -45.2 .2 14.2
BaseLfne Vertical ,I
Value Residual Sigma J
iBm mm [Am i
-150.8 -89.6 40.9 1
I
-.3 60,8 41.0 I
-17.4 43.7 50.2 I
Table 7.279
BaseLine mamaryforGILCIIEEK-NEDICINA
yy nlm dd I Baseline Length j Baseline Transverse ij Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma j
1 mm mm me 1 me mm me
i
88 12 22 7268952159.3 -7.1 15.4 -30.1 7.4 28.1 I
90 8 21 I 7286952167.6 1.3 6.6 I -38.6 -1.1 10.9 I
Baseline Vertical iI
Value Residual Sigma ]
!me am
mm I
-.2 4.9 40.i I







































89 7 10 J
89 7 19
89 9 11 I
Table 7.281
BaseLine statuary for GILa_=K-IIOTO
Basel ine Length Basel Jne Transverse
Value Residual sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
II me Igm mm mm mm
7973487673.2 -8.2 15.3 11.4 -13.5 30.7
7973487672.5 -8.9 13.4 17.5 -7.4 30.8
7973487711.9 30.4 18.9 30.3 5.4 15.6
Baseline Vertical
Vatue Residual Sigma I
nlm itltl r/in j
-37.0 -3.6 36.5 j
-51.9 -18.4 38.5






































































































































































































































































































I 5034926321.6 -32.8 25.7







I -25.5 -.3 36.5







! -44.2 25.8 117.3
I
90 9 7 I
Table 7.283
Basetine sumaryfor GILCItEEK-IIPJ_ 140
BaseLine Length Basel;ne Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
5034558672.4 .0 6.3 8.7 .0 19.4
Baseline Vertical i
I
VaLue Residual Sigma I
mm mm mm i








































































































































90 2 10 1
90 2 11 Ii
TabLe 7.265
BaseLine suBoryforGILCREEK-PIMFLATS
BaseLine Length iI BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma ] VaLue Residual Sigma
i
III lull ITIm I _ Ii]m Irlm
3999058539.9 -9.2 11.2 I 42.1 16.0 16.0

























BaseLine sumnry for GILCREEK-PItES|D[O
BaseLine Length
VaLue Residual Sigma



































































































90 2 5 1
90 2 6 II
Table 7.288
Basetinestamaryfm- GILCRIEEK-IP_ItDES
Basetire Length mm Baseline Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
BIll 11111 111111iI _ 11111
3923759643.9 -7.7 12.0 i 17.0 4.6 16.2
3923759657.9 6.3 10.8 I 11.2 -1.3 8.5
Baseline Vertical J
Value Residual Sigma I
mm mm mm [
37.1 31.3 39.3 ]





I89 11 3 I
90 10 8 J
I90 10 9 I
Table 7.289
Baseline slamary for GILCREEK-mJINCY
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
111111 _ 111111 rlllTI mm rffn
3227111806.7 13.3 12.1 21.6 9.4 16.3
3227111803.4 10.0 13.1 21.7 9.4 9.7
3227111780.3 -13.1 11.3 4.0 -8.2 13.3











90 1 31 1
90 2 1 !t
Table 7.290
Basetinesmamryfor GILQtEEK-SANPAULA
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Si_
3841665986.2 -6.8 13.8 -.3 -7.4 18.1
3841865999.6 6,6 13.8 9.5 2.4 9.2
Baseline Vertical _l
Value Residual Sigma I
Imm mm m I
-10.8 2.0 45.2 I
-14.6 -1.7 41.7 I
I
I
90 8 9 ]
I90 8 10
Table 7.291
Baseline sumery for GILCREEK-SEATTLE1
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm mm mm win
2429596198.6 -11.1 9.9 -18.5 4.5 11.1
2429596224.5 16.8 12.1 -26.0 -3.0 9.0
Baseline Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma I
mm him mm i
110.4 48.9 45.2 II
-7.5 -71.0 55.6 [
I
|
90 5 24 I
90 5 25 I
i
Table 7.292
Basetine stmmry for GILEREEK-SEST
Baseline Length mm Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma [ Value Residual Sigma
iiIm mm iiiiin i film ITIII!
10483693357.2 5.4 33.9 I .6 4.7 22.9
10483693344.9 -8.8 38.0 II -19.7 -15.6 41.7
Baseline Vertical ,I
Value Residual Sigma I
IiIim mm
mm I




86 6 14 !
Tabte 7.203
BaselfnesummlryforGILCREEK-SHANGHA[
Baseline Length t BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma I Value Res(duat Sigma
IIIIIt m 11111 ! I_n 11111 ran1
6619027676.8 .0 76.2 I -30.4 .0 55.2
Baseline Vertical iValue Residual Sigma J
I em mm _m I







Baseline try for GILCREEK-VICTOllIA
Baseline Length t Beset ins Transverse u
Value Residual Sigma J VaLue Residual Sigma
rm mm _ I I
2318448279.7 .9 10.6 J mm mm mm I
2318448284.8 6.0 12.2 I -6.8 -2.9 7.2 ]
! -7.1 -3.1 10.9 12318448271.8 -7.1 12.2 5.7 9.6 8
Baseline Vertical ,°
Value Residual Sigma I
mm m mm !I
16.3 19.9 45.0 I
-13.7 -10.1 50.4 I




85 9 5 II
Table 7.295
guetine mammry for GILCRE'EK-YELLOBOI
Baseline Length BaseLins Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
I1_ 11111 mm _ Irlll Mm
1631193649.6 -7.6 7.7 37.7 10.6 8.8
1631193662.5 5.3 6.5 21.9 -5.2 6.2
Baseline Vertical ,I
Value Residual Sigma I
mM IIrAi mm i
181.1 19.0 46.5 ml
149.4 -12.8 38.2 I
I
I
81 11 20 1
90 8 21 I!
Table 7.296
gasetinemryfor=I/EBJ-IgWSTAC[
Baseline Length ,I Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
film mm II MM ITim 111111
3900825659.0
-31.3 8.0 I 40.4 43,1 47.5
3900825699.7 9.3 4.4 |l -3.6 -.9 6.8
8asetine Vertical ,*
VaLue Resicluat Sigma I
mm mm mm i
158.6 167.9 268.4 II
-9,9 -.5 15,2 I
I
81 11 20 ;
I82 6 22 I
82 10 24 I
Table 7.297
Baseline wry for GOM)tC:BJ-NR_ 085
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
I Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
II1911 i1lll mM Ii!i1 Mm mm
1302373946.6 -3.7 5.8 21.2 19.3 84.8
1302373953.6 3.3 9.3 -27.4 -29.3 84.6
1302373954.0 3.7 7.2 4.7 2.8 44.9
Basetine Vertical =I
Value Residual Sigma I
61.2 43.4 243.3 I
-65.9 -83.8 244.2 I
29.8 11.9 133.3 I
_mm=U j
I
90 8 21 I
Table 7.298
Baseline eummry for GOLDVEMU-KASHIN34
Baseline Length t| Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
Illlt Ifllrl i= I1111 I11m rgM
8101501398.4 .0 8.7 I -34.2 .0 17.9
i Baseline Vertical i
VaLue Residual Sigma I
I mm mm mm I| 78.7 o 2o.4 I
I
90 8 21 I
Tabte 7.299
BaseLine sumary for GOLDVENU--NEDICINA
BaseLine Length =l Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma J Value Residual Sigma
111111 mm II Mm _ nlm
8838183465.0 .0 8.7 I -9.5 .0 9.5
Baseline Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma I
illm mm mm i
43.5 .0 25.6 I
yy_m=Ui
I
87 11 2 I
Table 7.300
Baseline s_maary for GOUWEBJ-NOJ 7288
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Vatue Residual Sigma
frill Mm mm rlllt 111111
12776768.6 .0 2.3 -3.7 .0 2.3
Baseline Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma I
mm Mm mm I
-4.0 .o 15.8 I
_m_j
I
81 11 20 !
Table 7.301
BasetinescBgmryforGOU)VIE_ 140
Baseline Length =t Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
i'm But gig !l 111111 I11m ITII1
3257509153.7 ,0 7.4 I 48.0 .0 83.1
i Baseline Vertical *
Vatue Residual Sigma I
J mm mm mm I








IBasetine scmmary for GOLI)_EHgLA60
Baseline Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
11111 itln mm ITn I/irl
8024928067.9 -107.3 19.6 -105.0 -110.9 519.7
8024928146.1 -29.1 27.3 -285.3 -301.1 523.5
8024928065.1 -110.2 34.5 -64.5 -70.3 517.6









87 11 2 I
Table 7.303
Baseline stmmry for GOI.D_EIIPOVIt 7853
Baseline Length =J Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
illrn 11111 _ ! mm mffl ITITI!
258212542.4 .0 2.7 I -.3 .0 2.7
Baseline Vertical JI
Value Residual Sigma I
film mm mm i
-i.2 .0 14.7 I
I
83 8 28 I
Table 7.304
Baseline summry for GOLDVENU-PRESIDIO
Baseline Length i* Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
i
580657654.2 .0 15.7 I -21.2 .0 30.7
Baseline Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma I
film into fnm I
-159.9 .0 106.4 I
I
83 8 28 [
TabLe 7.305
BaseLine summry for GOLDVENU-PT REYES
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
film Bin mm ITITI mm n_
633483758.2 .0 14.4 -51.0 .0 32.9
Baseline Vertical iI
Value Residual Sigma I
mm mm mm i
-11.5 .0 101.4 I
_mcu i
I
82 i0 24 !
TabLe 7.306
BaseLine sumary for GOLDVE_INCY
Baseline Length i! Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
film ran1 fflTI !! film _ Iiwi
639556784.7 .0 6.3 I 29.8 .0 25.1
I Basel ine Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma =
mm mm mm
4.2 .0 82.7 J
I
63 8 28 I
Table 7.307
_tine sl_ for GOLDVENU-VNI)NBERG
BaseLine Length j* Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma J Value Residual Sigma
i
mm mm mm i mm mm film
357563252.0 .0 9.8 I -109.2 .0 19.4
i Baseline Vertical
Value Residual Sigma
I _ iPm mm
I 63.8 .0 79.2
I
i
81 11 20 [
I82 6 17 I
82 6 22 1
88 7 9 !!
Tabte 7.308
BaseLine scmmry for GOLDVENU-UESTFORD
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residuet Sigma
illm Illm mm _ mffl rnnl
3900445490.6 -19.5 8.2 46.1 50.3 47.5
3900445529,0 18.9 12.8 -164.4 -160.1 49.1
3900445493.9 -16.2 15.6 -79.1 -74.8 48.2









89 5 31 I
TabLe 7.309
BaseLine scamary for GORF7102-WRAS 085
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
fflTl' m In111 film _ rlllt
2618744928.9 .0 6.5 -26.3 .0 10.8
i Baseline Vertical i
I Vatue Residual Sigma Imm mm m





69 5 31 1
89 6 1 II
T"k'te 7.310
Baset|nestmilaryforGORF7102-MARPOlilT
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
111111 itrim 11101 _ Into ItrdIR
79865258.7 -1.8 4.1 -3.9 -6.6 3.4
79845266.8 6.3 7,7 23.8 21.1 6.0
Baseline Vertical m








89 10 12 1
89 10 13 II
Table 7.311
Baseline mmmry for 80RF7102-NOJAVE12
Baseline Length uU BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma _ Value Residual Sigma
mill itltt Hlllt it illRI IIrlB frill
3506892275.8 -7.5 9.9 ] -7.1 -6.0 16.43506892290.6 7.2 9.8 4.4 5.6 15.8
Baseline Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma J
HIll II I
33.6 6.6 39.8




89 5 31 1
89 6 1 !
I
Table 7.312
Baseline stmmory for GORF7102--IlIRN)85 3
Baseline Length 8esettne Transverse
Value Residual Sigw_ Value Residual Sioma
iNII m0t 111111 Ilgllt fin I1MI
270278765.0 -2.3 3.3 -9.7 -5.9 4.3
270278773.3 6.0 5.5 11.2 15.1 6.9
Baseline Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma I
film nlm mm I
-46.7 -27.1 26.9 wl




89 5 31 1
I89 6 1 I




Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
IIIn mm 11111 ulm nlm
1519989265.4 7.2 5.7 -16.2 -13.4 6.6
1519989252.9 -5.2 9,2 11.2 14.1 6.3
1519989254.8 -3.6 7.5 -17.7 -14.9 9.0














Baseline stmmry for GORF7102-MESTFORD
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Signm
Iilil Rtlt _ nrlB _
600947754.0 -8.3 4.0 7.4 10.0 4.2
600947754.0 -8.3 7.0 -17.9 -15.3 5.9
600947773.4 11.0 4.5 -6.0 -3.4 5.7










89 9 15 I
TabLe 7.315
BaseLine summryforGULSSE -NOJAVE12
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
i_m m _ _ RIB rnm
8701934667.1 .0 21.9 -27.7 .0 1'1.5
i Baseline Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma J
I ,. m mm I
i -22.5 .o 41.5 I
I
|
89 9 13 1




'Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
It_ _ _ It_ _
1024494288.0 -3.0 4.2 5.8 1.5 6.4
1024494294.5 3.5 4.5 3.6 -.7 4.4
Baseline Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma I
mm mm mm i
-5.5 4.9 25.3 !1
-15.0 -4.6 24.3 I
I
89 9 15 !
Table 7.317
Baseline stiBary for GRASSE -RICIINOI_
Baseline Length _! Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
nln rNn ITIn II RIR _ IR_
7392007135.9 .0 20.6 I --17.3 .0 13.9
i Baseline Vertical
I Value Residual Sigmamm mm m
I -47.0 .0 40.4
7.198
I
89 9 15 I
Table 7.310
BaseLine stmiory for GRASSE -'dESTFQIU)
Basel ine Length BaseL ine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
11111 _ _ BIB t1111
5890367638. g ,0 12.9 -22.6 .0 I0.3
i BaseLine Vertical i
I VaLue Residual Sigma JI1_ mlllt iiiii !








BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
11111 11111 RIB IlUl nit fib
753160844.4 -,5 3.4 1,9 4.3 4.3
753160846.2 1.3 3.1 -1,6 .8 3.1
753160840.2 -4,7 4.1 -6.6 -4.2 3.9














Basel|he Length Basetine Transverse
Value Residuet Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
388841604.8 -2.6 8.1 -22,7 -24.8 8.5
386841602.7 -4.7 6.9 -9.2 -11.3 7.5
386841608.6 1.2 3,0 10.9 8.8 4.0
Baseline Vertical iJ
Value Residual Sigma I
!
-54.1 -69.8 55.7
-44.7 -60.4 47.5 I
36.5 20.8 20.6 I
I
88 6 26 1
88 7 2
88 7 10 J
TabLe 7.321
BaseLines cmmary for HALEAKAL-NOJAVE12
BaseLine Length J BaseLine Transverse
I VaLue Residual SigmaVaLue Residual Sigma I
illm mm I mill mm4090637529.9 -17.1 19.4 57.1 5.7 13.9
4090637512.6 -34.3 16.5 I_ 41.6 -9.9 15.4
4090637557.6 10.7 7.9 ] 55.2 3.8 17,6
Basel ine Vertical i
VaLue Residual Sigma
ITITI mm mm I
82.8 75.9 59.9 I
-49.6 -56.4 53.7




90 5 24 [
90 5 25 II
TabLe 7.322
Bac,eLine stamaryfor IL4JZTRN)-HOB/_T26
BaseLine Length =l BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma I VaLue Residual Sigma
I
9167618435.4 -14.0 44.0 ! -33.1 8.5 21.49167618457.4 8.0 33.3 -65.8 -24.2 36.1
Baseline Vertical i
VaLue Residual Sigma II
185.7 64.2 52.4 I
62.9 -58.6 50.1 I
I
!
90 5 24 1
90 5 25
Table 7.323
Baseline stiBry for IIART_kO--CASHIN34
BaseLine Length Baseline Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
11181747926.0 29.1 53.6 28.2 -11.2 28.0
11181747884.6 -12.4 34.9 68.8 29.3 45.3
Baseline Vertical i
VaLue ResiduaL Sigma I
mm mm ITITI
18.3 21.6 33.7 J




90 4 4 ]
90 5 9 Ii
Table 7.324
Basetinesummr'y for II/_TRAO_IIIA
Basetfne Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
IIITI _ mm 11111 n_ mR1
11181845895.7 -39.3 75.0 135.7 45.2 64.9
11181845942.0 7.0 31.8 83.3 -7.3 26.0
Baseline Vertical =l
VaLue Residual Sigma I
i
film tTIm mm I
-27.4 -80.7 71.5 !









BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
11111 m IIIm IIIB tin IIIm
12723069173.3 10.3 58,7 -203.6 4,6 27,0













Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mill mm nlln _ illm
7453222494.1 -17.4 22.3 85.3 54.3 110.0
7453222453.2 -58.3 23.2 73.5 42.5 28.9
7453222532.1 20.6 18.0 ,8 -30.2 19.3



































































90 4 4 [
I
90 5 9 ;
TabLe 7.328
Basetinesmmary for IIARTRAO-SESIIAN25
BaseLine Length _t Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
mill BIB n_ ! InB mmI
10160763388.O _8_ _ O 68.1 161.4 45.5 59,4
10160763489.9 13.9 27.1 Ii 109.0 -6.9 23.1
Baseline Vertical iI
Value Residual Sigma I
rRlt mm me t
41.5 -50.9 72.6 i
101.2 8.9 30.3 ]
I
!
90 5 24 [
90 5 25 Ii
Table 7.329
Basetinesumsryfor IIARTRAO-SEST
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
mm _ _ INn _ mm
8572702574.5 11.9 44.0 -14.1 1.6 23.6








84 4 27 [




BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
11111 m Irllt I1_ fir
4032976715.2 -14.0 7.4 -50.1 -25.8 16.3








83 6 30 1
87 10 19 II
TabLe 7.331
Basetine smmeryfor BATCREEK-JPL ffl/1
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
rllll m turn nln nrlrll
789070043.4 30.1 5.6 -50.4 -55.1 24.0
789069954.6 -58.7 7.8 9.4 4.7 7.0
Baseline Vertical II
Value Residual Sigma I
mm mm
90.0 -10.6 69.2 J
107.1 6.5 54.1 I
7.200
I
go 10 11 I
Table 7.332
Baselinet_lmaryfor IIATCIEIEEK-KASli[N34
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
rlltll iiim film iiim film 111111
7557379019.6 .0 27.2 49.1 .0 17.9
i Baseline Vertical
I Value Residual Sigmamm mm m




87 7 16 1
87 7 18 II
Table 7.333
Basetinetummoryfor I_TatEEK-KOOIAK
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
2870190267.5 -2.6 12.3 -4.3 -6.1 13.5







83 6 30 !
Table 7.334
hsetine scBmary for HATCREEK--NN414OTHL
Baseline Length =i Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma _ Value Residual Sigma
i
m IRrl I frill ffflt mm
414535910.6 .0 9.2 j .5 .0 13.2
Basel ine Vertical I





90 2 10 J
90 2 11 !i
Table 7.335
Baseline mr,/ for I_TCI_EEK-PINFI.ATS
Baseline Length =1 Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma J Value Residual Sigma
i
914296116.8 -9.7 5.0 J 18.6 7.0 5.4
914296137.5 10.9 5.3 ii 6.0 -5.6 4.8
Baseline Vertical iI
Value Residual Sigma I
imm mm
20.5 11.3 33.5 !
-2.6 -11.7 34.0 I
I
i
89 1 25 1
I89 i 26 I
90 2 5 1
90 2 6 It
Table 7.336
Baseline stBmary for ItATCREEK-P_I_ES
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
830152850.6 15,8 7.6 11.8 -5.0 7,4
830152862,0 27.3 7.2 11.3 -5.5 5,3
830152820.2 -14.5 5.5 23.7 6.9 5.7










89 1 29 1
I89 I 30 I
90 1 31 1
90 2 1 Ii
TabLe 7.337
BaseLine suBBry for liATCREE[-S,_PAULA
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
745783179.6 3.8 5.8 22.0 1.1 5.3
745783194.2 18.4 5.6 22.9 1.9 4.8
745783160.0 -15.8 5.5 25.6 4.7 5.7









87 7 26 I
Table 7.338
Baseline sumBry for IL_TI_EEK-SNDPOIMT
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
ITtTI nlm Itlfl _ igm frln
3229864743.5 .0 552.5 -144.7 .0 85.5
i Baseline Vertical i
I Value Residual Sigmamm _ mm







Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
2569202492.8 1.8 15.7 95.2 28.7 14.7
2569202502.4 11.4 10.5 51.9 -14.6 12.3
2569202477.7 -13.3 11.0 61.0 -5.5 12.5
Baseline Vertical iI




-81.0 -24.7 49.0 I
7_01
Td_e 7.340
_Li_ mmm-y for IMYSTACK-ICASNIN34
yy mm dd i Basel ine Length _ Basel ine Transverse i
, VaLue ResiduaL Sigma i VaLue ResiduaL Sigma,
i -- -- " i " " " i
90 8 21 I 9501718956.0 .0 9.1 i -25.8 .0 16.7 I
BaseLine Vertical n
VaLue Residual Sigma I
nl nIB gin




84 9 3 II
TabLe 7.341
loooLlne otmmg? fag" IAYITAK--HIilA
BaseLine Length ii BeseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual SiGma _ VaLue ResiduaL SiOnum
!
nn INI n l n it in
9501780068.6 33.2 23.4 i -38.7 -27.5 37.3





-36.1 32t 9 56.9 I
I
|
89 7 7 I
Tabl.e 7.342
ikseLine slaty for llYSTG-IOODIK
BaseLine Length aw BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigam _ Value Residual Sigma
I
N lib ns I n N
5468172818.6 .0 19.7 _ -18.9 .0 9.9
i BaseLine Vertical i
I VaLue Residk,mt Sigma in im m
! 66.3 .O 47.3 I
I
|
82 6 19 1
82 6 20 Uo
Td)te 7.343
kmetine mar/ for IMYSTACI_--IMMq}Ilrr
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
Bin mm nn IBn Ull Nil
677293612.2 1.3 4.3 -6.4 -.2 29.9
677293409.4 -1.5 4.7 -5.9 .2 30.2
BaseLine Vertical 0




-100.7 -10.7 74.7 I
I
90 8 21 !
Td_e 7.344
kLine mammry for IMYSTA(X-IEDICIM
Basel ine Length Basel i ne Transverse
Value Residh,,mt Sigm Value Residual Sigm
mN Ill _ in lint




















BaseLine sumary for MYSTNX-_IETOli
















































BaseLine t_ for HAYSTACI(-PLATTVIL
yy mm dd i Baseline Length i BaseLine Transverse 1i VaLue Residual Sigiao VaLue ResiduaL Sigmo I
mm mm mm i mm mrn _ ii I8,,,27 27 320,373.30 12.2= .0 12. ,
BaseLine Vertical
VaLue Residual Sigma I
mm mm 11111 i
29.8 .0 54.8 ]
7.2O2
I
89 10 24 !
TabLe 7.347
lametine miry for UlAYSTACK-PRESIDiO
BaseLine Length tl BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma I VaLue ResiduaL Sigma
am m mm !! II Im mE
4224649410.9 .0 16.9 _ 58.8 .0 21.1
BaseLine Vertical J
VaLue Residuat Sigma 1
mm ml im i
3.1 .0 60.4
I
83 5 6 I
TabLe 7.348
Besetire mmry for ImYSTAi2(-lIQBUW32
Basel ine Length _l Basel ine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma _ VaLue Residual Sigma
am fill Bm !l BU Bm lllm
5299699247.4 .O 29.3 I 34.2 .0 716.2
BaseLine Vertical e
VaLue Residuat Sigma I
mm mm mm i
-232.2 .0 189.5 I
Table 7.349
Blet|ne _ for MYSTN](-VmIEItG
yy m dd I hseLine Length _ BaseLine Transverse I
, v.tue .esid_L siam ] V.Lue Residual si.,
i glO RIM fill i Im am lira i
89 10 24 I 4229299758.7 .0 12.6 ; 88.7 .0 21.4 I
BaseLine VerticaL i
VaLue ResiduaL Sigma l
am gm ffi6
-74.2 .0 52.4 I
YYam i
I
89 7 27 J
Td_e 7.350
Basel ine mmry for HAYSTACIC-YAKATAC_
BaseLine Length iI BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma _ VaLue Residual Sigma
i
am IBM Ill I IIIgl _
4895243307.3 .0 14.8 _ 32.5 .0 7.2
i IBaseLine Vertical J
I VaLue ResiduaL Sigma I
































































BaseLine saumr y for IIOB_T26-1CASIlIRA










































































































































90 3 28 1
90 7 21
90 11 18 I
Table 7.355
Baselinescmmaryfor 1108ART26-NOBEY 61(
Baseline Length I Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma II Value Residual Sigma
iTim ITITI I ITIil Illfl frill
8086554618.8 -36.0 19.6 I -25.4 -29.3 15.8
8086554646.4 -8.3 52.6 jl -23.3 -27.2 24.1
8086554710.6 55.8 24.1 I . 50.1 46.2 16.8
Basel ine Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma I
11111 nlm igm
-31.0 31.0 30.0 I
-26.0 36.0 71.7 I




90 5 24 1
90 5 25 II
Table 7.356
Baseline stmmmryfor HOBART26-OHSALA60
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Signta Value Residual Sigma
12256219596.1 -31,5 31.3 -37.9 -9.6 27.7
12256219659.6 31,9 31.5 2.1 30.4 49.3
Baseline Vertical ,I
Value Residual Sigma I
I11111 Rim mm
-35.3 -5.3 27.9 iI








BaseLine L_th BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
TI1FI1 mm m ITITI Ulltl ,
7965496548.4 3.7 16.8 -16.7 -21.8 15.2
7965496541.4 -3.2 7.5 27.9 22.8 14.8
7965496551.0 6.4 11.8 -6.1 -11.1 31.0











90 5 24 [
I90 5 25
Table 7.358
Baselines cBmary for IN3WEqT26-SEST
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
9773309634.1 -37.9 38.0 -20.9 14.9 22.9



























Baseline Length iI Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
mm ngl mm !1 11111 m
12346564969.0 -22.5 31.4 I -5.2 8.2 27.4
12346565014.4 22,9 31.8 I! -40.7 -26.4 49.3
Table 7.360
BaseLine summryforltOIENFRG-/lOJAVEz2
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residuat Sigma
8257097579.0 -3.9 21.4 -21.1 -4.6 11.7






















Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
7347945832.4 -2.8 18.2 -20.6 .2 11.6
7347945837.8 2.8 19.0 -21.0 -.2 10.9
Baseline Vertical m
I
Value Residual Sigma I
!
mm I
-25.4 7.4 29.3 I
-54.9 -22.1 50.6 I
Baseline Vertical iI
Value Residual Sigma ]
film mm #TIN
-3.3 -3.6 38.4 I










Value Residual Sigma I
Imm mm
mm I
-60.6 5,7 36.2 I









89 6 27 I
I
82 10 17 1
83 6 30
87 10 19 I
Tabte 7.363
Baseline summary for HOHENFRG-MESTFCRD
Baseline Length _B Basetine Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
I
Film _ ITITI I 11111 mm mrll
5694164268.9 q9 _ _ 13.8 I -20.7 -5.3 9.0
5694154286.5 8.7 13.5 Ii .-11.3 4.1 7.9
Table 7.364
















-4.8 -10.4 3.5 I
Table 7.365
Baseline summry for lIRAS o85-JPL IW1
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
ITII1 nlm _ film fnm 11111
1391413529.8 -113.3 14.4 -68.1 -61.1 82.5
1391413611.4 -31.6 6.8 .3 7.3 38.1













Value Residual Sigma I
mm I
179.4 163.3 226.8
-137.2 -153.2 105.3 I
41.4 25.3 48.8 I
7.295
Table 7.366
BIetine _ for _ 08_(1)OIAI
yy mdd i Basel ine Length ] Basel ine Transverse i
I VaLue ResiduaL Sigma ; V.lue ResiduaL Sigma I
i In li lib i in mm ml i
89 7 7 ! 4645400657.2 .0 18.1 _ -29.0 .0 10.4 t
BaseLine Vert icaL i
VaLue Residual Sigma {
il IBI Bill J
23.1 .0 52.1 I
Table 7.387
Imeline _amr/for IIBS ¢L_LBINXX
yy, dd i BaseLine LwWCK I IMmet|ne Trsnlverse i BaseLine Vertical ;
I Vat,, RuidueL, Sigm, Jl Value, Res,duat, SigmI. VaLue. Residual, SigmI. ,
87 8 25 i 957117025.1 .0 4.9 | -5.1 .0 5.8 ! 6.2 .0 32.1
TabLe 7.368
ksetire tory for IBS O¢5-111R)TIIL
. .. i  .L,ne,. th l  'tine ,r..verse;  Line Ver,icaL ;




I83 8 30 B
89 5 31
TabLe 7860
Dile(ine tory for liMS OIL'rtliilq)llT
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
i lib fir BIB IBm Im
2570813394.9 18.8 9.1 39.1 45.3 25.8
2570813392 . 2 15 . 9 35.7 12.4 18 . 6 39.9
2570813371.1 --5.2 4.7 -14.8 -8.6 10.4
BaseLine Vertical J
VaLue Residual Sigma I
Im lib im
27.0 25.5 98.8 j
81.7 80.2 177.4














Value Residual Sigma I
Bin Im Im i















Bmetire mr/ for _ 08S-MB)ICINA











































-34.4 -32. g 36.7
I|
88 4 16 I
Tsbte 7.372
Baseline stmary for _ o85-N!_
BaseLine Length _l BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma _ Value ResiduaL Sigma
I
1751993827.9 .O 8.5 I -5.7 .0 7.9
i Basel ine VerticaL i
VaLue Residual Sigma
mm mm mm





89 5 31 I
 .dd[
I
84 8 2S ]
8S 8 29
8"; g 5 !
I
|
88 9 9 I











85 3 14 1
85 10 20 II
85 10 24




85 10 20 tI
I
83 5 6 I
Tmbte 7.373
kamtine toasty for ItAS oes-liJme5 3
BaseLine Length tl Beset|he Transverse
Value Residual Sigma _ Value Residual Sigma
!BIB BIB BIB i BIB _ BII
2353779387.4 .0 4.8 _ -16.6 .0 9.7
Tab(e 7.374
gooetine mmary for ELIAS 08.q-lqEiTICl'll
Baset|ne Length ii Besetine Transverse
Value Residual Sigma _ VaLue Residual Sigma
mm BIB BIB Ii BII BIB BIB
2443354518.1 -7.2 15.8 11.6 -5.9 10.8
2443354544.5 19.2 22.3 I_ 1.1 -16.3 45.8
2443354523.8 -1.4 12.1 _ 20.7" 3.1 7.2
Table 7.375
Bamet|ne stmry for ELIAS 08S-PIETOli
BaseL|ne Length Baseline Transverse
Value Res|duet Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
BIll BIB BIt IBt IIII lira
564820892.9 . 2 2.6 2.0 3.1 2.4
584820892.3 -.4 2.2 -3.9 -2.8 2.6
564620893.1 .4 2.5 -1.7 -.6 2.3
TabLe 7.376
BaseLine stma_0 for lIRAS OSS-PIIFLATS
BaseLine Length Baseline Transverse i
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue ResiduaL Sigma
BIB am am am BIM
1223294523.3 -27.2 11.1 --43.9 -22.8 16.8
1223294539.0 --11.4 9.9 _13.8 7.4 11.6
1223294544.2 -6.2 8.1 -27.4 -6.3 9.9
1223294553.5 3.1 4.5 -18.2 3.0 7.6
1223294558.8 8.4 5.5 ! -19.5 1.8 8.4 I
Td=te 7.377
Besetinemamary for lIRAS 08._PI_SIDIO
BaseLine Length r BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigme
BIB igll BII IBM am gel
1870585798.7 -30.1 19.0 -28.0 -10.9 12.1
1870585821.6 -7.0 8.7 -17.2 -.1 7.5
1870565826.3 -2.5 8.8 -28.1 -11.0 9.2
1870585850.0 21.2 8.8 t -3.1 14.0 8.2
TabLe 7.378
_aetine mmary for lIRAS OOS-PT REYES
BaseLine Length ti BaseLine Transverse
VaLue ResiduaL Sigma I VaLue Residual Sigma
I11111 fllB gig I IRII _ 019
1921015690.3 -8.6 14.5 i -36.7 -.3 10.6
1921015701.9 3.0 8.6 t -36.2 .2 8.2
Table 7.379
geseLinemmmryforlAsoa_,-leOgLED32
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
am ii _ _ glm RIB
7975530237.9 .0 44.8 86.8 .0 711.3
j Baseline Vertical JValue Residual Sigma I
I am m am I
! -21.8 .0 23.5 I
Baseline Vertical
I
Value Residual Sigma ]
IIBR lIB mm !
141.4 78.5 80.0 II
I
-201.1 -264.0 156.2 I
58.6 -4.4 55.0
BaseLine Verticat





















Value Residual Sigma I
I
am all _ i
-164.0 -80.4 76.0 I
-53.6 30.0 48.4 I
BaseLine Vertical IVaLue Residual Sigma J
I am _ ,. I




84 8 25 1
85 9 5 Ii
I
I
83 6 30 1
I84 4 10 I
84 10 23
I86 10 23 I
I




88 11 5 1
88 11 6 II
_m_uj
I






90 7 i I
Table 7°380
Basetinesummryfor IllAS OSS-_I1ELLOMIOI
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
3572069878.6 2.6 16.7 -21.4 -18.9 13.3
3572089873.6 -2.4 16.1 4.8 7.3 8.3
4
Table 7.381
Basetinestmmr3, for JPL IW1 -IUiJI)THL
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
UlB _ mm _ him iillt
387649690.9 16.3 9.2 -56.7 -26.9 13.3
387649726.6 52.0 17.4 -15.8 14.0 13.4
387649676.4 1.8 16.7 -38.4 -8.6 10.7
387649658.9 -15.7 6.5 I -27.0 2.9 4.4
Table 7.382
Basetinesummlryfor Rq. IW1-NOMREAK
Baseline Length _ Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sige_ I Value Residual Sigma
ml/i 111111 _ ii _ nllB gin1
218307727.5 .0 8.0 I 11.8 .0 16.7
Tabte 7.383
Baseline staamry for JPL NVl --PRESIDIO
Baseline Length m* Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
I
111111 Itlm illm ! 111111 gin1
555228195,4 -3.8 6.1 I 1.2 -7.0 6.1
555228204.0 4.8 6.9 Ii 15.8 7.7 6.4
Table 7.384
Basetinestmaaryfor JPL NVl-qUIMCY
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
685704824.7 .0 80.8 -56.7 .0 45.1
Tab|e 7.385
BaselinesLiamry for KASHIN34--KASH]NA
















Value Residual Sigma I
rllm mm I
197.8 53.1 56.8 I










I 111111 111111 111111
I -191.8 .0 92.9
Baseline Vertical J
Value Residual Sigma II
-56.6 -58.4 39.1
79.2 77.3 45.0 !
Baseline Vertical =
Vatue Residual Sigma 1
!















































9O 6 26 I
Table 7.387
Baseline summry for 18_SHIIq34--NNI:OIS
Baset ine Length K BaseLine Transverse
vstue Residual Si+,.a ,I VaLueres+,:*mtSi ,111111 ITlm 11111 llWl 11111
1812578166.3 .0 5.5 I 38.6 .0 6.0
Basel ine Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma I
mm mm ibm
-59,7 .0 20,6 I
YY=' i
I
90 8 21 I
Ieb|e 7.388
BaselinesummiryforJ(ASHIN34--NEDICiliA
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residua! Sigma [ Value Residual Sigma
11111 nlln 11111 I IIIB 1111111 rllnl
8811182242.6 .0 8.6 I -18.6 .0 21.0
i Baseline Vertical i























Baseline Transverse I Baseline Vertical
Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm



















90 3 28 1
I90 7 21 I
9O 8 12 1
!
90 Ii 18 I
Table 7.39o
Baseline summary for I_SHIN34-1K)BEY 614
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
197421502.4 -1.8 4.7 1.5 5.8 5.2
197421518.0 13.8 13.3 -10.0 -5.7 14.2
197421486.8 -17.4 11.8 -6.1 -1.8 10.1
197421508.8 4.6 6.0 -10.0 -5.7 5.9













Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
11111 ram 11111 mm iiill
7969420825.8 -11.7 12.8 67.3 38.5 18.2
7969420815.4 -22.1 12.4 95.5 66.7 32.2
7969420851.4 13.9 8.1 -34.0 -62.8 18.6
Basel ine Vertical =J
Value Residual Sigma I
I
mm nln nllTi
-51.8 16.2 23.6 l
-74.4 -6.4 35.4 i






Baseline summary for I_SHIN34-SESII_25
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
1875725752.0 -.4 2.7 -25.9 6.0 4.4
1875725756.5 4.1 5.6 -43.8 -11.9 6.0
1875725742.9 -9.5 11.9 -29.2 2.7 9.6
Basel ine Vertical
Value Residual Sigma







90 5 24 1
90 5 25 !I
Table 7.393
Baseline summary for KASHIN34-SEST
Baseline Length jJ Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
IIlrlli nls 11111 i mm mm mm
12389079080.2 -.5 40.6 I -25.7 10.0 28.5
12389079081.4 .6 44.6 Ii -66.0 -30.3 49.6
Baseline Vertical ,I
Value Residual Sigma I
t
-140.3 11.7 26.5 I




90 5 24 1
90 5 25 8I
TabLe 7,304
IlometinemryforEASlllM34-1kESTFOIID
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue ResiduaL Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
lint ill IN am IIIlR
9502255586.4 17.0 14.3 90,6 -6.2 19.7
9502255556.1 -15.2 13.5 119,1 22,3 37.4
BaseLine Vertical ,
Vatue Residual Sigma ]
iiim _ am !
-98,4 9,3 25.3 iI
-131.2 -23.5 kO.3 I
I
90 6 26 !
TabLe 7,395
B4metinestmmryforEASIlIRA-MAItOJ$
BaseLine Length '!t BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigm _ VaLue Residual Sigma
1612270522.0 .0 5.0 I 43.3 .0 6.4
I BaseLine Vertical i
I VaLue Residual Sigma I
Olm 11111
-58.3 .0 22.0 J
 amd. I
I
90 5 9 I
TabLe 7.306
BmmtinestmmryforKASiliMA-MWICiNA
BaseLine Length Besetine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
am nMi am i1_ gilt m
8811399673.5 .0 19.5 10.9 .0 19.8
i BaseLine Vertical i
VaLue Residual Sigma ]
I am m .,. I






BaseLine tory for [ASHINA -NIYAZN(I
Basel ine Length _ BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma II VaLue Resfduat Sigma
Bill Ilrm _ rant I1_ nil
948551363.3 9.1 12.6 I
948551347.3 -6.9 13.9 I 6.3 8.4 22.6
2.7 4.7 20.0946551349.9 -4.3 14.1 -7.6 -5.8 14.3
BaseLine Vertical
VaLue Residual Sigma I
llrlm 111111 ITml I
-10.9 -11.9 74.3 1
4.8 3.8 70.3
6.0 5.0 60.2 !
I
89 11 20 1
90 1 24
90 3 28 I
TabLe 7.398
BasetJnestmmryforKASHll_-MOBEYgl
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
am 111111 hill mm INit 11111
197660883.7 -8.3 11.4 3.7 4.8 11.5
197660885.0 -6.9 7.5 -8.2 -7.0 7.3
197660896.7 4.7 5.0 2.1 3.2 5.8
BaseLine Vertical =
VaLue Residual Sigma J
am am Imm
45.1 21.9 58.4 J
6.3 -16.9 39.5 I
28.6 3.4 27.8 !
I
86 6 14 I
TabLe 7.398
BasetinesumaryforKASHIRA-SIIAIIGl_!
BaseLine Length =l BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma I VaLue Residual Sigma
am am am !! am i1_ iflll
1852075225.6 .o 35.4 I -14.3 .0 26.1
J BaseLine Vertical I
I VaLue Residual Sigm jr11111 film




I87 11 26 I
89 11 29
TabLe 7.400
Baseline stammry for IOISIIIMA -TITIJIMA
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
j VaLue ResidueL Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
Bill nlB 11111 IIIR mm am
991640389.1 38.6 26.5 6.5 4.7 33.5
991640350.8 .3 17,5 .3 -1.6 16.8
991640315.4 -35.2 25.1 4,5 2.7 42.6
BaseLine Vertical m
VaLue Residual Sigma I
lam 11111 igm I
-31,6 .I 104.6 al
24.2 55.8 81.8 ii
-180.4 -148.7 133.5 I
I
89 8 11 I
TabLe 7.401
BaseLine stmmry for KASHIMA .-WHTHORSE
BaseLine Length =° BaseLine Transverse
Value Residual Sigma [ VaLue Residual Sigma
am am ii am i1_ lltll
6047388118.4 .0 23.8 I 4.9 .0 15.8
i BaseLine Vertical j
I VaLue Residual Sigmaillm illn iillt







































90 10 5 1
90 11 9 12 4
TabLe 7.403
Baseline tory for rJtUAI _TEIRA
1'
BaseLine Length t BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma I VaLue Residual Sigma J
mn nn em I _ .n _ I
10894161043.166 6 47.41115.3-5.9 176l10894160959.6-170 32.91 120, -.8 17.210894160939.1- 7., 51.8! 129.9 8.7 2031
BaseLine Vertical i
VaLue Residual Sigma I
iiiB _ INn I
-20.6 -63.2 47.9 j
86.3 43.7 38.9




89 7 10 ]
89 9 11 Ii
TabLe 7.404
BasetinemmBaryforKAUA! -BOTO
BaseLine Length tl BaseLine Transverse
Residual Sigma I VaLue Residual SigmaVaLue
rllfl film ii nlm _
11099796263.6 .5 20.3 i 118.3 3.0 43.2
11099796262.4 -.7 25.0 t 114.5 -.8 21.8
Baseline Vertical iI
Value Residual Sigma I
I
mm _ I
15.2 25.2 46.2 I





































































































































































































































































































' -184.2 -75.7 32,6
-23.7 84.9 52,9
-39.3 69.3 30.6























90 5 24 I




Baseline Length jl BaseLine Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
9792569614.7 -lO.1 16.2 [ 192.1 -5.1 20.0
9792569636.1 11.3 17.2 Ii 216,0 18.9 38.7
Baseline Vertical i
Value Residual Sigma I
glR rim I
24,0 .5 25.7 I
22.3 -1,2 42.1 !
I
I
90 5 24 1
90 5 25 ||
Table 7.407
Baseline suIBry for KAUAI -SEST
Baseline Length ,t Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
n_ I1_ _ i! gin _ i1_
9740852582.6 -13.0 32.7 j -13.2 12.8 23.9
9740852612.1 16.6 37.0 I -61.7 -35.7 39.9
Baseline Verticat i
VaLue ResiduaL Sigma I
mm mm mm
-245.2 9.8 33.2 I
-275.7 -20.7 48.4 !
I
86 6 14 ]
TabLe 7.408
Baselines tim sty for KAUA! -SNAMGNAI
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
film nlRI nlTI ITIm film ITIM
7290813144.9 .0 69.1 23.9 .0 35.1
Baseline Vertical I
Value Residual Sigma [
mm mm mm !




































Baseline smmary for I_i -I¢IITHORSIE
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm IIim BITI m _ trill1








I85 7 19 I
86 7 23 I
86 7 25
Table 7.411
Basetine summary for KODIAK -tiONE
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm ITIII rlBI ITIII _ turn
-11,9 -5.8 17.2
1024053314.3 35.0 16.9 I -i.i 5.0 8.5
1024053287.9 8.6 14.9 I
1024053264.9 -14.4 11.5 1 -14.6 -8.5 10.8










84 7 24 I
I85 7 19 I
86 7 23 I
l86 7 25
Table 7.412
Baseline summry for KODIAK -VWDMBERG
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
him ii1ii1 mm mm mm mlTI
3459022229.3 114.7 42.0 10.6 -14,4 42.6
3459022156.4 41.7 31.4 8.3 -16.7 50.4
3459022116.1 1.4 14.4 24.6 -.4 13.6

























































Baseline suuuary for I(WAJAL26-SESHAM25
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
5191948421.6 13.6 12.7 -12.5 -27.9 31,7
5191948382.5 -25.5 17.0 23.8 8.5 20.6










Baseline summary for LEONRDOK-RICHHOND
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Vatue Residual Sigma
illm ITIn mm _ _








Baseline summary for LEONRDOK-WESTFORD
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm mm trim mm













Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
ITITI ITItl mm IT!11 rrm
315785208.5 -8.3 8.6 23.8 15.5 11.0
315785199.9 -16.9 12.9 38.7 30.5 10.8
315785203.6 -13.2 11.7 24.6 16.4 7.6














Baseline smmary for 14AMNOTHL-OVRO 130
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
11111 11111 111111 ibm mm
74255494.0 1.2 7.8 2.4 -1.4 6.7
74255479.3 -13.6 8.0 17.2 13.3 8.1
74255480.0 -12,8 9.8 9.7 5.8 9.1









84 i0 23 1
86 10 23
Table 7.419
Base[ine stmmry for NANNOTHL-VNDMBERG
Baseline Length tl Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
i
373995475.3 30.1 12.8 [ -98.3 -50.4 10.6








90 6 26 I
Table 7.420
Basetine$1_iaryforl_3CUS -f_ESIi/W25
Baseline Length t= Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
i
3270841169.2 .0 7,7 I -57.2 .0 8.9
i Baseline Vertical
Value Residual Sigma
mm 11111 mm68.4 .0 22.9
yym_;
I
88 12 22 I
Table 7.421
Baseline summryforl_RPOINT-lilEDIC[ll_
Baseline Length m* Baseline Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
rl_ mm mm i _ _ film
i







89 7 19 I
Table 7.4ZZ
Baseline sumiry for I@LRPOIMT-NOTO
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
nlm rllll mm mill IIlTI mm




































































Base|ine sulll_ry for I_RPOINT-OIISAUI60
Baseline Length Basetine Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
ibm mm mm mm rnm mm
6198441068.9 -2.3 12.3 -73,9 -63.8 731.5
6198441071.2 .0 14.9 -24.6 -14.5 736.4
6198441079.2 8.0 21.3 73.9 84.0 564.4













Baseline summary for NARPOIMT-OVRO 130
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
m mm mm mm ITlm mm
3540824489.9 .0 8.9 -185.2 -ii0.6 74.8
354082k495.1 5,2 17.1 -ii0.4 -35.8 79.2











Baseline summary for I_TEI_ --NF.DICINA
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm _ II_ mm _ mm
597262313.6 7.8 2.1 -8.7 -2.1 2.4








90 9 6 1
I
90 12 21 i
Table 7.427
BasetinesummaryforNATEIUI -tlOTO
Baseline Length t= Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm mm IT_IJ
444532987.7 3.9 2.2 I 28.4 .6 2.2






yy mm dd i
I
!
90 10 5 1
90 Ii 9
Table 7,428
Baseline scmwary for NATEI_ -Ni_085 3
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
_ mm mm ITIm Iilll
7354567964,0 36.0 22.8 -24.7 8.2 13.0








90 g 6 I
I90 12 21 i
Table 7.429
Baseline summary for I#.ATEI_ -OIISALA60
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
Ii_ mm mm mm mm
1886809350.1 7.9 3.0 -8.4 2.3 4.5










BaseLine summary for I_TEI_ --WIETTZELL
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm ITIm mm mm
990053390.6 4.1 2.3 -16.9 -1.5 2.8






yy mm dd i
I
88 i0 7 !
TabLe 7.431
Baseline summary for MCl) 7850--NOJAVE12
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm ITIll mm mm
1305462984.1 .0 3.2 -3.2 .O 5.5
i Baseline Vertical iI






88 I0 7 I
Table 7.432
BasetinesBaaryforlCD 7850-P|ETOI_
Baseline Length jl Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm !1 M mm mm







88 I0 7 I
Tabte 7.433
Baseline suamary for I¢1) 7850-WESTFOI_
Baseline Length =l Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
I
mm mm mm i mm mm mm







90 1 27 I
90 9 6
90 12 21 I
Table 7.434
Baseline suImry for NEDZCIMA--IdOTO
Baseline Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
mm mm mm I1_ mm mm
893724235.6 6,4 2.0 7.2 .0 2.6
893724231,5 2.4 2.0 5,8 -1,5 2.5













































































90 5 9 !
TabLe 7.436
BaseLine summary for NEDICIIL_-SESHAN25
Baseline Length je Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
till1 mm rlln i mm mm mm
!













































































I 6144872382.4 -4.3 6.3
-43.8 -41,0 i0,2


















89 7 7 1
89 7 12 !
I
TabLe 7.438
BaseLine suemary for NETSNOVI-NOJAVE12
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
rrlm rllm ITfil mm mm mm
8149935256.2 -13.6 30.4 -16.4 -3.7 11,4











































BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
ITITI mm IT_ mm mm mm
7758613763.4 -20.9 29.0 -15.7 -1.4 11.0








89 7 7 I
I89 7 12
TabLe 7.441
BaseLine summary for NETSIIOVI-MESTFORD
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
mm mm film mm mm mm
6059189136.6 -4.8 21.9 -7.4 -3.2 9.2



























16.0 18.0 9.0 l
!14.2 16.2 8.2 I












BaseLine summary for NILESNON-NOJAVE12
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
mm mm i11m mm mm rnm








88 4 16 !
Table 7.444
Baseline summry for NILESNOI_IJESTFORD
BaseLine Length I Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
rflm mm mm i 111111 ITIll mm
2722126744.5 .0 11.1 I -13.6 .0 13.3
i Baseline Vertical
Value Residual Sigma
























35.5 16.7 19.7 j
-20.5 -39,3 17.4
6.1 -12.6 22.7 I
-2.8 -21.6 21.4 I














Baseline stm=ary for NOJAVE12-1_INE
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse I
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma i
4471763802.4 14.2 15.8 j -70.8 -I 5 18.1 I
4471763775.2 -13.0 16.8 I -68.0 -13.7 18.2 I









89 6 27 I
89 7 10 I
89 831 I
89 9 5 J
90 12 19 !
Table 7.447

































































88 ii 2 1
90 9 7
Tabte 7.449
Basetinesummary for IqOJAVE12--MRAO 140
Basetine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
/i_ _ I111'1 _ mm m
3262601943.2 3.2 3.9 -30.6 -23.6 12.4








84 3 4 J
85 1 16
85 3 5 I
Table 7.450
Baseline sumwary for NOJAVE12-OCOTILLO
Baseline Length i Baseline Transverse ;
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma I
mm mm mm mm mm film
299368587.9 -49.3 32.2 11.2 -3.2 26.8 I
299368625,5 -11.6 9.4 30.1 15,7 7.1 I










Baseline _ry for l_IJAVlE12-OV1R 7853
Baseline Length =° Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
Imm iTIll mm mm mm ITITII










Baseline summary for NOJAVE12-PEMTICTM
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
Value Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
IBm _ mm _ mm film
1566267825.6 11.7 10.3 3.0 1.6 9.2
1566267818.8 5.0 8.0 10.0 8,5 6.0













Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
1439349365.2 34.1 8,3 7.8 7.3 9,9
1439349310.9 -20.1 7.6 -7.0 -7.6 7.6








90 4 19 ]
Tal_|e 7.454
Basetinesu_mryforNC_lAVE12-SEST
BaseLine Length BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm m mm mm
7988720617.5 .O 18.2 -36,0 .0 19.5
Baseline Vertical =
Value Residual Sigma I
!














































89 8 I I
Table 7.456
Baseline stmmary for NOJAVE12-TRONSONO
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm _ film IT_ _
7344759278.9 .0 15.8 -8.3 ,0 9.0
i Baseline Vertical iVaLue Residual Sigma [
I _ _m _ I




90 8 2 1
90 8 3
9O 8 4 I
Table 7.457
Baseline stmmmry for NOJAVE12-VlCTOR]A
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm mm mm mm
1545227664.1 -6.0 7.6 18.2 3.7 6.3
1545227664.7 -5.3 8.2 14.8 .3 8.5














Baseline sBaary for NOJAVE12-kIITIIOCSE




























87 ii 2 I
i
!
go II Ii I
go ii 12 I
i
Table 7.45g
Baseline summry for WOJ 7ZB8-NOJAVE12
Baseline Length tl Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
!
mm mlTI mm ! mm mm I111"1
358197.0 .0 1.7 I i.i .0 2.4
Tabte 7.460
BaseLine summary for NOJ 7288-0VR0 130
Baseline Length tJ Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
ram- mm mm ! mm mm mrn
i
245135041.1 .0 2.7 I 4.1 .0 2.8
Table 7.461
Baseline summary for NOJ 7288-0VR 7853
Baseline Length j! Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
!ITITI mm mm i mm mm IIITI
245751411.7 .0 3.0 1 3.4 .0 3.0
Table 7.462
Baseline summary for NON PF_AIE--_STFORI)
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
3985679567.2 9.0 13,5 70.0 -5.2 16.9



















84 7 15 1
85 7 26
86 8 I I
Table 7.463
Baseline summary for NONE -SWDPOINT
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
_ mm Kim mm IIITI
1060002847.5 -25.2 32.0 -50.7 -33.3 28,4
1060002871.8 -1.0 8.4 -13.7 3.8 7.5












Baseline stmuary for NONE -WESTFORD
Basetine Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm ITIm mm
5785551171.8 24.6 20.0 -77.0 -13.2 22.8
5785551137.3 -10.0 21.3 -76.4 -12.5 22.8












Basel ine sum_ry for MOTO -N1_085 3
BaseLine Length I Basel,ine Transverse i
Val,Qe Residual` Sigma I Value Residual` Sigma
mm ,,, ,,. I I
7446887087.3 -11.3 11.1 I mr" "" ""
7446887114.4 15.9 14.1 I -3.1 -19.2 27.420.6 4.5 28.0

























Basel` ine Transverse :
I
VaLue Residual Sigma I
mm mm i































































































































1371101060.7 1.5 4.0 I
1371101054.5 -4,8 4.1 I
1371101064.4 5.1 3.7 1












































































































































































































































































































































































































63.0 35.4 17 ,2
61.2 33.5 22.3
50.1 22.4 14 . 5



































































85 3 5 I
Table 7.473
Baseline summary for OCOTILLO--OVRO 130
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm _ mm mm mm
542313245.9 .0 7.4 16,7 .0 5.3
i Baseline Vertical
Value Residual Sigma




85 3 5 I
Table 7.474
Baseline summary for OCOTILLO-PVERDES
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mlTI mm ITI11 mm mm mm







84 3 4 }
85 1 16
85 3 5 I
Table 7.475
Baseline summary for OCOTILLO-VNDNBERG
Baseline Length i_ Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
!
mm mm mm i mm mm mm
487851076,0 -28,6 35.0 ii _ 10 _ _ _ 41,8
487851081.2 -21.4 i0.9 II -33.5 24.4 ii.i








83 5 6 I
Table 7.476
Baseline st, mmary for OMSALA60-ROBLED32
Baseline Length fl Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
mm mm nlm ii mm mm mm











Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm mm mm mm
10459732554.9 -12,4 24.6 -76.3 -89.3 25,1
10459732577,6 10.2 34.8 60,8 47.7 21.8











89 7 31 I
I89 8 1 I
89 8 2 1
I89 8 3
Tabte 7.478
Baseline summary for OWSALA6O-TRONSOWO
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm mm mm mm
1406156787.6 16.6 5.9 -1.6 -3,8 6.4
1406156770.0 -1,1 6.2 8.8 6.7 4.9
1406156754,0 -17,1 5.6 -5,6 -7.8 7.4












Baseline sumzary for OVRO 130-PVERDES
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm mm mm mm
387094609.0 46,3 22.7 -79.2 -22.3 27.5
387094557.8 -4.9 7.4 -56.3 .6 4.6
Baseline Vertical ,I
Vatue Residual Sigma I
I
rllm mm m I
6. I -18.9 125.5 I




Baseline summary for OVRO 130-SAWPAULA
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mrn ram mm mm mm
322080187.0 .0 12.1 -109.2 .0 22.7
Baseline Vertical II
Value Residual Sigma {
mm mm mm i
38.5 .0 85.2 I
I
B7 ii 2 !
Table 7.481
Baseline summary for OVR 7853-0VR0 130
Baseline Length II Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
I
mm mm mm i nlm mm ITIm
991122,9 .0 1.7 I -.7 .0 2.5
Baseline Vertical I
Value Residual Sigma {
mm rl_ ii_ {
.5 .0 12,5 !
I
88 2 9 I
Table 7.482
Baseline stmaary for PBLOSSON-SANPAULA
Baseline Length il Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
!
mm mm mm i mm mm mm




I -61.2 .0 71.3
I
90 7 25 1
90 7 26
90 7 28 !
Table 7.483
Baseline summary for PENTICTN--WESTFORD
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse i
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma I
mm mm rnm mm mm rnm
3684967817.0 24,1 20,I 8.3 30.2 15.9 I
3684967796.9 4.0 15,4 -ii.i 10.7 8.8 I










84 8 25 1
I85 9 5
Table 7.484
Baseline summary for PENTICTN-YELLOUKN
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Vatue Residual Sigma
111111 111111 mm mm mm mm
1495292883.0 -4.9 14.5 -32.8 -17.1 8.3











Baseline summary for PINFLATS-PVERDES
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm mm mm mm
180972818.7 -.9 5.9 4.0 6.2 8.5
180972823.4 3.8 4.9 -4.6 -2.3 7.4










86 3 31 I
TabLe 7.486
BaseLine stimary for PLATTVIL-VERNkL
Baseline Length e Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm | mm mm mm










BaseLine summary for PRESIDIO-PT REYES
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm mm mm mm
53727229.9 -3.g 12,3 -27,1 -12.8 9.8
53727237.0 3.2 9,6 -4,0 10,3 10.0













Baseline summary for PRESIDIO-MESTFORD
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm IBm mm mm ITm m
4224409687.9 13.0 21.0 62.2 16.8 17.1
4224409664.0 9.1 14.1 41.7 -3.7 8.9
4224409632.9 -41.9 19.9 33.2 -12.1 17.8











Baseline summary for PRESIDIO-YUI_
Baseline Length |l Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
!
mm _ _ ! mm mm ITITI







89 II 7 I
I89 11 8 l
89 II 12 1
89 II 13
Table 7.490
Baseline summary for PT REYES--MESTFORD
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm mm _ mm
4248545122.0 19.1 18.8 49.0 -11.7 17.5
4248545081.2 -21,7 15.8 69.0 8,3 9.0
4248545105.4 2,5 17.6 54.9 -5.9 17.2











Baseline summary for PT REYES-YUNA
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm mm mm mm









BaseLine summary for OUINCY -WESTFORD
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm ITRI mm mm
4023819287.3 6.9 14.0 34.9 7.3 17.9




-18.7 32.4 46, 1




BaseLine sun_ary for RICHNOND-TRONSONO
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm iIim mm rl_ mm






_ .,. de i
I
83 5 6 I
TabLe 7.494
BaseLine sunmryfor ROBLED32-MESTFORD
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm nlrll rnm mm mm










Baseline st=mary for SEATTLE1-MESTFORD
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
turn mlTi rl_ mm iTim m
3895645969.9 20.7 14.3 33.4 53.0 17.0
3895645931.4 -17.9 13.3 -46.3 -16.7 16.2










90 4 4 [
I90 5 9
Table 7.496
Baseline summary for SESlIAM25-METTZELL
Baseline Length ml Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
8003555597.0
-42.2 31.9 I 22.8 30.0 27.1











Baseline summary for SEST -MESTFORD
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma VaLue Residual Sigma
7447845581.9 -4.3 12.8 -47.9 -27.1 17.3
7447845602,6 16.3 25.3 4.3 25.1 17.8
7447845587.1 .8 27.9 -10.3 10.6 30.6
Baseline Vertical ,I
Value Residual Sigma I
i
I
-63.2 -68.4 34.5 I
28.4 23.1 36.8 I






Baseline stsmary for _IDPOINT-WDNBERG
Baseline Length =! Basetine Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Vatue Residual Sigma
mlTl 111111 1 m 11111
3763664150.7 78.8 54.8 I
3763664099.1 27.2 14.8 II 96.2 6g.2 40.758.1 31.1 16.9
3763664032.1 -39.9 16.3 I 7.9 -19.1 11.2
Baseline Vertical lI
Value Residual Sigma ]
mm mm mm
17.5 20.8 243.0 I
85.9 89.2 51.9 I






















































































Baseline summary for SOLJRD(3GH--t_THORSE
BaseLine Length I Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
ITln IR11 mm I
591316589.6 11.7 18.7 J mm mm mm22.1 40.6 15.6
591316579.8 1.8 5.4 I -14.5 4.0 5.9
591316574.0 -3.9 6.3 ! -26.9 -8.3 5.4
Baseline Vertical iI
Value Residual Sigma I
mm ffln n111 I
20.1 -34.7 150.1 1
82.4 27.6 46.8







Baseline summary for SOLRB_H-Y_C_TAGA
Basetine Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
i/i/i _ 111111 rflrn ml/i M
329299274.7 41.0 6.0 -81.5 5.0 5.5
329299240.3 6.6 5.3 -88.8 -2.3 4.4
329299204.9 -28.8 6.6 -88.7 -2.2 5.2











Baseline summary for TRONSOMO-MESTFORD
Baseline Length ,t Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
iITITI fflTI m111 ! 111111 rnm 111111







89 7 31 i
I89 8 1 I
89 8 2 1
I89 8 3
Table 7.504
Baseline summary for TRONSOMO-_TTZELL
Baseline Length iI Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
i
film mm 1/1111 i mm 111111 mm
7.4 I 1.8 2.3 7.72296324612.6 20.5
2296324582.2 -9.9 7.3 II .5 1.0 5.7
7.3 I -9.3 -8.8 9.82296324574.4 _ 17 _ 7









88 i0 21 I
TabLe 7.505
BaseLine sumary for VERNAL -VMDNBERG
Baseline Length jl Baseline Transverse
Vatue Residuat Sigma I Vatue Residuat Sigma
film film mm ii 11111 ITm nlTI











Baseline _ry for VERNAL ,-MESTFORD
BaseLine Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
II11TI 111111 mm 11111 rllTI film
3132148592.9 -2.8 10.9 -16.4 -2.6 14.0
3132148577.2 -18.6 ii.I -15.5 -1.7 7.7
3132148602.3 6.5 I0.I -4.6 9.2 14.4









88 i0 21 !
TabLe 7.507
BaseLine summary for VERMAL -YUHA
Baseline Length ml BaseLine Transverse
VaLue Residual Sigma I Value Residual Sigma
ifilm _ 11111 i rlllTI mm film
917552147.0 .0 5.8 I -I.0 .0 7.1
Baseline Vertical ,s
Value Residual Sigma I
I








BaseLine s_mmary for VICTORIA-WESTFORD
Basetine Length Basetine Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm m mm mm mm
3967716616.8 -6.3 14.8 -4,1 -7.8 9.0
3967716625.5 2.3 16.3 11.7 8.0 16.z
































































Baseline summary for VIWNBERG-WHTHORSE
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm _ ill)
3058395747,4 129.2 41.6 -65,9 -83.1 22,7
3058395604.8 -13.5 11.5 42.3 25.1 12.6













Baseline summary for VWDNBERG-Y/gCATAGA
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm mm 11111 mm
3214772140.4 -24.5 19.9 30.8 -37.7 25.8
3214772158.4 -6.5 12.0 51.8 -16.6 11.9
3214772163.0 -1.9 14.6 76.8 8.3 13.4














Baseline summry for WESTFORD-WHTHORSE
Baseline Length Baseline Transverse
Value Residual Sigma Value Residual Sigma
mm mm mm mm mm mm
4511164166.2 30,0 13.0 -17.7 -7.5 17.9
4511164144.7 8.5 11.9 -22.3 -12.1 9.3
4511164113.6 -22.6 10.7 -4.3 5.9 16.8

















































8.0 Site Coordinates by Session from GLB754
Tables 8.1 presents, for each station and mobile site, the geocentric, Cartesian site positions in individual sessions
in the VLBI reference frame. The user is reminded that the position at a particular epoch is relative to the
(arbitrary) reference station for that session and that different observing sessions having unrelated observing
networks will have different reference stations. Eighty seven of the 88 fixed stations and mobile sites appearing
in Tables 1.1 and 1.2 are tabulated. HAYSTACK does not appear as it is always the reference station in each
session in which it participates.
Table 8.2 presents, for each session, the geocentric, Cartesian positions for each fixed station or mobile site with
their correlations in lower triangular form.
Tables 8.1 and 8.2 are only available in the machine-readable version. Table 8.0 gives the a priori positions of
the sites used to define the origin for each session. These are the same positions found in Table 5.10.
8.1

9.0EarthRotationand Nutation from GLB751
Plots 9.1 through 9.3 show the pole in arcseconds over the periods 1979 through 1983, 1984 through 1986, and
1987 through 1990 respectively. Formal errors of the pole components are of the order of 100 to 300
milliarcseconds. Error bars have been omitted from the plot for clarity. Plot 9.4 shows the variation in the value
of UT1 - TAI in seconds of time for the period from 1979 through 1990 with a linear term removed. This term
was determined by least squares to be a slope of approximately -563 ms/yr. Formal errors of the points are of
the order of 30 to 300 _s. Once again, error bars have been omitted for clarity. The pole position and UT1 -
TAI plots include all relevant data (fixed station CDP, POLARIS, Navnet, and IRIS).
Plot 9.5 shows the nutation offsets Ae and (sine)*A_ from the 1980 IAU nutation series, estimated in solution
GLB751 for the period 1979 through 1990. The longitude values have been multiplied by the sine of the obliquity
of the ecliptic for plotting only. The values of the longitude and obliquity are in units of arcseconds with formal
errors of the order of 0.8 to 3 milliarcseconds in longitude and 0.3 to 1.3 millliarcseconds in obliquity. As with
the Earth orientation parameters, error bars have been omitted for clarity.
The actual data plotted in 9.1 through 9.5 are available, without the linear term removed from UT1 - TAI, in
the machine-readable version in a modified IERS format. The tabulated values in machine-readable form
include the formal errors, the weighted rms delay in ps for the corresponding session, and the correlations among
the earth orientation and nutation parameters.
Rates for the Earth orientation and nutation parameters are also tabulated in the machine readable form.
9.1
9.1 Polar Motion 1979 - 1983
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9.3 Polar Motion 1987 - 1990
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9.4 Variation in UT1 - TAI














































































9,5 CDP VLBI Nutotion Offsets To IAU 1980
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